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I hive vou ever tried making working models with a

fretsaw? It's so simple now that Hobbies publish

. Look at the four illus-spedallv planned

u.ttrd here—any Meccano lad can cut out the part

in wood fr < i the full size patterns provided ; and

build them into the complete article trom the con-

struct irrti details supplied. Planet! wood the correct

thickness and ready to use is obtainable for each,

whilst a special power unit is provided for each in the

sturdy little Demon engine. The model 4 I re b ut one

o ir eii(.i:;iuiis varirtv ol work wlneh the owner oi

' Hobbies Fretwork Outfit can make. In addition

cks, toys, brackets, pipeit* can cabinet

racks, and heaps of other fascinating artich 'S.

FOR FRETWORK
Any Hobbies Outfit contains enough tools to enable vou

to make a start, and free designs, with helpful articles

are provided in Hobbies Weekly. Outfits range from

2 6 to 45/-, and tools, wood and materials are obtain-

able at reasonable prices.

FREE
DESIGNS
|)i*s jfis f r models
.Tut for oilier in-

ivn;siinu feetwnr!
arfi' li*5 are civ-^n

fra* witli 1 1 * 4 1 >

I

m s

ric^l.tv. Over 50fl

.uv iUustrsu«Hl hi

fin 19JH cat oiftM,

phi *• fltL ^f any
ii r ws a--srii t or
Fiobl>it& ttraneb.

ILL'"? 1 K K T V P
LKAKhrrS OF TTlfSK

Dg^rotfs,MOPCL
HOttltlKftCATM t;E

r

ASP T.\« I fClllrAftSOF

ALL OI'IMW WILL

Hi «' KSt TO &EH\

HAM AS 1^ i ow.

OBTAINABLE FROM
ALL IRONMONGERS,
LEADING STORES AND
HOBBIES BRANCHES

Hobbies Branches at 65 New Oxford St,
f
W.C.I. 147 Bjshopsgatef

EX, 79 Walworth Rd + , S.E. 326 Argylt St
(

Qlaseow. 10a Piccadilly, Manchester, 9a High St., Birmingham. 214 West St., Sheffield. 10 Queen Victoria

St-, Leeiis* 25 Bernard 8i t
Southampton. 68 London Rd.. Brighton. Or post your orders direct to Hobbies Ltd,

Dept. 96 ! Dereham, Norfolk. Canadian readers apply to 385; Yonge St.. Toronto p Ontario.

thte h a typical Hohhies
Outfit />/ Itrilhh l»ote>

Insimetwm haa to use
th* tt( printed on the hm k

f

and i« stmpu
u
foloured

» r. t hi t't .% uppl i td ft Hit y to

t ut out All * iflhU and
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Engineering ress in

At the end of each year it is always interesting to look back at
the outstanding events of the previous twelve months. Many of
the chief features of 1928, whilst definitely indicating progress.
were not of a spectacular nature so that they probably passed

eneral public. Nevertheless, they
foreshadow gre

course. is by no means an easv task to add a
F . •_ _ _ _

miles per

hour to such a speed, but British designers set to wor^ w/th great

n and practice Lieut.rmi nation, er wee
. * i

D'Arc
-

speed, unfortunatelv,

- *
.

instance was the
m •

and developments in Engineer!n

did not make a new record—-the rules require a clear margin of live

miles per hour, and the British airman's speed was only greater

by one e per hour

of a Diesel loco-

During 1928 there were no flights quite so sensational as Lind-
bergh's famous dash aprons the

motive, the story of which is told
Atlantic. It is true

32 of this issue.on
supremacy of coal has been under-
mined already by the growing
tendency to use oil engines for the

ilsion of ships, and it seems
at the struggle between the two

kinds of fuel may now be extended
to the railways. It is too early to

any definite statements in
regard to this, but many signs
suggest that the
internal com bust ion

4. r

be completed eventu ally
on

Railway affairs

n

n
n

n
n
n
n

n

No. - WHAT EVER
' m-

were
...

I I w

much quieter in 1928 than in the
year,

for

This is not sur-

we could scarcely

"

" Ming George V '

' and the
Nevertheless, the

previous
prising,

o see another succession
wonderful engines as

"

Nelson/*
" Royal Scot/

1

pass without
L.M.S.
the struggle

the previous year
of running

L.N.E.K
' i'

n

a
n

a

n
n

a

Last month's little puzzle (the result of which will be an-
nounced next month) created sneh extraordinary interest that I

have decided to give' you another this month. Can you solve the
mystery of the photograph above? It is part of something

J

unfamiliar " something " e
and

a very either, *o t imagine

commenced in

our
. .

noii

east coast company won the
bv running the famous

It

n
n
n
n

astronomers or entomologists have any advantage over mere en-

gineers and railway eatliusiasts

!

To tbe first reader to send an exact answer—or to the reader

who gets nearest—X will send an autographed copv of my recent

k " Pioneers of Wireless." Solutions should be wriiten on
postcards only and addressed " Editor's Competition No, 2, Meccano

Old Swan. Liverpool.'* Closing date, 1st February next.
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ocean was crossed
firstw

j*r^

t

this

east to
the

arded as

for the German
airmen who m ei.de it, in company
with the

flight can scarce

a great trium

State Air
of their

t
:i

were forced out
were thought

"

to have been lost, A similar effort

on the other side of the world went
more smoothly. To fly west
California with the
maktng Australia in three " hops

"

nerve at - -

of Lindbergh,
followed with breathless

a... J- ! - .-.

interest the fortunes ofinterest tne iortunes oi lungsford
Smith and his companions on their

tremendous journey,
_

•

be allowed to
ow Hinckler's wonderful
- .

mght in a li

- .

aero from
Britain to Australia, which showed

a regular air service on this

Scotsman " between London and
Edinburgh without a stop. In

route coma be arranged
comparativelv little difficulty.

Althotigh less spectacular, t
progress of the

cipie invented by Mr.
Page is of greater moment than any
of the flights to which I have
referred. It represents a very real

. ff

thus .making a
this to be done

e of crew
tenders with corridors,

during the run.
champions of the L.M.S, seem to regard the introduction

of these tenders as a mild infringement of the rules of the game 1

They point with pride to the fact that on one occasion in April

ml Scot

ducing very considerab
do more

vance in aero engineering, re-
* .m ~~m 4 ^« m m * m >

risk of stalling. wi r used, it

making flying safe and universal than

from London to Glasgow
— I 4_ jI

a halt. The distance covered is eight miles greater than

any other single invention since the Wrights showed us how to jflv,

Airshios figured more lartrelv during the oast vear than induring the year

the longest non-stop run on the rival company's route, and in this

e of crewinstance was made without c

summer the non-
At the end of the

runs were not Ii

runs on both railways came to an end.
they snowed quite clearly

sound.

These modern cruisers, of the air are veritable monsters.

The " Graf Zeppelin," which flew across the Atlantic, is actually

a little longer than the "Mauritania " while the British airships

now under construction have a length of more than 700 ft. and

to prove econ
4^h.

The Greatest Air not a Record!

In the air was d
...

struggle

between Great Britain and Italy for the worlds speed record.

Italy's defeat in the race for the Schneider Cup Trophy in 1927

deprived Lieut.
41

per hour over a mea*"r<*rl

tower 133 ft. above the ground. In spite of her
because of it—the "Graf Zeppelin " proved to be a failure as a
trans-Atlantic vessel. She was in serious trouble almost through-
out her long voyage, and one of the great defects of giant airships

was shown quite clearly when a head wind kept her in the nei

bourhood of the Bermudas for manv hours. It almost seems as

if the builders of the "Graf Zeppelin" rushed her across the
and alsoAtlantic in an effort to anticipate the British

to show the world that the German airship was still the best in the

world. The results were disappointing. Possiblythere would never
i u^.. ..„.. ui..., + :. *i;„k+. u,. ., n^^ ,. ,V «;^k; t s if T-? 1 Ohave any
-txvi r? mi had not been amor

if R.100
completion 1

i
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HE few successful aeroplane flights that have been
ma across

_ i —
Atlantic have shown

crossing is

but extremely hazardous in bad weather. Even in the
most favourable circumstances, however, the crossin is

an economic proposition on account of the relatively
enormous weight
accomplish the

must carried to

ran ere

ance.

aeroplanes wii

There is no doubt that

increase eonsidera during
the next few years but nevertheless it appears probable
that the solution of the Atlantic crossing problem will be
found

B

'rounds.

in the provision me

Until
-

reccn the
•

l of suing chain
ing aerodromes across the Atlantic apj.

fantastic, but a promising scheme has now been evolved
Mr. Edward R. Armstrong.

ed

called upon to design a floating factory to extract bromine
from sea water for the purpose of manufacturing one of

the constituents of ethy
was to revive in his mind an idea

One result of this work
• •

had occurred to
him at least 20 years before—the possibility of placing
a string of landing stages across the Atlantic to facilitate

in aviation. Although he continued to
turn over the idea in his mind he was too

*

with other work
when he

Subsequently
trans-Atlantic fli

A new model was then made and it was decided to pro-

ceed with the construction of a seadrome large enough to
^i a _

an
IS

i" 1
.

inventor has progressed so far as to
a company that intends to place a line of floating aero
dromes across

way

be placed at a point about 400 miles south-east of New
York, in order to give the scheme a thorough test under
service conditions. ^ * — --*--•--' -

j
*

* - -

-

as ii

on was
r e a

would be below the limit of driftiri

across tne
l

em.

see the
can be carried out successfully the year 1930 may

a re

air service, maintained
da

Sikorski

in excess of the

amphibian aeroplanes of the
ing range of these machines

anning his
...

-ra Mr. Armstrong's chief aim
has been to eliminate the effect of wave motion, and he

to accomplished this [aKing advantage
of the fact that oceanic disturbances are more limited in

• . -

than is generally supposed. The
exceed 42 ft. in

w
lit,

waves
e depth at

as the new structures may be called, and
m *

I i - 1 11

ather

wave motion on the surface has any appreciable effect is

seemed to the inventor,era r less than

Atlantic flight

London to Paris.

journey
L
1

air deck

that a ste
I *

w
T . m -

Wl 1
-- .

more than 45 ft

For some years Mr, Armstrong was chief engineer of
an American company and during this period he was

.

water, and havin
below the limit of -water dis-

surface

m the roll and
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level, while its' centre of equilibrium

Experiments soon showed that this was the case.

A structure was designed to have an upper deck 100 ft.

above the

was to be lowered to the
•

the deck on
of which could bt

This method
of construe-

tion was
a n n e

•

depth by su
steel tubes, the inner members
ed to reach^a depth of 185 ft.

d
it

to

build the full

scale sea-

pi
to make
possible

drome in any
ard, as

could be
given a draft

less than
30 ft., which
would be in-

to

the full
amount after

tii e giant
raft had been

t

towed to its

anchorage.
Discs of

area

weights
were to be
attached to

lower
ends of the

supports in

order to

A special deck below the landing is to be used for work
on the aeroplanes and on the seadrome itself. The petrol,

oil and water required for replenishing the supplies of the

aeroplanes prior to despatching them to the next station

will be stored in watertight compartments in the hollow

ions of the supporting columns.
The area of

the landing
exclu-

sive of the

space cove
by buildings,

will be about
six acres, and
it is

that the main
seadromes
eventually
will be given

a deck area of

not less than
12 acres. The

wills

ac-

hotel

provide
commodation

2 5
so

with

for
people

that,

the

quired
the

1 50 re-

for

:various
j

»

Courttsy\ [Modern Transport

Sketch of one of the projected Armstrong Seadromes for trans-Atlantic air services, showing
landing deck, the hotels and the supporting 4t

legs
"

services
there will.be

a total popu-
lation of 400.

Eight main

the seadrome absolutely steady.

Interesting to

behaviour of the proposed structure was obtained

experiments with a scale model in a pond. It was found

that waves corresponding to a height of 120 ft. at sea

had no noticeable effect on the level of the deck of

the model, while waves only half the height completely

swamped a model of the " Majestic " on the same scale

that was used for comparison purposes. The first

in behaviour between
that the open method of

adopted in the case of the former presents
. - P" i j "_™ * I _ _ _

seadromes,
400 miles apart, and nine subsidiary stations are planned.

so that when the scheme is completed the Atlantic will

possess a semi-permanent population of 4,000 !

Approximately 10,000 tons of steel and iron will

'

in the construction of the seadromes. Heavy ballast will be

necessary to raft trimmed, and this probably

will be in the form of iron ore stored in the lower portions
-

of the cylindrical legs, bringing

approximately 50,000 tons. It is antic

total w•eight

the cost

reason

seadrome

.

on will be somewhere about £300,000
• •

The greatest difficulty of the whole scheme undoubtedly

lies in the securing of efficient anchorage. The bottom ot

practically no
the slight force that is exerted on
is more than counterbalanced by

passing wav '
while

ing columns
effect of

the Atlantic ocean is at an average depth of some two
miles. The length of an anchor cable in practice is three

of the anchorage, which means that in

discs. The second reason is that

of gravity of the rome model was well

area of disturbance, whereas in the case

of the '• Majestic " it was practically at the

the disturbance was greatest.

centre

the
model

The landing-deck of the rm s seadrome will
M

be 900 ft. in length and 240 ft. m w
the middle width will be increased to 400 ft. to

accommodate hotel buildings, offices and a meteorological

It is anticipated that soon after the inaugura-

tion of the service from 2,000 to' 3,000 people will pass

through each seadrome daily and that many will "stay for

longer periods than the 15 minutes allowed for refuelling

the
order to anchor a seadrome a chain six miles in length will

be The trouble lies in the fact that

chain of this enormous length would have quite sii

to do in preventing itself from snapping under its own
weight, without having to undergo any additional strain.

Mr. Armstrong proposes to solve this problem by not

seadrome directly to the cable, but to a

huge sparbuov about 60 ft. in length and of small diameter,

to which the upper end of the anchor cable will be secured

This buoy, like the seadrome " ** '" rr 1iA "v

ance waves
will offer verv

Thus the heaving stresses'&
,

surface movement of the water will not be trans

to

to

the aeroplanes. required to carry out

work in the hotels, offices and workshops,

will be at least for each seadrome.

the anchor cable, which will be called upon to do very

little more than support its own weight.

The scheme appears feasible and details of the behaviour

of the trial seadrome will be awaited with great interest.
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VII, ILLUSTRATING THE "MM."

-

mr i

we ex
-

Yfl

on
further course

works Stembridge
proofing stage.

readiness for printin

blocks
illustrations

accompany it.
_ .

actual

printing of the Maga-
zine. we

i

^v i th
fascinating and highly

skilled the
toto-engraver,

^m_J J

sraan

makes

*

-

css
=

human Thou
sands of years ago our

m m i

carv
r.m

on
ivory tusks of the

and the
inoceros.

awings

copy mm:'
•

gazme through the printing

-

pages is

that printing of a kind had been in existence in Europe
for centuries before Gutenberg's time, and many of the
"books then produced contained remarkable illustrations.

were,markedThe characters or pictures to be repro
T

out on the a block of

away so as to leave the required

level rest

were
sheets of paper on

l. W'
were

prized,

rerm

1

le she

Denmark.

on the walls of the
be seen in many districts.

block.

s, and
mpressions

this manner
; was a very laborious process, and
" block books/' as thev were

and
few
complete

were
highly

.

une3

ancient library

_

-.

is one of

the
finest

__"

to be

One of the
huge process cameras

by photo-engravers.
The illustrations of this article
are from line blocks specialty prepared
by Scientific Illustrations Bureau, Rochester

still

The seven ill us-

t rati oris it contains

more
than the

are

J

•
1

1

caves in which they live

in

Their ures of ani

may still

and Spain.
3f hunting scenes were

full of energy ic

may be said of the productions of the savage Bushmen
Africa, who

and whose
have developed artistic tastes

i

found the

awings are remar

Even to-

as to illus

to learn

_

cave-

we use pictures to tell stories

shows that

time attained a rerm
uction of block

..

engravers

gree

interests u

e

invented

it is

was writing was

were
natural

ancient
,

indeed almost certain that the
gyptians, and even our own alphabet,

originally from simplified drawings of

50
such

engravm
The ill

ions as the
"

were still in use until about
*

ions in early

London same

\
printing was invented !

interval.

many improvements
"

'the
been made in

of better ink and

w
*

isart of illustration

its development is

interest.

a more suitable wood.
(

The engravers of last century
which is not only very hard, butV t.'

is of extremely fine grain and can thus be cut cleanh
and sharply in

* Ar
direction. A itui was

con-
however, and is full

The beginnings of modern book illustration may be
ore movable types were

a single

engraving on the flat
:

JT T 1 T Tt

oi wood. When a er picj

i

was

e

.mven
to

headers will

required, several engravers were set to work on separate
portions, and the complete block was '

l
* *

*

together. las an oppo
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s
.

copies

journals, will notice white lines or cracks running

wh
"W

together

parate blocks

arious stages

the well-known
/er su

-

reason for producing larg necessary

was that
mi

ion was Time drawing in

gravers of books

slowly with the

single aim

engraving
t rations

111

journal

completed

a very
- .

-

dividing task
_ i

.

manner
were

•

nn
that otherwise would

severalave

This
to engrave

I *

con-

tinued to be employed
until about 1870,

*

introduced.

made

to

Crane,

whether it is

model,

first-class black

l Good Indian
ink

preparing
drawings, which are

then photogra

studio usually

room on

line

huge

floor.

there is a

seven or eig

cameras. They are

expensive pieces

and
some ot them are

taking

negatives
. -

in.
. .

than

Oc-

larger

Printing on
, The negatives arc kept

in close contact v^jth the plates

by air pressure

were loto-
. _ _--.

-

could be
was a great improvement,

size, and
required were
Not long afterwards

Metals such
instead of boxwood, and

use

copper an

- . .i

engraving
zinc were used
carving

largest

Bureau measured
made

are required,

photographic

arrangements must
then be

Scientific Must
length, and the successful

immense bio called

care-

was The splendid iron

illustrations on the pages

"M.M" are printedfrom blocks of these metals,upon

first been photographed
and then engraved by chemical methods
~ forms of illustration are used

line and half-tone engravings. rams
1 in e kinds are

first

the illustrations have
. photographic prints are

reproduced
1

from.it
[-tone

are also

The excellence

"M.Mr
the illustrations

covers
:

famous,
astonishing skill

avers

,

In this article we shall follow the
1

-

various steps in the making
blocks. These are made of zinc,

are usually referred to as " zincos."

The name is used to

that prints an illustration composed
_

lines only. In order to

.

.

skill,

camera
.

travelling bed
* -ft. u

ong
which

i

~e board on pinned

-

1

.drawing

illustration on
and shows

the camera, as one would

engravers

directly in front

pect,

A*mirror is

in front of the lens

the camera actually photographs
* e original draw-

I c 1l

ing instead of the copy its
- - * rt>*. • . it

a reflection of

mirror is

am • photographers

will know that on their negatives

scenes are reversed from

and
z^i .

are
_ -

and

ce

clear, special line block
Examining the negative of a

lines of the
'.-'.'

model of a Girder Crane. The black
are white on the negative

metal
impression it

would therefore be the wroh
s on

w ;>

to illustrate this article have

Illustrations Bureau, of Rochester, the photo-engravers

who make practically all the blocks used in illustrating

"M.M." Readers will be interested to note that

T—

in some manner. It is for this purpose that the mirror

of the ordinary kind, butis is
"I

ass prism at fits to the

lens of the camera. The rays of light enter by one
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the short sides

camera. A prism is

are reflected from its base into the
—

. . . ~

of the light is

ain mirror.

m
because a smaller proportion

" n is the case with a

g used
the cei

as a source of light. These are hung from
the giant are stood

» Bkl

V

on edge around them. After exposure for the necessary
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FAMOUS TRAINS: XXIV.

UD

D
a National

Cecil J. Allen, MJnst.T., etc Dnnann

4-8-4 E?cpress Locomotive, Canadian National Railways, •'GaOO" class

Huron and Chicago, For these and the other photo

ONCE again those travelling bags of yours are to be requisitioned

this month. We are about to make a trip over the largest

railway in the whole world, and this makes it necessary for

us to cross the Atlantic and set foot on the Continent that lavs

claim to one-half of the threc-quarters-of-a-million miles of

This type is used for working the ** International Limited M over United States territory between Port
illustrated in this article we are indebted to the Canadian National Railways

this is an " all-red " route, as throughout its traverse of the North
American Continent the Canadian National main line concerned
never once leaves Canadian territory.

At the same time the Canadian National authorities have vital

way
to

that have been laid *

Tt i e

overup
the world's surface.

a

way in question is the immense
system in Canada known as the
Canadian National Railways,
incorporating the old Grand
Trunk, the Canadian Northern,

various other lines.and
Controlling as they do no less

than 22,675 route miles of line,

the Canadian National manage-
are responsible for an

aggregate mileage only less by
a mere one thousand miles than
the total lenffth of all the rail-

ways in Great Britain. A very
e proportion of the territory

served by the Canadian I

Railways is thinly popu
so that most of the
National mileage is

only singlertracked, and in the
case of a large
branches one passenger
each way per day—and some-
times one only on every alter-

or every third day

—

suffices to meet the needs of
the traffic. In fact, only 1 ,200
miles of the Canadian National
lines are double-tracked.

Starting from Sydney, on the
Atlantic coast in the 'extreme
east of e Breton Island,
from which the passage across
to the mainland of Nova Set ilia

is

Port
train-ferry from
to Mulgrave, the

Canadian National can take you
for the world's longest con-

interests in the United States. Most important, probably, and
siest of their main lines, is

the one travelling south-west-
ward from Quebec and Montreal
up the River St. Lawrence and

Ml

then along the north shore of
Lake Ontario to Toronto,

r

: it continues through
xmdon—with
Windsor, and Detroit, famous
as the home of the Ford car
to Sarnia. Her e the line

burrows under the St. Clair

River, connecting the lakes of
and Huron, by means of

the St. Clair Tunnel, whence it

United States
and continues for 334 miles in

U.S.A. territory to the great
Middle West city of
From Montreal the whole of the
848 miles to Chicago are double -

tracked throughout. Within
United States territory the old

Grand Trunk " is

control

ftname
retained, thou
is completely in the hands of
the Canadian National Railways,

is over this route that we
shall presently travel.

Dividing the bulk of the
Canadian National system from
the lines in New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia and a part of

is the wide waterway
River St. Lawrence.

Below Montreal this is bridged
at one point only For man v
years was no railway

overttnuous railway
one railway system—4,127 miles—in its own trains throughout,
to Prince Rupert, on the Pacific coast of British Columbia. The
journey of 3,941 miles from Sydney to the better-known Pacific
seaport of Vancouver can, indeed, be accomplished with but
one change of trains intermediately, at Montreal. What is more,

latest type of C.N.R. Compartment Sleeping Car. The size and luxurious fittings

of these cars may be judged by comparing this compartment with the best available
on English trains

communication across the river

east of the great Victoria Bridge
at Montreal, over which passes

the main now of the traffic

between the Maritime Provinces and the mainland of Canada.
But of later years, in order to give direct access from Quebec to

New Brunswick and the Atlantic seaboard, the more remarkable
Quebec Bridge has come into being. The history of this structure

is one of the great romances of modern engineering. We have
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the use ommno space to deal with it here but the whole story is told and fully passenger for the use of Pullman accommodation.

illustrated in the "Meccano Book of Engineering." Our "International Limited " is composed entirely of Pullman

Meanwhile it is high time that we began to think about the
As we have already crossedtrain by which we are to

the Continent by means of the " Trans-Canada Limited " of the

Canadian

and first-class accommodation. Its formation will vary according

to the season and the number of expected trav ors. may

and make use

we will try a change of direction this time*

of the "International Limited" of the

bo taken as an average of 12 vehicles, two of them being baggage#«__ i if __1__* ft

train

Railways. The title is derived from the fact that the
directlv

cars, two first-class passenger cars, a dining car, two " parlor

or drawing-room cars, four sleeping cars, and on the rear a com-

part car

—

connectstwocoun

the others are open cars) with a library and
observation

at the

tries Canada
i

and the United
States running
through between
the Canadian
cities of Montreal
and Toronto and
the American city

of Chicago. We
must be at Bona-
venture
at

Station
real some

time well before
ten o'clock in the
morning, when we
are due to leave.

Con nee ting
trains, such as

famous "Acadian
>*

• tOcean
e

and the
Limited,"
brought

passen-
gers rrom the
M a i i t i me

at

back end.
or

we ight

The
empty

of this

train of 12 vehicles

is 850 tons, or 350
tons heavier than
the very biggest

in normal service

in Great Britain.

it is the
engine that is by
far the most im-
press! ve feature of

the turn-out.
Easily the biggest

and most powerful
that

we have yet seen
on one of our
"Meccano Maga-
zme journeys—
and the biggest

Express Locomotive
to work the "Inter

"Confederation"
national Limited

"Provinces
Montreal
must change into the "International Limited " for the continuation

(6100) Class, Canadian National Railways. An engine of this type is used

throughout the 511 miles from Montreal to Sarnia without change

moti ve
British

until

of the journey.
We are struck, first of all, between the station

and the type of station to which we are accustomed in Great

Britain With the temperature well below

it certainly is at : present moment, possibly even
as

ow

quite recentl by another Canadian type that is

"Confederation" class weigh,anadian National

with their tenders, 289 tons each in full working order. Eight

coupled driving wheels are provided, in order that there may be
''"'"'

' " -!-*-*.
^ transmit to the rail the powersufficient adhesion

develo

zero, no Canadian passengers want to wait for their trains on

9<- « '

eight

exposed platforms. The platiorms themselves, therefore, are

little more than pathways to the trains, raised very slightly abovi

but the interior of the station,the tracks;
palatial lines, would, we shall agree,

put not a few of our British terminals

in the shade.
The first effect of the low platform

is to emphasise the size of the

stock
the coaches in our train are of all-

steel construction, up to 80 or 82 ft.

in length and no less than 75 to 78

tons in weight, as against the maxi-
mum of 70 ft. and 45 tons—in the

case of the heaviest dining and

ned on very

in two 25£ in. by HG in. cylinders; and
the engine provided with a leading bogie, but a

o is

ie is also

at the rear end to carrv the enormous firebox.

wheel arrangement is therefore 4-8-4, as compared with the
4-6-2 type that represents the biggest development er

nnnnnnnnnannn
U

Leading Dimensions of 4-8-4

i

in America. Certain

sleeping cars-—in Great Britain.

in., yet the hei

beneath bridges

Every one of these coaches, we notice,

is carried on 12 wheels. Although

we can see that the gauge between
the rails is equal to the British 4 ft.

ava i

tunnels, in

which to build the rolling stock, is

15 ft. 3 in., as compared with a

maximum of 13 ft. to 13 ft. 6 in. in

the Home Country. In America,

a

a
a
n
a
n
a
n
a
a

a

a
a
a

a
a

ress Locomotives

Canadian National Railways
'6100* 'type "6300' 'type
Canadian Western

* - -

Cylinders, di a* .„

„ stroke
Driving Wheels, dia. ...

Heating Surface, tubes
firebox

r

*«* 4 *

I •

n vv f *

superheater
total

-

** *

V m m

« f *

Section
25h in.

30 in.

6 ft. 1 to.

3,814 sq. ft

250 lb.

56.7851b.

Firegrate Area
Working Pressure, per sq. in,

Tractive Effort, at85%Wkg. Press.

(with booster) ... 67,7001b.

103J tons

... 11,300 gals.
20 tons

» * #Adhesion Weight
Tender, Water Capacity

Coal . »
Weight of Engine in workin

i m m

(U.S.A) Sec.

26* in*

30 in.

6 ft. 1 in.

4,171 sq.ft.

314
1,388
5t873

84.3
250 lb.

60,190 lb.

104} tons
13,500 gals.

20 tons

I*

ng order

i Tender

Length

lenaer lt k tl

Engine and Terder

* »

»

• »

*

n

n it
over all

173*
H6 m
289J „

94 ft li id.

178 n
119 k
297* „

94 ft. 1A in.

n
n
n

n

n
n

I

power in Great Britain to present

date.
There are differences innumerable

to be noticed
and

American
practice

.

Starting at the front end, there is

the feed-water heater, carried across

the front of the smokebox in the
only position available for its aecom-

Bclow we see the power
1 SM .1 i J t *

i 'm
f u 1 electric headlight and the
"cowcatcher," which together are a

rein that railwavs in the
American Continent are not fenced

it is necessary t

as they are in this country, so
provide

the track of the
o against

the presence on
"trespasser," and for seeing possible

onobstructions ahead.
the top of the boiler is a large bell,

which clangs dismally as we approach
the manv grade »»

or level crossings

too, there is width available on each

side of the track more than in proportion to the increased height.

The absence of platforms, which in England cut on 3 ft. 6 in.
~

the height of the i, 11 K at yet

as just mentioned, to the apparent height * so that in mounting

the Canadian cars by the flight of steps provided at each end

we feel pygmies indeed in contrast to such

In America, by the way, the term "coach
enormous c

significance lt indicates the low
has a definite

of passenger travel,

such as the British third class. But the best trains are composed

almost exclusively of Pullman cars of various types, and against

some
coaches.

of them we read in the timetables the singular note net

i> This does not indicate a kind of "Ghost Train,"

but merely that on this service no carriages of the

ordinary type are run, and that extra fare must be hv every

h

Looking

on
places,

of the towns.

wheels, we notice that the main frames

of the engine are formed bv an mblage of steel bars, now
usuallv composed of various sections of steel castings firmly bolted

together. The "bar" frame is the American alternative to

the British plate frame. All the wheels are exposed to view b>

the high level of the " running- e," on to which the driver can

step by a door in the front of the cab ; and the engine appears

to carry a large proportion of its parts distributed in somewhat
unsightly fashion over its exterior. But there is reason for this,

goteasas the parts thus disposed extern

at for repairs and attention than in their concealed positions on

manv British

The rear pair of bogie wheels under the firebox of the engine
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are provided with driving power of their own,
cylinder engine is attached to the rear bogie truck, and provides
valuable assistance to the main cylinders of the engine when the
latter is starting or tackling heavy grades with our enormously
heavy train. As soon as the train gets into speed, the
as he is called over here, the "engineer can,

ver—or,

means of

suitable gearing, cut the auxiliary engine out of mesh altogether,
"into operation on yourjust as you might bring your free-

bicycle ; so that

wi

it does not oppose
al re-

cen Montreal and Toronto, Here the
country is level, and the Canadian Pacific also run a service between
the two cities, the trains by the competing routes being actually
--'^--*- sight of each other over certain sections of their journeys,
with results that can be imagined ! We need not expect any
non-stop runs of great length, as facilities must be given to many
*^ ortant towns intermediately. Actually we make 14 stops in

the 334 miles, the longest run without a break being the 46£ miles

from Cornwall to
- -

Prescott, covered
in 51 minutes, at

sistance to high
speeds nor does it

constitute a per-

al drain on the
of
In

steam
the boiler

expressive Ameri-
can language, the
small _wo-
cylinder engine
is
I I

called
booster,

< >

a
be-

cause

up
It has been tried

in Great Britain,

and is fitted to
1

1

A11 antic
F f

No.
4419 and the two• -

large

-f-
engines
L.N.E.R

"Mikado
freight

of the
. : in all

an average
to-stop
54.4 m.p.h.
is also the fastest

This

point - to - point
*ng of the

it is

5.40 in the evening
when we run into

Toronto, our aver-

age speed to this

inclusive of

s, being

m.p.h.
We may be sur-

prised, ongoing to

look at the engine
in the 20 minutes*
wait allowed at

to find

at the head of the
the same

Th 4 4

The
•

Confederation "
three cases driving
the rear pair of wheels.
rated as capable of hauling sixteen 12-wheeled cars on these
trains, with a total weight behind the tender of at least 1, 150 tons.

-

International Limited " at full speed

engines are

.
M m

er of the *' Confederation " is in itself a study. It is

carried on 12 wheels, and we see that for the most part it resembles
a vast steel barrel. This is the*water-tank, capable of accommo-
dating 11,300 of
at one time. On the top of the

the forward end, is

the coal space, where
20 tons of coal is the maximum
provided for. It need hard!

said that no hreman

train

engine that pulled
ns out of Montreal.

not only so.

Onebut to our astonishment it is not being detached even yet
:_- of the "Confederation" tvoe works **"* * *--—

-

type
right through without change over the 511 miles from

Montreal to Sarnia, at the Canadian frontier, the complete trip

taking 10 minutes under 13 hours. The return journey is made

of handling manually
amount of fuel consume

by a locomotive of proportions
such as these. \u tomatic

is, therefore, provided
a conveyor the

the tender direct into the
firebox,

und
The rate of feed is

er exact control by the
crew, and can be varied accor-

to the relative severity of
work to be performed by

the locomotive over each
section of the journey
1^ _ I _ _ J *
is also

There
for shaking
to prev

equipment
the hre-grate,
formation of

As we board our car, we are
1 * * *

.easantiy by a black-
kinned conductor ; most of the

on the following day. Needless to sav, the same engine-crew do
not work through ; enginemen

three times, atare
Brockvilie,

nto.

Belleville and
The last stage, from

6.0 to 10.50 p.m., is the longest
continuous spell.

After leaving Toronto, before
or after dinner, we very likely

gravitate to the observation car,

we find an
manipulating a fine radio set up
in one corner, and each arm-
chair equipped with head-phones.
The Canadian National Rail-

ways are the only system in the
world to control their own
extensive radio service. Eleven
broadcasting stations send out
their programmes, from Moncton
in the east to Vancouver in the
west, and these programmes are

up in the chief express
for the amusement oftrams

passengers. The radio has
another use, too, in; that it

ena cs the management of the

jobs of
1 * T
kind in

The As explained

are carried out by negroes, and
*""' ™y and well, too. We

operator at work on the -l International Limited f( Express,
in the article, the CN.K. are the only system in the world to control their own extensive

radio service

railway to keep in touch with
their employees all over this

many of

may have reserved a sleeping car berth, of which as yet we can see
no signs ; or a " drawing room/' which is a separate compartment
at the end of the car, with fonr berths ; or, yet again, a single-berth

ge system,
located in very isolated .and

eping compartment, of the type to which we are accustomed
in Great Britain, and which is just now coming into use in Canada.™~ supplementary price for the th ree_ grades of travel rises in

ten o'clock in the
our ideas, the start

may be somewhat jerky, but getting on the move these heavy
trains, with their rigidly-coupled cars, is not

to the privacy
morning, we get away from

all-:
-

.^

an easy business even for so gigantic a locomotive as one
" Confederations *i

in some cases almost inaccessible places.

Of the eight stops between Toronto and Sarnia, the most im-

portant is at London, where through day coaches and parlor cars

arc detached for Detroit; u:.d are replaced by sleeping ^;a< from

Detroit for Chicago, 20 minutes being allowed for the marshalling.

Sarnia is reached at 10.50 p.m., and here at last our hard- worked
steed is detached from the train and replaced by an electric loco-

motive for the three-mile journey through the St. Clair Tunnel to

Port Huron. Another 4-8-4 locomotive, of a slightly

type, is awaiting us on the other side of the river, and will haul us

over the final 334 miles from Port Huron to Chicago. On crossing

tates frontier we put our watches back an hour in

erent

The fastest running of the "International Limited" is m
the

order to agree with the time ob ved in {Continued on page 34)
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USINESS on the R.S. and V.R.R. was booming.

with fruit,

increasing
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where are p

> t

he demanded.

More and more
were speeding eastward,

1

1

and the
* t

you going

With you,*' said Billy, trying to feel unconcerned.

traffic called incessantly for more drivers, who were

recruited from the ranks of the most experienced firemen.

Fortunately there was an adeauate suddIv of loco-

son. I hope you come back with me," was

motives
am v

condition

builders.

the ominous re

down to oil around.
this time Billy was feeling

ones were He had ridden fast before, but somehow this was differ-

a e ro a
•

n

day
iloate

Corson
time
name

have

the

down on
* i

extra
i *

as

fired

was

Billy had
but lie

known
as a

I 4 boomer.
lo\

*9

—

He
simply
wander, and he never

remained in any one

ace enough to

call it home.
It was not long

was
informed
Kirby, engine des-

that he must
be ready for a call at

time,

this

is

driver

!

s

thoughts were soon
how-

ever,
~ "Cyclone."

yard,
"1672" nosed her

i

through
gathering dusk, and
on reaching the ter-

minal backed on to

19 refrigerator cars
m

York.

ductor
that

reacli n e s s,

was in

gettina5
t i

1672
J J

and
under way

the mile
Bi

soon made
fly.

was kept busy
[Railway Photographs, Liverpool trying to keep pace

;"f"7 The "North Shore Limited," a famous American Train, of the Boston & Albany Railway, -^xi
f u e*<rvcIoneY'

pressed

never fire

New Pacific type engine (No. 595) passing Western Park, Mass., U.S.A.

for his own good, would
Harmon, known as the " Cyclone

"
a

the mountain division.
" Why not ? " demanded Billy.

said Tom, ** the * Cyclone ' has the reputation

in other words, whatever

k

and soon they were hitting the 70 mark.
Billv leaned from the side of the cab for a much-needed

- * ' m m » % * > -
-

i m. 1 AW* iff - V ^W ^ - J -

else you do, bring your life insurance policy with you I

"

"Well," replied Billy, "I guess I can ride just as

fast as he can."
^ i.

wa sBut in spite of

just a little worried
Shortly afterward he went to his bed so as to be prepared

,
, .

unconcern,
walked towards room.

for the call
i T . • mm — -*

next

whenever it came
was a

shaking and a rough voice in his ear

You're called for a fruit

Harmon,
to-m

(f

jumped out

Wake up, you.

1672, with
life

and
-

_«* i

his

restaurant, but he did not live up to his

custom of a m The was

that he did not feel altogether easy in his mind. Arriving

at the engine house he soon discov
* the R.S. and V.'s new " Pacifies/

1

1672

and
one
ing

aboard he met the " Cyclone " face to face. " Cyclone,"

a tail red-headed individual, in the act of filling

his oil can in for run.
i i

Well Bo,

f

the next sign

but the

rus and to his astonishment he noticedair,

at " caution/'

simply nored
He quickly told Harmon,

warning.

lance showed Billy that the next signal was dead
against and the blood surged to his temples as,

without the least
. . _ . . .

on. Then, in

were the tail

thundered
saw

freight train !

unmista
ust

Harmon opened the whistle wide and, as the last car of

the freight

the flagman
crawled into a
barely o row

for the onrushing " 1672." Grinning wide

it seemed that

the switch

'Cyclone"

gave Ins engine a e more steam. *

On and on thev flew, mile after mile. They were now
Saybrook River drawbridge and Billy

saw with horror that the bridge was against them, with

a tug just passing through the draw. " Cyclone " blew

the whistle again and again, and slowly the great draw-

Would if line up in time ?

1672 on
bridge swung
Tust as it seemed that all was over

to the bridge and a second later was speeding beyond !

Billv's heart was now painfully and he found

it difficult to breathe; but still Harmon's face wore

the same grin.

On and on they went, tearing
i

{Continued on page 37)
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Steel Sleepers for the Southern Railway

An initial order for 7 0,000 steel sleepers,
r

equal to 5,000 tons of steel, has been
placed by the Southern Railway with a
British 11rm. The Southern, which was
the first main line company to instal

colour-light signalling on a large scale

in place of the semaphore signals, is

by 6d. however, there would be
a considerable saving in favour of the
steel sleepers, not only in the initial

outlay but also in maintenance and
renewal. It is anticipated, however, that

will exceed
one, and from ex-

ained in countries where steel

used there would seem to be

the life of the steel

that of the timber
perience
has been

thus the first Bri

company
railway

Japan's First Underground Railway

has been
s\

underground railway in Japan
Originallyin

was built

tines and had a total

miles. It

experimental
gth of only I

to be so successful,

however, that an extension of 1 k miles
has already been completed and will be

made
ordered will

opened

preference
timber.

miles of

equipped over a period of two
years.

great
Although this is not a

amount, it is the first step
towards a new avenue of pro-
duction for the British steel

of steel equals
14 sleepers, and costs about
£11, the sleeper complete costing
about 15/(5

integral—

u

The 1

1

chair
i

ve the
it

is

wooden

fixed

two small
remain to be provided.
The price of timber

has been increasing, on account
of shortage, and a further point

present
that all the most suitable timber
in the innovation is

is With the double view
of avoiding the liigher costs in
future, and
£i British

a

n
a
a
n

n
a

a

a
a
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n

a
a

a
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A PRACTICAL ECONOMY CAMPAIGN

In connection with an economy campaign being
by the South African Railways and Harbour Company,

some interesting statistics have been prepared by the General
Manager and included in a circular issued to all members
of the staff. Many of the comparisons instituted are certainly
striking and they cannot fail to impress upon all who read
the circular that economy is worth while even in the smallest
and cheapest articles. We have only space to quote a
representative items from the list.

In revenue, the cost of :

—

One lead pencil equals the haulage of one bag of maize for ten miles.
One penholder equals the haulage of one bag of fertilizer~ - , ™« -. . . - , .. lb.) for five miles.
One packet of mixed pins equals the haulage of one bag of fertilizer £100 lb.)

for 10 miles.
* '

One large blotting pad equals the haulage of one ton of sand for 100 miles.
One small blotting pad equals the haulage of one ton of crushed stone for

27 miles. *
One scribblin equals the haulage of one bag of lime (200 lb.) for 18 miles.
One shorthand notebook equals the haulage of one bag of cement (1871b.)

for 13 miles.
One truck buffer equals the haulage of ten tons of coal for 89 miles.
One coupling link equals the haulage of one ton of fertilizer for 65 miles.
One coupling pin equals the haulage of one ton of bones for 87 miles.
One coachscrew equals the haulage of one bag of coal (2001b.) for 13 miles.
One fishplate equals the haulage of one ton of salt for 16 miles.

D

p
n

a
n

n

n

a
a

a
a
n
n

The under-
aroused a great

in the^ large
and it is an-

smaller r

c ities

ticipated

will be constructed
at Kobi. and Yokohama.
The Tokyo

modelled largely

ailways
long

s been
the lines

of the New York subways.
The cars, of which there are at

ten, in operation
accom

GO passengers but during the
rush periods are capable of
carrying twice
The stations at
are

this number.

forms
roomy

have been take
six cars at a time. They are
only temporary structures, how-
ever, and will be replaced by
permanent stations as soon as
the new
order.

msion is in working

* * *

if possible, nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnpnnnnnannDnnnnaDnn
that is far

from flourishing, the em Railway
have for some years been making experi-
ments with steel sleepers on the London-
Portsmouth line, over which pass the
heavy
a Itf

- v

King Arthur" type locomotives,
most modern rolling stock. The

theirresults having satii

experts, the directors have
the first substantial order for steel sleepers,

and money

every likelihood of this. In' Germany
" at 30 years. On the

steel

in Britain, it is reasonable to
price will go down,
still further economies

hand,
gene ral

assume that
which will

to be effected.

ers have

abroad will
•

has
stay in

been employed for
many years on main lines in various tropical

Pennsylvania Railroad Electrifi-

cation Scheme

Pennsylvania RailroadThe
annou their decision
their track between New

Company
to electrify

York and Wilmington, Delaware,
a cost of approximately /20,000,
The distance between these" two places
is 325 miles, and the scheme equals the
electrification of about 1,300 es of
single track. The work will take at
least years to complete and will be

carried

Bn tain

.

When it is remembered that
the annual consumption of
sleepers on .railways in Great
Britain is in the neighbourhood
of 4,000,000, it will be seen that,

n
a

n
a
a
B

out
busiest areas

m sections,

THIS MONTH'S RAILWAY STORY
Breathless U

porter ?
»»

Think I can catch the 10.20,

Porter : " You might, sir, it's only had ten minutes' start

!

If

n

n
n
n

*

scheme of electrification ever

the
with
est

undertaken
company in

by any railway
the world and it is

if only 10 per cent, of this total nnnDnDDnnnnnnnnnnannnnnnnnnnnnnnannnnnnnna

stated that probably the whole
of the Pennsylvania Company's

were steel sleepers, it would
mean an order to the British steel industry
of about 30,000 tons of steel every year,

^t the present issue price of timber
rs and

track. some 21,000

sieepers , with the
fastenings, and assuming an equal life of
20 years for the steel and timber article,
" e cost of installation and maintenance,
including renewal, is about the same.
If the price of timber sleepers increased

countries where timber sleepers are liable

to the disastrous attacks of the white ant.
The appetite of this insect is truly remark-
able, and the most elaborate preserving
processes for the timber do not stop but
only slow down its activities. In such parts
of the world sleepers of iron or steel are very
necessarv, because even the white ant has

miles, will ultimately be operated
by electric trains

In order to operate the route, 365 Mr- \V

locomotives will be required, of
which 165 will be used for
services and the remainder

to admit when with metal
#*

trains, . The freight

passenger
for freight

- _
locomotives will be

capable of hauling trains consisting of
as many as 125 cars at a speed of 25
miles an hour.
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First-Class and Third-Class Fare Averages

to the published

Railway Returns for 1927, the average

first-class fare received on British

was 5s, 5.56d. t
while the average third-

class fare was Is. 2.42d. The average

yearly sum paid by a first-class season

ticket-holder is estimated to be £28 7s. 7d.,

the corresponding figure for a_ third-

way
"The

Fool-proof Signalling for Railways

An invention that possibly may have an
important bearing upon railway en-

by preventing a train from

New Type of Wagon for Heavy Loads of

Small Bulk

A new type of well trolley wagon is

passing a
n danger

t?
signal, even if the

is

class holder being £11 5s. 4d. By
of amplitication of these figures

Engineer" has calculated that £32.18

is earned in a year by every third-class

seat but only £24.58
by each first-class seat.

driver be insensible or even
attracting considerable attention in railway
circles.

The system is worked by a selenium

bridge which is placed by the side of the

being constructed at the Darlington works
of the X.N.E.R. This

are

track at the base of the signal. A ray of

light is played on the bridge in such a way
that when the train passes the light is

wagon has been

designed specially to carry heavy loads

small in bu Ik

In
track,

balance
divide

and its capacity will be 150 tons,

order to prev age
cantilever girders provided

are to be fitted soweigh ts

* * *

Relative Costs of Travel

in Europe

The German Travel
Bureau have put for-

ward the claim that

third-class travel on
German
cheaper

ns is

c

an third-

travel on any
other European sys-

tem. In Germany the
approximate cost of a

third-class journey of

about 185 miles is

stated to be approxi-
mately n>
journey of

A
same

distance would cost

19/- in Norway, 14/3
in Switzerland, 12/3 in

Holland, 12/- in Italy,

and £1/3/6 in Eng-
land ! Although the

cost is so much higher

than in Germany it

must be borne in mind
third-

the total weight between four wagons.
Each of these girders will be 76 ft. in

length and will be
fitted with a 25 -ton
weight so that 50
tons will be taken off

the wagon-carrying
load. The total length

the
I w

comof
vehicle will be 225 ft.

and it will be carried
on 56 w

* * *

Ail-Metal Grain Vans

There are now in

use on the L.M.S.
vans oftwo grain

a new type construct

ed of metal.

Thev are filled with
grain through sliding

doors at the top and
in order to ascertain

to what extent
have been filled small

windows are fitted on
the sides. The obvious

of trans-

A striking photograph of the London Midland and Scottish Railway water troughs * porting grain in such

at Carstairs, taken by an old reader, j. J. Cunningham. The great length of the troughs

and the dead level nature of the ground are clearly indicated

carriages are a great deal more
that
class

comfortable than the corresponding Ger-

man carriages,

non-u
being

ered wooden seats

momentarily cut off,

resistance in the
in

* * *

Southern Railway Insulated Containers

The Southern
service 100 new msu ainers

mainlv
traffic. The containers are

operate between Southampton
and London, and they will save a

of handling of produce. They are

lowered into the hold of a docked
and tilled with frozen meat, and are then

a light

ated.

bridge,

.

in

ng the
ge. This sets a relay

the signal arm is raised and
centre of the track is il.lum.in-

wagon
stead of
type -covered with a

This plays upon a second

tarpaulin is that during the journey the

wagon is impervious to any kind of weather.
,

'

In addition the new wagons can accommo
date twice as much grain, being able to

contain 20 tons at a time.

vvhen another train enters the

of light a

transferred to train and carried to

and are

London, where they are placed on lorries

and transported to Smith field Market.

The containers are capable of earning

a load of approximately 3 L tons,

about 21 cwt. in weight. They are

11 ft. 8| in. in length, 5 ft. 7| in. in wi™,
and 6 ft. 6 in. in height, and are fitted

with a pair of air-tight double doors on

each of their four sides. Insulation of

the sides, roofs and doors of the containers

is effected by a lining of cork, while the.

floors are insulated by sheets of asbestos.

section and interrupts the ray
similar action takes place. This time it

brings into play a mechanical relay, that
automatically applies the brakes if

preceding train is still i n the section. When
the way is clear the signal is then auto-
matically lowered
track is extinguished

* * * *

Circus Tube Station

The new

in the

derground

i unction in the world was formally opened
time

dea
ago
iin

The station is now
with a

are released and the train proceeds on its

Thisway.
gardless of weather conditions,

infra-red rays present in the beam of light

re-

the

150,000
while, twenty-four automatic ticket

machines are provided. Six subways lead

from the to the and five

are able to penetrate fog and so act upon
bridge to bring the to a halt,

this systemAnother operation to w;

has been applied is- that of switching on
and off the lights of a train when entering

* * :* *

or leaving a tunnel. In this case an
ficial beam of light is not shone upon the

bridge as the darkness of the tunnel causes

the relay to function and the light to be
switched on on entry, and the daylight

escalators are provided to carry passengers

to a landing from where another sLx

escalators carry passengers either to the

Bakerloo or Piccadilly lines. Uakerloo is

situated 80 ft., and Piccadilly 120 ft. below

ground level. We hope shortly to publish

an interesting article on the construction

and equipment of this station.

* * * *

Short Station Names

In addition to the second list of short
last month's

causes
emerging.

lights to be extinguished on
New Sidings for L.M.S.R.

The L.M.S. Railway have now

names published in

there are, according to the

Railway Age" a number of two letter

station names to be found in Denmark.

They are

* * * *

names
M He on the Varde

on the Ring-

kobing Ornhoj Railway, Jutland, " and

and " Ky
Railway, " No "

4 4 Ro 1

1

on the Ronne mge way
Island of Bornholm,

Periscopes for Guard's Vans

Railway are equippingThe
<

.

50 guard's vans with periscopes to replace

ethe old-style sighting glasses

fixed on the side of the van, and which

frequently come dangerously close to

tunnel walls.

brought into operation their new marshal-

ling sidings at Gresty Lane, between Crewe
and N'antwich, The marshalling yard

already in existence at Crewe has also been

enlarged, and the total cost of the scheme
is approximately £60,000. Every wagon

passing through the Shrewsbury and South

Wales area will be sorted at Gresty Lane

and considerable speeding-up of traffic is

expected to result from the improvements.
i
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the

Farmer Owns 120 Animals
An account of an alligator farm in Los Angeles

fj

M.M." for last

was given in
same Californian city is

also the home of a lion fanner, but whereas the alligators bring
profit through their hides when killed, the lions arc only of value
when alive, as the

world from came, and force wav ou t of
the soil, finally growing wings and forming a swarm of destructive
insects exactly as their parents did 17 years previously. After
a few months of gay life they lay their eggs and then die and so

majority of
are trained actors and earn

large sums in the film studios of

them, in
brought in £1 0,000

during the last five years I

farm was started
years ago by Mr. C. Gay, who for
many years was associated with
Frank
Engli

Bostock,
an ima 1

the
ner. There

are now 120 lions on the farm
and the care of this large number

matter. Lions
osilions

is not an
have highly nervous
that

are

vary considerably.

docile and affectionate,

tolerate human
beings, while a few are definitely

and impossible to handle.
Their principle food is fresh
meat, and two horses are slaugh-
tered daily to provide it.

' In addition to the lions and the

chickens
•

for their food.

on this strange
serve aschickens

dainties for sick lions,

are r

The
occasional

the
of

lionstheir milk. Babv
bottle-fed and it has been found
that goat milk is the most
suitable food that can be given
them,
Farms on

areanimals are
numerous. On some of them
such animals as the fox
and the muskrat are kept for the
sake of their fur, orr

rabbits for their wool. Perhaps
the strangest of all farms are
those devoted to poisonous
snakes. The best known of these

•

are in South Africa, Brazil and
the United States, and their
purpose is to enable anti-toxins
to be prepared from the poison
deadly fangs of the reptiles.

Insects that Bury Them

wh<»le process is repeated
Some 30 broods of this kind are

or
Y"^A/W\A/VUWAA^VWVV*\A/*\A^vV'\A*n/\^^

" I i*

rars

*« A steam
Buses a Century Ago 1

between
ii . *

carriage is shortly to commence running
London and this town. The machinery is

contained in a very small compass, and is to propel the
carriage at the rate of ten
stage, instead of the old-fashioned

horses, they will stop
and water. It is calculated
only, will be required for the whole journey"
Advertiser," 27th Oct., 1827.

At every
travelling by

supply of coals
seven bushels of coals.

M

A New Invention
"

to a person in Somers
Town, for a machine for making shoes, gloves, caps, and
various other articles of leather, from one piece, without
seam."—" Hants. Advertiser/' 27th Oct., 1827.

ff

Before the Propeller

A patent has been obtained by Mr. Roentgeres. a
builder, at Rotterdam, for an improvement in the con-
struction of steam -boats

behind

.

tt if

which consists in placing the
A 1, «..., £ ; . J?_Hants. Advertiser

After the Disaster

6th Oct., 1827.

»(
erations have recommenced at the Thames Tunnel.

The whole of the boxes have been satisfactorily replaced,
and the miners are enabled to
without much apprehension of danger.
6th Oct., 1 827.

resume
11

their
"The Times

situations
if

1

Over the Falls

" A letter from
announces the

on
of the

ugh the Falls of Niagara to have taken "place
presence of 50,000 people. She struck at the entrance
of the two rapids, and was ultimately dashed to pieces

a few cattle.in descending the great pile. There
bears, and dogs on board/
13th Oct,, 1827

«» Hants. Advertiser/'

/W/WyWA/WVW/WWV/\Ai'\A*AA*/WAj\,AArA/\*AA»A/VA/>*A/V>AA'»OyVA/VA/VA/V'J

covering a more

guished by a
area and distin-

Tl le brood
that is expected to appear next
year is known to
Brood III, and centres
around the State of Oh it;

Brood X, last seen
»

in 1919 and
due again in 1936, extends over
the eastern states and

as Alabama and
swarm fftat emer

the ground last year was the one
is known officially as Brood

II, and its previous visitation in
1911 is well remembered.

of the 17-year locusts
constitute each

a «

numerous are the swarms
when one settles on a road this
becomes dangerous to motorists,
who are liable to disastrous skids.
The insects make their presence
known by a burring rattle that
is almost

sound
insects

silent.

deafening at close
ous enough,
ced by the male
the female being

popular superstition
the appearance of the

locusts as a prophecy of war, for
a dark brown marking on each
fore-wing resembles the letter
* I W. i P

insect is

and not a
a ci a

e locu st, whjch
belongs to the grasshopper tribe.
It is not believed to do much

during its lifetime, although
out the juices from the

1 issues of plants.
process
however,

is

egg-
very

ng
destructive.

many twigs
often broken, causing the

are

loss
of newly set fruit in orchards.

osive Cures
Sea-Sickness

out of the

for 17

A Russian doctor has discovered that nitro-glycerine, the well-
explosive tli at enters into the composition of dvnamite

In the eastern portion of the United States a visitation of a
swarm of so-called 17-year locusts occurred during the summer
of last year. The remarkable insect known by this name lays its

eggs in rows in the twigs of trees and then dies. As the pupa?
drop from the trees and commence to burrow in the

ground.

very effective cure for sea-sickness. He gives sufferers a
e drop of a one per cent, solution, and its effect is so remarkable

at patients have been known to eat a good* dinner within 20
minutes of swallowing the dose'
protected from ill ellects during

of the solution on their

Manv er people have been
stormy voj
gues

by placing a

•

shedd i ng r every or
three years to give themselves room to grow, until 17 years have

feel

A drug that has a similar physiological effect is sodium nitrite.
This is now being tried out on a large Scale, and it is hoped that
it will prove more successful in curing sea-sic" tlian the

a strong desire to visit the
mixtures now sold for the purpose. Many of these are merely
sedatives, and they are not always effective I
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Atlantic Fish Invade North Sea

A/" remarkable feature of the North Sea during the past few
years has been the
caught in its waters.

of fishy that have been
fishes, including hake and halibut,

enter the North Sea for limited periods, either in search of spawning
grounds or of food, while other fishes now seem gradually to be
finding their way into it either singly or in small shoals.

Several kinds of shark are numbered among these fishes, in-
cluding the basking shark, sometimes mistakenly called a sunfish.
This is the largest fish found in

the North Atlantic Ocean and

so that the drops form an unibrella-shaped dome stretching to
the ground from just below the ceiling, where the disc is situated.
Dry air heated to about 265X. is pumped into the room and
its action on the latex blizzard is to drive off the protecting am-
monia in gaseous form, thus allowing coagulation to take place.

The floor of the room is covered with platforms 2 ft. in width*
which are mounted on castors in order that thev may be with-
drawn from time to time and the layers of rubber formed on
them stripped off. As these layers are formed by the accumulation
of tiny flakes of warm and sticky rubber, air is retained in*the

mass, giving it the texture of a

it often attains a length of more
than 30 it. It does not possess
-the formidable teeth of its fierce

man-eating relative and is quite
harmless unless attacked, in
which case a blow from its tail

aanaannnDnnnnnannnnnnnannnnnnnnnnannnnann
D

very fine sponge This air is

is liable to prove disastrous
the timbers of a small boat. Its

name is derived from its habit of
lying on the surface of the water
with the arch of its back exposed.
Another shark comes from the

Mediterranean Sea and is known

a

D
n

P

n
n
a
a
a

ANGEL FISH AT THE

. .

as the six-gillcd shark. It is now
appearing
such

in in

it found

fish of St.

of the South
These visitors

its way into the German fish-

markets, for it is quite good to
A rarer visitor is the devil-

ancl the waters
ntic Ocean.

usu
trawled from the deeper portions
of the North Sea, particularly the
Norwegian Channel, a strait more
than 100 fathoms in depth that
runs parallel with the Norwegian

It is supposed that they
have been carried into it by a

current that
c u

strong

flows from
round the north of Scotland
before turning south along the
Norwegian Channel towards the
mouth of the Baltic Sea. That
this is the door by which they
enter is made probable by the
fact that some of the visitors are
found actually within the Baltic

itself.

A Whirling Dome
Rubber Flakes

of

Until a few
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squeezed out in an hydraulic
press and the rubber is then
ready for

i example of the advantages
follow from the importance

of latex instead of crude rubber
is supplied by the improvements
effected in the manufacture of
cord tyres. Formerly the cords
forming the basis of these tyres

were simply held together by a
I*oose and buttered over
with soft rubber: now

w

fed

before
into

are
latex

coagulated. The
saturates them completely,

coagulation has been
effected the cord and the rubber
have become integral parts
the tvre it is practi

Photo cmtrttsy] [Xevitle Kingston

Beautiful Angel Fish in the Zoo Aquarium. The long,

bony spines in front prevent the delicate lower fin from
being damaged by the stones at the bottom of the water

n

o
o
o

o

impossible to separate them, even
under the high stresses to which
the tyres are usually subjected.

* -

A London Landmark

If Charing Cross
station i s removed
nor

from
to the south bank of the

Thames, the famous Shot Tower,
a well-known London landmark,
may
to make room for it.

to be pulled down
The Towet

is situated on the premises of

a firm of lead and
that was established in the year

_

1773. It is thus more, than
100 years old, and it is satis-

factory to know that it will be
if theon

of which it a

rubber n&n

are disturbed.
The Towrer is more than an

ancient landmark, for lead shot
are as necessary to-day as they
were when the Tower was built.

from

used in various manufactures. Subsequently there was dis-

covered a remarkably simple and rapid method of transforming

bv the
was produced on the plantations
by coagulating the milky latex
addition of a preparation of acetic acid or by the action of smoke,
and it was then shipped to industrial

the liquid spraying it, and it is probable that increasingly

e quantities of rubl>er will be manufactured by the new process
on the
export

in cou to which the rubber is
•

The method was first tried in New York on a single pint of

latex from Sumatra, which had been prevented from coagulation
during its long journey by adding to it a little ammonia. The
experiment proved successful and eventually a plant was erected
for carrying out the process on a large scale.

From the tanks oi the ship in which it reaches New York from
South America or the East Indies, the liquid is pum
tank cars that carry it direct

In making them pig* lead is

melted in a room at the top of the Tower and poured through a
nder,

at the
wl 1 ] <

globular during their descent,

h it falls in a silvery rain into a tub of water
The drops of molten lead become more or less

and retain this shape on
solidifying. Afterwards the pellets are graded and polished

by

Fly-Wi

It takes six million fly-wings to

ngs

weigh a pound, This was
discovered by Dr. Abbot, an American astronomer who used
them in some experiments on the force Of impact of light.

as it may seem, anvone who turns on the electric light in a dark
room receives a distinct blow! Nobody has ever complained

an ordinarythe light from

_ — ^

i

_

the factor)-, which is in New
There it is stored in large reservoirs, from which it

is pumped as required into a small tank situated on the top floor

of the building. From this tank it flows through tubes on to

about it, for the simple reason that
bulb is not strong enough to move a fly out of its course. The

be measured if a
Dr.
and

blow is real, howrever, ana its energy may
material that is sufficiently light to be moved by it is used.

Abbot found that fly- wings answered this need admirably
actually succeeded in measuring the energy radiated by many
different sources of light \

the centre of a large aluminium tlisc that4s placed in the sprayin
room below.

The disc is the central feature of the

g ssure exerted by ordinary electric lamps other

It is

18 in. to 20 in. in diameter and is driven at 4,000 revolutions

per \s the latex falls on the is whirled off in

minute drops by centrifugal action. The process is continuous,

earthly sources of light is of no importance, but the case of a
glowing mass such as the Sun is quite different. He actually

radiates 120 billion tons of himself away every year, and has been

doing so for millions of years I Fortunately he is so large that

even this huge loss is scarcely noticeable.

-
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Readers frequently write if we can recom-

mend hooks that are both of interest and of use. On
* t T If -II -?J *-*.]

these pages we review books that will specially appeal to

readers of the "M .M ." We do not actually supply thsse

books, which may he obtained either through any bookseller

or direct from the pttblukers.—EDITOR.
14 The Wonder Book of the Navy ,f

(Published by Ward Lock & Co. 6/-)

This is a new edition of a
has proved to be a very popular member

•-'' family, and theThe Wonder

anchor was set on fire and almost des- com
troyed
but

There was no clue to the culprits,

in the sma liest

fastened upon certa i n

compass, and the various hints are ob
suspicion

members of a rival school. Naturally
enough, strong ill-feeling sprang up be-
tween the schools, resulting in some very
exciting episodes and strenuous times
for the people concerned The
solving of the mystery and the ultimate

viously the result of practical

The remainder of the outdoor
deals with birds and their eggs, the collect-

ing of butterflies and moths, and the
rules of rugby, soccer, cricket, golf and
lawn tennis, with interesting hints on
the

destin of the casket form the material
aying^of each game

The •Itntains far more
ustifies the

ion that the
new edition will re-

pea 1 1h e su ccess o f its

theEver since

Great War, which
taught us how much
we owe to the Navy,
many changes have

Tli e
that

fought at Jutland
have now been out-

taken place.

great ships

classed bv new battle-

as the
and the

the

such
Nelson"

mighty
" Hood.''

cruiser
Aircraft

and submarines have
developed, too, and in

many other ways the
Navy of to-dav is

very different from
the Navy of even a
few years ago.
the spirit of the Navy
remains, however,
and our s

items than we have
space to enumerate.
Commencing with a
survey of a great
variety of games, in-

terest!ng
are given
or ams i ng con-
certs, plays, and mis

-

neons am-
merits. We
pass on to a verv
9 J "

interest! ng list of
books worth reading
and a curious section
dealing with the old-

fashioned games over
which our grand -

ers used to get-

so excited. An" Odds

;

are
still as readv as ever

H.M.S, « Remum ti
firing her 13 in. guns. From "The Wonder

to go and do anything. As
Earl Jcllicoe says in his in" " ng
w m rn

This book is intended for boys
and girls, but it will, one hopes, make the
same a

a

(reviewed on this page)

yarn in

the Navy "

for

interest is maintained to the last line.

the

* *

to children of larger growth
for it deals with the subject about which

too well informed or

M Siogger and Co.

*

H

can
understand too thorou
The book contains 12 pages in colour

and there are some 300 illustrations. The
articles are simply written by naval officers

**

By St. Johk Pearce (5/- net)

Siogger and Co." is a tale that should
all boys who love cricket.

and cover such as
the Dav's Round Aboard Ship ; What a
Naval Battle is Like; The Navy's Guns;
The Navy as a Career; Life and Work

a Destroyer; How a Warship is

of a

be read
The real cricket atmosphere is well main-
tained throughout and the necessary thrill

is provided by an exciting and at times
breathless hunt for a lost stamp collection

of great value. The excellent illustrations

add considerably' to the

* *

and Ends"
is packed with hints
on all kinds of topics,

and the final chapter
gives some thorougl
lv sound ajnd sensible
advice on how to
keep fit. The book
contains fon r coloured
plates and a lar^e
number of diagrams.
* .*

< t Marvels of Modern Mechanics "

By H. T. Wilkins
{Published by Bshcr Uriwin. 10/6)

We live in an age of inventions

aviea

shipman

;

* * # *

in the
less in the Navy, etc.

* * * *

'* Rival Schools at Schooner
By R. A. H. Goodyear (3/6 net)

1

1

a The
r. s

Boys tt

* i

Rival

(Ward Lock & Co, Ltd.)

Schools at Schooner Bay-
centres around a ship's anchor and a

silver casket that were kept as treasured
relics at Scudtleet One Guy Fawkes
night the casket disappeared and the

Edited bv Druce Ravkx
(Nelson & Sons Lid. 2/6)

This is really a very remarkable book,
and for its size it is probably unique in

the amount of ground it covers. Starting

with outdoor hobbies, it deals with camp-
ing, cvcling, sketching, photography, fish-

Theing, swimming, sailing.

*

chapters devoted to each subject contain

an immense amount of useful information

mechanical marvels that a short time
ago seemed to be impossible or existed
only as the fantastic dreams of some
romantic novelist. It is not so very
ago, for instance, that Jules Verne wrote
" A Voyage to the Moon." In those days
such a trip was beyond the wildest dreams
of even the most imaginative person,
but to-day we find scientists discussing

possibility of send in

to the Moon.
g a huge rocket

This book is an attempt to set out in an
interesting manner the romance of some
of the wonderful inventions of our time.
Among the subjects dealt with are the
Wonders of Radio; the Romance of
Excavation ; Surveying Unknown Seas;
Wonders of Marine Salvage; the Suns
Secrets, including some account of ultra-

rays and photo- therapy ; the
Strange Powers of the Gyroscope; and
much else of absorbing interest.
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T"T

#« The Railwayman j i '* The Schoolboy's Pocket Diary

By S, T. James {Nelson & Sons Ltd. 6/- act)

Tli is addition to railway books is a
welcome change to the usual type, for it

tells us oi many railway matters in a new
style and describes in a most interesting

by
lere

(Charles Letts & Co. 1/6)

The Schoolboy's Pocket Diary for 1929

fully maintains the high reputation of

manner the work of the
and dav on the iron-wav.

man

chapters dealing with life in the
otive sheds; the fireman's job

;

the art of the driver ; thrills of the iron-
• • >

way ; surveying
and building ; rail-

way detectives and
their work ; time-
table errors ; a
peep behind the
scenes, and
similar subjects.

is plenty
of humour, too, as

for example, in the
story of a station-

inaster who was
aroused one dark

the well-known firm of Letts. As in

previous years, its pages are packed with

an astonishing variety of information,

Greek and Frenchranging from
verbs to a very com list of sporting

and athletic records. Included in this

section is an alphabetical list of record

Gulliver's adventures are so real, and the

whimsical people are so life-like, that we
almost forget as we read that both these

countries are in the land of make-believe.
the ancientPerhaps this is

philosophers tell us—fancy is sometimes
to truth than fact I In any case.nearer

" Gulliver's Travels
n makes

with coloured

winter night i

the alarm that a
train was on fire

near
The

station

.

blazing train

was shunted into

a siding and here
the station staff

that

fought the
flames. They found
in the course of

operations
there were

sword s, ri fles and
military

equipment in some
of the van s.

Breaking into
another van

.

old.

are 344

reading, and to those who think as well as

read the story conveys some useful lessons.

edition is beautifully illustrated

that will appeal

once to young
There

pages of

delightful enter-

tainment and the

book is a welcome
addition to

famous " Prince

C h arm i ilg" series o i

coloured books.

the

* *

" Heroes^of Modern
Adventure/*

By H. TlLTMAK
T. C. Briuges
(Harraps. 7/6)

and

n this book are

related the narra-

tives of some great

adventures by sea

and land during
erecent years.

stories are told of

Sir Alan Cobham's
flights to the Cape

Australia;

saw, to
they
th eir

Two pairs of 16 in. guns on the U.S.A. battleship "Colorado.
IT From " The Wo inter Book

of the Navy M (see previous page)

Lindbergh's flight

across the Atlantic

;

Lawrence adyentur
ing in Arabia and
Mitchell Hedges
battling with

horror, a mass of figures in scarlet
uniforms in a corner—obviously soldiers
overcome by the smoke. After desperate
efforts the first of the soldiers was rescued
and was found to be a dummy ! So

ers—the whole contents of

the train was the stock-in-trade of a
i •

travelling circus

!

In the chapter on railway detectives

were

and their we learn that
emniov .

on ourover 3,000
as policemen and detectives, quite a good
number being drawn from Scotland Yard
and other special training grounds. These
men
centres

at

lives are exposed to all

kinds of discomfort and at times to no
little bodilv

is spent in enquiring
has been lost in transit.

Most of the time
about merchandise

crime was never more frequent than it is

to-day and there are many clever thieves
to be dealt with. In 1927, £10,000 in the
form of bank notes was stolen from a
Great Western Mail Train between Can lilt

a in £10,000

athletic performances at the principal

British public schools. This will be of

and will enable

In it

great value to cut
them to make interesting comparisons

of athletes of

we may also read of Cherry Kearton photo-

graphing wild life in the heart of Africa

and the Court

between the
their own and other schools. Another
notable section deals with careers for boys.

The steps that must be taken to enter

them are explained, and valuable infor-

mation is given in regard to the prospects

in various professions.

The diary pages themselves are made
attractive by short illustrated paragraphs
on a great variety of subjects. Among
other things, these explain many puzzling

facts of natural history, and give in-

structions for making a boomerang, a

sunshine recorder, and a simple weather
glass. In addition, a number of amusing
and easilv-performed electrical

are described.
:< * * *

U

and Paddington.
worth of valuables was stolen by a skilful

gang of Continental thieves, the actual
theft being carried out by two guards
who confessed to many previous robberies,

so skilful Iv executed that suspicion would
have been hard to ju
The book is one of the most interesting

of its kind that we have read for many
a day and it manages to impart a great
deal of information in a most interesting

manner. It is illustrated by a number of

excellent full-page plates that add greatly

to its attractiveness.

Gulliver's Travels "

s Expedition by
motor car from the Cape to Cairo. The
Arctic and Antarctic explorers dealt with

include and Stefansson, also

Evans, who was a member of

Scott's last expedition. The thrilling feats

of these and other explorers in unknown
lands are recounted and fascinate us.

" Every boy is an adventurer at heart,"
- ***>" Authors' foreword, " and it is

have performed feats of cou
-endurance at s

says
not surprising therefore that the present

ion of explorers and travellers

and
earth, as

line as any in the records of the hardy
pioneers of former generations. These
living explorers of our own and other

lands have, indeed, accomplished journeys

which will go down in history among the

stories of exploration.

By Deak Swift. (Ward I ock & Co. Ltd. 6/- act)

We were pleased to see a new edition of

this splendid book which, although written

many y ago is still full of interest.

Everyone is interested in big people
even in our nursery days we liked best

those stories that had to do with wonderful
giants. All the big people are interested

in little people and even the biggest men

The book is well illustrated' and will

thrill any boy interested in the exploration

of unknown lands and seas-

Interesting New Books
We hope (a deal with the undermentioned hooks in

an early issue.

<* Patty Who Believed in Fairies ft

D. MacCormae
* Gay Neck, Tii e Story of a Pigeon

(Dent), 5/6
.
- M Mm

(Dent), 6/

(lug ei in or in mind) are n
always really little people at heart. Dean
Swift found out all this many years ago
and we all love his wonderful stories of

by Mukerji

"The Story of the Hive"
bv Canning Williams

" White's Selborne for Boys and Girls
(Black), 6/

;

I -ill
i
put. the of the little people and

b
" Two

y Marcus Woodward

of Brood ingnag, the land of giants.

(Blackwell), 7/6

in Early Locomotive
by C. F. Dcndy Marshall

a
(Locomotive Pu"*
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IX. FIRE FLOATS AND CHEMICAL
-

ENGINES
HE em fire

re-

markably efficient

engine is a

in smachine, but
of the great power of

its pumps and the ex-

range of its

turntable it is

at a serious disadvan-
ing within

thatbuildings

flush with a
A great many immense
warehouses and similar

buildings stand in such

:s\

ions

of

along
rivers

the
or

canals, and their con-

tents are

tremely
in many cases

inflammable
The necessity

ex

an

with 150 :
per

hour, an output that

was far in excess of

of any other mill

at that time. The mill

commenced
early in 1786
seemed assured

future

ons
and

of a
but

was abruptly
cut short by fire five

years later.

appears to

little doubt
mill was delib-

people who
feared that the new
era

would
1

Illustrations courtesy^

ment.
[jW erryweatkcr Gr Sons IJd. OCCUrred in

employ-
outbreak

several
nature. The destruction by fire of Bouiton and Watt's Mill, London, in 1791. The

g
illustration shows a hand-operated fire float in action

parts of the

able to attack a fire in such a buildin

:

" - I V

e water side was re

fire-fighting became established

country during the 18th century.

in this

The earliest fire float h
:

were merely large

rowing boats in which a hand-operated pump
was installed. The vessel was rowed as near
to the burning building as possible,

was then connected to the pump, and
the free end of the suction hose was immersed
in river. While one or two men w

heldfrantically at the pump,
delivery hose and directed the

water on to the burning proper 1

jet

used
A hand-operated fire float of this type was

in conjunction
to combat
Albion

mill

land fire engines

situated
_

Thames near the south-east end of Blackfriars
Bridge and was owned by Bouiton and Watt,
the Birmingham who were
steam engi

of

It was equipped throughout with steam
and it was
millers the

driven corn milling

intended to

great superiority of steam power over water
power. When the two steam engines installed

at
the time of low tide in the Thames'when the
drawing up water was most difficult.

Further than this, it was discovered subse-
r that the main cock of the water

system of the mill had been securely tied up.
The destruction of the Albion Mill meant a

oss of £6,000 to Bouiton and £3,000 to Watt,
misfortunes to minorin addition to

A reward was
offered for information regarding the culprits

claimed.but it was
One of the first

built in this c

weather and

floating fire engines
was made

, in 1841, and was

his book
to Cronstadt. C.F.T. Young, in

Brigades."
Fire ines and Fire

craft

:

tt

It consisted of an iron hull 60 ft. long
—wv

—

M^B^

16 ft. beam, in which the engine, fitted with
w

141 in.

ving 7£ in. iameter X
, was placed. These pumps were
means of four cranked handles

were working together
*
the mill

Sectional view of a
modern portable chemical

fire extinguisher

with 18 in, radius, connected to
three 6 in, cranks by means of toothed

pair of cranked handles wa$
with a fly wheel 6 ft, in diameter to equalise

the motion, and the handles were fixed at

90 degrees

ine was placed in the middle of the hull.
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which had both ends alike to avoid the necessity of

tu mine, two wheels were nearly

amidships, on the shaft w bevelled wheels were
fitted, capable. of being put in gear with the crank
handles when the pumps were disconnected. On the

upper o air vessel was a "g piece

operate at a considerably higher speed than the main
engines, and the increase in revolutions is provided

of an enclosed chain drive.

to

per minute, at a pressure of 90 lb. per sq. in., but under

r by the

Each pump is nominally ver 1,000 gallons

. proved

nozzles, on
two

e

be

w h i c h

of

could
attached
needed. When

a

1 J in. jet a

vertical height
of 120 ft. was

and a

horizontal
distance of
136 ft."

In time the
use of steam

bi

fire Jloats be
came
general.

more
Ves-

of discharging as much as

1,350

minute at

pressure.

When operating

at a pressure

per

each
50 lb.
a _

insq.

pump delivers

2,400
minute.

A s p e cial
arrangement

val ves and
piping permi

the urn to

be driven either

in
large quantities

of water at

sels carrying

CourUsy ]

The "

pumps of

{Merrymeather & Sons Lid. ordinary preS-

Fire Suds" chemical fire engine. The cylinders containing the Sulphuric Acid and sure, or in series,
Bicarbonate of Soda are enclosed in the box-like body of the machine

. -

greater power and provided with better hose were
not onlv to combat firewereproduced, and

in riverside buildings but to battle with outbreaks
of fire that in vessels in harbour and dock
As described in the

"M,M," of November last,

the motor-driven fire engine
is now gradually superseding
the steam machine, and a

pressures up to 170 lb. per sq. in., as

figures have been considerably

throughout, a result that is principal!} attributable

to the very high efficiency of the pumps.
The auxi

includes

similar change is taking
ace in

floats. ftre

float to be added to the

London
is a motor-driven

*s fleet

The *t
Beta Hi;*

named, is a twin screw
vessel 70 ft, in length, 13 ft.

6 in. in breadth and 3 ft.

9 in. in extreme draft. It

was built throughout under
i

s 7

100 A.l. for fire-floats,

and also to Board of Trade
requirements The is

combined

dynamo and air pressure

sets driven by two 3-cyhnder

14 h.p. engines.

pressors

charging c

themng
used
stantaneous
main engines

the

These
employed

con-

air

in-

the

The dynamos

i
current for

; indlighting the vessel,

ing a 20-in.

e searchlight

lixed on deck.
arrangements

include the ordinary suction

teed to the pumps through

strainer boxes
side of the ve

on
ssel. There

steel. The whole of the
CourUsy^

amidships portion of the
vessel is devoted to the
machinery space and is covered by a raised teak

The powerful fire float
u Beta III,

»»
o\v

\M trryweaiket & Son* Ltd. are a}SQ fQur special Salvage

Brigade, at work
1

1

London suction

*•!"-

arran to take standard
I mam

•

consists of two petrol- suction hoses. The
paraffin six-cylinder engines, each capable of developing
110 B.H.P. at 500 revs, per minute. They are arranged
so that, by means

used either for

a

the

gears

from
their power may

vessel or for

monitor arran

diameter, and two

arran

fitted four v
T

es

pumps The engines are coupled to reverse

w for sion are of

and

driving the boat at a speed of over 10 knots.

At the forward end of each of the engines

operated by the clutches just mentioned, are two three

stage turbine pumps made entirely of gunmetal.

hose. The discharge

discharge

connections for

pumps
may serve

simultaneously,

are so arranged that either or both

either the monitor and the

or the monitor alone, or either of the

separately, or both together.

The vessel has been specially designed for easy mani-

pulation in a space, and is capable of turning
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in twice its own length
The official trial of

I 4

r

Cross floating fire station

normal conditions,
fi was out at Charing

provided a remarkable display of
pumping that was witnessed by a large crowd assembled on the
Embankment. At one time eight powerful jets were in the air
together, but perhaps an even more impressive sight was the
single 3 \ in. jet that rose to an enormous height
to reach half-way across the river \

for four hours without a
In the

performed

appeared
The pumping tests continued

of any kind.
since the "Beta III" was purchased it has

service at several big fires on the Thames
waterway. One of the early conflagrations at which it was used

Cubitt Town, London.occu in premises
lire float was

in \Vharf
m operation continuously for 14 hours and,

one monito r

arranged fans, or agitators, for the rapid mixture
of the acid with the solution in the cylinder. When the apparatus
is required for use the shaft is rotated by means of an external
handle. A small cam that is mounted on the shaft then imparts
a reciprocating motion to a toothed pricker that punctures the
metal seal of the acid bottle. The freed acid immediately passes

j "1 1*1 1 s r * "fc ri I I -fc 1

into the cylinder where its chemical action on the soda solution
causes the formation of carbonic acid gas.

. A 60-gallon cylinder delivers the mixture through a nozzle
at an initial pressure of about 160 lb. to the sq. in. The charge
lasts about 10 or 12 minutes.
as v empties, but
until the whole of the contents are exhausted

The pressure gradually decreases
remains to give a good jet

and four
hose in action, she
threw 1,710,000 gall

{7,500 tons) of
Thames water into
the burningbuilding.
This was a record
delivery

river
for anv

in

'ire

»ani

London
Brigad e

.

Another type of
extinguishing

now in

common use is the
chemical fire engine.

is not a nval
to the ordinary fire

pump, but
vides an
and economical
means of dealing

Some chemical lire engines consist of two cylinders, eacl

independently,
by this arrangement
one cylinder is in

while the
other, is bei ng
recharged. In this

maimer acontinuous
jet is. obtained.

interesting

>ment of the

ive

minor conflag-
rations or with the
first phase of a bi_
fi re . For this reason
some modern fire

engines arc provided
with chemical fire

extinguishing
apparatus in addition to the

dev
chemical fire engine-
is the small
extinguisher so

to-day in

large b u i 1 d i n g s

.

From the sectional
drawing we give of
an extinguisher of
this type it

seen that
ciplc of
is the same as that
of the P ar e n t

chemical fire engine
described.

<> n u s

as is

- *

A night demonstration with fire floats on the Thames, showing the immense range of the jets

The "

Kcmik,"
particular ex-
tinguisher is called.

is constructed of

fire pump equi
steel plates strongly

chemical appliance can be brought into immediate action
and, in the ease of a big fire, is operated while the ordinary fire
pumps are being connected up and the hose laid out.
Two distinct principles of fire extinction are embodied in the

use of ordinary fire pumps and of chemical fire apparatus. The
efficiency of the jet discharged by an ordinary lire pump chiefly
lies in the cooling effect that the water has upon the burning
material, but the jet from a chemical fire engine achieves its

object by smothering, or M blanketing," the flames with a gas
is heavier an air and does not support combustion, The

most suitable is carbonic acid gas which may be easily and chcaplv
prepared. Two types of chemical extinguishing machines are
in use. in one of which the fire is blanketed bv the gas itself and
in the other by a specially prepared loam.

Chemical tire apparatus of the gas- blanketing type depends
fur its efficient action on the property of carbonic acid gas to
dissolve Ul water. When this gas is produced in a closed vessel
full of water, sufficient pressure is set up to enable the gas-charged
water to be forced through a hose pipe and nozzle, and thrown
to a considerable distance with great impact force. As the water
is projected on to a fire it releases the gas which, being much
heavier than air, lies like a blanket over the burning material,
prevents the access of oxygen from the surrounding atmosphere,
and thus quickly and effectually subdues the flames. In addition
"*" ent cooling action takes place to lower the

of the smouldering material to a degree that renders a* revival
of the fire extremely improbable
A chemical fire engine constructed by Merryweather & Sons

, consists of a cylindrical vessel of from 35 to 500 gall
built of hammered copper and internally coated with an* incor-
rodible alloy. It is tested to double its maximum working pressure
and is fitted with a locked safety valve by which such pressure
cannot be exceeded. The cylinder is kept about three-quarters
""ed with water in which a charge of bicarbonate of soda

dissolved, and in this condition it is read)- for use.

A gunmetal dome that is closed by a screwed" cap is mounted
on the upper part of the cylinder, and contains an inverted lead

e containing sulphuric acid. A shaft, also made of gunmetal,

riveted and soldered together, and coated internally with a thick
layer of non-oxidising alloy. The interior of the vessel is fitter]

with a detachable perforated cylinder kept in position by a screwed
cap that also closes it. This cap forms a convenient handle for
carrying the apparatus and is combined with a distributing nozzle.
At the bottom of the interior cylinder is a loose-fitting lead weight,
while at the top of the cylinder, close up to the cap, lies a her-
metically sealed glass receptacle filled with strong sulphuric acid.
The vessel is filled with a solution of bicarbonate of soda and

in this condition is ready for immediate ise. When required
for action it is quickly turned over, upon which the lead weight,
sliding down the cylinder, pulverises the glass receptacle against
the cap and allows the acid to mix instant i\ with the soda solution.
Pressure is immediately generated, and the mixture is projected
with great force on to the flames.

Fires in which petrol, oil, tar or other inflammable liquids are
involved cannot be quenched by water, and tests with chemical
fire apparatus have proved that foam blanketing agents are more
effective than those of the gas-blanketing type in
such fires. The method generally employed is to smother the
flames with a layer of froth compound that excludes air, so that
1-llfVl/ f]\f» (lilt fl-fVm \-if\r ivf nvtmnn TUIp nriiininla £*> AmVjkJ I n<4die out from lack of oxygen. This

chemical fire engines known as
i

rinciple is

which we illustrate.

embodied
ines

.

As will be seen from the photograph, the bodv of the " Firc-
Suds " machine does not differ greatly from that "of the ordinary
tire engine. The chemical apparatus from widen the machine
takes its name is enclosed in the box-like body of the machine.

is divided up into several separate
the first of which is arranged as a tool box under the driver's

while the second holds a galvanized welded steel water tank
. In the centre of the bodv is a com-for first-aid

1

i
partmen t for hose, with hinged doors opening upward on
side, and in the rear of these are two galvanized steel tanks each

20-25 Hall, of an solun n. The tanks are
filled through the huge circular covers on top. Behind them
are six lead-lined compartments earn containing an acid solution

runs through the centre of the cylinder, upon this shaft are

and closed by a lead-lined rubber-jointed mahogany
compartment in the rear carries a supply

cover. A
of Fire-

Sud s
M charges in metal cylinders. Continual on pag* SI

i
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VII. FROM WASHED GRAIN TO BAKER'S FLOUR
AST month we saw how wheat intended for making

flour was cleaned in preparation for the actual

grinding- The grinding operations to-day are

very different from those of last century, for the

grindstones used in the old wind and water mills have
replaced by rollers of chilled iron. Thesenow

i

ers are superior to the old grindstones in many
•espects, notably in that their

ridges. The skin, or bran, is peeled off in e

leaving the starchy interior practically unbroken.
It is the centre of the wheat berry that is eventually

m

, i ng can be con trolled

much more delicately, with

the result that a whiter and
more ev
produced.

ground is

In order to see the rollers

at work we must
'-

.

as it is carried by
a conveyor to the roller floor

on the milling side. Visitors

who remember the clanking

and rumbling heard in an old

water mill will find this

strangely quiet, ah hough it is

full

which
of machines

streams
ground flour

are passing. The reason is

that the roller mills now
are almost completely en
closed, the only ions

visible being the pulleys on
the ends of the driving shafts

and the control wheels.

into flour. The miller calls it " semolina/' and his

purpose in passing the grain through the series of break

m
the bran. This is very delicate work, for the skin

of the wheat berry is only

is to separate it as completely as

one four-hundredth
i -

of an
inch in thickness, and ac-

ground rollers must
be used to scrape the thin and
fragile skiin clean without
breaking it. it must not even

be pressed heavily ; if it were,

a liquid that is really a dye
would 1 k; squeezed out and the

colour of the flour would be
ruined. Every machine is

fitted with microme ad-

i ustments, by means of which
the attendants set the rollers

with absolute
a

The semolina and bran in

the mixture that comes from

the break rollers must be

Courtesy] [J homos Robinson & Son Ltd.

separated before the former i

ground into flour. This is done

by exposing them to a power-

ful blast of air in a
called a

The magnetic separator used in cleaning wheat. Electro-magnets separator.

cyclo-pneumatic

At the centre of

are double machines and are retain nails and othe* iron and steeI scrap on the inclincd Plate this machine is a revolving

roughly of the same shape as

two pianos placed

from which the scraper removes them
disc on the mixture is

to back The a 1 1 ce I

extends to the inspec cover, which is of the same
allowed to fall. The speed at which the disc rotates is so

reat that the partly ground wheat is immediately flung

as the keyboard lid of a piano and occupies a

Its removal discloses the rollers thatsimilar position,

grind the wheat, tlso the ones above them
regulatethat

the whole length of the

the flow of the grain and spread it over
me

As we move about examining the various mills we
notice that the rollers differ 51an5r are

quite smooth, but some are corrugated. The latter are

called " break rollers," and it is through a series of mills in

which they are fitted that the whole wheat is first passed.

The flutings run diagonally and are smaller in successive

machines. The rollers turn at different speeds, and tear

the wheat berries as they are caught between the

off the edge to fall in a circular spray, and it is here that

the wind meets it. A stream of air from a large fan blows

right across the spray and carries the bran and other light

particles with it into an expansion chamber, where it

decreased. The semolinadeposits them as its

and partly broken wheat
blast and fall, into chutes that

undisturbed bv th**

them forward

to the next machine.
on is com pie in sieves.

Several kinds of machines have been invented for this

purpose, and of these the most is n-

sifter." It contains several sieves, the uppermost being

made of steel while the lower ones are of fabric and have a

)

\

I

'
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very fine mesh. They are built into two large wooden
boxes, which are connected together by a smaller section

a mechanism that gives the machines acontaining
circular motion. In order to allow for the movement of

the machines, one
section of each of ,

the necessary chutes
is made of canvas. I

It is easy to see that great engineering skill is needed in

the manufacture of rollers for use in flour mills. They are

the surface of which ismade of a special cast iron

thoroughly hardened by chilling. When in use they fit

tightly against each
other, the film of

material that passes

them
plansiIters

-

are usually grouped
on onetogether

floor, and the effect

of standing between
two rows of the
machines at work is

very weird. Each
of them swings out
toward the visitor

in a
manner an
seems to draw back
for another spring !

ar move-cir

ment is necessary in

mg as a
There is sufficient

ion to make
them hot, and a

steady current of air

is drawn
the

through
machines in

order to

ure low.
**— -

If the pressure at

one end is greater

than that at the

other, over-heating
1

1

is bound to occur,

which would
Courtesy] [Henry Simon

~

order to ibute On the roller floor of a flour mill. Each mill contains two pairs of rollers that grind

the material over
wheat continuously and night

the sieves. It resembles that of a hand sieve and is more
gentle than a mere backward and forward motion. The
bran and semolina are thus kept on the move without
being

not
only spoil the quali-

of the flour, but
if not remedied in

time might even start a disastrous fire. This is an ever-b
present danger in flour mills, where the machinery runs
continuously

When the bran and other
als have been removed by

means of the machines we
have described, there re-

mains the semolina, or the
starchy centre of the grain,

in a coarse state. The next
step is to reduce this to flour.

There is very little differ-

ence in external appearance
between the mills in

this is done and those used
in ving tip

real difference is iu the
rollers, which are not fluted,

since it is onlv necessarv to
crush the semolina to as fine

a powder as The
rollers also are shorter, being

40 in. in length l

of 60 in

reason us ing
shorter rollers in reduction
mills is the
degree of
sary in making them. I f any

of a roller is only one
three-thousandth of an inch
too e or too it IS

and night, and the machines must be
inspected regularly in order

to see that the rollers remain
parallel to each other. In a
large mill this task may

time of

con-several men. who
tinuallv adjust the rollers bv
means of micrometer screws.

theween
material is sifted, or " dress-

ed,'
J

in order to separate the

flour from unreduced semo-
lin a. l ers in w i

this is done contain very
fine sieves, that slope slight-

cen

backward
are

and forward

.

of silk and
four different grades of mesh*
are always used. T mix-
1 1 1re mi the roller m

[Henry Simon Ltd<impossible to obtain the best county]
^

results from its use, and it is
A lin€ of Purifiers »

the machines in which the flour is finally sifted ^last is

not to grind a 60 in.
after milling

passes over each portion of

the sieves in turn, and the

ground flour is thus
completely from

the larger particles.

Light bran and pieces of

fine offal may still be present,

and the purifying stage is the

last opportunity for remov-
ing them. The usual air

action

It blowsfor thi

rouerht into

roller to this limit of accuracy. Trouble also would be
with the Unless the semolina to be

J-X

ground is spread out'over the whole length of the rollers,

the latter'are worn unevenly, and if has been found that
efficient ing is most easily

more than 40 in, in length are used

the

s purpose.
1 * * * •

is directed sideways by
cowls placed above the sieves, with the result that the

remaining impurities are lifted out on to platforms at the

sides of the machine. Rolling and purifying continues

until the whole of the centre of the grain has been ground.

The flourfrom the final dressing is passed into conveyors
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that carry it to the warehouse. It does not flow so easily

as the wheat grains from which it was made, and worm
gear is fitted into the troughs of the conveyors in order
to push it along. .

On arrival at the warehouse the flour is given a final

ng, to make sure that no pieces of paper or string have

recognised as superior in is The flour in

which it is made contains more of the outer layers of the
wheat grain, and in some cases also contains the germ, or
the tiny embryo that grows into a wheat plant when the

It is in these parts that the vitamins areis sown.
si

found way into it, and is into basis.

and their presence gives brown bread a greater food

b
This is done in machines that are capable of filling a sack
in less than a minute. The flour from one floor faLls into,

a cylinder that is fixed to the ceiling of the room below. A
bag is attached to the lower end of the cylinder by means

value, but at the same time makes it more difficult to
digest than white
The principal ioodstutt m is— — »

starch, which comes from the inner portion of the wheat
ram

of a strap and
the flour. While the
bag is being filled,

anism moves it

e, and a is then pulled to release fat-forming

It resembles the sugars in being a

m
rapidlyup and down
over the cylinder in

order to pack the
flour tightly.

The sacks are then
carried on hoists, or

slid down
uites of

spiral

sin all

gradient to the des

orras.

There they are load

railwayed

wagons, or in

into

barges, for distribu-

canal

tion to bakers.

It will be
clear from this short
account of work in

a modern flour mill

that the grinding of

corn for our daily
bread has grown to
be a

and
There is no difficulty in showing its

flour.in

Place a table-spoon-

ful in a muslin bag,

and knead it gently

while holding: it in a
stream of
n*
fhe
away

running
will

have a mi
.••—

pearance. It should

be collected and

a

allowed to stand for

some time,

sediment
formed.

will

This
be

*

is

starch, as the follow-

ing simple test will

show. Mix a little of

the sediment with
water and boil the

liquid. It will then
become
cause

be-

starch

granules burst and

com i-

Courtesy]

Plansifters at work. The flexible sleeves in the feed and

[Thomas Robinson & Son Ltd.

e chutes are clearly seen

allow their con

business. Primitive races who corn in
mortars, or crushed it in a saddle-stone, made practically
no effort to separate the various parts of the berry, and
their meal was naturally coarse and dark in colour. The

cut grindstones used by the Romans, and by our
own millers for hundreds of years, were a great improve-
ment,
nether millstones

tents to

Mlow it to cool and
urn a deepwiadd a drop of iodine solution. ' The

blue colour, which can be produced only when
present. The blue liquid becom es

is

on warming
but the colour returns when it is cooled.

The bag containing the flour should be washed and
kneaded for some time after the liquid running from it has

By varying the distance between the upper and become clear, in order to make sure that all the starch has
* 1 1 J _ 1 * M 9 •* m — ._«- .. _. _ * . «

grain was open in such a
manner that the offals were excluded from the flour, which
was still a little dark but much more digestible.

Since the decay of mills driven by natural power the
appearance of flour has become more important, and the
present demand is for one that is perfectly white. The
invention of the roller mill has made this possible. It
breaks up and grinds the wheat in several stages, and thus

millers to separate thoroughly the different parts

been removed.
This is gluten, a foodstuff that

A stick v mass will still remain in the bag
ft — ftm m + m m *' rt"Vl •

up muscle. This

little experiment thus helps us to see why wheat has be-

food of such a large proportion of the

It is a well-balanced foodstuff,

com e

ion.world's po
containing materials that form fat and build up muscle,

with -eiving

en

re-of the berry. As we have seen, the skin is ca
moved and sold as bran, while the outermost layers of the

ma it encloses find their

on 1y

.

r into flour

So greatly superior is wheat to all other cereals that it is

rapidly displacing them, even in countries where it has to

be imported. One instance is China, where rice has been
Wheat is now being takene s

*
.

to that country in increasingly large quantities, a e

The best white flour sold to-day is made from the inner
portion of the wheat, It is much more digestible than
the wholemeal bread that was eaten by our forefathers,
but unfortunately the all-important vitamins have been
removed with the offals. This applies particula

Vitamin D, which has been described as concentrated

lower food value of modern white bread
was known even before we learned of the existence and
importance of vitamins, and brown bread has long been

of it coming from Canadian prune
provinces, more than 6,000 miles away.

n Europe rye has been the chief rival to wheat. It is

cheap and hardy, and until recently was the principal crop
in Scandinavia, Russia and many parts of Germany.
Bread made from if is so dark in colour that it is usua

described as
"

sour, but a

disease that ma)

c
" bread. It very quickly becomes

danger to those who live on it is a fatal

is due to a fungus
VJr

(Continutd on page 81)grows on the cars of the plant,
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Huge New Searchlight

A huge searchlight with a mirror 200 cm,
in diameter has recently been constructed
;it the works of the London Electric Firm,
Croydon This seaix blight, which is

the largest in the world, is

constructed on a truck to enable it to be
run along rails, and is so adapted that it

may be controlled either by the operation
of handles on the machine itself,

a distance bv means of a remot
. . . _.

Another Huge^Water Storage Reservoir in

Quebec

In order to secure the further regulation

of the flow of the Gatineau River, a tribu-

tary of the Ottawa River, Canada, the
Gatineau Power any are

a dam at the outlet of Cabonga Lake where
it empties into the Gens de Terre River,

50 miles north of Baskatong Lake, which
is about 120 miles up stream from Ottawa.

The Singapore Naval Base

Work is soon to be commenced on
the construction of the Naval at
Singapore, which, according to the contract
terms, must be completed within seven
years The site of the base is at the

Th turn flows from the Gatin

*

Exten sive -Elect

for Rome
ro

*

ric

*

Power

For the past three years woi
proceeding on an extensive ,

scheme for supplying hydro-
electric power to Rome, and
power works have been con-
structed at the Marmore
Falls, which are situated on

River Velino a short

distance to the north-east
of the capital city. A mov-
able breakwater has been
constructed across the River
Velino to regulate the
amount of water contained
in the Lake of Fiediluco,
which forms "a reservoir

capable

2,000,
water.

of

cubic metres of
.ke

provides for the construe
tion of three reservoirs

be fed by the Rivers Salto
rano and equipped

north of the island and about twelve
miles from the civil harbour and docks.
A frontage of about six miles will be

provided and the work
involves the
of a graving dock capable
of holding the largest war-
ship afloat.

The harbour will consist
of the eastern of the
Strait that separates the
island from the mainland,
and which has been cut
up by the building of a
causeway to carry a rail-

way across. The 50,000
ton floating dock that has
made a successful and com-
paratively uneventful jour-
ney from England will be
anchored in this artificial

harbour.
The total cost of the

scheme is

approximated •
7./5n 000.

Of this sum £6,917,000 will

be spent on the construc-
tion of the base itself,

while the machinerv and
furniture fitted are to cost

and j£23,000 re-

and
with hydro-electric

Two giant blocK-setting cranes at worK on a South Atrican Harbour.
spectivelv

ing machinery operated by
these rivers.

The part that these cranes play in the construction of harbours and breakwaters
is fully described in the " Meccano Book of Engineering/' which may

* * *

he

obtained from any Meccano dealer or direct from the Editor (price 3d. post free)

In addition to these projects a canal is""]
'

" * " water willto be constructed
flow from River Velino. Lake Fiediluco,
and the River Ncra, another river that is

to be harnessed. Water in the canal will

at Bitobee which, when closed, creates a
lake with an area of more than 100 square

e of impoundingand ca

two one at
Gatleto, and the other at Kami, while a
third station is to be constructed in the
Valley Visso.

The canal carrying the water
Visso

95,000, (.100 cu. ft. of water for use
(lu-ring the. low flow season.
The construction of the new dam, is

Xera thro
approximately 2,800 in length
for nearly 2,200ft of its total length
travels underground. The waters utilized

ower station are fedthe
through two pipes each over 580 ft. in

length and possessing a cross sectional
area of

planned in order to create another great
storage reservoir that will contain some

all

Africa's Longest Bridge

Work is now proceeding

m aking in45.000.0OO.0UO cu. ft.,

nearlv 150,000,000,000 cu. ft. of water
that the company will have in storage
for

plants.

use of its River power

* * * *

on a bridge spanning the River Benue,
at Makurdi, Nigeria. This will be the
largest bridge in Africa, its length being
2.584 ft. between abutments. The bridge

have 13 spans and some 8,000 tons
of steelwork will be use* I in its construction,

the estimated cost being approximately
£'960,600. The structure will take more
than four years to complete and it is

intended to carry a railway track to
replace a train ferry that has been operated

' the Nigerian
Company,

* * * $

- ^ * _

ft., into a car d 2,200 ft,

where they
return

into a
t he i r

sq.

in length, from
reservoir and
natural course.

*

Work has commenced on the 5,36*0 ft.

tunnel under the Detroit Kiver, joining
Detroit, Michigan and Windsor, Ontario.

* * *

Conversation at Five Pounds a Minute \

A conversation was carried on a short

A large

River station

_ *

time ago between a business man in

Guise-ley, near Leeds, and another man in

Vancouver. The conv lasted for

call

five minutes and the cost of the
was {*>o. this call was made

the record was claimed for one between
London and Los Angeles, California.

for the
York Edison

Company is being constructed by the
General Electric Company. The com-
pleted machine will develop 215,000 h.p.

and is undoubtedly the largest single-shaft,

single- unit turbo generator at present in

existence. Steam will be obtained from
four boilers each capable of supplying
550,000 lb. of steam per hour.
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New Motor Boat Engine

A new type of high-power petrol engine,

intended for naval motor service,

has been subjected to a number of tests

at Turin by representatives of the Royal
Italian Navy, The engine is designed
to develop 750 b.h.p, at 1,940 r.p.m.,

speed of 1,700 r.p.m.
The maximum horse-power it is capable
of developing is 790 at 2 t050 r.p.m., with
a propeller

a

of
1,800 r.p.m. The unit
weighs 3,950 ib. and
consumes only 0.55 lb.

of petrol per horse-
power-hour, and 0.02
lb. of

r

New Motor Ship for Nelson Line

The 4*
Highland

•
Monarch/' an im-

The New White Star Liner

new motorship in the service of

& W. Nelson Line, has now com-
maiden voyage. The ship is

five, the remaining four of
which arc under construction at the
Belfast works of Harland & Wolf
Three of the four

4*
Chieftain,"

are named " Highland
Highland and

A definite decision has not vet been
arrived at with regard to the type of
engines to be fitted in the new White Star
liner to which reference was made in the
"MM" for July and August of last vear.
It has been stated bv the Chairman of
the company that the transmission will
be electric, but the current may be gener-

eithcr by steam turbines "or internal

oil

per horse-power-hour.
The engine is arranged

starting by com-
pressed air.

* * *

A Giant Elevator
i

The world's largest
single unit grain ele-

vator has been official-

h opened at Port
Arthur, Ontario It

has a capacity of over
7,000,000 bushels of
grain, and some idea of
the dimensions of the

it serves may
be gathered from the
fact that it is 1,100 ft.

in length, has 235
tan ks

125 ft. in

558 nice

outerspace bins.
4

ch
and
and
The

combustion
.-

engm cs.

Whatever machinery
is eventually fitted, it

will most certainly be
the largest of its kind in

use on ships through-
world, as it

is practically certain
that a shaft horse-

power of 100,000 will

to be developed.
shaft

horse power at present
developed by a turbo-
electric

17,000.

*

engine is

* *

elevator was construe-
in the record time

Photo courtesy] [The A ircraft Operating Co. Ltd.

Of 149 days.
This wonderful air view shows the bridge over the Zambesi

Record Steel

A steel casting to
be used as the anvil

block for a 5-ton fric-

tion drop stamp has
been made by Cammell
Laird & Co. Limited.
The com pieted cast -

ing is

weight and is claimed
by the makers to be

heaviest
in exist -

6 ft. 1 in.

...

at
ence

one of the
The

* 4 *

An interesting en-
gineering feat has been

to

most striking illustrations of the triumph of the engineer over natural difficulties The measures 9 ft.

bridge carries the Cape to Cairo Railway over 400 ft. above the roaring torrent beneath. bY l0 ft - 2 **-

The Victoria Falls are seen in the background, with the River Zambesi plunging over a is probably the first

in height and the base
2 in.

This

with the com-
pletion of the new ' Canadian Pacific
Railway bridge over
near Toronto. The

Valley,
wh ich is

1,150 ft. in length, has 13 spans supported
on concrete piers.

ti Highland

wall of rock a mile in length

Hope ,

*

' respectively,
the fourth is as yet unnamed. They are
intended to operate a regular fortnightly
service between England and Brazil and
Argentina, via Spain and Portugal, and
the> will

* -;• * *

Wireless for Fire Engines

It is frequently of great importance
for iire engines when out on duty to keep
in touch with headquarters. In thickly
populated districts it is usually fairly
easy to do this by telephone, but in out
lying districts this is often impossible.

Rochdale, Lancashire, Fire Bii
have solved this

e

by installing
wireless sets on their fire engines so that
constant communication can be maintained
with, headquarters no matter where the
engine may be.

frozen cargo.

carry both passengers and

The it

Highland Monarch »*
has a

tonnage of 14,137 and is 520 ft. in length
and 69 ft. in breadth, while her cruising
speed is 15 knots. There is room on
board for 135 first-class and
class passengers.

two sets of

e

t cy

36 second-
is equipped
er double-

casting of this kind
to be made of steel,

as it is the usual engineering practice
for them to be of iron.

* * * *

acting Diesel engines each .developing
4,000 s.h.p. at 100 r.p.m.

* * * *

•-• -:- * *

Escalator 500 ft. in Length

A public escalator has been constructed
at Havre in France, which, .with its length
Of 500 ft., easily ranks
largest escalator. It is

world r

s

with a
concrete roof and has been onstructed
to carry pedestrians, baby carriages,

dogs, etc., up a steep hill where
new houses have been constructed. The
steps of the escalator are approximately
four feet square, and move at about SO ft.

a minute, but during rush periods they are
speeded up to 120 ft. a minute.

New Bridge for Old in Twenty-four Hours

An interesting engineering achievement
has been carried out at East Linton,
Haddingtonshire, :i ere a was
demolished and replaced by a new one
within 24 hours. The work was com-
menced in the early hours of the morning
by the blowing up 'of the old bridge, over
which runs the main London and North

Hailway line from London to
and Aberdeen, The new bridge,

constructed of iron and weighing 160 tons,
was carried into position on a special
trolley and before midnight the work was

The Ascot-Pullin Motor Cycle

During recent years there have
very few alterations in the outward appear-
ance of motor cvcles, and we have become
so accustomed to their general design that
any departure from standard practice gives

us a slight shock. The new " Ascot-
Pullin " motor cycle is an excellent example
of this. In many respects it shows very
little resemblance to the ordinary type of

but on closer examination we
.

realise that the purpose of the changes
is to make motor cycling more comfort-
able.

The most important of the many inno-

vations in the model is the frame, which is

com
bridge.

and rails were laid over the
notable of this re-

placement was that it was carried out with
out first erecting a temporary bridge,

made of pressed steel and completely en-

closes all the working parts. A windscreen
is fitted in front of the handle bars, where it

protects a miniature instrument board on
which a lamp, clock, ammeter, speedometer
and an oil gauge are mounted.
The engine is of the single cylinder,

overhead valve gear type, with a capacity
of 496 c.c, and forms a single unit with

the gearbox. Driving the machine is

made easier by the provision of hydraulic
brakes and automatic lubrication of many
moving
330 lb.

Its weight is approximately
the petrol consumption is

stated to be over 100 miles a gallon,
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Builds Locomotives for

gmeer
Railway

T 1 characteris of all engineering
ments that the work of one or two men
out so prominently as to completely overshadow the

contributions of others. Tlus is par case in

DDODD DDDDn
in the machinery for combing out andimprove

separating the fibres of flax and the
awarded him a gold medal in respect of

machine.
to railways. It is only during the past few years

public have realised that we owe our
present magnificent railway system not to one man but

He also produced a machine which by means
an arrangement of sponge weights performed what is

wet 11ax spinning, a process

to many. For years it was
inquiry that George

Railways
"

me

was the
"

sense of the term, and
mattered very much.

without an_

Stephenson
4-

in the preparation of very fine yarns,

flax spinning
encin

was

produce yarns at a profit.

in 1925 aroused
interest and were

into prominence
work of several of the pioneers of

who
been either unknown or at least

very seriously undervalued.

nents

finished

output,

toward saving

about

spinners were unable
mechanical improve-

cost of

increasingsamewhile

this manner undoubtedly did much
ruin.

menAmong
seldom
the limelight, carried

Murray became widely known as a first.- rate

subj ect

demand arose for his

this led to two Leeds business-
i -

James Fenton and David Wood, to suggest
should

ne\ ["
them

engineering

portant pioneer work in

engineering,and
Matthew I

SI 1 — r" »

tockton-on-Tees

. When he became
enough

prenticed

was

mechanical aptitude
soon made itself noticed.

The completion
appren
ed to occur
when trade at Stockton
was at a very
and

in

consideration

proj

local

1795

Fen-
Murray and Wood,

was
Holbeck.

Round

Blenkirisop's locomotive.
at Leeds.

Marshall's
mill, Murray had gained

practical
This was one of the earliest locomotives in use and was employed

(From the Editor's
T. C. & E. C. Jack Ltd.)

eeds. Note the spur gearing used unnecessarily to prevent wheel slip.

book *' Engineering for Boys M by permission of the publishers

knowledge of

r v in the busier city of

rings

and com-

f

Leeds, Gathering together
made them into a bundle, swung this over his shoulder,
and set out to walk to Leeds.
without difficulty but

He his destination

this direction as eariv as 1786, The partners
Holbeck enterprise therefore decided to include a steam
engine m

found that he had n
nt money to pay for a bed. is

serious predicament he was fortunate enouer

er a
in

finding an inn where the landlord agreed to trust him on
that he confidently expected to get work
nill on the following inomine.

department at their factory, and Murray
was given chief control over this section. This branch of

the factory quickly proved very successful. As time
w

being
at Marshall's

Murray obtained the work he sought at the mill which
was beginning~the manufac

machinery of the7mill was
interest to_him/'and ver
ingenious ways in

These hints were very gre
pioyer who acknowledged

(lax. The
a great source of

an to

in a manner
ward M urray was

the factory works

its efficiency could be increased.

appreciated by his em-
the suggestions

of £20. Shortly
ppomteci chief mechanic in

on Murray introduced one improvement after
another, many of these being of great practical value.
In 1799, for instance, he invented a self-acting apparatus

for the purpose of

beneath it. and in

could be
regulating the

to

of

controlling production of

Murray also brought all the valve openings in his steam
principle becameengines one

known as the short

umve

ve box.

D slide valve and has since been
It is interesting to note that in

order to make the surfaces <>1 the valves perfectly accurate
and steam tight he designed and built a planing machine.

the
During the 12 years that Murray was associated with

devised many importantMarshall concern he

appears to been produced an
earlier date than the planer invented by Fox of Derby,
who is sometimes credited

to introduce this type of machine.
having been the first

It was not long before Murray extended his engineering
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operations to include the building of steam locomotives
and one of his most important achievements was the
improvement of the locomotive as built by Trevithick. In
1812 he built four steam locomotives for a
railway laid down by John Blenkinsop between Leeds
and Middleton.

When Blenkin-
sop drew up the

for the

first of these en-

Murray
that

cylinders

should be fitted

as an improve-
ment upon the
single cylinder

the

gas. He was the first to manufacture this for lighting a
factory and was instrumental in inducing the Leeds City
Council to consent to have a public supply
One of the outstanding features of Murray's character

entire absence of jealousy for his competit His

thick

was

engine
this idea
adopted.

m

overcome
order to

the
difficulty of the
dead points

"

that resu

1

1

the pro^
vision of only

cylinder,one

Trevithick had
employed a flj

wheel, but Mur-

frank, open dis-

position made
him dislike any
kind of ec\;

and he was al-

ways ready to

give informa-

hetion wh
knew i

be genuinely
appreciated.
Even in the

a
formidable
rival firm as

that of Boulton

not
appear to have
with- any-

thing for we are

told that on
the occasion of

a visit in 1799,

of firm's

ray hi b

locomotive with

The Colliery Railway from Middleton to Leeds, in 1812, showing one of the four
locomotives built by Matthew Murray

representatives,

Murdoch and a
tt

.

Blenkinsop "

t cylinders driving two cranks set at ri angles.
Tliis locomotive thus could start hauling from any posi

A toothed driving wheel was fitted to the engine totion

engage in projecting lugs fixed at the side of the rail with
the^ object of eliminating any possible wheel slip.™ first of the four engines to be completed was
named " ~ ' " " '

Middleton
Prince Regent." 1 1 was out on the

on 24th June,
and proved capable of exerting a

power five times
Trevithick's engine
itself no

admitted them into every part of his

Junior in a letter regarding this visit

and
hi

Abraham
*

he

are now returning

Boulton
Murdoch

their excursion
delighted and full of panegyricks upon Murray's

. Abraham is now entirely convinced of

and what is more
amendment in boring.

i a specimen

£380 to build, but

was
cost

sum included a
emium of £30 paid to Trevithick in

respect of his patent right.

Prince Regent" was put into
vice shortlj the trial and was in

regular use for many years. It had the
distinction of being the first engine to
regularly work upon a

• *.

with its three associates, was
for long an object of great curiosity to
the many strangers came to view
the railway and its equipment. This was

work no doubt with a view to exciting
•

s astonishment. I must candidly
acknowledge that it was the most beauti-

ful and
beheld.

This

>*

piece of -k I ever

e

rever.

treatment appears to

wasted on Boulton and Watt
became so jealous of the

and Wood

the first railway in this country to
worked by aid of a rack rail and among
the notable people who inspected it were

the Grand Duke
Emperor) of Russia, in 1816.

was pr

success of Fen ton,

that they purchased a large plot of land
adjoining the Holbeck Works, in order to

prevent the firm from extending their

There appears to be no doubt
that Boulton and Watt boueht the land

for this purpose for they made no

Matthew Murra> '

in 1812
snson

(afterwards
other rubbisl

Murray subsequently

** It remained disused,

for the deposit of dead dogs
over half a century."

bilities of

i the first to centrally heat a house
by means of steam pipes, and his house at

on this plan, was nicknamed by local residents the
Steam Hall."

initiative was in respect to

lot her direction in which lie displayed

me interested in the

ustion engines, and in a letter

written in 1824 he makes an interesting reference to

experiments with an explosive gas engine.
u The prin-

ciple," he

then new illuminant

was to drop by drops bituminous or

inflammable substance on a red hot plate at the bottom of

the cylinder. At the same instant an {Continued on page 37)
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Three Hundred and Fifty Miles an Hour !

nijiin

the
e» D'Arcv

>ermarme 4 l t i

g, flying

S,5 mono-

Royal Air Force to use All-Metal Machines

The Air Ministry have decided that in

plane on which Flight Lieutenant S. N.
Webster won the Schneider Maritime

future all machines constructed or pur-

Trophy for En in 1927, at an average
of 281,54 ni.p.h., has succeeded

in exceeding the speed set up as a world's
recor

d

Major De Bernard i. or
De Bernard! flew a Maechi seaplane with
a Fiat A.S.-3 engine at the Lido, Venice,
on -30th March, 192S, over a three kilo-

metre course at an average speed of
318.464 m.p.h., but owing

b that Fit. Lieut. D'A
to

chased by them for the use of the Royal
Air Force will be of the all-metal construc-
tion type. Before arriving at this decision
the Air Ministry have conducted a number
of exhaustive experiments and tests, and
the results of this resolution will lo far-

reaching in the British aircraft industry,
till now our aircraft construction

.

tended to specialise more in

An Interesting New Monoplane

An interesting little monoplane was
exhibited at the Berlin Aero Show* It is

as the G.M.G.U and is of all-

construction, most noteworthy
'

as up
firms have

construction.

feature being the method by which the
wing is attached to a sort of bridge that
spans the two cockpits, which are set
rather low down in the fuselage.

The machine is 20.2 ft.

a
in length and

a tare
wing span

weight of b*05 lb.

of 36.1 ft. It has
and a

g
icy

only Set up* an average
speed of 319.57 m.p.h. his flight

cannot be claimed as a record,
as an increase of at least 5 m.p.h.

It is estimated
daring pilot

speed of

and it is

is necessarv.
that times

the amazing
ur,

i

n

a

n
4<

THIS MONTH'S AIR STORY
And does that small propeller really make this huge

weight of 1,100 lbs., and it is capable
of a maximum speed of 84 m.p.h.
with full load. The cruising

but the

*i

aeroplane fiy along ? " asked the inquisitive old lady

Oh, no, madam !
" replied the Service pilot.

merely put on to scare birds away while we're flying I

it
It's

»!

350 miles
to be
will wrest the world's
Italy early next summer.

Great Britain

record irom

* * * *

ane to Aid Game Hunting
Lieut.-Commander Glen Kidston and a

number of friends recently commij
and reconditioned a Fokker Armstrong-
Siddeley air liner to take them to Nairobi
Kenya Colony, where they intend to spei

some time
trarv to rei have

Con-

certain papers, the party do not intend to
flo any shooting from the air. Their head-

at Nairobi, wherequarters will be situ;

reports will be sent by advance bodies of

scouts who will be scouring the jungle for

traces of big game. Alter sending their

reports the scouts will make
e st in

* -M

er to en
descend and the game

r
'

i

followed up on foot.

1 1 1 el i be

* * * *~

British Machine for Endurance Record
-

The
1 «i

Aviation
work for some

monoplane that has been
make an attempt on the world's

designed

have
new
to
ur-

which is held at present by
flight of 65 £ hours.

—

ance rec

Germany with a

Although the description and capabilities

of the machine are being kept secret, it

is reported that the preliminary test

flights were quite satisfactory. A Napier
engine has been
approximately
will be carried.

*

to the machine and
,

on s of petro 1

* i

All Midshipmen in the Roval Navv
now o a fortnight's intensive avia-

tion study in an aircraft carrier in

to obtain a certain amount of knowledge
of the work done by aircraft at the present

time.

Proposed Light Aeroplane Club for Eelfast

Efforts are being
light aeroplane club in

that object a

to esta * a

and with
een held

which Brigadier General Groves. Secretary-
General of the Air League of the British

was present. The Commander of
the Ulster Bombing Squadron stated that

a growing
business-men aero

which
business.

among;

CO uli I travel when on
in

* * * *

Automatic An ti- Aircraft Gun

Some
-

anti-aircraft

with an
been

carried out at war demonstrations ar

ranged by the Army Ordnance Association
in Maryland, U.S.A. The gun, which is

a

mounted on a moving truck, fires 3-inch
shells and calculates and maintains its own

. - . z i

range from the sound waves set up by the
enemy aeroplane. During tin-

sleeve target was towed in the usual
manner by an aeroplane flying at such a

altitude as to be invisible to the
naked eye. When the direction-finding
apparatus of the gun was switched on, the
shells fi ret 1 theoretical hits.

There are obviously jpe.it possibilities in

weapons of this nature for

against air attack.

* * * *

Aviation in

According to the German Official Register
recently issued, there are now 686 aircraft

in Germany. Of these, Deutsche
Hansa, who are the German cou
of Imperial Airways Ltd., own
Verkehrsfiiegerschule (training school] 117;
private owners 85 ; industrial firms 77;
and flviug clubs 33,

D

n
n
n
n

speed is 81 m.p.h.,

and the
speed is only 37 m.p.h.,

at full

Its climb-

cruismg
throttle is 420 miles,

range

powers are indicated by
fact that with a

ing

the
only 7 min. 36 sec. are
m re ling 3,280 ft, while with

only, that altitude can
be attained in 4 min. 30 sec.

* * * *

Light Aeroplane Altitude Record

A new altitude record for light
planes has been set up by Lady Heath in
her
from Crovdon Aerodrome and 70

Cirri is-Moth.*' The flight was made

were taken in attaining a height of 23,000 ft,

y Heath was not compelled to resort
to oxygen breathing apparatus but towards
the end of the ascent the cold was so
intense that frost formed on her goggles.

was so good that the coast of
was seen quite clearly.

This record exceeds by approximately
2,000 ft. the one set up by Capt. G. de
Havilland and his wife, and noted in the

MM." It also exceedser,
i*

the height reached in ember by Herr
Schinzinger on a Junkers W.34 machine.
This machine was fitted with a Bristol
' Jupiter " engine, carried a load of 1,000
kilos, and attained a height of 22,320 ft.

* * *

Air Mail for Yukon Territory

It has been decided by the holder? of
the mail-carrying contract between White-
horse and Dawson. Yukon to
employ two aeroplanes during the winter.

a Fairchild monoplane and
i 1 4 m w _ a i it w- . . _ ...

The
a de Havilland " Moth," are fitted with
skis and also pontoon and wheel landing
gear. It is intended to use the Fairchild
aeroplane for express mail freight and
occasional passenger traffic for the Tread-
well Yukon Mines
Citv. The distance
Dawson is over

!

to Keno

any, near Keno
from Whitehorse to

miles and from Dawson
72 miles, so that a great

saving of time will be effected bv the
employment of these machines.
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Lisbon Flight
I

Four Portuguese airmen e flo\\n
from Lisbon to Mozambique in two
Vickers •* Valparaiso"' aeroplanes, fitted

engines. Through-

air,

was
of bullion) lor these years

Lionwith Napier
out the whole of the journey—a great
deal of which was flown over country
affording no safe landing places, and
populated by hostile

960 and £"2,691,267

The fact that during 1927

machines and r engines
both the

oned
II

respect iv
imports and exports of bullion, gold and
silver to the value of ,£7,740,962 were
carried by air affords striking proof of the
safety and regularity of services across
the Channel, and it will be seen from the

given that Imperial Airways still

carry the largest number of passengers,

Air Port of Manchester

The Air Ministry recently sent a circular
on the subject of establishing muni-

cipal aerodromes to the town clerks of the
chief provincial cities and towns, and also
to,a number of the more important Urban
and Rural Councils. In this letter it was

of the Airstated that, in the
ncil,

opinion
town ofevery

will sooner or later find

any importance
it very essential

apart from minor
repairs were
carried out on the
spot

Th Airship Shed at Cardington
to possess
situated

u li-

vesmen
the journey
completed with-
out a hitch.

On the first day
of the flight, in

of adverses

weather cond i
-

tions, the airmen
flew from Lisbon
to Affad ir

•» *

Casablanca, a dis-

of 826.5
in , in 5 hrs.

20 mins. From
Agadirthe journey
was
along the coast by
way of Port
Etienne as far as
Bulama, where the
total flying time
was 22 hrs, 50
mins. From
Bu lama the air-

men flew through

well

aero-
Iroraes, and as

may result

either in land suit-

able aero
dromes being built

upon, or its price
ccommg prohibi-

tive, the Council
sug that
porations shouId
consider the ad-
visability of es-

muni-

with e de-
lay as possible.

The first city to
act in this matter
was Manchester,
which is now the
first official'

in

air

Great

Courtesy] i leveland Bridge & Engineering Co. Ltd.

Our photograph shows the new airship shttl at Cardington, which has been transferred from Pulham by the Cleveland
Bridge and Engineering Company Limited. The shed consists of some 4,350 tons of steelwork, is 812 ft- in length,
180 ft. in width and 159 ft. in internal height. It covers an area of six acres.

The airship R.101 is rapidly approaching completion in Shed No. 1, the end of which may be seen on the left of the
new shed.

Britain. The site

chosen for the site

of the aerodrome
is historic

the

the interior to Accra on the Gold Coast,
via Kayes, Sikasso, and Bingerville. From* ' ' —— ^~ t>~~ •--.-- -. •-

Accra they proceeded down the coast to
a stopping at os, D uala

Port Noir and Loanda on the way.
The last section Of the journey was

of Silva
ethville, Tete,

th

across Central Africa, by
Porto, Kozombo

A Handley Page Napier air liner owned
by Imperial Airways Ltd., recently made
the journey between Cologne and London
in exactly three hours. This is 45 minutes
less than the
journey
occu

across which
George Stephen-

eduled time and the
boat and train would have

K
and Beira, to Mozambique, and on

at least 15 hours.

* * * *
is

of the flight, th airmen were
over land never previously crossed

aircraft. The total distance covered
by the machines was 9,950 miles, and the
actual flying time occupied from start to
fi„;„u „™ ioo hrs. 34 mins.finish, was

r

* * * *

The Cross-Channel Air Services

It is to note the increase of
the growth of traffic on the cross-Channel
Air Services as shown by the statistics now
available for the years 192 1 , 1924 and 1 927.
In 1921 British aircraft carried 5,256

to and from Croydon, and in

number had risen to 10,456
m i * m . *i«. .k ^h «. .—

Pretoria-Capetown Non-Stop Record

A notable record-breaking flight between
Pretoria and Capetown has been
out by Sir Pierre Van Ryneveld,
Director of the South African Air Force,
in a D.H.9 machine fitted with a 450 h.p.

Jupiter radial engine. Carrying General
Brink, Chief of the General Staff, as pas-
senger, he flew non-stop from Pretoria to

wn in the record time of 7 hours
25 minutes, taking breakfast and lunch

son and the engineers of the Liverpool and
Manchester Railway almost

a way

.

aired of

The Moss is on the main
Liverpool road, is six miles from Manchester
itself and, as it is already the property
of the Corporation, it will not cost a great
deal more than £100 to make it into a

is ground. It is

at one thousand mi «part.

This record was again broken bv him on
the return flight which was made in 7
horn's 20 minutes.

that the aerodrome will be in full use in

a few months' time, and that before long
regular services between Manchester
air ports on the Continent will be in

operation.

* * * *

The Westland a Wizard it
.

during 1927, a ofpassengers, while
16.533 passengers were carried. French
aircraft carried 4,352 people in 1921,
while in 1924 unci 1927 their figures were
5,619 and 5,199 respectively. In 1921
1 Hitch aircraft carried 480 passengers,

in 1924, and 3,586 in 192
machines were responsible for the

* * * *

Light Aeroplane Engine

Amongst
produced
one intended

during
r new aeroplane engines

past few months,
i n I ight aero-

planes has attracted considerable attention.

of 630 people in 1921, and although
did not run a service in 1924 their figures
had risen to 1,466 in 1927. German 'planes
carried 216 passengers in 1924 and 1,972
in 1927, Besides these numbers a few

by 'planes belonginpeople were cs

to other countries and the total num
of passengers who passed through Crovdon
in 1921 was 10,731, 17,858 in 1924," and

i <M V

28,764 in 1927. Tlie tot:il value of the
bymerchand ise imported

The engine, known as the Pobjoy
type after its designer Mr. D. R. Pobjoy
of Kent, has undergone a 50 hour endur-

to reports issued
also successful Iv completed other

The Westland " Wizard " type of single
seater fighting monoplane was
the list of machines in the service of the
Royal Air Force during the latter part of
1 928, and it is the first single seater mono-
plane to be used by the R.A.F. since the

The machine is constructed entirely
of metal except in the case of the first one
made, in which the wing was made of
wood.
A Rolls-Royce F.XI engine is fitted to

the 'plane, and this can easily be removed
•Mm . Mr

for repairs as soon as the cowling has been
taken off. The petrol tanks, of which
there are two, are arranged in the wing
and are capable of holding a total amount
of 68 gallons of petrol. Two machine

and tratis-receiving

engine is of the seven evHnder
ssing a total capacity of 2,479

c.c, and the drive to the air-screw shaft

is transmitted through a simple gear train.

developes a maximum of

guns and a wirel

mitting outfit are also standard fittings.

The total length of the monoplane is

26 ft. 10 in., and the wing span is 39 ft. 6 in.IT-** . m * a
y

The

while the tare and gross we _
2,467 lb. and 3,326 lb. respectively. When
fitted with a supercharged engine the
machine possesses a cruising range of

md uses fuel67.5 b.h.p. at 3,300 r.p.m.

at the rate of ,57 lb. per horse power hour.

approximately 570 miles, while at 10,000 ft.

the maximum speed attainable is 188
miles an hour.
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These pages are reserved for articles from our readers. Gontrtbuitons not exceeding
SOO words in length are invtied on any subject of general interest. These should <

written neatly on one side of the papt,r only, and they may be accompanied by photographs
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SDhow
A traveller down the coast

certain to see many specimens of a type of vessel which,

East is almost

A Visit to a Mine

from its graceful motion, the hardiness of its crew
history, rivals in interestand the romance of its

the great liner ploughing
m s New

way through Atlantic

and are known as

Though n

These craft are of
' dhows/*
" dhow "

A short time ago I was fortunate enough to be included
in a party to visit a salt mine. On arrival we were pro-

wi th and then to shafts.

origin

There were two of these, each about 4 ft. in diameter, and
large tubs of rock salt were continually beingup

drawn by a noisy little steam winding engine. The

has sometimes been applied to

in use along the East
African coast, it usually means
an undecked of 150-200

prow rising above the
water i n a long slope. The single

is of the " lateen
J J

type
triangular and suspended from

m a very long y
When at rest the dhow appears
heavy and cumbrous, but once
the cargo is covered and the

away
Ocean

m ' m - -

as gracefully as a bird on wing,
andBetween Mozambique

_

CZanzibar is the
old slave-trading area in
" Black Ivory " was merchan-
dised centuries, traffic

dating back to the time of King
onion.Sol

African

Higher
also

the East
assumed

the proportions of a great trade.

belonging
Africa..

lbo. a tiny island

Portugueseto

and Lindi, on the coast of

Tanganyika Province, were the

chief centres of the traffic. This
suppressed

of droping down one
of those black holes in a
seemed startling, but the ex-
perience was really interesting.

An aristocratic tub, lined with
red flannel, was produced, and

ing stiffly upright in it we
were lowered three at a time
into the depths. After what
seemed an interminable

time the tub reached
bottom with a slight bump.

All round us were
tallow candles, and

of mine was
K Welcome " spelled

out in lighted candles stuck on
rockthe The was

r

ism we were
informed that mechanical ven-

was

that

ne

mine was so
pumping engine w

We were each given a candle
and then we
stables.

_

quite

their

even one

to the
e animals seemed

as they stood in

ewashed and
seen

.

e p
by Sir

u A
Johnston

i

o

inaiiv fights, sue-

under sail off Portuguese East Africa, The lateen
sails of this type of vessel have been a familiar sight in the

v mm *rs. m m

many centuries

o years
the worse.

next taken round

ceeded in driving the slave traders
ground round

event thous
coast to be

of ans
N yassa.

their favourite

Before
to the

as slaves.

The lateen rig enables a boat to sail closer to the wind
a ves with square sails. This fact was

known in Egypt more than 2,000 years ago and sailors
visiting the country at that time saw that the new rig was
better than their own an "

'

manner the triangular sail

wide area. Several types of lateen-rigged

adopt it. In this

* spread over a very
were

subsequently developed, the mos
being the dhow and

stest sailing

intricate workings, and on
ng told that it was quite possible for even a miner to

way in the mine, we naturally kept very close1

to our guide ! Very soon we came across *some miners
breaking up the rock with picks and others drilling holes
for blasting. We were fortunate enough to
hear-

the

wor

blasting in

ge is placed

is known as

an the manner in which
shown to us. The method of

u

and blasting the
"bench " near the roof

f >

in
7

a. '

editerranean Sea.

Addison (Trowbridge).

of

away irom a ledge or
the mine. On the " bench

"

is a machine known as the cutter, which is really a heavy
circular saw placed on its side and driven by cumpressed
air. It cuts into the rock face for about
with the floor of

ci

in i n. is removed by
ench,

J!
inches, level

the roclv so under
"Urns the " bench" i>
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extended farther back, while its outer edere

is removed by picks and more blasting.

As we passed through the galleries we noticed that the
roof was supported by massive pillars of rock 12 yards

a channel in the of the boat, and the

dredger is at work an endless chain of buckets passes up

square The law that one of these be
left every 25 yards, a rule that has greatly diminished

the number of land

and down continuously. On the port side of the vessel

is a small crane to lift

mud brought
into a hopper moored

ects on

s ences ** for

which the Cheshire

salt districts have
become notorious.

At last we came
to the shaft

bottom, and while

we were beine hoist-

ed up we began to

wonder how
horses were got up

t>

and down the nar-

row shafts. It seems
that
are

wooden

the

placed in a

hopper

is discharged

When our inspection

of the tower was
finished the sound
of a whistle told

lis that

was full and about
d hur-

riedly we stepped
er to

trip to

the dumping ground
seven miles

frame,

*ange
Dredger at work deepening the channel

ment of ropes draws their legs together beneath them.
Trussed up in this manner they are hauled up nose first

rig to the graving dock in Durban Harbour

Three miles brought
us to the entrance
to the harbour and
we had to go at least

four miles out to sea

before dumping the

mud and clav that

a procedure to which naturally object

!

After the rock is broken up it is sorted. Different

sized lumps are used for different

purposes, and the value of the
varies to the

it contains Rock
marl that

usedis
*

in

in

the refining of

al k al i

works, besides

other chemical
shipped

in large quantities

the use of cattle.

In comparison with coal

ing, salt minin is to be
a

occupation, for -there is little

and
falls

dust in the

no danger from
of extremeh rare,

er toNevertheless I m
remain on the surface !

L. Gordon Wilkins (Liverpool)

Dredging in Durban

Haroour

During our holidays two chum*s
and

c

mvself visited a bucket
that was deepening the

hannel that leads to the graving
dredger

had been brought up from the bottom of the harbour.

The strange vessel on which we made the short voyage
was really an old suction dredger with the pipes

out. In addition, the bottom of the vessel had been
cut into two sections that opened
downward doors. On ar-

rival

ugs

the dumping ground the

holding the chains were
released. The bottom of the

hopper then appeared to fall

out, carrying with it the mud
from the

-

last

cleaned

that we had
harbour. When
nant of this

out the engi

chains in

brought

in the

se the

ie vessel then
round and we made our w

* * i

to the dredger once more.

small boat was waitin to

us to land and our de-

lightful day was at an end.

G. (Durban).

How
The fur

are

are made

needed

Made
hats

torn into

exact amount
hat is

fastened to a machine in
u

there is a

in Du our. She

i

Cargo of mud and clay on its way to the dumping ground

ing copper

cone about three feet in height.

This is perforated and air drawn

was lying close in-shore and we were quickly
out to her in a small boat We tea with the mate
in his cabin, where we noticed a collection of clav blocks,

were
Sam pies

dredger had

interested to that e were
materials through

a passage

1) ridge,

moved
mate then took us to the

from which the vessel is steered when
about. Next we went forward to see the tower from

which the bucket arm is suspended. This goes through

through
to its

holes carries

of

fur and pressure

The cone of

of fur on
thin covering

thrown over the matted
to complete the felting

cloth is

a of shellac to it.

dved and eiven

It is plunged into

boilin and moulded into shape w

by ingenious machinery. The brim is cui

the pressure of small bags of hot

Neville H. Field (Holywell).
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theHE application of

well knov\ n to our readers, ior motor-
engine to propulsion is

have several

times been mentioned and described in our columns. Now,
we are able to announce that the Diesel engine has been used for

the first time in Great Britain as a locomotive, and engines of this

type will shortly replace the steam locomotives used on the Welsh
Railway, in Caernarvonshire.

The makers of this new Diesel locomotive
(Kerr Stuart & Co.

the interest

Meccano Magazine
gineering matters, specially inv

Editor to inspect the new locom
to attend a demonstration

of

gineering and transport
This is not the first time

Diesel engine

four-stroke engine, the suction created by i lie descending piston

draws into the cylinder a mixture of petrol, vapour and air from
the carburetter. On the up-stroke that follows, this mixture is

compressed by the piston and when the piston is nearly at the
top of its stroke a
compressed mixture.

the sparking plug explodes the
piston is forced downwards and the

it

railway, of cou rse

of this type were used in France
during the war, when eng
of from 100 to 200 h.p. were
built,

too,

Since the
there 1 1 ave been

direction,
i_*i

Diesel locomotive,

built in

for use in Russia,
•

atwas deliver

Moscow early in

are ejected from
the cylinder on the next
upward stroke of the piston
through the exhaust valve,
the opening of which is timed
accordingly.

A four-cycle Diesel engine
lias four strokes that are
similar to of the petrol
engine. There is a difference,

however, in that on the in-

duction stroke

drawn into the
ill

on

the second stroke
compressed, but to a much

er ratio than in the case
of the petrol engine. On the

e compression ratio

employed is some-
between 4 1 and 6: 1,

engine the
may be in

25:1. This

Locomoti\

1925 and has
proved very successful, having travelled many thousands of miles

over severe gradients. Then again, in 1926, a German-built Diesel

locomotive of 1,200 h.p. attracted considerable attention, carrying

• as a
into a bicycle tyre.

ecomes

but in the
compression
the natu re

causes the air to be com-
pressed to as high as 45U lb.

to the square inch, it becoming
very

hot
hot in
when

process,

ssing airpump
At a fraction of a second before the maximum

sufficient fuel for a run of 1,

hauling such huge loads as of

miles and proving capable of

800 to 1,350 tons over any
of a rather different nature

compression is reached, a pump inj a charge of oil

(in the form of a very finely-divided spray) into the cylinder
* | MM * I i

ft
% * _*_f

"
-, "T * ^_ J ..-

fc J J T J "I

average gradient.

was made in 1925, when the Canadian National Railways intro-

into Canada.

On
air, this oil is ignited by the heat
coil-and-batterv)—required in the

duced the first nc cars These -cars

are self-propelled railway coaches, each embodying a combination
of Diesel engine and electric generator. The first nine cars proved
so successfid that several others have since been placed in service

by the company. The latest example of this type of rail coach has
Lily a number of very severe tests, including

coming into contact
and thus the
case of a petrol engine, is eliminated.

The injection of the oil is so timed that as it burns it maintains
the maximum compression pressure while the piston travels

downwards. Its burning results in a steady push on the piston,

a run across Canada, from Montreal to Vancouver. The distance

of 2,937 miles was cov
an aver-

as distinct from the sudden explosion-like nse of pressure in

the petrol engine. This evenness of burning effort gives the
Diesel engine, to a certain extent, the characteristics of a steam
engine In addition to this valuable feature, the

has the high
engine

efh-

in 67 hours,

age speed of 43 1 -m.p.u., and
throughout the journey the

engine
Let

digress to learn some
about the principle of

was never
us, for a moment,

ng
the

Diesel
readers will

which our
was

inv r. Rudolf
Diesel about the year

To understand the
ence between the

_

iesel

inarvengine
petrol engine will present no
difficulty to those readers

who have followed our
recent series of articles

with
if

of the Motor Car." It will

be remembered that in the

earlier articles expla i n i ng

the working of the petrol

engine, we described hon
during the first stroke in a

ciency of all internal com-
bustion engines, because the
fuel is burnt inside the

m exact
where the work is

nied

.

The Diesel has a distinct

over the
engine, however, in that
whereas a large amount
the energy contained in the
fuel of a petrol
1

engine IS

-I fc I

in the form of heat,
is not nearly sow

Our illustration shows the method of suspension and the chain drive

marked in the Diesel, which
is much cooler in working.
For instance, even after
hours of heavy pulling, the*

cooling water of the Kerr
Stuart Diesel locomotive,
with
cerned in this article, is

more than about
No matter how hard

the engine is worked, the

w we are con-

never
200°F.
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water in the radiator will never boil,

A Diesel engine is controlled by altering the amotmt of fuel

injected into the cylinder, the compression pressure remaining

constant, irrespective of load or speed. Similarly the efficiency

of engine remains cons all loads and speeds, thus

iminating one of the greatest sources of loss present in internal

Whereas the fuelengines of the carburetter type.

adjusted so as to reduce the speed of the engine to any degree

desi

The transmission is of massive construction, and designed to

withstand much
is

consumption of a petrol engine is prac-

tically the same on full and on Quarter
load, that of a
proportional—that
load the fuel consumed is

of that consumed at full

wear and rough handling. A cone clutch

the two outstanding good points of this type being its

complete freedom when withdrawn and its absence of slip when
in position—the two features on which, after all, a good clutch

depends. A strongly-construct-

ed gear box is fitted , the drive

being taken from the propeller

shaft direct to a bevel pinion
meshing with two bevel wheels
on the first cross-shaft. These

The engine

ever, is

operate than a steam eng
more simple in construction

engine—inasmuch
requ i re

burettcr or
is far more

vai
fact

saves 75 per cent, in fuel

and running costs,

Compared with a

locomotive of corres-

power
Kerr Stuart

Co* Ltd. claim
the use of this type of

engine will give
t of every

previously spent
fuel. These and

bevels are
can be

but the shaft

to either of

them by means of a sliding

dog-clutch placed between
giving reverse g

The cross-shaft drives a second
lay-shaft by means of heavy

chains, which dip into

sump, carrying oil over

of the bevels, whence
splashed to every moving
of the gear box.

The wheels of the locomotive
are chain-driven and althouj

at the first glance this principle

simple,
fcatu r.

it is a
calls for con-

siderable skill in design Jn

in

certain other
lead some

An interesting view showing a section through the Kerr Stuart Diesel Loco

motive. The forward movement is, of course, from left to right

earlier makes of geared loco-

motives, the principle adopted
has been to drive each pair

of wheels by means of a chain
from either end of the engine

engineers to think that the Diesel engine will somedav supersede

every other type of engine as a prime mover.
The engine that we are describing has four cylinders and de-

m.m. stroke by 135 m.m.
The inlet and exhaust

velops 60 h.p. The cylinders are

bore, the cylinder heads being <

valves are carried in the cylinder heads, and here, too, is a special

chamber into which the fuel is injected by the
fuel pump. The purpose of this chamber is to

give a more regular fuel

start ing

.

crankshaft. It is obvious that this principle is quite wrong, for

should there be any variation in the sizes of the wheels, one chain

will gradually wind up tight until the difference is forced out by
wheel-slip. In the Kerr Stuart locomotive the difficulty is over-

come by driving from the source of power to the leading pair of

wheels, and then progressively to the remaining wheels of the
bv I'"****"*' fi-kll^i- rVidino r%$ *?chains in.

ignition
*:

easier

four-throw crankshaft—sup-

ported by five large bearings, lined with white
is a drop forging, and is drilled through-

out for forced lubrication to all big ends. The
pistons are fitted with five rings, the bottom
ring in each case being a scraper ring, its pur-

pose being to return the surplus lubricating

oil to the sump. The valves are of the overhead
type and all valve bearings arc fully enclosed

by covers, a mature m
those countries that abound in sandy soil and
where high winds are prevalent.

Perhaps the most interesting and certainly

the most important, part of the engine, is the

fuel pump, which takes the place of both
carburetter and magneto on a petrol engine.

Actually, there are four fuel pumps—one for

each cylinder—and they are worked by means
of a rocking lever from a camshaft contained
within the assembly. The pumps inject into

amou nteach cylinder a carefully-dete

of fuel at the correct instant in the stroke and
are capable of exerting a tremendous force.

This is necessary, for not only have the pumps
to work against the full compression in the

but they also have to inject

the !>ifl wills such force that the latter is broken

•

eng t ne

up into spray—or " atomised," as it is called

so that combustion shall be rapid and complete.

The pumps are controlled bv a centrifugal

adjusts their

stroke according to the speed at which the
engine is running. If the governor is left to

governor

itself it will maintain the speed of the engine
at

running
r.p.m., is its maximum
To enable the engine to

ive isrun more slowly—as when the
standing with the engine running idle—a hand
accelerator is provided. This controls

pitch

.

The leading pair of wheels are driven

from the gear box and have the middle and
wrhe coupled to them by chains,

thus ensuring a
of wheels.

ive to e r

ii

of the of large

those of sufficient

size to drive a locomotive, is the eulty

-up in A ge
•

engi ne

may require as much as an hour of strenuous

effort on the part of those responsible, and
even then it mav be necessary to tow it with

before it will start up.

Electric starters have been tried, but naturally

they have not been found successful for such

heavy work. The Kerr Stuart Diesel engine
of theis started by a 4

usually fitted

h.p. petrol

to

enij i ne
motorcycles.

engine, which is tucked
This

out of

sight at the front of the locomotive, can be

started without the slightest difficulty in any
weather. Once it is running it has sufficient

power to turn over the main engine at full

pressure for as long a period as mav be neces-

sary until the compressed air reaches its correct

working temperature. Even on the coldest

morning the Diesel engine can be under way
in less than three minutes.

To refer, now, more particularlv to the
interesting demonstration at which the writer

was This took cc on the Welsh
Highland Railway, a narrow-gauge railway

originally opened from Dinas Junction to tin-

end of Quellyn Lake in 1877, but ex-

tended to Khyddu (now known as South
now

was then known as the '* North Wales Narrow
in 1885. At first this line, which

uge

e The starting engine a petrol engine

Railway," carried considerable traffic

during the tourist season, and also conveyed
large quantities "1 slates all Lin; year round
from

tension of the" governor spring, which may be of the motorcycle type passenger
ryngwyn. Althou

was. discontinued during the
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war, a fair amount of goods traffic was carried, especially timber
from areas in which the Forestrv Corps were working.

In 1922. the Welsh Highland Railway was constituted, the new
company taking over the partly completed works of several other
railways and tramways that connected Portmadoc with Beddgelert,
South Snowden, etc. The railway now runs from Portmadoc,

started in top gear, without the slightest dime
, *

at Trvfan Junction the train was s

t\rrived
d a smart piece of

shunting work was carried out, the engine being detached and
run up the line to be attached at the other end of the train for

after crossing the Great Western Railway by means of a
the beautiful Pass of Aberglaslynlevel crossing, goes

passing through several tunnels made in the solid rock- From

The engi
miles an ho

rn journey
e o f 1

el costing £4
twelve

bottom gear at four
an hour. She runs

elert the line descends
almost with a continuous gradient

price gives
per ton, or 4d. per gallon, and fuel at

f working at exactly 7d. per h
As a sim

of 1 in 30
although the

Head, and
lent eases to

South Snowden and Dinas, curves
are numerous all the way. The
rails

Standard
and

throughout are

average

British
flat bottomed

401b. per yard.
are worked by staff

The beauty of the
cwwiigaide the track is

such that if

partic

The trains

and ticket,

scenery

tlie railway were
constituted in

or anywhere other than
in Great Britain, it would
thronged throughout the tourist
season by passengers who love

utiful scenery. It was in

resque surroundings
that the new industrial

omotive was demonstrated.
party assembled at Chester

and next morning
were conveved to Caernarvon

one evening

by special saloon, and then
motorbus from Caernarvon Sta-
tion to Dinas, Here the fen-gin

e

was found standing in the sidings

ocomotive run steam
would cost about 2/- per ho
at 30/- per ton, it is obvious
economy is effected without any sacrifice

great

eni nce f reliability or in any
J t is interesting to find

that the makers of this locomotive (

K

>.v i.'u !.!.!.', are building
000 h.p. locomotive for main
working, which, it is antic i-

will be capable of hauling
at 60 or 70am

es an hour.

Of the
demonstration was to
create the impression
that here was some-
thins revolutionarv i*nc\

of far-reaching import-
ance to the industrial
world and Kerr Stuart
& Co Ltd as the
pioneers of this typ

are to
gratulated on

their enterpris
probably

ft

died to the miniature coaches
used on this railway, cons

A section through the Kerr Stuart Diesel Eng It will be

of a buffet and saloon coach and
noted that a cooling fan is fitted, motor car pract

a brake van. After a minary inspection of the locomotive, the
-small auxiliary engine was started up and when it had been running
for a few seconds thn rhiteh w»s W 4n m,i +h*» Kicr *»™«;«o ™r+.v seconds the clutch was let in and the big engine com-
menced to turn over. In about a couple of minutes* the Diesel
engine was running by itself, as steadily and with as little trouble,
as if it had been going for hours. Incidental] v. it may be mentioned

for dustrial purposes, will be
Diesel engine loc

b to ply
Wheth

something
e than an idle dream
magine that in five

or ten years* time the
steam locomoth

in this a
superseded

m
i

line

ntry
the

this prophecy c

would be difficult
but almost any development seems possible in view of

with which the trial locomotive negotiated i lie steep inclin

e

that when the engine takes running, an ingenious
arrangement automatically throws out of gear the starting engine,
so that no further attention is required from the engineer.
The visitors now boarded the train and she pulled out of Dinas
*u **-* _i*, u

jmme(iiate|v after ieav ing the Station thew i th ease, although
1 « ^ _ ^^ ^ tar'

"

line rises sharply, Tliis rise continue- for several miles with
as steep as 1 in

-

35, but this did not trouble the Diesel
locomotive, which negotiated them on top gear, and even stopped

the Welsh Highland Railway. At any rate it is

that there
we feel sure that

great fut be

Stu & Co. Ltd
readers will

this t\ |>e of lnonnoth
to say
e. and

mg i f

111

efforts

ng Kerr
are

*

be congratulated on the foresight they have shown in planning
on their courage in putting theirthis novel locomotive, and

deas into pract We all look forv. wi t It y n
to further news of the. type generally but of the

1,000 h.p. " big fellow *' in pa

Famous Trains 10)

the Middle West of the U.S.A. So at
10.30 p.m. we make our start in United
States territory, through which we are to
travel for just short of nine hours.
By now all the sleeping berths will have

made up by our negro friend. In the
ordinary sleeping cars they are all longitu-
dinal, the seats being pulled out to meet

theand form the lower berths,
upper are let down from the roof of the
car. Curtains are then drawn down both
sides of the central gangway, and with this

privacy we have to•omewhat can
i

undress in our berths and get to sleep.
Through the night our 4-8-4 giant is

ging on, and experiences but one change
of crew, at Battle Creek
run on this section of
the 63 £ miles
allowed 84 minutes.

The longest

' » d

e journey is over
Huron to Flint,

all, 10 stops are
between Port Huron and Chicago
para iso a d ining car is

_

ted
in place of the one that we lost at London,
in order to provide for our breakfast ; and
at 7.25 a.m., 22 J hours after
Montreal, we pull into
vS mile trip is at an end, and although the

average speed of 38 miles an hour that we
have made throughout the journey may

seem to us very high, yet, when all

the stops and speed reductions have been
allowed for, we have witnessed, probablv,
some harder continuous locomotive work

than ever in our lives.

My Visit to the Home of Meccano
-

{ Coniin ttcd from page 43

baling machine in this department
our party for a considerable

time. Truck loads of waste material
the skeletons of the of

sbrass that had been used to make variou
parts—were dumped into what looked

like a large metal coffin. "When
this was full the fid was closed down by
means of a giant lever, a clutch was thrown
over and wheels began to revolve. A
mechanic drew our attention to one end of
the" coffin

steel

it

on
we noticed a ponderous
moving waited

aware thata few seconds,
gigantic forces were at work right at our
feet. Suddenly the movement of the

and the lid of the
1

1

coffin
i •

1 1 e \v

and
open. The tangled mass of
brass that had been inside

; all that could be seen was
a cube of metal, a little larger than a
biscuit tin, which was promptly
and sent along to the Waste Department.

Incidentally, I would recommend this
machine as an excellent

r a Meccano model. The piston, or ram,
is forced against the metal by means of a
steel ser passing round two sets of

eys and winding slowly on to a re-

drum. In Meccano model
mechanism would resemble that

ydrau lie Crane (Modelemployed in the
724 in the 4-7 Manual), but of course,

instead of the ram transmitting power to
the cord that passes round the Pulleys,
the cord would be arranged so as to trans-
mit power to the ram.

were many other fascinating
machines in this department, some turning
out Flanged Plates, Pulley Wheels, Girders,
and other Meccano parts, while the re-

were making Hornby Train
Wagon Frames, Coach Sides, and

dozens of minute parts which, try as 1

would, I failed to recognise, but which
Mr. Hornby informed me would all be

in some well-known Hornby Rail-

(7*o be continued)wav accessory
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Jupiter

of the most popular aero engines of to-day is the
' Bristol " Jupiter, produced by the Bristol

Company Limited. It is of the air-

cooled type, and with its nine radially disposed cylinders
it has been designed for application to machines varying
from the high altitude

to the heaviest com-
-

mercial or military machines.

ing the engine to the- aeroplane mounting. The crank-
shaft is of the built-up type manufactured from specially

hardened and tempered nickel chrome steel stampings.
The shaft is drilled throughout for lightness, com-
municating holes and blanking

It was the first engine

embodying air-cooling prin-

ciples to pass the
tests of the Air Ministry.

This success was achieved
in September 1921, and for

some time afterwards no
ler air-cooled engine ob-

tained similar results.

The standard direct drive

Jupiter, known as the Series

VI, is of extremely robust
construction, but in spite of

this it is very compact and
convenient for installation.

The grouping on the, rear

cover of the auxiliary drives

and accessories. such as

conmagnetos,
trols, oil pump, on niters,W W ..." . I

etc., insures the necessary
protection for these com-

ancl of th V

use of a simple form of

ugs allowing of the

being
circulation

and distribution. The master
H

conn
ei

rod the

articulated rods are
.

big end for the

also of nickel chrome steel

stampings. Tin built-up

crankshaft allows the use

of a
master rod which is

with a hardened steel sleeve

bearing
bronze
lined bush

directly upon the
white metal

the
crankpin.

of

pistons are

aluminium alloy

and are of the slipper type,

vo gas rings and,

in ition, one oil scraper

ring of special design.

The cylinders are of corn-

construction. The
barrels, machined from allov

steel

tei

which

ings, have an in-

upon
overhead valves,

cowling with a detachable
rear panel that gives

access to

-quarter rear view of the ** Bristol " Jupiter engine Series VI. . For this and the
oner pnotographs illustrating this article we are indebted to the Bristol Aeroplane

^Company Limited

inlet and two exhaust,

which
valve

tion on service.

components likely to require routine atten-
Three types of the engine are produced

s

compression service engine
suitable for machines nor-

and carries the valves, valve guides and rocker mechan-
ism, is of cast aluminium alloy of high, heat conductivity,

to the stecL barrel byseen

operating es- of 15.000 ft.

upw -
I
a standard service engine for

machines normally operating at medium
altitudes and requiring the maximum
power available at ground level when
usin fuel

commercial engine
designed

commercial

i
and a standard

nes.

The front and
rear half crankcase
are machined from
di um ln
mgs, a
being mad
centre line of cylin-

ders by nine ar

bolts, the rearward
projections of which
are used for attach-

studs and set screws, a

made with the c

maximum

being
to insure

uctivit}r
»

compensate for the difference in expan
sion between the aluminium

the steel securing studs,

sleeves are fitted under the nuts, ensur-

and
dug

ing good contact

between the head
and the barrel
throughout
range working
temperatur e s

.

concentric
i valve springs

fitted, a n cl

are
- *

the
valves are of cobalt

chrome i wi * m4

hardenedspecial

steel caps to take
e

Jig, drills and taps used for drilling valve gflide holes in the cylinder head

of

screws.

the
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One of the huge bays in the machine shop of the ** Bristol n factory, showing the Milling and Broaching machines

The carburetter specially designed and supplied for I au

consists

is Bristol " Triplex carburetter.

three variable jet type uretters formed
in one body and operated by one set of controls giving
a very compact instrument which, while mounted low
enough to allow of a good gravity.feed, can be tucked up
inside the cowling. The variable jet ereatlv facilitates

been specially

diameter of the

pipes have been
to

the latest " Jupiter" exhaust ring has
ed for the Series VI engine. The
has been reduced and the downring

the cv er outlines in

resistance and to

maximum possible fairway
i

The ring is

tuning and gives exceptional range of altitude control,

as borne out
in hi

completely supported from the engine and is entirely

free from any stresses due to expansion and contraction

res r of tests carried out
scouts.

A special air intake elbow heated by the hot oil drawn
from the engine by the

of

SCHAVULM' pump. any

under running conditions.

manu
ng. to

ure the rings are

ol

inges

carburetter

;

of the

while

A satisfactory exhaust system that will not damage tin

engine, will not corrode, is practical and robust, and does
seriouslv increase the drag of the

, is an essential feature in

in order to
*

in s 1 1 re

thorough atomisation
of mixture tin;

ion elbow
exhaust heated.

is

An additional good
ature is the fuel

economy obtained
under throttle or

erinsing

It may be added thatJ

this carburetter was
fitted to the Jupiter-

engined Farman
machine that won the

French

1926 *

l w *

a

economv
flighto

Coming now to the

aircraft. The Bristol

Company were among the first

to develop and standard-

ise a prac
system for a radial air-

cooled engine and it is

interesting to note that

Bristol exhaust
rings are in service

years, hav-
ing exceeded a thousand
hours'

after some 21

The magnetos used are

the B.T.H. Polar Inductor
J « » I" *

type giving four sparks
per revolution and driven

bevel gearing directly

off the tail end of the

engine

As the most simple

and reliable means of



starting a aero is the gas starter
system, the standard " Bristol " Jupiter is equipped
with a gas distributor located on the rear cover between
and immediately above the magnetos.

engine in the early days of The engine was
installed in a " Bristol " Bloodhound Biplane and was

n over by officials of the British Air Ministry,

The Series VI direct drive
K

an integral gear- en
spiral induction system

Bristol " Jupiter is now
available either as a supercharged or reduction gear
type. The former, known as the Series VII,
reliability, robustness, and simplicity of design of the
Series VI, but it inco
supercharger
of the latter. The blower
is of the high-speed centri-

fugal type embodying
tain patented features to
eliminate the inertia |>rob-

Iems inherent in this tvpe
of mechanism. Excellent
results

and a series of flights were carried pilots of

Imperial Airways Ltd. At each descent the machine
immediately passed into the charge of the Air Ministry
representatives so that no engine adjustment or re-

placement was possible. At the conclusion of the
25,000-miIe

seal had
completed in 225 hours, not a single

broken nor a single adjustment or re-

over a prolonged
flight testsof

have been obtained with
the Series VII. The engine
develo its normal
power at 12,000 ft at

which height the increase in

power com par with the
ries VI engine is over Uti

per cent., while the increase
in weight is approximately
only 5 per cent.

re type,-

own as Series VI [I, IX,kn
or XI, according to the
compression ratio, incorpor-
ates the well-known Farman
patent bevel epicyclic re-

hear, for which the

soleBristol
o

placement made, and the
engine was running just

as smoothly and
as when the trial

commenc i
i

the conclusion the
flights the engine was strip-

insi

certified to be in

excellent condition
for further service

after replacing one valve
spring

When was. decided 7

to
.-

route
from Cairo to India

decided to employ Jupiter
engines and this choice has
been well justified by the

results obtained

irights in this country. This
gear is of extremely high efficiency

18 months or so has been well tried out in half-a-dozen
different types of aircraft, covering hundreds
running with complete reliability.TL "" n ~ A "'

' Jupiter engine has attained its present

Exhaust System of the Jupiter VI

ng the it

i

The Bristol

. i* .

ary
Maud Hoare and Air Marshal Sir Geoffrey

during
The opening of

route was signalised bv a
flight from London to Delhi
during which distinguished

passengers were carried in-

British Secre-

Lady
The

ing

amuel

ht alon the 6,300 mile route was carried out abso-

lutelv to schedule, as was also the return flight from Delhi

_

se\popularity as the result

ures among which
extremely high standard

ion must be mentioned the 25,000-mile
controlled endurance flight carried out with a Series VI

outstandin
given to its

n this con-

C*airo, <ing 10,000 miles in 1 hroughout

h
course of this

part was
not a sing

certainly a remarkable
le engineO

when
is borne in mind that altogether 30,000 engine miles were
COY and that this represents probably nearly

million engine revolutions.

Murray—{continued from page 27)

admission of air caused it to explode and
force up the piston/'
Murray died on 20th February, 1828,

at the age of 61.
It is in

has
ing to know that a scheme

launched to a worthy
memorial to Matthew Murray and
pioneer work in engineering. The project
takes the form of a " Matthew Murray

Fund/' the receipts of which
will be expended on the erection of three
bronze memorial tablets. One tablet is

to be erected at the entrance of the old

bear an inscription summarising Murray's
engineering achievements. There will also

be incorporated in the text a portrait of
the engineer and an engraving of one of
the four Bienkinsop locomotives.

Approximately jjjSQQ will be required
to carry out the complete memorial scheme.
If sufficient funds are available copies of
models connected with Murray which are
in the Science Museum, South Kensington,

I H H _ — _

will be for exhibition in the
Leeds Museum* along with letters and
other items of interest connected with the
epgi ne*r.

* A Wild Night Ride "— {continued from page II)

down the heavy mountain grades without
a touch of the brake On one
curve Billy could have sworn that

wore in the air ! A red signal
still unchecked, and then the

bright red lights of another freight train !

There was no hope this time, they simply
Half fainting, and with a

sickly feeling, Billy sank to his

covered his face with his

iwait the end, which he felt

Round Foundry, in David Street, Holbeck,
; the second in City Square or the

Town Hall, Leeds, and the third in the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Lon-
don, where it will be placed near to the
bronze tablet to George Stephenson erected

railwaymen of the Argentine.
Each of the tablets will measure about

fla nitt3ij«*iiHi|Mii^ .it W|i;. i mmi Jlfir:|(i;i;NtMftiim -=*Jltffcfli:i UlttLt irlliitl i ;i

i

4 ft in by 2Jft. in width and will
&

i

MECCANO WRITING PADS
These Writing Pads are just the thing to use

when writinu to your friends, for the special
notppaper shows at once that you ace a
Meccano boy.*
The pads arc supplied in two sixes, each

consisting of 50 printed sheets of tinted bank
paper with cover. Prices—Large, 1/
(post free) ; Small, 6d. each (po«?t free), from
Meccano Ltd., Bimis lioad, Liverpool.

Could not be long ,delayed
Sbmel ' * *

'

" Come on Weedon, my lad, sign on the
dotted line. You're called for an extra

jodv was shaking him violently.

west. Yon sleep like the dead,
been trying

about five minutes

!

* <

waken you for

It took Billy a few seconds to sort out
his con ion. That's a
for me

;

" he said to himself softly.

• II -llli- -.Hi

- m

never
to bed !

"
pie agfim ju

*>

"I'll

going
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FIRST ARTICLE OF AN INTERESTING SERIES
article is the first of a series in

we propose to outline the
principal functions of the Meccano
It would be quite impossible, of

course, to enumerate every function of

each part, but we believe that by
pointing out the uses for which the
parts have been specially designed, and
mentioning a
time to time

various classes in the Mechanical

tion.

the

obvious

The grouping of the parts under
classes will become more

on referenee to the table

printed on this page.

Of course, this classification and

Fig. 1
grouping should not be taken too

others that have been suggested from
literally, for it is impossible to state

definitely the functions of any one Meccano part, nor

by Meccano
them-

selves, we shall

M.Mr
not

pppp
a

help
••'

readers

Classification of Meccano Parts
For the purposes of this series of articles the Meccano parts have been grouped under two main Sections and further

divided into different Classes, as follows :

O to build

better models,

Structural Section

ss A Strips

but to

struct

con-

thom
on really
sci e n t i f i c

lines.

Before pro-

ceeding i

must be ex-

plained that

we have
grouped all

the

i r

I

J

I

• #

Mechanical Section

Class M—Rods, Cranks, and Couplings.

rkets, Trunnions, etc.

Plates, Boilers, etc.

E—Nuts and Bolts, Tools and Litera
tu re

.

* •

r i

if

X Wheels, Pulleys etc

O—Gears and Toothed Parts.
. : . .

.

.~
. _ .

P—Special Parts {i.e., designed for

f»

specific purposes).
Miscellaneous Mechanical Parts.

List of Parts in Class A Strips

xano
parts into two
main S e c -

tions,

we have

No.
1.

la.

lb.
2

3.

6.

Ha,

4a
47.

47a.
48.

termed the

n

n

a

p
a
pppppp

Strip

It

M

n

M

M

n

»i

12**

9

5A

Ion

*

ff

&

9*

II

*t

tl

H

« »

* fr

P

i do 2-

"# * *

* «- -

* * m * *

Double Angle Strips, 24* x I
*

i*

M

M

'•

n

II

W x 1 \

3* x 1 ¥
li'Xi*

# h

m m, m

# « »

pi

is

n

*t

II

,,

n

d.

9

6
5
4'

3
3
3
3

9
10

4

No,

4Sb. »

*» p

* •

Double Angle Strips, 2£*xJ*
31* x

48c. „ n 44* x
48d. n n 5|*xr

Perforated Strips, slotted, 54-* long,,,
2*

53.
n.->;i ii i>

89. Sf* Curved Strips, 10" radius

if

* M

m . .

J dor..

ii

n

each
*•

S, d
5
6
9
9

2
1

2

89a. 3* „

4 to circle ...
i

90. 21* Curved Strips. 2|* radius, 8 to drele

• a m

A*

* • * * * *

90a.

*j

it

2

1

2j ti i t

4 to circle

cranked, If* radius,

* * • .

145. Circular Strips, TrxLtanL overall

* * *

* *

n

If

I

9

P

D
n
p
P

p
p
p
p
p

p

n
p
n
p
p
P
p
p
p
p
p

p
p
p

p
P

can
that

we say
certain

parts are used
for frames,
beams,
ders, etc., and
others

gear
for

d r 1 v 1 n g
mechanisms,
and other
mechan ical

movements.
Although

c c a n oM e

Strips, for
exam pie

used
pally in the

construction
of frames, they

also be
used as levers,

connecting
and for

ti
Structural Section

>*
the

a
Mechanical Section."

Further, the Sections have been divided into a
of separate classes, and each class will be dealt with

similar purposes, when of course they would more
be considered as mechanical parts and not

structural. From this it will be seen that the

corr

separately in this series of

In the Structural Section

endeavoured to group all those

are used princi-

the construc-

mattcr
ethod

frames, beams,
bases, supports, etc., as

to parts in-

tended essentially for

assembly in mechanical
movements (gear
boxes, driving
mechanisms, etc.),

which parts are

grouped under the

Meccano is a difficult

nevertheless we thin I

we have
will enable anyone who is

not familiar

with the numerous com-
of the system

to see at a glance all

the parts most likely

fulfil any required

Junction. It should
also be of assist-

ance to

boys who
ever increasing
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list of parts difficult to memorise.

Structural Section, Class A
In this article we

the Structural Section.

deal with Class A of

The parts included
this Section are enumerated in full in

the accompanying list. They may be said to
form the backbone of the Meccano system,
for some of them are to be found in practicall>
every

Parts Nos. 1 to 6a differ only in their lengths
Each is \ in. in width and is perforated at \ in.

ances along its length. Hence it is a simple
matter to tell the size of a Meccano
glance, without the use of a
by counting the number of holes.

at a
simply

the
sizes of Meccano Rods and almost any other part
can be ascertained in a few seconds by comparing
them with Strips.

Meccano Strips are used to construct the
framework of towers, gear boxes, and

Ri i of the

Fig. 3 shows an openwork girder of the built-up

type that is used to a large extent in the

construction of bridges. It will be noticed that

the various members are arranged so that a

of triangles are formed, and it is this

arrangement that gives the girder its

rigidity and strength, for the triangle is the only

figure that cannot be distorted without altering

the length or form of the sides. In the model the

ties are represented by A\n
Strips and the struts

by 5£" Angle Girders. The main girder 1

sents the roadway of the bridge, and the stresses

that it has to withstand are distributed over the

various ties and struts.

Fig. 4 illustrates a braced tower such as might

almost any other type of structure. Provided
"

that they are placed properly, a few Strips can be con-
verted into a perfectly rigid frame, but it is always advis-
able to use Angle Girders for the larger Meccano struc-
tures.

makes a rule of using Strips only where a tensional stress
has to be met, and Angle Girders when it is required to
withstand a compressive force. In carrying out this rule
he is, of course, following correct engineering practice.

Fig. 4

be used to support a crane, etc. The corner mem-
bers are composed of Angle Girders, since they-

must withstand the compressive force exerted by
the dead weight upon the structure. In order to

make these girders rigid against any liability of

Indeed, the really conscientious Meccano bov

bending or distortion, diagonal ties are added. These
consist 5 Strips, and it will be noted that they are

staggered, or alternated, on each side of the tower.

An example of the great strength and rigidity that can
be obtained in Meccano structures by exercising a little

Fig. 1 shows a
simple rectangle

built up from two
5i" Strips and two

The

in placing the ties, struts, and various bracing

members, is afforded by the illustration on this page show-
ing a Meccano bridge the we

3"

framework
formed is

rigid by
the addition of a
single diagonal
tie, which in this

case is composed
of two 3f

* Strips

overlapped two
hoi es and

ol three people.

Double Angle
Strips

le Meccano
Double Angle
Strips (parts Nos.
46 to 48d) ire

similar to the or-

Strips

thatcept their

Fig. 6

right angle

are extremely use-

together. The of this figure in a Meccano
\ ful in the con-

rigid.structure will make the complete model
Fig. 2 is a Meccano model of a simple roof truss/ It will

be seen that the sides 1 of the truss, which have to with-
stand a compressive force, are constructed from Angle
Girders, whilst the side 2, which is merely in tension,
consists of two
bolted together

12£* overlapped live and
The triangle so formed would be quite

rigid for ordinary purposes, but in practice struts and ties

are usually added at 3 and 4 res

struction of frames and bearings for shafting, etc. A very
advantage of the Double Angle Strips having

two or more holes in their turned ends lies in the fact that
they can be bolted quite rigidly at right angles to other
Meccano parts. Many Meccano boys, if they have not a
sufficient number of Double Angle Strips, replace them by
bolting the various types of Angle Brackets to the

obtain still

that members in

in to

a
struts

it

(It should
ission are known

ends of ordinary Strips.

The 5i" Slotted Strips are provided with three ordinarv
" long, while the 2" Slottedholes two slots each

4 €

and members withstanding tensional forces are
ties If the reader is able to examine

construction of an actual roof similar in shap
tistration. he

the members corres

probably find that

to the
sides 1 and 3 are all of girder form,
resembling the Meccano Angle Girders,
whilst the members 2 and 4 are

of flat section.sin c and poss
or more probably round like the
Meccano Axle Rods.

Strip has two ordinary holes and a slot $* long. These
slots may be used as guides for sliding mechan-
isms ; they are also invaluable in obtaining

adj ustments between parts that would be
possible with the |in. standard holes.

Curved Strips

The Curved Strips—all fairly recent

to the Meccano system

—

have played an important part in the

production of the new and vastly im-
proved style of mo
ises the modern (Continued on page SI)
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This article is the second of a series in which we propose to describe some uses thai have been found for Meccano in the field of science In the November
issue we described an instrument designed by Dr. Bade for electrocuting small aquatic animals for microscopical study. This month an apparatus for
photographing objects through the microscope is dealt with

t
and also a device thai will project microscope slides on to a screen in a similar manner to a manic

lantern. In each case the apparatus is the work of Dt\ Bade,

II. PHOTO-MICROGRAPHIC DEVICE AND
ano

obtain hours
minute objects under

enjoyment from -i

microscope But
while much pleasure can be derived from studying the

wonders of nature that are

there is one disadvantage concerned with microsco

ces animal tissue. This model will

described in detail in next month's issue).
f

Before commencing the construction of the apparatus
will obtain an old plate camera

of the bellows type. In some cases this may already be
should make

study. Every
work

' hobbyist " expects on
have some material result

completion inquiries frien

can
friends and fellow enthusiasts when suitable

occasions arise.

Objects mounted upon
course

glass form
cord

microscopist's work, but the trouble and delay that

must necessarily expended
and focusing it in the microscope proves this method

when
inconvenient and unsatisfactory, especially

are required shown
several people simultaneously. What
required, therefore, is a photograph of the
specimen as seen through
lenses of the microscope.

Photographing Microscopical Specimens

magm

lirst might
rao

thought that order

very elaborate and
microscopical specimens

be obtained this

instrument would
not the case.

With camera
i i

it is

Meccano, an
and a few plates,

take photographs in every
way equal to those appearing in scientific

publications dealing with microscopy.
Proof of

this

will
fact

glancing

c i r c u lar

photo-
graph re-

p roduce
upon this

page. The
photo-

r a p h
shows a
section of

the stem

interested photography.
amateurs have a camera of this tvpe lving

somewhere, ne more
modern him type. If one cannot be found, however

should
one

possible

second-hand
dealer who specialises in s

apparatus. cr

not
itute

ain,

else fails,

matter
camera bellows

cardboard connection.

difficul t

the
collapsible

The
sim plest make two
tubes,

diameter than
one slightly smaller

that

le other,

can slide together

telescope.

ensure

connection,

nit

light-tight

black
should

secured round
inner tube.

should fastened

tubes

wooden
sim lose

the photograph.
an old camera has been secured

necessary remove
folding portion that acts as the base
when the bellows are extended. The

still present, should
also be removed, as it is not required

in photographing the objects.

rubber
tubing serves to connect the

camera
mi

eyepiece

connection camera,
end

rolled

tubing should
form

, General view
photo-micrographic

device, and (left) photo-
raph of a bulrush section

taken with the appar

The
opening

g may over
removing the lens,

and secured by glue or a few tacks to the

lens the camera^ Alternatively,

a short cardboard tube may be glued into

over
a bulrush and the clarity with which the various

minute cells are brought out will be noted. (We may

the aperture and tubing

mention here that the actual specimen from which the

photograph was taken was cut with the aid of a Meccano
microtome, an instrument used for cutting very fine

its projecting end in the same way as it is attached
to the microscope eyepiece. In either case it is im-
perative that light-tight connections should be made
when fastening the tubing.

As soon as the camera and connecting pieces have been
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assembled the construction of the Meccano portion of

the apparatus may be commenced.
It will be seen on referring to Fig. 1 that the main

framework which supports the sliding members consists

of 18£" Angle Girders fastened to a strong

wooden base by means of Flanged Brackets
held down by wood screws. Two other

18£" Girders (their upper ends can be seen
projecting above the main framework)
are held a
means of a H" X

found so that a clear picture of the

on the ground glass.

appear

Provided that a photographic plate has been placed

by

Double Angle
Strip. This leaves

a slot into which
further Angle Gir-

ders bolted

can
to-

be
passed To these

Girders the frame-
work supporting
the photographic
plate is

by means
Architraves 3, the

latter being bolted, in

the sliding Girders.

withdrawn and
now

for a

developing and
nting in the usual manner,

course impossible

short article to give

definite particulars as

exposure, etc.,

the experimenter should

no difficulty in

obtaining these after

one or two
trial photographs.

Meccano Slide

Projector

mantled
the cover that fits over the

While photograph^

in tin

lamp
manner j u'st described

form an exce

to a Plate fastened to

Before sliding the Angle Girders into the slot the

Rack Strip 2 should be bolted to The wooden
portion 6 is bolted to a frame consisting of 5£*x2i
Strips, which

tf

up and down the m
Girders 7 and carries two Rack
Handle 4 should next be fitted

5. The Crank
journals,

cord for the microscopist, occasion may sometimes arise,

such as on Meccano Club Night or at a party, when it is

to show to a number of persons the magnified

specimens as seen under the microscope. It is on such

occasions that the simple Meccano projector set illus-

trated in Fig. 3 will prove extivmely useful.

With the aid of this apparatus microscope slides maj

consist of l"xl" Angle Brackets, and the
mesh with the Rack Strips 5 should be sec

the Crank Handle.

Pinions
to

* After assembling the sliding members the Crank
v«,4i rt i »«,.:-,« - iff t>*_: j-u_a u —.:a<l ±i«Handle carrying a Pinion that meshes with the

Rack Strip 2 should be mounted in its journals, which
consist

upon a screen

a maeric lantern sli

in

3 is

a similar manner to

thea

noted

of

Triangular
It will be
that

Fi

and Fig. 2 shows it par
construction of the projector the following

will be required in addition to standard Meccano parts

:

A 6-volt electric bulb and a bayonet cap holder to

receive it (the holder shown in Fig. 2 is one
taken from a motor car,

standard S.B.C. lamp holder can be
effectively) ; two

two
Collars are slipped

on to the

Handle to hold it

in place.

The framework
is completed by
attaching the vari-

ous Strips seen in

, which
strengthen the

whole and ] prevent

any f f shake **

which mierht affect

adjustments. The
microscope itself

can now be placed

den it lenses 7 and 9

lens 7 can be dispensed
without

trength

resulting image, but the

9 must be fitted and
v conveniently consist of a

small double convex-

litted

such
to

a
" pocket

; a low
power objective taken
from the

Fi 3. General view of the pro The disposition of

lenses can be seen clearly in this illustration
]

the "various

: i

The latter article will

of course, be already

in the possession

the

in position on the baseboard and the fre

tubing tied

e end of the

over the eyepiece. The slide containing

the specimen that is to be photographed is placed in

on the stage of the microscope and a plate of

*

The framework of the instrument should

The base consists of 12£" Angle Girders

be built

apart at each end by a 4£"x2|" Flat Plate

rails 2 are secured to these Girders by means of lj*x£ "

ground glass mounted in the plate frame of the camera.

The image of the specimen can be focussed on the

ground glass screen by manipulating the Crank Handles

coarse and fine adjustments

of the microscope itself. With a little practice the

correct setting of the various controls will soon be

Double Angle Strips and Angle Brackets. It will be

1 and 4 and also

seen that at one end the Strips 2 are connected together

a 3J" Angle Girder, and two vertical Strips bolted to

this form a clip in which can be slipped the slide contain-

ing the specimen that i to be

«

The next portion to be assembled (Continued on pageBT)
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M
hiyh-speed

ANY hundreds of Meccano boys visit the Meccano factory
every year and revel in the opportunity of seeing how the
familiar strips, girders, gear wheels, etc., are turned out by

It is u n-inery in hundreds and
fortunate, however, that vast numbers of Meccano boys live too
far away from Liverpool to visit the factory, and I have always
felt that I should like to give these boys some idea of the wonderful
things that are taking place hour after hour and day after day
in the Home of Meccano. For this reason I was delighted to
receive a little while ago a request from the Editor of the "M.M."
to pay a visit to the Meccano factory and to describe my ex-
periences for the benefit of the thousands of readers of the Magazine.

This was not by any means my first visit to the factory. On
account of my close association with Meccano boys through the
" Suggestions Section " of the "il/.M.," and of theiact that every-

day 1 am the willing victim of a bombardment of criticisms and
comments regarding all things
Meccano, I am privileged to
look round the factory at any
time. Owing to various
circumstances, however, I had
not paid a visit to the factory
for something like a year, and

much that was en-

new and extremely
More than ever

was impressed with the
with which Meccano

-

progresses and branches out

In the Liverpool alone there are some 1,500 people

employed in making Meccano parts and Hornby Trains, in addition

to an office staff of two or three hundred, including the Editor

of the
*iMeccano Magazine

'

'

and his assistants.

Any modern factory engaged in mass production is an impressive

but this is particularly so when one is familiar with its

prod in tion. There is an indescribable fascination about seeing

well-known articles that one has handled day by day being pro-

duced at lightning speed from raw material to which they bear

no resemblance.
The Meccano factory has a main p< almost from end to

end, and in passing

amazing and bewildering
are se

this one's first impression is one of

various art ments
from this passage by glass partitions and sliding

doors "which deaden to a considerable extent the noise of the

e noise cannot be eliminated, however, and as
the tangled

continually into new and
more
ments.

interesting develop-

The names of many of the
famejus streets of London are
familiar to English-speaking
people all over the world.

A few of the great provincial

cities can boast a street

has achieved fame, but
doubt if any street in any
English provincial city is so

one walks
commotion sorts itself out.

First there is a deafening
sound as though many pile

drivers were at work, in-

dicating the proximity of the
Press then a loud
humming and whirring comes
from the Automatic Shop,

Wood-working
itself

evident by the intermittent
shrieks of circular saws as

they slice their way through
great blocks of wood. Filing,

scraping and hammering
from the Tool Shop,
perfect medley of

us from the

An aerial view of the Meccano factory and offices at Binns Road, Liverpool

widely known as Binns Road, Liverpool. Hundreds of thousands

of Meccano boys must have wished many times that they lived

within a short distance of this road, so that they could pay an
occasional visit to the Home of Meccano.

Binns Road is on the outskirts of Liverpool and was chosen

as a site for the Meccano factory on account of its convenience

for road and rail transport, and even more because of the amount
of open space available for development. This development
goes on continuously, and the first thing I noticed as I reached

the factory on this last occasion was the almost total disappearance

of a large open space which, on my previous visit, had existed

between two wings of the factory, facing the road. This space

has now been swallowed up by new workshops and a great block

of offices of the most modern type.
.111 imposing I'lUraiice— also quite newAs I _

I had the good fortune to fall in with a small patty that was being

personally" conducted round the factory by Mr. Frank
the inventor of Meccano and Managing Director of the firm.

In the eyes of Meccano boys Mr. Hornby must surely be one of

the most famous men in the world. Ever since Meccano came
into being, some 26 years ago, he has been the invisible genius

presiding over the happiest hours of two generations of Meccano
boys. During these 26 years he has built up the great Meccano
business , from a tiny beginning in a small one-roomed workshop
in the heart of Liverpool. To-day he controls not only the vast

factory in Binns Road, but also one in Paris and still another

in the United States.

sounds
Train Room where the Hornby

rw

Trains and accessories are
assembled and tested.

All kinds of lesser noises

are produced by more
departments and, as

ocean of sound were not already sufficient, electric trucks race
along from one department to another with loads of raw materials
or finished parts, their bells clanging continually to warn us to
get out of the way, and to do so pretty

Curious musical notes, the origin of which puzzles most visitors,

come from loud speakers placed in every section of the factory.

In the noisy machine room these loud speakers are replaced by

_
1

1

electrically-operated Klaxon horns. Each of the directors and
departmental managers is allotted a code sign consisting of a
certain succession of notes. When one of them is wanted, his code
signal sounds continuously in every section of the factory and
offices until he goes to the nearest telephone and discloses his

receiving the message that has been the cause of the call.

The first department to which Mr. Hornby conducted us was
the Tool Shop. This is one of the most important departments
in the factory, for in it are made innumerable tools, dies and
patterns, that are used in the manufacture of Meccano and Hornby
""

' The staff consists of highly-trained mechanics,
upon the accuracy of whose work depends the finish and efficiency

of the parts that later will be manufactured in enormous quantities.

At the time of my visit almost every man had before him a " blue
Meccano Drawing Office,designed and prepared in

a cano part or some mechanism
that eventually would be incorporated in a Hornby locomotive
or accessory.

Tool Shop possesses many remarkable machines, some
which are capable of working to a margin equivalent to one
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netsten-thousandth part of an inch ! Although the
are intended principally for the enjoyment of boys, the machinery
in this department is as accurate as if the products were for some
extremely important and delicate scientific operation. A visit

to this department, perhaps more than to any other, impresses

one with the extremely high standard of excellence of all the
Meccano products and clearly establishes the claim of Meccano
to be regarded as the
world's greatest toy*.

When the dies and

bolts in even the most awkward positions.

To return now to the Press Shop, Mr. Hornby told us that

this department handles about nine tons of steel and two tons

of brass every day. One machine, which was banging away
like a quick-firing gun, is capable of turning out twelve thousand

in. Strips in 8A hours. This is a very large figure, but Meccano
boys use more 5k in. Strips than 12 ^ in. ones, however, so that

we mid the next machine

too 1s

exa
been made.
and passed,

they are fitted into the
giant power presses and
other au t o m at i c
machines, from which

appear
si reams of

IMPROVED MECCANO PARTS

subsequently
continuous
finished parts, accurate
to a very minute fraction

of an inch.

In the Press Shop,
which we visited next,
there are rows upon
rows <>f great presses
at rn-

out a particular

No. 131

We illustrate the two recently improved parts mentioned in ** Spanner's

article. The particulars of these parts are as follows :

»*

No. 119, Channel Segments, price 4d. each,

of latgc flywheels, circular bases, and guide rails for roller bearings, etc,

bolted end to end form a circle llf in diameter.

These parts are invaluable for the construction
Eight Channel Segments

No. 131, Dredger Buckets, price 1/- per half dozen.

with which they may easily be attached to Meccano Sprocket Chain.

porated in a Meccano dredger or conveyor will enable the model to be put to practical use.

The Buckets are fitted with small lugs
A string of Buckets incor-

luces 200,000 Strips

the smaller size in

the same time 1 It is

really thrilling to watch
a broad plate of steel

disappear into the
machine and emerge as

a mere skeleton of metal,
showing clearly how the
Strips have been cut out.

Another e;iant press

was making Hornby
Railway Sleepers at the
rate of 48,000 a day.
This
cuts

only
sleeper

from the solid metal.
but also shapes it,

bending up the

in re

department—and, indeed, throng the factory

receive

edges
the

seems

symbolical of speed and efficiency. The gangways between

the rows of machines are plainly indicated by broad white lines,

and before guiding us through the department Mr. Hornby gave

us very strict instructions not to cross these lines on any account.

I, for one, was very careful to carry out his instructions, for 1

had a horrible idea that if 1 were to place so much as one foot

over the line I should immediately become entangled in the maze
of machinery and be converted to Meccano parts ! I

terrible vision of the Editor writing to "M.M." readers som
after this fashion :

" I regret that " Spanner " is unable to attend

to your

Rail Connecting Plates and cutting and shaping the small lugs

that eventually Avill secure the rails in position

Close bv we saw a particularlv wonderful
Sprocket Chain, Steel wire was being fed into the machine and

ejected in the form of long lengths of chain, each lint

making

promi
being perfectly formed, severed and coupled to the next entirely
without human assistance. " We have to be very '

*

see that this machine alwavs works with absolute
careful to

sug
factory . . .

the enclosed

to an unfortunate accident in our

As a small memento I would ask you to accept
1

1 wing

spanner, which is one of the thousands that were

seen to emerge from the machine immediately

contributor disappeared into it

!

Mr. Hornby,
the din ;

"

chain will -not run smoo

accuracy,"
himself heard with difficulty above

for if the links are the slightest bit out of truth the

our

Speaking
boys a niece

I should i n pass on to Meccano
news that 1 heard from Mr, Hornby. It

appears that before very long a set of box spanners will be added

to the Meccano system. The spanners will be in the form of

cup-like receptacles of a size to fit the Meccano nuts and secured

at various angles to which will be designed to screw

into a metal holder similar to the handle

Meccano all-metal screw
driver. With these new spanners it

easv matter to

over the. Sprocket Wheels," While
Mr. Hornby was speaking I watched enough Sprocket Chain
come out of the machine to meet the requirements of two or
three Meccano Ship Coalers

!

A little further along a giant press was stamping out Meccano
Channel Segments, and I was very interested to note that these
parts have been considerably improved, in that they are now

with a lug at end

.

are also provided with
several additional holes. The extra lugs enable a series of Seg-
ments to be bolted end to end very rigidly, and ensure the correct
alignment of the pieces. Another part that has been improved
recently, and which was being made in this department, is the

Bu The contour of the
bucket has been rounded, and the part is

exact replica of the buckets
(Continued on page 34)

A group of new Meccano models. Each model forms the subject of a special Instruction Leaflet
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63A
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133

95B

138

30
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Parts
LL M boys ,i Iy those who have just

possi b
the hobby, are reminded that the model-building

their Ou be greatly increased

the addition of extra Meccano parts, which may be obtained from

parts that every Meccano boy
more interesting

.

Meccano de

We illustra

will

Ask your dealer for a copy of th

s.

17.

19a.

t9c.

* * *

d useful in building

models.

list of Meccano' Accessory P
No.
9b. Angle Girders, 34* long 4 doz.

•10. Flat Bracket* &

Ml. Double Brackets ... cacti

* 1*2. Aiule Brackets, |" x |" doz.

...3 for

Wheels^Vwith set screw each
PuUcv Wheels

6* dia. with centre

bo*s and set screw „

l* „ » .«

1* without set screw

i" with
PinionWheels, 4* dtam.

Gear Wheels, 50 tec 1 1

1

U'Contrate Wheels
3

rGMtrWhccls,38tc^h .

Spanners ».•

Spring Clips pur box do*.

Springs *.. each
Cranked Bent Strips H
Doul-U: Bent Strips

Double Angle Strips.

& Perforated

r£e

d keep it by you for

No.

94, SpTocke

*95b. Sprocket Wheels, 3*

52

20a

.

26,

27.

••

2S.

29.

30.

31.
•34.

35,

43.
•44.

45.

4a

«

ff

2

.

I

3
2
3
4
6
6

2
3
2
1

1

•96

99.

103d.

104.

106a.

108.

109.

*U4.
IK).

1)8.

119.

122.

»

*, d.

aiiip per -Wlengtb 6

6

r ., „ o 3

at
2f

"
h doz. 2

***

>huttlt'S for l..o.;>ins

Sand Rollers „,
Architraves ... -

Face PiatCS, 21* dia.

Hinges
Fork Pieces *,. ...

Hub Discs, 51' din,

Channt-J Segments (8

lo circle), Hi" dia.

Miniature Loaded

%*
i

7

9
2
4

4

3
3

11 4

. . . "

« I *
6

a

53.

Flanged
l>!atts, Si** 24*

i*rh>rated Finn
each 5

54

fit

•

# « 4

Plates, 3^x2* .**

Perfora ted Flanged
Sector Plates

Win- 1 mill Sails

__ r
Cranks

63a, Octagonal Couplings

72. FIatPIateSi2rx2r
Triangular Plates, 1"

Screwed Rods,' 3 i

Curved Strips, 2fr
If

large radius

90a. Curved Strips,

small radius .

3

77.
sna ,

90.

P T

4 for

each
it

•

II

CI

3

a
a
2

1

3

p * ##* "

rt

1

I

1 23,

124.

-<>a.

127.

1 29.

133.

136.

137.

1 39.

140.

1 42.

143.

144.

1 4 5.

146.

•147.

148.
14W.

• • * 1

- *

mi

Sacks ... ...

Cone I'lillevs

Revsd . Angle Bracket% .

1* .idoz,

Flat Trun nums ... earh

I

o

Simple Hell Cranks
Rack Sc£ra*S!tte< 3"

Ha:entries, Triple!
Corner Brarkrts
Handrail Supports ...

rases

m m *

*Ship's Funnels
flanged Brackets, Right.,

Ut I Coupl
Rubber Rings, ZTHm
Circular Girders, 51"

U Itl* - - * ***

* V V

#*»

Dog Clutch
Strs ps

over.dl .,*

Circular Plate> f
6
w
dia.

Pawls, with pivot bolt

and nuts
Ratchet Wheels

for

ti

»

1

1

2
3

4

t

I

5

I

3
3
3
2
10
3

6

9

3
6

Collecting 3-ww,
Electric Locos I 6

ssorv
arc

specially ordered,

•These parts are supplied with nickel finish only,

JThis part is supplied with enamel finish only.

MECCANO LIMITED. Old Swan, LIVERPOOL
—
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NOT
HE first announcement of the Grand /' UK) Meccano Model-

building Contest appeared in the December issue of the

M.M.," and many mod el -builders who read that number
and have obtained their entry forms will now be occupied in

putting the finishing touches to their models.

For those readers who have not already seen the announce-
ment, we arc again including full particulars of this splendid

Contest so that even' one will have an equal chance of entering.

Tf there are any model-builders who saw the first announce-
ment and have not vet started work on their entries, we hope
they will hesitate no longer, but obtain an entry forrt\ and
commence building their models straight away.

It is essential that every entry in the Contest should be
accompanied by one of the" special entry forms that can <

be obtained from your dealer. If it so happens, however,
that on application you are unable to obtain a form (many
thousands of forms were given away during -Meccano week),

we will supply you with an entry form providing that you

!vi I

iV

urn < • i

V. ..'.VW7.V.V
. i I i i i r i i i i

ii • *

ki i 1.. . . i . j

together with your entry form should he attached to the photo-
ketch. Neither photograph

t

your own work,
own unaided

the model itself must be the

drawings

of your

Try to be as original as possible in choice of your subject.

Models that reallv " work," or that may be put to some prac-

tical use, will naturally attract the judges more than models
that are not built to work or fail to reproduce the movements

of parts may be used in

rim
i

.
I i i i i i i i.
« '• 11 w • • •

. I . - . II

I I I I I

1111 lllll

. a i
.

It I I -•
^YY./.V.V.Y.V

I i

Of

your
mode!

'

\

i e s An\
but it should

of straightforward

chance

borne in mind that a
and construction

simple

no
winning a prize

how com
III'

. 1 ._. . .

ill -
F f

Til 14-1"
vr&v

?•

i

|
JBI I I I I I I I I

Good, sturdv construction

of anv model.

How the Entries will be Judged

an
its

weigh heavily in the favour

i •£*S

.•. jvj.".v.
,

,vmiki i iii •) iTi <

I
. *( I h, i hi

Sections of the Contest is

received u

write to us enclosing

The closing date
3lst January, whilst Overseas entries may
till 30th April. There is plenty of time, therefore in w
. m _. "

"

_"/ advise

you to 'take advantage of this splendid opportunity

of obtaining one of the large cash awards or anv of

the prizes consisting of Meccano or Hornby
goois enumerated in the accompanying list.

i
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In making the awards, the judges will pay special attention

to the following points:

ORiGrxAiTTY:—Special points will be given to those models
showing initiative and originality and which are not simple
variations of those illustrated in the Manuals of Instructions.

vou mav complete vour model and we strong
v_.

;

1-in n i

™ v • h •

SiJ.'li 14 * . . .

:-vVW:::v;

INSTRUCTION in their

details are constructed on correct mechanical and
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engineering principles will receive higher marks than
those that are built incorrectly or carelessly. No
special knowledge is necessary to build models correctly,

other than that which niav be easily acquired from
LI

V- II 111 1 I!.... . . . . f

c :

The Contest has been specially organised for Meccano
boys and girls of all acjes living in Great Britain or Overseas.

Ko matter what your age is or wherever you live, you stand

« m)1
i i i i i in III <n— ii

i 1

1

m
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the Meccano Manuals of Instructions.

General Interest:—Preference will be given to those
models that are likelv to prove most interesting to Meccano

an equal chance of success. So send us the particulars of

that new model right away

I I..I I i . . .. . ^ - ^m mm 4 ™

la.a.i > iiai•. .. •
i
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1
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users throughout tlie w

Instructions for Overseas

ci *

etitors
ll"4_JU.I
I " I ' III

You mav submit as many models as you wish in the

Contest, but it is only necessary to enc'

,-•

one form

along with the photo-
and particulars of

ii inn iiiii
f*V.".Wi.T-V."

T.ViVJ,

j

models. All entries amuiiimiiiiiiiiiiliiimiupi

from any one com
must be enclosed under
the same cover.

A point to which corn-

must pav par-

ticular attention is that
their entry forms must
be stamped or signed with
the name and address of

the dealer from whom they
obtain their Meccano Out-

or parts.

Hints to Intending Entrants

LIST ©F

ebbuilders residing overseas may obtain their entry
forms from their dealers or from the official Meccano Agents

for thei r pa rt icu Iar country.
Every overseas reader

an excellent chance
raining one of the

iniiiniiiiiit[iiiiiiiiiiimiiiiii!£

Section A : For Competitors over 16 years of age on 31st January, 1929.

First Prize ,£12 Second Prize £8. Third Prize .£5.

Section B : For Competitors over 12 and under 16 years of age on 31st Readers residing

January,

First Prize «£8. Second Prize £5. Third Prize ^3.

Section C : For Competitors under 12 years of age on 31st January, 1929.

First Prize <£5. Second Prize £3. Third Prize £2>

Section D : For Overseas Competitors who are over 16 years of age

on 30th April, 1929.

First Prize £5. Second Prize
*

All you have to do is to

build art original Meccano
model and send us a photo-

or a neat sketch of

with an ex-

planation of the original

points in its mechanism and
design if such
shown clearly in the illus-

tration.

£ For Overseas Competitors

Third Prize £2.

16 on 30th April, 1929.

First Prize <£3. Second Prize «£2. Third Prize £1,

of

valuable prizes offered in

Sections D and E.

Closing Dates

in

Great Britain and Ireland
must forward their entries

not later than 31st J ami-
ary, 1

give over-
plenty of

time in which to build
the models we have ex-

tended the closing date
for Sections D and E to

In order to

For models showing special merit, there will also he 100 special prizes,

consisting of Meccano Outfits, Hornby Train Sets, Electric Motors,

Clockwork Motors, Inventor's Outfits, Meccano Radio Sets, and Ear-

phones, etc., and 100 copies of the '* Meccano Standard Mechanisms "

Manual as Consolation Prizes, bringing the total value of the prizes

up to ONE HUNDRED POUNDS.

: I

All rules and anv further

particulars of the Contest
will be found on the entry
form. The results will be
published in the "MM."
as soon

These details. nimiimiiiimui iniimiim HiiiiiitiiniitiiHnHifmiiiniiiiiiiiiimiiHriiti^iiiimiiiuiiiiiiiinuiiFrMiiiiiiiiiuuiiHHiiiiJ miimiiih imiu mm date
closin&
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During HJ28 the series of articles published in
than seventy-seven entirely new and original mod
new aitd quite simple models, many of which tm

•

W\iS

t»

u
tder the heading M New- Meccano Models " was tU means of
t to Continue the series throughout 1929, and as far us possible u,

>r the smaller Outfits, In addition, special articles from tin

no

size
* M

cribed
mod

previous articles in

e for the smaHer utfUs . I
u sup

been

t shall deal each month with several
fecial articles from time to twin will deal with Meccano

,

*
a

- -. .

from letters received that
umber of Meccano boys who are in possession of

large Outfits

simr. d
finit

t
m
. ...%-":lude this month yet more

parts d we h doubt that

that requ

end of a 2
*'

„. —>.'.
_

.
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Strip
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.

Strip forming
being bolted at its

animal neck

--. _

itli the appro

The rid

Strip.

2V Curved Str1 'I* I *^>r . ^ iT"

are

nutted bolt

pivotally to

.

up from
ther 2k" Strips

d a 2
//

motive (0-2-2

en-
m 1

in tig. 1

xis forme

2f Flanged Plate

Bush Wheel carrying

form his legs, and two
arms. His arms and legs

Fig. 2
g-Broncho
Wild West

-

mm

ine that
". V4 K

to each of which a 2

forms

ill delight your youi

or sister

.-« . .•

«"." -V

o o

are

bod
nutted s

-

arms
lock-nutted

Before using th
CJ

hould ken
to ensure that all bolt

*

ose are

lock-nutted
J .- -

mov
*

parts

sm
1

-
i

- u
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er an<

to one end ul the

Plate

further Angle Bracket
The

ft &

vertically to the
writh se-

:

upper end
Strips are

rt

Double Angle Strips to
form

any de-piav

parts required
.

are

Vtt.il
" » i i

o* .

•

.

•

x V Double An
are bolted

these to complete the
I

land
Island

i

can

'

Hornbv Trains
-

orn

cure

• -.'.

engine con-
sists of two Flanged Ti

Curved Strip.

will be understood from Fig

g parts are required to build

of N

Station Trolley
useful rail-

accessory

Island

Platform shown in Fig.

<:

.

oul d be
improved con side

if

are

J *

4 of No, 22
of No. 52

*

24 of No. 37 : 4
2 of

-

Broncho

del
€t

Work

Broi
_

c 1 »
d to be a real mirth-prorvoke

o bv b ti
_ 3 can

•mg
perform all

jnn
3V Flat

J

- ii Jv.
are

tre

te

built up as follows

apped and bolted

overlapped

our »&* x

ones are ove d only
Angle Girder is bolt

3|* Girder is secured across each end
Girder is bolted to the

bet

n 18 B

of these Plates and
inislv

ers corner
ers are Furthe

sorts of antics, the rider frequently being thrown head

18!" Angle Girders are secured, with their flanges inward,
to the lower edges of the Flat Girders forming the sides

ost to tl

to his seat, how
to retui

T
>

e 5V' Strips are pivotaUy connected by means of

The canopy is built up as folio

Flat are
: two pairs of 5£" X
nd bolted tocet

are then secured on either side of a 4£*x2|" Flat
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Plate, and two Axle '

means -arm
firmly secured

complete structure.

Meccano Cord is tied

to the
own to add the

<<

finishing

board
canopy

represents station
name suspended from

means

owing parts are necessary to build the Yacht
No, 2 : 5 of No. 2 of No, of No. 1

1

.

are as

parts necessary
of No.

build Island Platform
ows : of No. 7a

4 of No. 91 : 2 of No ; 54 of No
4 of'No. 62b ; 4 of No. 70 : 2 of No. 1

of No.
of No.

4 of No.

of No.

Extended Ash

of No
}
2

-

Useful Station Trolley

might proveAnother model
railway accessory
large for use in connection with Hornb\

trolley

seenof ten

or' connected
bucket carries

shown
coal

may
storage yards, railway sidings,

boiler houses. latter

furnaces
dumping site or to

essentially

way
structure consists

shown in Fig. 4.

Two Flat
Trunnions

travels a trolley

suspended

Meccano

flanges of a 5J*

model the g con-

2V
Plate

journals

Flanged
form means

Double
Axle Rod

carry i ng
Pulley on each
en d

.

versed

con
necting

centre spaced

Angle
Bracket is bolt-

ed to the Plate

provides
suitable

ingfora2" Rod
carrying a Bush
Wheel to which

the trolley

over

is secured a 2£*

xi" Double
Angle Strip.

Double Bracket
also is bolted to

the Bush Wheel
and
Curved Strips

are fastened
the Double
Bracket. The

is com-
pleted by two
further 2\"
Curved Strips and

This model
No. 11; 2 of No.
No. 24 ; 3 of No. 35

smoo
Bush Wh eel

Bolt.

serves

is mo

journalled between
and

the owing
of No. 17 ; 4 of No

1 of

1

9
10 of o. 37 ; 1 of No. 48a

;

1 of No. 52 ; 4 of No. 90a ; 1 of No. 125 ; 2 of No.
126a.

A Graceful Little Racing Yacht

Fig. 5 shows a well-proportioned model Yacht.

a Crank Hand!e is

also journalled in the Strips below this Rod. One end
of a length of cord is secured to the trolley, and the
cord is passed over a f* loose Pulley journalled in the
upper end of the gantry. It is then wound round the
Axle Rod carrying the Bush Wheel and its other end
is secured to the

Two 5
J* Strips are s apart five holes one

end by means of a Double Bracket, and
the Strips are bolted together. A Flat Bracket carrying
a 91* Strip, which represents the is

operating the
_

Wheel,
with the result

can made

to travel up or down the runway
The cord from the Crank Handle is passed over one

of the Axle Rods of the trolley and secured to the bucket,
the bottom of which is connected to the trolley by means

in the fore end. The mast is built up from a 5V and
a 2 Strip, and is secured to the Bracket

means of an Angle Bracket. The boom, consisting

of two 2£
ff

Strips overlapped and bolted together, is

secured to this, and a 2J-" Strip forming the gaff is

fastened to the mast by means of a Flat Bracket,

of another cord n rotating the Crank Handle the
can be lowered until this cord tightens and so

s the bucket.

The parts required to build the Ash Tip are as follows :

4 of No. 1 : 5 of No. 2 : 7 of No. 5 2 of

o. 12 » 1 of No. 16 : 1 of No. 17 ; 2 of No. 18a

8 of

1 of

No. 19s ; 4 of No. 22 ; 1 of No. 24 ; (Continued on page 81

)
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Another Strikiing New Meccano Model

i

HE ire to conquer the air has possessed man
throughout the ages. For example, Icarus, of

ancient Greek legend fame, sought to cross the

three-engine

iEgean Sea by fastening wings to his shoulders with wax.
The sun so however, that it me the
wax and Icarus forthwith did what would nowadays be
described as a " nose dive

i%
into the iEgean Sea !

Many would-be
ar fate, for it was

uffered a more or

that successful flight

could only be attained by constructing a device that
imitated the actions of a bird in flight. Such machines
were operated invariably by u man power," which often

1 * A t tArgosy
aeroplane, for instance, repre-

sents one of the finest examples
in modern aircraft design. It is

a very large machine, having a
wing span of approximately 90

and accommodation for

20 passengers The three

Siddeley * Jaguar " engines
develop 1,200 h.p., and each

a tractor airscrew.

proved inadequate for task and so disaster !

But it was not along these lines that the conquest of

the air was achieved 1 It was left to Lilienthal, a German
who experimented with gliders, to solve successfully the

of flight. He proved that a machine with
nes could be made to glide through the air.

The glider was launched from a hill top or similar ele-

vated position and flew through the air at a' slight down-
ward angle to maintain sufficient speed, makine a landin

and ele

< 1 ri ves

Balanced ailerons

vators are fitted, thereby per-

manceuvring to be
out ue

some distance away. He made some astonishingly
flights, but eventually met with a fatal accident.

Although gliders were not fitted with motors, the study
of their be our in flight proved in

ners of the power-propelled aero
to the

that was

fatigue to the pilot.

The fuselage and many other parts of the machine are

of tubular steel construction. As modern research has
proved conclusively, this

method of construction is

vastly superior to the old

method of using wooden

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiMiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Parts required to build the

6 of No.
2

s. Thi j .

s will

to come.
The rapidity with aviation has

especially since the war, is one of the wonders
twentieth
strides

compan n

"Argosy" type,

Perhaps an idea of the tremendous
aircraft design may be grasped by

such a machine as the Armstrong Whitworth
for Imperial Airways Limited

and the prototype of the Meccano model, with say, the
aeroplane with which the first successful

was accomplisha heavier- than-air

twenty-five years ago.

Features of Modern Aircraft

realised fro in the fact that a
correctly shaped steel spar is

nearly 25 per cent, stronger
than a wooden spar weigh-
ing 20 per cent. more.
The main passenger saloon

is designed on very com-
modious lines, being some
30 feet long and 6 feet high.

Two rows of very comfort-
able wicker armchairs are
provided, and large win* lows,

which may be opened if de-
sired, allow a splendid
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It has long
planes poss

en

recognised

if one engine stops : but the

to come down in the event of engine failure.

The practical difficulties of employing multiple engines
in aircraft are fast disappearing and it is evident that the

1 i * 1 * m •< < - . i f t m m

multi-engine ai rcraft future
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Paris, is 8 tons, of which 2 tons represent paying load,

maximum speed of approximately 110 m.p.h. can be

obtained, the normal cruising speed being in the neigh-

lh bourhood of 95 m.p.h. This

machine
hinged so that can be

uild the -Engine Biplane a remarkable
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original

e

Argosy ** has been de-

to th

as closely as pos-

e ailerons, ele-

vators and rudders are con-

moved upward and downward. It is connected to the

control column by wires so that, when the stick is pushed
• the elevator moves downward from its hinge,

thus presenting more resistance to the air when the aero-

plane is in

downward. When the stick is pulled back the elevator

flap is raised and the nose of the machine goes up.

The control column is also connected to the aileron

flaps on each of the four wings. These flaps move up-

and sending the nose of the

w or downward according to the movements of the
control When the is moved to the left

to their respective

controls in the cockpit (in

th

bv wires, and work as in

e machine)

1 Electric

Motor

the

volt

prototype. One 4-

Electric

propellers at the armature

con in the

the ailerons on the right side are pulled down, setting up
an additional resistance on that side and causing that wing

rise. At the same time the ailerons on the left side are

siightlv pulled up, assisting the downward motion of the

it, but
sufficient to cause the machine to bank and make
left wing. The movement of the s is

drives thr ,*l h

of the Motor, no

reduction being found necessarw

How an Aeroplane is

At this juncture it would be

an turn
the other

those on the
banks to

wires connected to the

well to give ano boys a

description of the con-

trols of an aeroplane and
manner
used.

From
fuselage

m which are

the

in

bottom of the

the pilot's

the lever is pushed
hand, the left ailerons

right slightly rai

the right.

The rudder is controlled
rudder bar, which is a piece of wood or metal
about its centre and arranged athwartships, so that the

The
rudder is parallel to the fore-and-aft line of the machine
when the rudder bar is square, and the machine will then
fly straight, but if one side is pushed forward the rudder is

For example, if the left

to the left,

that

pilot can swing it about its centre with his feet.
_. -S- _ Ml JH _ ^k ft * _

ei

there projects a vertical bar,

called the control column, or

swung in the same direction.

foot is pushed forward the ru
more resistance to the wind
side, so that the tail of the machine is

ings

thus

the

if
joystick.

ip

This is pi\

The

about three-quarters of the way
down and can be moved back-
ward and forward and from
side to

controls the elevator and ailerons.

rom the pivotmg

elevator is a horizontal controlling flap set parallel

opposite direction and the nose of the machine turns to

the left. To turn the to any side, therefore,

the foot on that side is pushed forward on the rudder bar.

In order to make a turn, however, it is not sufficient to

move rudder bar in the required direction. If the

\
is used the machine skids, or slips outward, an

effect due to the difference in speed between the inner

and outer wing tips. The aeroplane must be banked so
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Fig. 3, View of the
11
Joystick

'

'

to the top

Girders. Anotlu-r I \" Girder is secured to

the bottom pair of 12 J* Girders and two 2*

Strips 9 attached by means of Angle
Brackets to this lower Angle Girder carry

two Angle Brackets at the ends as shown.
e Brackets 10 are secured also

" Angleo
The bottom of the fuselage may be left

open to facilitate erec-

tion, or, if preferred, it

may be filled in in a
similar the

*' nose" consists

of two 2£*x2$? Flat
Plates 7, the upper one
being bolted to a 2£
Flat Girder that is se
cured to the ends of

the Angle Girders 1

and the other bolted
directly to the end holes
of the lower

. The Plates are bent to enable
their front edges to be attached by means

that it will not lose speed and slip outward.
Thus, to make a left-hand turn the left

foot is pushed forward on the rudder and
at the same time the control lever is moved
to the left. When the machine is to be
flown level again, the control lever is

pushed across again and a little past the
central position, and the right foot is

pressed on the rudder. The controls are

to a 2
if xr

then centred so the machine
straight and level.

Construction of the Fuselage

The building of the body of the model,
or
first,

AngI

Angle Strip 8.

A 2 J* x 2T Flat Plate on each side of the
model is bolted diagonally to the end holes
of the Girders I and to the Double Angle

8 to complete the sides of the fuselage.
J. u

are secured in placeThe controls (Fig.

by means of the Angle Brackets 64 tlle

osition in which they are bolted to the
lates 2 is shown clearly in Fig. 2.

Two Flat Trunnions 11 secured to 91"

fuselage," should be proceeded with
It consists essentially of four ISA"

e Girders 1 with four 12J* Angle
Girders bolted to their ends to form the
sloping tail portion. Two 5|*x3J* Flat

Angle Girders that are bolted across
bottom Girders 1 (Fig. 2} carry a Coupling
in the longitudinal bore of which two 8

The Coupling is

/r

2 are bolted
Girders 1. (In Fig

end of the
Plate at the

Rods 1 1 a are secu
secured to the Trunnion by means of bolts
that are passed through the end holes of

the Trunnions and inserted in the tapped
centre holes of the Coupling. A Washer is

placed on the shank of each bolt between
the Coupling and the Trunnion, and the
bolts tightened up securely.

The centre section (Fi

front end has been removed to show the
inside details of the fuselage). The saloon
windows are represented by 2" Strips bolted

2) is shaped to

the streamline section of the main planes
and consists of two 5£" x 3 J" Flat Plates 39,

with JL— n,# *--'- *~~
two 9 Angle Girders 40 bolted

to a 1\" Flat Girder 3 and also to a 5£
Flat Girder 4, the latter being secured to

' Flat Girder that is attached2another 7

to the bottom Girder 1. The construction
of the windows on the opposite side of the

m

saloon is similar to that just described,

except that a door 5 (Fig. 1) consisting of

between them in the form of a channel
girder. A 34" Flat Girder 41 is

of theseedgeattached to the trailing

Plates, Four 2V Strips 42 are bolted to
two Double Brackets attached to the under-
side of the centre section and their other
ends are bolted to two of Double

a 2* Flat Girder, is hung from the Plate 2
by means of Hinges. To accommodate the
door the Flat Girders on this sid

moved forward four holes and
also the rearmost 2" Strip is

limekets -14 "'l.tt aiv serurcd to the top ot

Four 3* Strips 45 are bolted

remaining portions of the Double
Brackets 44.

The armature spindle of the 4-volt

Electric Motor carries a 1* Gear that meshes
with a second 1* Gear 12 secured on the
4§" Rod 13. The latter is journalled in

the side plates of the Motor and projects
an equal amount either side of th fuselage.

The same Rod carries a V Bevel meshing
with a second lkvel on the Rod 14, which
is journalled in a 1J* Double Angle Strip

bolted to the side plates of the Motor and
connected by means of a Coupling to the
centre engine in a manner to be described
in the February issue of the " M.M."

The Controls {Fig.

The controls, consisting of the rudder
bar 63 and the joystick 59, are mounted
together on a 2£" x 2£* Flat Plate for con-
venience in fixing them in the fuselage.

The joystick is a 1J* Rod held in the
wivel Bearing. The latter'sboss of a

" spider " is secured to the 3* Rod 60,

which is journalled in a 2i"x£*' Double
Angle Strip bolted to the Flat Plate and
carries a Coupling 62 secured to one of its

ends. The £* loose Pullev 61 is journalled
on a |* Bolt attached to the Plate by two
nuts, and is retained in position on the
bolt by means of a Collar. The rudder bar
63 consists of a 2¥ Strip that is attached
wvotally by means of a lock-nutted bolt

see Standard Mechanism No, 262) to the

2J*x2|* Flat Plate The rt

xi If

Brackets 64 are for the purpose of attach-
ing the Flat Plate to the side Plates of the
fuselage in the position indicated in Fig. 2,

The Tail Unit

As will be seen from Fig. 4 both the
upper and lower elevators (fixed and mov-
ing) of the tail unit are exactly similar in

construction : therefore the description of

one should suffice to make the whole clear.

The fixed portion of the elevator consists of

a 1\" Flat Girder 47 and another Flat Gir-

der 46 8£" in length (obtained by bolting a
1 \* Flat Girder to one end of a 1\" Girder),

The two Girders are
connected together at

of Flat Brackets, a
additional support in

longer Girder 46 overlaps the shorter one
by one hole at each end.

The movable portion of each elevator

consists of a 9V Flat Girder with 2" Flat

l >

the

side by side and
end by means
Strip lending

, The

Girders at the ends. {Continued on page 81)

a 3
if

taking its place.

Flat Girder

The sides of the tapering tail

ortion of the fuselage formed

y the 12
J* Angle Girders are

closed in by means of 12|" Flat
asGirders and Strips,

indicated in Figs. 1 and 2. The
upper and lower 12£* Angle
Girders have their extreme ends

' Angleheld
Girders.

The top o

by \\

t

composed of
i* . . 9 i

*
age is

Flat5£ x- 2
Plates 6 bolted to the Girders 1,

a space being left at the front

end for the cockpit. The top of

the tapering portion consists of

three 12V Strips bolted at the
rear end to a \\* Angle Girder
that is secured across the ends
of the two top Yl\" longitudinal Fig. 4 Tail, showing hinged Rudders and Elevators, etc
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ring two

wires can

All Eelex accessories have multiple
uses and above you see the Eelex
gnomes of efficiency

joints into a socket by means of
Eelex plugs. It's surprising how
the number of connections and

reduced by using
Eelex terminals, spades, plugs, pins
and eyes, and how neat your set

can be made to appear. Also the
Eelex system of standardisation
makes the possibility of a wron
accidental connection
impossible. All constructors

write for a copy of the new
Eelex Booklet—K.63—which tells

you about the Eelex gnomes of
efficiency and describes all the
Eelex Wireless accessories—free on

receipt of a

The diagram above shows* the use of
a spring jack attached to a socket for
use with 'phone or loud speaker tag

ends or plugs. Also the famous

TREBLE-DUTY
ERMINAL

Willi

40
There awits multiple uses,

different indicating tops and six

colours available*

Bunhill

EASTICK &. SONS
Eelex Buildings,

, Moorgate, London, EX.1
; Clerkenwett 92S2-3-4.

-
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T appears to be a common belief among

amateur photographers that indoor
approximate exposures necessary;
after the

otography by
difficult and not worth

light is

This is a
B

great mistake. The few small difficulties

that exist are easily overcome after one
or two attempts and when success is

achieved
There is

but
experiments the results will

prove a definite guide.
The fastest exposures will be secured bv

magnesium ribbon or flashlight
The powder is the faster

using

ing the

are really excellent.

of suitable subjects at

generally the more satisfactory. As its

name suggests, the exposure is over in a
it -~

i

espec y

winter evenings,
at the parties that are so jolly

is almost—but not quilt

•

a feature of January;
and everyone who

a camera
it worth

possesses
will find

while to try his hand
at this kind of work,
The majority of

our readers will wish
to trv their skill on

groups, Meccano
models and I lorn in

Train layouts, and
ar-pre

rangements will

very much the same
case.

instantaneous. A few hints on the use of
will guide those who are a

little chary of its

explosive
qualities. It is not
at all dangerous to

die if common-
sense precautions an
employed.
Do not stand too

i

close to the flash

and do not alio

this to take place
near curtains or in-

flammable materials,
flashpowder

should be laid in a
little heap on a tin

light is the Courtesy]

first important de-

[Johnson <§* Sons Ltd.

or
well

tray
above the

tail that requires
The Family Jazz Band by Flashlight camera

all

el. When

attention. This should be placed as near
to the subject as possible and should be
directed from an angle of 45 degrees to

is ready, t he

one and m a height,
4 ft. To avoid harsh contrasts of

* • I a

light and shadow a difTuser

will do nicely
mr

white muslin
shou

the subject and the
be placed ween

lights in the room should be extinguished,
the camera shutter opened, and the
powder ignited by means of a long taper
or match fixed to the end of a stick.

The distance of the group or individual
subject from the
part in determining

t and, on the

plays a
length of the

opposi te side the room, reflectors to

throw light into the shadow parts should
be employed.
The background should never be of

a plain sheet or blanket,
with the colouringproviding

of the subject, being best of all.

The length of exposure
will vary according to the strength of the

Incandescent
using

we
ifilms of

speed, and assuming that the supply of

gas available is sufficient to provide a
brilliant light, the exposure required will

not be unduly A recent exposure
was made upon a cluster of various kinds
of fruit piled upon a stand, a type of

subject eminently suitable for photo
. Two in

exposure, As a rough guide for experi-
ments, the exposure on a subject between
5 ft. and 8 ft. from the camera, using a
stop of F/ll and a plate speeded at 300
H. & D., the average film speed, might be
secured with 50 grains of powder. If the
distance is increased to 12 ft., 80 grains
probably would be required.
Magnesium ribbon has o

the speed ofion
a small

flashlight
powder, but it is easier to handle, and
beginners would do well to make
first experiments in this branch of photo-
graphy with ribbon. By so doing they" ft

will jrain some© very u
and will learn how to overcome the
difficulties that arise before
on to the more effective and speedy work

graphing by artificial

ent gas burners were used, their

with powder The ribbon
d be moved about gently as it burns

to av creating bard shadows in

was
ri

position being 4 ft. above the fruit stand
and slightly to the front. The plate used

of the type usual Iv spoken of as

extra rapid" (about ,300 H. & D.),

and the exposure, using stop F/lfi (T.S.S),

was four minutes.
Electric light possesses many advantages

over gas, particularly in to por-

tability. By means of a length of flex the
light can be placed just where it gives

the best results from a photographic
point of view. The exposure required
depends very largely upon the type of lamp
used, but as a rule it is not possible to have
special lamps and we have to employ the

subject. A sheet of tin or cardboard
should be placed below to catch the hot
ash as it falls from the ribbon.

Several photographic firms run
light competitions during th e win te r,

and Messrs. Johnson & Sons, whose ad-
vertisement appears upon another page,
have one such com
the end of

ion 3sm at
month. They will be

pleased to supply full details and a copy

variety in ordinary household use It is

impossible to give any pointers to the

of their small booklet " Winter Photo
graphy " to , i nv reader who writes to

them mentioning the " MM"
There is an artificial light photographic

competition announced on our own Com-
petition Page this month and we are
looking forward to a bumper entry.
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the short space of three months the Hornby
established itself firmly

.

Railway Company
among model railway enthusiasts of all ages.

tream of applications for ership whichThe
commenced on the very day upon which the inauguration

stof the Company was
October last), has grown with remarkable
ra . To-day.
although numerou

the

and
H.R.G.

boy officials.

Any owner of a Hornby Train set no matter what its

size, may become a member. Ail he has to do is to
fill in the official application form for a share of fun and
pleasure, have his signature witnessed, and SGnd the

uarters with 6d. in stamps
the official badge, which

orm U>

cut, arc

with

finding it extremely difficult to keep pace
correspondence and to

and certificates with
sufficient rapidity.

The genuine and practical nature of

the enthusiasm of H.R.C. members has

been shown by their intense activity

in carrying out the preliminary

towards the formation of local Branches.

Alreadv many branches have been formed

HORNBY RAILWAY COMPANY
aaa

*» «tcilLM^_^ of.Cc^fcw^ *&$_.

in

wear in his buttonhole This

corners

•4 to ...wu

and these are settling down to stea

work and i ecomine affiliated at
liar

earliest poss

are in process

e mo
the

Other branches

which is illustrated in the top
is beautifully

and
this P^e

*I*U— fcV.fe-U|i

finished in red and. green
bears the representation of a locomotive
surrounded with the words " Hornby
Railway Company." By means of this

badge all members will be able to recog-
nise each other when they meet. Whether
in your own town, or at the seaside or in

the country on holiday, always look out
for the Hornby Railway Company badge.

>ers of the Hornby Railway Corn-
are also entitled to join the H.R.

aJ

cou

of formation all over the

and in a very short time the

ie

Correspondence Club. Tins

H,R,C. will have taken its p
reatest of all miniature railway or

m

This is a reproduction of the H.R.C. Special
Membership Certificate. R„ M, Stead of
York^ w^s the first boy to enrol in the

certificate above is aH.RXi, and the

*
replica of the one issued to him

been formed with the sole object o
members of the ILR.C. to be

placed in communication with one, or if

anisa- two other members in

\Ve are now numbers of ers 1 rom new
readers who missed the important preliminary announce-
ment of the formation of the H.R.C, that appeared in the
"M.M" for October last. For the benefit of these new
readers

unique
we repeat here the

.
and

First of all the Hornby Railway Company was brought

any part
of the world. Through the medium of this Club members

learn therailwa)

are taking place on
perhaps they can never hope to visit.

interesting

in far-off

countries

An even more interesting feature of this Club is that
it makes possible the exchange of railway photographs

into

ass

in. many cases it would be impossible to obtain
in any other manner.

with the object

many thousands
toof Hornby Railway owner

obtain the best possible interest,

from theirfun
hobby. The Founder and Chair-

man of the H.R.C. is Mr,

Hornby,the inventor of Meccano
and
Meccano Limited. This fact

is sufficient to commend
the new scheme to the

ttons of all Hornby Train

lanaging Director

ec

Meccano enthusiasts

out the world. Mr.
through-
Hornby

of this Club is free

but open only to members of

the Hornby Railway Company.
The amount of en-

joyment from miniature railway
ng can only be obtainedw

several enthusiasts com-
bining their resources and work-

and one of the
of the H.R.C.

is to encourage such
tion. Members in any town,
village or district mav m
to and lOrm a Local

is assisted by our own staff of

railway experts, who are trained

Branch of the Hornby Railway
Company. In

An illustration of the popular Hornby Railway Company booklet. Thousands they will COUSult
of copies have been sent to boys all over the world !

men of experience,

to ma

I

enthusiasm for their

new venture a
success. They fill the executive offices at the Company

uarters at Binns Road, Liverpool and guide the
ated branches of the Hornbyof the

Railway
ass

111 centres which are run r

Headquarters,
of whose work consists in encouraging and helping

in a practical manner in the formation of such branches.
Each local branch is controlled by the members them-
selves who appoint from among their members,
Manager, Engineer, Traffic Superintendent/ Station-
masters, Signalmen, Drivers and any other officials that
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may be considered necessary for the adequate operation

of the Branch,
When a local Branch ^any has a membership

ion to a Branchnot less than four, in

Chairman and* a Branch Secretary elected by vote
the members, and is holding regular meetings, applica-

tion is made for incorporation with the parent company.
incorporated Branch will be given advice in regard

to the best means of extracting the utmost fun from the

material at its disposal. For example, special trad
layouts will be prepared by

uarters

principles, and shows a

The
may be prepared for any layout,

of a real railway necessitates use

v

of certain forms and documents to be filled in by the

various officials concerned. of these forms are,

of course, unsuitable for miniature railway working, but
increases the excitement ofof o rea

working
if so desired

drafted

The details of each Local
.

Branch are left entirely in

hands of members.
Headquarters does not inter

with such
-

in any way
as the time

place of meeting, the sub^
scription, or the rules

may be considered advisable
for the successful working of

the Branch. In addition, it

is a matter for the con-
sideration of each individual

Branch as to whether it

shall purchase material for

the general use of its mem-
hers, or whether members

combine their ownshall

material to form a basis of

the layouts, supplementing
this from time to time by

s purchased out of

Branch funds.

The duty of

Chairman is to

the general organisation and
operation of the Branch and
to do his utmost to assist the
members to secure the best

ervisv

results.

he
adult—fathers

generally make
or

Where
be an
uncles

bestthe
rmen ! The duty of the

-Jr

'etary will be
to communicate with the

operating the railway, A special sek ctioii of five of the

most useful forms has been made and miniatures of them
l . • semi * a - a ^^^

have been prepared. The method of using these forms
is fully described in

H.R.C. booklet and all model
will

immediately the add-
ed interest that arises from

railway enthusiasts

their use.

The forms that are avail-

able are as follows :—
G.W.I perioral Working

S.D.4
-a Is and Departures.

E.J.5
Card

Job

S.B.6

Instructions.

S.R.7
Report Forms

of

Signal Box

mu mas

made up
forms is

of 50
may be obtained by

members from Headquarters,
price 5d. each, post free.

The price of the complete

2/

tinctive shade of
* .

dis-
IN

paper.
WheriLfonlering separate pads
the initials and reference

(to be found in

of each
right-hand corner

o

Another is bein

members the Branch in

1. A. S. Walker (21), Edinburgh ; 2. Ian
3. E. W. L. Telfer {61a}, Putney, S.W.15 ; 4.

Bull (7U, Cerrard's Cross ; fi, J. Fielder (77)

(1), York ; 8. S. W. Brown 190), Stratford,

Wilson (100), Waterhouses, Durham ;

B. C Bonsor (5), Broadstairs ; 5. John
, Weston-super-Mare : 7. Ronnie Stead
E.15 ; 9, Jack Belton (70), Scunthorpe.

prepared for younger mem-
of the H.R.C, and

this will be known as the
" H.K.C. Junior Section*'

It will be ready
on a

arise

meetings and any other matters that may
time to time, and to forward to Headquarters

on the first of each month a record of the
of Branch

for

that mo whicl i

official

Magazine
;

to the

and described in

ins are provided by Headquarters.
j -%.-«. i. .»«.W j- t> -• m. wfa. .*-«* * Era. .n 1 1 I M I -m. J^k 4* I -l. JIl

of the H.R.C. is

devotes a special section

month. Layouts are

Meccan o

will be
of

commence

free on The special o

7

to show beginners exa
nre

ect

how to

ons and to clear

ure of the row t f i

*

sugges 3 for their

modification to suit special requirements, and
difficulties are dealt with by experts.

A special booklet prepared in connection withtheH.R.C.
is illustrated here. It is sent free to all members
of the H.R.C. or will be sent for post free to non-

. Every model railway enthusiast should have a

this booklet. It deals with the planning, laying

out and operating of miniature railways on real railway-

CO

up all the little difficulties that are liable to arise in

the early stages.

interesting

H.R.C. is the keen
Meccano Clubs. Several of the

some time been carrying on model
the members of these are now joining the H.R.C. in order
that the sections may be re-organised as. Branch Com-

aroused among affiliated

Clubs have for

ay sections, and

panies. Similar activity is being displayed also in a

number of

The H.R.C. has a go deal of

among Scout troops and in an early issue of the "M.M"
we hope to publish an article showing how model rail-

out of doors.way working may be carried on sue
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Get MoreFun from your
III.—SIGNALLING

QaaLoannnnnrnn
T has been said that any gauge ii o t •

vvork

model railway

quite as safely without any
may

svstem at
be
all

as with. one. It is quite true that there is no ity of

passengers being killed or injured but at the same time it cannot

be denied that a model railway 1 ivout without signals looks very

bare and unreal
- i — . ii

railway if it is to convey the suggestion of being a miniature of

the real tiling.

In the early

ignals are absolutely necessary to any miniature

far in advance of the " home " signal to allow the driver time
*

to pull up at the latter if required. The standard distances from
m ^tert >i +~ « ***** » „„«, i**** coo yards on a rising gradientto vary
to 1,000 yards on a falling gradient.

As long as the
a home r p

signal is at
t i danger

»*

the
MM

d i stant
.signal also is kept at "danger" and on seeing this the driver
slows .down and proceeds cautiously towards the " .home Jf

signal.

>s of railways
.

was not considered €1
all

necessary for the safe working of trains aud, indeed, at that time

trains were so few and far between and their speed was so slow

that there was comparatively little danger. Gradually the number
and the speed of trains increased, however, until it became vitally

to insure the
Lnecessary to.

safety of the travelling

the familiar semaphore

ce some s m of
As a result there came into being

signal.

If the latter is at " danger * when he reaches it he must stop and
must on no account proceed until the signal moves to the
right ' position.

Another type of square-ended signal is the
t$

Starting " signal,

the function of which is to prevent a train that has passed the
" home " signal from starting away until the line ahead is known
to be clear. Sometimes there is a crossover road or a
connection ahead of the starting signal. In such cases a
signal is necessary and this is called an " advanced

The signalling systems employed
on actual railways are far too elaborate and
com to in mode I

railway without the expenditure of a great

deal of time and money. An elaborate

totallyof ilii however,
unnecessary. All that is required

simple arrangement of signals that

operated in conjunction with the movement
of trains in accordance with real

but without involving com pi i-

cations that will make the operation of the
•k.layout top difficult to woi

While it is of great importance that the
signalling system should be carried out
on real railway principles it may be
said at once that generally speaking
the fewer the signals used the
Every
have some

shou
pu rpose.

large number of signals scattered

about a minaiture system may,
at first sight, appear attrac-

tive but if thev are not
serving some railway- 1 ike

purpose they are worse than

The normal position of

sem.-q si arm in

actual practice is horizontal.

position

14 danger
glass covers light to

enable the state of the signal

to be determined at night.

signal.

starting

It should be
v u

the
« 1

e home/'
ing "

i i

and i I

advanced
starting * signals are
all square-ended and
identical in appearance;
the "distant" signal
being the only one

has a fish- tailed

arm.
Junctions ate

by
and

I
>ro

distant
*

two i< home i»

An interesting section of a
Hornby fayout, illustrating an

effective arrangement of signals for
the control of a double-track junction.

The line far the small tank engine and

signals

.

The two signal arms
are arranged on a

brake van illustrated all clear " as
far as the station in the back-ground

bracket, the left-hand
and right-hand arms
applying respectively
to trains proceeding

One of the armsto the left or to the right at the junction,
is usually placed higher than the other, the higher arm applying

to the more important line.

As space indoors is usually limited, it is advisable to adopt the
scheme used

*
'*"

' • -•• -•*-- -

actual
combine

i. home
where blocks are short

distant" signals on one
post, wherever possible. For purposes of illustration two photo-
graphs reproduced, both ring a convenient way of

The *

line clear
J*

or
I i

all

T

it
M indication is given bvr»r

m. j

lowering the arm to an angle of about 60 degrees in the case of

the lower quadrant si
Ii

in the case of the u
I. ii

bringing the arm perpendicular
auadrant type. In both cases a blue

spectacle glass is brought in front of the light in the " all clear

position and the yellow light of the lamp seen through this blue

glass appears green.

Functions of *< Home »» and 11 Distant " Signals

nal arms are made either

ends. The square-ended
when it is in the

**
«-r

arm
M

is always a
square ends or

" stop"
fish- tailed

signal and
it must not in any

stances be passed by a driven The fish-tailed or ** distant
tr

a model double-track junction. The layout used in
both photographs was built to the plan illustrated "in the article

double-track that appears on page 58 of this issue.

layout of the signals has been concentrated in order to
a photograph to be taken showing as large a number of

working
n i „ v».

e
j i

possible. The actual distance between the
signals giving admittance into each section, and the

distants," would depend upon the amount of space available
in the lavout

imacine we are enjoying the happy privilege of a
footplate trip on the small tank engine that may be seen running
with a brake-van in the first illustration. The destination of this
engine is a goods yard, situated somewhere off the photograph
to the right, in the back-ground. As in actual railway practice,

on our left are those that concern us.e si

fe
r.have just passed the 4 t 1 I-home «

•

signal. Tins was down of i

course, showing us that the level crossing gates were open and
that our road was quite clear through the section following. This-

• the signalman in chargedanger

si »

7*

on the other hand, is a cautionary signal.
... _ _ _

The first si seen bv the dri\

name
box is the fish-laded " distant

from the fact that it is the

'er of a tram approaching a
which derives iuSignal

awav from the box
• ... ^*

The object of the " distant " signal is to warn the driver when
,, ±_ (i i j-i

•
t i_ i:t t-- a_ i^_ _j- i« i »* idangerthe next or *' home " signal is likely to be at

mve nri! lime to rcdulSa the spe> >,1 nt' his Main read) to >mr at
" home " signal if necessary. As the train is likely to be travel

and so
e

distantat a high speed when the driver first

it is obviously necessary that this signal should be placed sufficiently

the
el ling

signal

ias now been pulled up to
of the section, in order to cover us in the rear
Our path lies to the right of the junction and therefore the

next signal that interests us is that on the right of the bracket

il

that shortly looms ahead. This is the
4
' distant " signal for the*

home" guarding the junction, and will tell us Ibeforehand
whether our road is clear through the junction. Our driver does,
not slacken speed but leaves the regulator just as it was, and we
continue at our usual speed past the " distant/* as this is Sown.

allSoon the junction bracket comes into sight. This is at the
it

position—we knew it would be by the " distant signal
that we passed a short while ago. The points ahead are correctly
set for us and soon our locomotive has safely negotiated them.
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At this point, if we glance round, we shall see that it is impossible
for any other train to come in through the junction on our left
and thus cause disaster, as the signal on the down line on our

danger," showing that there is no way through.
? the junction is behind us and we gradually thread our

left is at

way through to the end of the section and approach the station.
The signal we pass on our left is the "distant" !

*
JV

state of the station " home " signal that we shall
on our left. But as our business is not in the goods yard (the

overcome all these difficulties. This system is simplicity itself
to instal, and it may be used on any Hornby railway. Once it
is in operation it is possible to work signals and points in almost
exactly the same way as a real signalman on an actual railway.
In addition it is possible to stop, restart or reverse the locomotive
from the signal-cabin.

pass

destination of the tank engine on which we are riding) we must
ask our driver to shut off steam and slacken speed through the
station to enable us to jump down. After a hasty goodbye, we

The Hornby No. 2 signal cabin is all that can be desired as
re

of the r
j n r

m. It ftits neatly over the lever i

and the back wall are
e and the back

to open outward so

run across the level just in time to climb on to the footplate
^ : - "Atlantic" ' " J

* ' * ' "big
" down " platform.

express locomotive that is standing at the

The " Down " Express Checked by Adverse Signals

At a signal from the guard we start. Our run is only clear for
one section ahead, however, and our locomotive is soon eased
slightly. Our driver is proceeding with
that, up to a moment or so ago, the next

. with

• i

still before
prolonged blast of the
e junction " home/*

as he knows
home " signal was

weagainst us.

come to a
Although we cannot see them actu all.v, the j unction points are

not set for us at the junction, but are set for a train that is due to
arrive from the single branch line that runs
Whatever class of train this may be, it has a clear run before it

almost as far as the crossing sates. The section including

that the levers of the frame may be manipulated without any
necessity for removing the cabin itself.

The number of separate points or signals that can be operated
from one lever frame is, of course, linnted by the number of levers
in the frame. The Hornby lever frame is supplied with six levers,
but by adding one or two additional lever frames at various places
on any layout, the number of points and signals that can be
operated may be almost indefinitely.
A new type of Hornby signal, known as signal No. 1, has recently

" * on the market and sells at almost half the price of the

the level crossing gates is

therefore the " home " signal is up,
iarly the " distant "'

s
1 * *-** -

in conjunction with

#

however,

signal No. 2. Many boys have written to us asking the reason why
there is so great a difference in the prices of these signals. The
explanation lies in the fact that the No. 1 signal is far less detailed.
For instance, as all Hornby Train owners are no doubt aware, the

No- 2 signal is complete with
a very attractive and realistic

casting and the top of
ie lattice post is separately

a neat finial.

simi
th.it works
"home."

Now let us
* *

sig

A tla n ti c " has even
nailed through past

suppose that our

crossing, after the branch
train had passed. It has
been rather a slow journev
throughout, owing to the
contin adverse state
of the signals, but even-
tually we have changed
trains and taken a run up
the line that leads to a
town away to the left in
the background of the
first illustration. We
have finished our business
there, and the time has
come for ns to return.
We find ourselves at the
station once again, and

are once
happy
privi-

the footplate with
the

"

adorned
similar to those used by many
of the actual
panie

way com-
s. In addition, an

attractive and realistic ladder
to all No. 2 signals.is

Another
photograph of

the double-track junc-
tion. It will be noticed that

the locomotive illustrated is sig-
nalled through the junction on to the down
main line

The No. 1 signals however,
do not includeany such details
as finials, lamp castings, or
ladders, nor are the spectacles
made with transparent red
and green windows. In short
the No. 1 signal is an ex-

i

includes
tremely good model, but

those details necessary to make it attractive.

the driver.

more
position of

leged to travel

^
Our old friend the "Atlantic " happens to be booked to run

right to our destination, so without wasting a moment's time
we hail the driver, climb tip, and the second illustration shows
us on our way. The line is clear through the junction—we have

4
* distant" ~ : %

'
-'

"

The new type of double arm signal will satisfy a distinct want,
and is almost essential on any model railway layout, as may be
gathered from this article. This combination of signals is perhaps

common arrangement to be seen on the actual railways.
The double arm signal No. 1 is also an innovation, and is a

2, details such
, These signals

doubt, be extremely popular on

is

arm
being

just passed signal showing us that this is so. We
negotiate the parallel points, and soon after the steady clanking

simplified version of the
spectacles,

are now available, and will,

account of their remarkably low price.

Kecentlv there has been a great demand for shunting signals
of the Great Western type, with a white metal " S " attached to the
arm, and also branch line signals with white metal circles attached
to the arms. As a matter of fact, it is hardly worth while pro-
ducing models of this Lind of signal owing to the fact that, with
the exception of the metal attachments of the arms, they are

type of home signal.

of the coupling rods shows that our engine
the right-hand points.

sa passed over

the same as the ordinary

Branch Line and Shunting Signals

Where
a very simple matter to cut out of cardboard a letter

are required, it is

-We now look round and find ourselves running down the m Pam

a white ring, and to attach these to ordinary 4I home

fi

ft

* r

or
signal

up line ! At first we no doubt feel rather anxious as to
_

whether we are on our correct running road, but on looking round
; will immediately be calmed when we see that it is quiteour

impossible for any disaster to take place, owing to the state of
the signals around us.

We run over the crossover and are once more on our correct
line. A quick glance at the state of the signals on the down line
shows that there is absolutely no danger of any train running
into us from the branch line or from the main line. Every way

arms by means of seccotine. A little white paint will give the
finishing touches to a signal treated in this way and the result
is very attractive. A converting any home
signal into a branch line signal is to attach "reinforcing rings,"
which may be obtained from any stationer.
Model way enthusiasts who have never

of 'fapproach to the crossover is covered by signals at " danger,
* aps the route upon which we have travelled, and
by this time this will also have been closed. As we

are signalled right over the level crossing down to our destination.
our driver " lets her go," and before long we shall find ourselves
back again at our original starting place.

ion to the signalling of their layouts realise the
s.amount of interest that they have missed in operating their svs

The enjoyment of working any layout is vastly increased if the
operation of the trains, points and crossings is reallv controlled

k ^ at m ! a m» . m . .a.

*

themselves instead of the
ornaments set by the side of the lines

merely being

We are particularly anxious that all members of the Hornby
Railway Company should take up seriously the study of signalling
so far as it can be applied to model railways. In order to do

should make themselves thoroughly conversant with

at ailing from the model railway
-

are aof view, one cannot fail to notice that there
difficulties in the way when the operator has to operate his point

man s point

many

and signal levers separa
The Hornby Control System has been specially to

this,

the general outline of signalling on the actual railways, the various
types of signals used and their indications. Interesting articles

on this subject will appear frequently in the "M.M-"
on we hope to inaugurate some competitions in model rail-

way signalling and to offer prizes of Hornby locomotives, points, or
signals for the best solutions of the various problems.
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^THOUSANDS of boys all over the world will now be enjoying
X their first experience as owners of model railways, received

being at the time a really disastrous

It is at a littleChristmas presents, it is our experience
friendly guidance is necessary at this stage if the utmost possiblex— is to be obtained from the outfit. "

might occur when the train reached the gap ! In order to avoid
this possibility, ingenious
all Hornby rails.

is provided by a
In very many cases this

or, an uncle or an older brother, but
there are large numbers of boys who have not the. advantage

for these .boys we propose to inaugurate a junior
the Hornby ~ *

k
of such help.

section of the Hornby Railway Company, and in connection
this to publish a series of articles dealing with model rs

working from the very beginning.
First of all there is the question of laying down the track.

together and

bmwktom connecting plates are provided wit!

These plates grip the end
there is then no fear of the rails springing

ers of the rails

necessary supply of these is uded
every Hornby Train "Set and they may also be purchased

separately to replace any that may become lost or damaged.
A point requires attention is the M banking " or super-

Few
are havefortunate enough to nave a room avauaoie in
can lay out a system permanently, on trestles or otherwise,

and in the majority
of cases the track can =.•1111

only be laid down on
floor when re-

quired and taken up
after use.

It is difficult to
definite advice

the nature
of the layout because
this depends not onlv

elevation of the rails. The sleepers on each Hornby rail slope

upward to one side to provide the banking that is necessary to

counteract centrifugal force when the trains are running at high
around curves. In laying down the track care should be

taken to join the rails together with the sleepers all sloping in

the same direction.
i

In some exceptional
cases it is not possible
to do this but the
rule

FiiitiiMimiiimirrimiiii iiiiiiimiiimiiiminu tiiiiumiititiinr umnnituiimiiKlimil i i umiiuuuimiiiiiimtiirttwitn itiimmwiiiiH'-

ll po II

available

the material
but also

upon the shape of the
room and the distn
bution of the fixed

articles of furniture.

enough
•

toIt is easy
move chairs about as
requ ired but

ifi

attempt to inte

with sideboards,
is apt to bring down

w of the
domestic an t hori ties
upon the unfortunate

be ob-
served in all ordinary
cases.

Provided the tracl

is lard carefullv the
trains shou 1 < 1 run
along quite smoothly.
I f thev do not do so
there must be a
defective place some-
where along the track
and tins must be:

searched for and put
wi 1

1

the

right.

be fou nd

= trouble is due to two
having comerails

apart on account of
the accidental
omission of the con-
necting Or

en-model railway
gineer! Perhaps the
best method is to lay-

all adown first

simple oval of rails

and to run the trams

-

This photograph shows two young enthusiasts operating a Hornby Railway layout.
As may be seen, the line is " all clear M

for the goods train, but the Pullman Car
express is waiting for the starting signal which will be given from the signal cabin

one or more rails mav
have become bent

in real railway-like fashion

1 1 1 rou
It

* means of the Hornby Control System

gh rough usage.
is sometimes

a
hint to

to give
fathers and

this. Ai-
^TiiiiiifMiiiiiiiiiiitic^niiiritiiiiiliiiiitiiiirrriiiiHii'll^iiiiiLitiiuMiiinMiiiiiiiiiMMHTrMiiiiti*) fiiii»*iiiut«iiiiirftn n if ihi i rnui imiimiiiii imiii iiiiiiiiini i mi iiiiiiiinii n tui tiin#

though a track of this kind soon becomes monotonous its simplicitv" -' ?s it possible to concentrate one's attention upon the engines
about their mechanism.

ma
and to learn all Half an hour spent

being w over. An

brothers that the
ils a re not improved

has beenarrangement

in trying the effect of the brake and reversing gear and in winding
starting an engine will result in a

of great value la

working knowledge
are often rather

ingenious
ed to make the examination of Hornby track a simple and

the same time accurate process. The top of the handle of
the winding: kev is made the exact width between the track rails.

at

worried by the fear of overwinding the clockwork' motor of an

The key thus forms a perfect track gauge and by sliding it carei

engine. There is little danger of this with Hornby engines,
" is a good

up the motor slowly and steadilv

however, on account of their robust construction. It

to commence by
to the full, at tire same time counting the number of turns of the
key that have been given. This number of turns is the maximum
and for regular work it is wise to keep well within this limit.

If, for instance, 17 turns of the kev are required to wind up the
motor to the full, it will be a safe rule to make a practice of givin
only 16 turns, so that there is no danger of ov
spring by continually forcing it to its limits.

i

"1

tuning the

Hornby rails are fitted together by inserting the projecting
peg at the end of one rail into the hollow railhead of the next rail.

If the rails were only joined in this manner, however, any
movement of the track or an accidental knock would be
to cause some of them to spring apart and if

places can be discovered immediately.
les points are found to be a little stiff when thev are

new. This stiffness quickly wears off, however, and unless
is absolutely necessary the points should not be oiled at first.

In the great majoritv of cases it will be found that the lever and
movable tongues will become quite loose enough after a short
time without special treatment being required.
Next month we shall describe the best method of

locomotives and various types of rolling stocks and show how
the simple oval layout may be developed into one of real railwav

Miniature Tarpaulins for Hornby Trucks

were to occur
r

The appearance of a train of Hornby open wagons is always
, but it may be made still more realistic by means of

rnbv model Tarpaulins that are now available, price 6d. each.
In order to obtain the best possible results from the use of these
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tarpaulins some light material such as tissue paper or cotton
wool should be lightly packed into each truck before the cover
is spread over it. This is necessary in order to prevent
tarpaulin from sagging in the centre.

Most important of all, however, is the tying of the tarpaulin.
In actual railway practice tar

all dirt and rust and the treads of the wheels of the rolling stocl

should be cleaned very

ins are usually folded as shown
on the wagon on the left in the accompanying illustration.

folded over and the string
is seen

will be seen, the corners are
*

As

in

with a rag

K friend of mine wrote to me the other

and claimed that he got an engine of his

on this subject
skidding

offender that would not
fuss—to haul a train of six bogie c

its tender without a great deal of

twice round a 28 ft.oaches

to the shoulder of the butler in the opposite corner of
If this method of tying is adopted in modelthe wagon-

railway practice, the small Hornby tarpaulin sheets will be found
to lit the open wagons perfectly.

The wagon on the right of the illustration shows the

oval, an astounding performance under the circumstances
secret lay in the fact that he cut some tyres

His
his engine from

way covering
wrong

an open wagon with a tarpaulin. The
result of this method of securing tarpaulins is a number of most
unpleasant looking bulges in the sheet along the sides, and at
both ends of the wagon.
Another point is that tarpaulins of one railway company should

never be

insulating tape and stuck them to the treads of the driving wheels,

rards smearing them over french chalk in

over trucks belonging to another company
Model tarpaulins are available correctly lettered as in S.R., G.W.,
L.N E.

practice,
and
and

L.M.S,
should

order to allow them to run perfectly freely on the rails.

Cardboard Modelling

Many young readers are unable to

for their model railways, but
cardboard models, and 1 have been greatly struck by the ingenuity

some boys display in securing realistic effects. For instance.

more than one station

over this difficulty by making

one young friend from Doncaster writes

I enjo\ cardboard models o£ railway buildings im-

therefore be purchased
in accordance with the
wagons for which they
are intended.

Locomotive Wheel-slip

i^xi JiMiiiiiiutiuii niiiiiiiiiiKiuin ii3HLtMiTrriiinrHn)fitil|MiiUitiilHMMir niriinniiintiiiirTFinnniMT |i ctriMMiiu f iilHtiiinliiiiUMintilil JiMM4t huhmh

things are more
distressing to the model
railway owner than to

see

losing

locomotives
all their reserve

er through
t bee 1driving wneeis

I have discussed this

the
ing

with many
model

railway enthusiasts and
I find that their
opinions as to the cause
of the trouble

•- Some say that
wheel-slip is simply due
to the presence of oil

and grease on the run-
ning surface of the rails

mensely.
permanent
and I find that these

in very

I have a
railwa y

tilling in odd
corners and Rising a

gen business-like

appearance to

whole layout. I have
discovered a particu-
larly effective way of

allmaking
_g

my model houses, and
I think that the scheme
will inter' st other
members of the 1 lornby
Railway anv.

"First of all I obtain
of cardboard,

the kind
ers,

own as " White
board." (not Bristol

board, which is far too
expensive for this kind
of work). On this I

c

and on
the wheels.

tre s of

Others,
while admitting that an
oily rail certainly does
have a bad eiTect on the
running of

This illustration

miniature tarpaulins to
Mm

the correct and incorrect way of fastening Horn
open wagons. As will be seen, the left hand

wagon is by far the neater in appearance

lraw with a soft pencil

parallel

ces apart
of

a
lines at

aiiiJiLiiliJiiiiiiiiiilLilliltfeliiiiitiiiiiiiiirEiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiriiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiit 4iiiiiijiiii<iiiiiiit»iiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii kJiiiiiiiimiiLiiiiii 1 111111 iiiiiiiiiiriiini in i iiriiiiiimi

equ
scale

th en

al to the width
roof tiles

impress
I

lives,

do not attribute the mischief to these causes entirety,

rather to the faulty laying of the track.

lines with a very sharp

( )thers again blame the
locomotives in qu saying that a eneine should

skid diner

>

penknife, without cutting right through the cardboard

be provided with sufficient adhesive weight to prev
under any but the most adverse circumstances.

In my opinion model locomotive driving wheel-slip is due to a
number of causes combined. Greasy rails certainly contribute
their fair share towards the driving wheels of any loco-

motive, actual or model, lose their grip on the rails, but I consider
that the improper laying of the track has an equally detrimental
effect in this direction.

In most cases, experiment shows that on a well-ballasted track
weight that it does ona locomotive will haul twice

uneven, loosely and hastily laid rails.

the weight of the locomotive is a considerable feature
in this respect, but my experience, confirmed by that of reliable

correspondents, shows that on
verv est and poorest type of

well-laid track only the
es skid, even when

attached to trains that are far too heavy for them—providing of

course that the track is entirely free from all traces of oil.

Personally I do not hold with the practice of screwing down
track directly to a base-board to obtain steadiness. Subsequent

but this time cutting compic

knife,

throu

* Next I rule a similar series of lines at right angles to the first set,

the board with the pen-

The resulting strips represent neat rows of tiles, which I

stick to the plain cardboard roof of the buildings, commencing at the

bottom, and arranging the perpendicular cuts, or the edges of the

, to come just over the centres of the tiles of the row below,
'* To finish off the roofs and give them a neat and tidy appearance

«^er " tiling/' gutters and a ridge should then be mama
These I always make from the same type of white board as the

roofs themselves.
"Then comes the question of painting. I find that Reeve's show-

card paint is by far the most suitable for this kind of work, as it is

opaque and does not run, if mixed to the correct density. It is

very important not to apply the colour too thickly, however, as

.running on s secu
hammer-blows at the rail

this way is anything but
I

are all perceptible. I

consider that the best all-round run, and one practically free

from any skidding, will be obtained if the track is screwed in-

directly to the base-board, the sleepers resting on small felt mats.

this is liable to fill in the joints of the tiles, and a great deal of

their effectiveness will then be lost. Again, in painting, great

care should be taken not to allow the board to become soaked,

otherwise all the rows of tiles are liable to become unstuck and
warp and assume the most awkward shapes when drying."

closing paragraph of my friend's letter strikes a similar

note of warning when describing the way in which he ex
" spare

ru c

deal of patience and almost two
a fine set of model station buildings. Eventual^

ham • ™^^^ ^"

he finished the constructional work and set to work one

These will be found to absorb all ue shocks and stresses,

while giving a perfectly steady permanent way. In cases where
ing is to be recommended, as it

to the

free from

ifternoon to pi the buildings. ed his

particularly satisfied with the

ay
was

i.c appearance.

is scheme is

finishes off the appearance of the line and adds
realism of the layout.. The rails should be

Unfortunately, however, the paint be had used was too thin, and

he had applied it in large quantities to get the desired His

horror and distress were beyond measure when lie saw on Sunday
morning the disastrous way in which all his careful work had been

ruined by the white board buckling beyond repair !
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tinplateI
THINK it is quite safe to say that the great majority of model
railways in this country make use of Hornby or
track, For single road layouts Hornby (inplate track is all

that could be desired. Year by year the usefulness of this track
has been developed and extended to enable more realistic and
railway-like schemes to be laid down- and operated, and to-day the
Hornby Railway user has at his disposal a unique series of rails,
points, crossings and * *crossov all miniatures based on real
railway practice.

When it is desired to lay out a double road, however, one serious
difficulty is immediately encountered

tinplate
impossibility

and that is the
laying down

curves. Various methods
to get over this

may

.

not one of them is really successful
and they all have an ir^ly, unsymmetri-

cal and almost deformed appearance.
It is possible, for instance, to use 1 ft.

radius rails for the inner curve and 2 ft. radius rails for the outer
curve. In this case the two curves certainly are parallel, but the
distance between the two tracks

Fig, 1

is so great as
absurd. Another very serious disadvantage of
that it bars the use of the inner road to all but the smallest loco-

- - I

yes ana roiling stocK. A second scheme consists in making
the outer straight road longer than the inner one and then leading

the track round the ordinary 2 ft,

radius curve. This plan makes it

and
the

to use large engines
rolling stock on both roads but

Fig. 2

appearance of the curves is very ugly
The outer curve has a most unA
looking bulge, and no amount
manipulation of half-length or quarter-

do away with it. Still another method is to break
the outer curve half way and introduce a straight section. Here
agam th result is a most unsvnimetrical effect and on account of

i rails

receivescontinuity of the outer curve being broken a
quite a nasty jar in rounding the bend.

Following out their steady policy of adding to the enjoyment
and doing away with the difficulties of Hornby Railway users,

Ltd. have now introduced special double road track
straight lengths and in curves. The introduction of this

track places in the hands of all users of tinplate rails an entirely
new power and makes easy the laying out of railway-

schemes that previously were nssible.
As will be seen from the accompanying ii lustra

double straight tracktion (Fig.

consists of two
clamped secur

new
of ordinary nby track

>crs

.

three
e resu

newly-designed
very neat section

double track, which gives far steadier
tinplate track previously obtainable.running than

In the case of the double curves (Fig. 2) the inner road
is of the standard 2 ft. radius, while the outer road rails
have a correspondingly larger radius. Both the double
straight and double curved rails are
the curves costing 5/- per half-dozen
per half-dozen.

m
the straights 4/6

New crossovers and level crossings will soon be in the course of
construction and are to be manufactured to the same standard
measurements as the present type of 2 ft. radius parallel points
and double track. At present, the production of points for double
track turnouts is not contemplated, but Fig. 3 illustrates a simple
method of overcoming the turnout difficulty.

a

"*

-H ?r examPle a train travelling on the up line from A to B.
As will he seen from the plan it traverses the new type of
crossing first of all, after which it runs over the up straight line
of one of the new Hornby crossovers, turns slightly to the
left by means of a section of standard 2 ft. radius

:k and is turned out bv means of one of the ordinary 2 ft.
radius right hand points on to single track. The single track,

however, is immediately duplicated by means of a pair of standard
2 ft. rad parallel points Tl

rrect running road of the double track once aga
in then finds itself on the

In the case of

lin

tram travelling from B to A, after negotiating the parallel points"""' ,-.,...
.

,

..
,. of single track, traverses the up

passing over the right hand p switched
by means of the new crossovers on to the correct down line, whence
it travels to its destination after crossing over the new level crossing
As will be gathered from the illustration, the layout is exin melv
interesting, and it is only one (i

of double track
can also be included on a tinplate track la's

i many that can be thought out for
The illustration shows how a turntable

The new Hornby
ballasting and I strongly ad\

blc track lends itself part w
O

possess a permanent railway to try the experiment of

fortunate enough

their most important
rail and th

of line with
ing them

ew typ

The section of the line that is to be re-laid with Hornby double
track should first of all be cleared
prospective pc Tl

rails fixed

the kind used under table cloths or
step is to proc some

ad mirably. Th be
rpets suits this purpose

into sections the same ie as
the sleepers of the rails, but slightly larger all round, to lit under
them comfortabh
A perfectly
ch sleeDer.

felt packing of this kind should be laid er
The alignment of the rails should then be checked

and when these points have been attended to the new line MJ
be secured in their correct^ positions by means of tacks or stapl

may

grit

possibl

'he new section will then be

A supply of either

5 best model track ballast obtainable, thong!
enthusiasts may prefer screened brown pebble-dash

obtained and laid
the felt packing and sleepers almost up to the bottom of th
themselves. If possible, small pieces of wood should be

nd

outside the tracks to prevent the ballast from spreading
the which the lines are attache it may do in
time. If this is done, the whole section of new track will be
much more finished and tidy in appearan

In cases
convenient to

ballast shows a tendency to spread, and
th laths to hold

found the following scheme to work very successfully
position, I have

First
Si*

washed to remove all traces of d
bucket and Jill it with ballast, which has been well

Pour over it approximately
alf a pint of hot glue, about the density of pure glycerine, and

thoroughly so as to ensure that
glue ballast are

1 Then bank the track

left

which
couple

are many advantages to
by using this kind ©f ballast on
Railway. Track ballasted in thi

1CU

trains
steady, and the run

In addition to this, there is

no difficulty in keeping the whole
clean and free from dust,
to accumulate on any layout, but

where solid ballast is used,
easily removed with a soft brush.

Solid ballast should of course be
inspected at regular intervals
any signs of looseness.

days

improved
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Competitions appearing on this page are open only to members of she Hornby Railway Company,
(ten in the top left-hand comer and should he addressed to the Hornby Railway Company, Binns R

Envelopes containing entries, should have the title of the companion clearly

Road, Old Swan, Liverpool, The name, address and membership number of each

competitor should appear in clear x&riting on everv sheet oj paper used*

surprising

arrived when
Before his eyes there appeared an elaborate railway

horror, he saw that there were gaps between the rails

;

stops in the path of express trains ; and lots of othe
work to save the situation, but as fast as he put one thing right another went wrong. An awful

% • 1-1 ft 1
•crash was imminent—and then our expert woke up !

Next morning he reconstructed the terrible scene as well as he could remember it, and photographed it, just to find

out exacth
ft/

excellent opportunity of testing our
things were wrong. The above photograph shows the awful nightmare layout and affords an
- _ ~_ -m _ — _ _ _k

railway knowledge and sharpness of eye.

We offer prizes of Hornby Railway goods, or Meccano if preferred, to the value of one guinea, 10/6, and 5/
respectively to the senders of the four longest lists of genuine errors discovered in the picture. In addition, there

be a number of consolation prizes. At the foot of the list, the total number of errors found should be For
convenience in judging, the description of each mistake should be kept as short as possible. Closing date 31st January.
Overseas, 30th April Envelopes should be marked " Railwa\* Errors " in the top left-hand corner.

AN INTERESTING SHUNTING PROBLEM
Some members of the " Manehpool "

Branch of the Hornby Railway Company
lock and ultimately the Chairman of the

met together recently and were enjoyin
themselves immense] v by running a short
timetable. Included in the number of

in service were two goods trains

each consisting of a No. 2 Tank Goods
Engine, 11 open wagons arid a brake van.
Owing to one of these trains being rather
lute, and also td an unpardonable error

on the part of the signalman on duty
both the trains met on a section of single
track under his control. At first neither
of the engine drivers would consent to go
back, and a heated argument ensued.
For a time there was a complete dead-

Branch was called upon to give a decision
in the matter. After careful consideration
his ruling was that as neither of the engine
drivers was at fault, the best method of
overcoming the difficulty would be to
arrange for the trains to pass each other
without either of them going back !

Fortunately between the two trains
there was a siding running off the main
line. On inspecting this, one of the
guards found that it would just accommo-
date 11 open wagons and a guard's van.

up 1 Moreover only one locomotive was
uncoupled. How was it done ?

Hornby

i

Eventually the trains passed each other
and shunting operations were so arranged
that they passed without even splitting

if

be
awarded to the competitor who sends in a
practical solution of this problem in the

possible number of moves. Other
prizes of goods to the value of lu'6, 5/-,

and 2/6 respectively, will also be awarded
to the senders of the three entries that

m

come next in order of merit-

event of a tie for any prize the award
will be made to the neatest entry.

En\ Hopes should have the words "Shunt-
-A

ing Problem
hand corner.

j .*

in the top left-
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Points Crossin
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a I STRAIGHT RAIL

BBlSTRAfGHT BRAKE RAI

Al CURVED RAIL

ABI CURVED
BRAKE RAIL

DSL2 DOUBLE
SYMMETRICAL
POtNTS{LEFT-HAN0

pr i points
(right-hand)

DSRI DOUBLE
SYMMETRICAL

POINTS (RIGHT-HAND)

CROSSING

ffllllfllll

Hornby Rails, Points and Crossings are designed to meet the most exacting

requirements of model railway enthusiasts. An almost endless number of realistic

and railway-like layouts can be constructed with them. Only the finest materials

obtainable are used in their manufacture. They are rigid, strong and durable

and will give every satisfaction.

RAILS FOR CLOCKWORK AND
STEAM TRAINS. GAUGE 0,

CURVED RAILS
-

Al
Al
A)
ABI

* I •

A2
A2i
A2±

(1-ft. radium)

Curved rails

Curved half rails

Curved quarter rails

Curved brake rails •..

(2-ft, radius)

. . . per dos
* * a

- * •

I*

each

4/6
3 6
3/-
6d.

Curved rails

Curved half rails ...

Curved quarter rails

Curved 1 rake rails ...

! *C2 Curved nub, double tfft' k

. per doz
. * .

m m

. •

H

4/6
3/6
3
d

1 doz. 5/

STRAIGHT RAILS
in

BBJ

Straight rails

Straight half rails ...

Straight quarter rails
" brake

=1

m m per doz,

* ¥

HBR1 Straight brake and revurc
each

4/-
3/-
2/6
5d.

DS1
# * * • * * M

Straight rails, double trackj 1 * doss, {

1/6

GA1

CA2
each

it

-

CR2

CROSSINGS
Acute-Bangle crossings

(for 1 -ft. radius tracks)
Acute-angle crossings

(for 24%. radius tracks)

J

Right-an^le crossings
(for 1 -ft. radius tracks)

Right-angle crossings
(for 2-fL radius tracks) „

POINTS
For JL-ff. Radius Curves

it

V6
1/6

1/6

1/6

PL1
fat-hand points

Left-haud points
per pair 4

For 2-ft, Radius Curves

PR2
PL2
PSR2

4/

PSL2

Right-hand points i , -

Left-hand points / l p"*

Points on solid base, with 1
ground disc and lamp,
and adapted for Hornby \

control, right hand * I per pair 7/6
Points on solid base, with r

ground disc and lamp,
and adapted for Hornby
control, left band ,

PARALLEL POINTS
For 2-ft. Radius Curves

PPR2
PPIJ
RCP

Parallel points, right
Parallel points, left

Rail Connecting Plates

perpaitf 5/

• •• - i doz. 4d, I

DOUBLE SYMMETRICAL POINTS

DSR

1

DSL

1

For 1-ft. Radius Curves
Double symmetrical

points, right
Double symmetrical

points, It-it

For 2-ft, Radius Curves

per pair 5/

DSK 2;

DSL2

Double symmetrical
points, right

Double symmetrica]
per pair

points, left

CROSSOVERS
CO 132 Crossovt-rs, right hand \
COL2 M left hand |

per pair 12/

RAILS FOR ELECTRIC TRAINS
GAUGE 0, 1J*

CURVED RAILS
( 1 -ft . radf.us)

EAl
EAIi
EAtJ

EA2
EA24

k i +Curved rails

Curved half rails ,«.

Curved quarter rails
*

r *

• P

(2-fL melius)

n

Curved rails

Curved half rails

BA2| Curved quarter rails * * *

pet doz. 8/-
5-'-

4/6

V-
5/-
4/6

... per doz.

M

EB1
EB|
EDi

STRAIGHT RAILS
Straight rails
straight half rails...
Straight quarter rails

POINTS
For 2-ft. Radius Curves

per dofc. 7/-
4/6

EPR2 Right-hand points'

EPLS Left-hand^points } per pair 10/

ECR

CROSSINGS
Acute anprle crossings
Right-angle crossings

* each

«
4/
4/

DOUELE SYMMETRICAL POINTS
For 2-ft. Radius Curves

EDSR2 Double symni'Lrical

EDSL2 Double symmetrical
per 12/

»f is. left

PARALLEL POINTS

per pair 12/
PR2 Parallel points, right \

EPPL2 Parallel points, left J
It PL Terminal Connecting Plates

(low voltage) each
TCPH Terminal Connecting Plates

(high voltage) . . . * 4* >

1/6

1/6

Electrical Points for I -ft. radius curves are not
supplied.

The realistic mi

n

j layout shown below is only one of many that can be constructed with
Hornby Rails, Points and Crossings. Many similar illustrations and much useful information is given
in a booklet entitled ** How to get more fun out of Hornby Trains/* This booklet is obtainable from

your dealer, price 3d., or from Meccano Lid,
f Old Swan t Liverpool, price 3d. post free.

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiijitiiiiiinutiiimiiiiiitiii-

ppR PARALLEL
POINTS (RIGHT-HAND)

PL 2 POINTS
(LEFT-HAND)

JSL
ftfl Z-BSL

I* *

EB I ELECTRICAL STRAIGHT RAIL £

CURVED RAIL
. .

.

EDSL2
ELECTRICAL

DOUBLE SYMMETRICAL
POINTS (l£FT-HAND)

epl 2 electr
points(left-

EPPR2 ELECTRICAL
PARALLEL POfNTS
(RtGHT-HANO)

ELECTRICAL
RIGHTANGLE CROSSING

TllllllUMIIIlllllltlllllltfllllUINHIIIirillllllllllHIIlllllllinr

Manufactured by MECCANO LIMITED OLD SWAN LIVERPOOL
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ested Improvements
COLOUR-LIGHT SIGNALS.—We do not think a

layout fitted up with colour-light signals would look
anvthing like as attractive as one fitted with the
more usual semaphore signals. In addition, colour-

light signals would be much more complicated and
expensive. (Reply to P. Nicholt, Christchurch. N*w
Zealand).

BRAKE AND REVERSE LEVER.—Your sugges-

tion that we should revise the design of the brake and
reverse levers of Hornbv locomotives and lead them
through the roof of the cabs is unsuitable. We feel

sure that we should he inundated with letters of

protest from Hornby Train enthusiasts if we were
to adopt your idea. " [Reply L* Whitman, Ken-
sington, London,. IV.C).

ELECTRIC POINTS FITTED FOR CONTROL.
Electric points fitted for control are now on the market.
These Sell at 12/- per pair (K.H. and L.H.) and are

suitable for use in layouts including curves of 2 ft.

radius, {Reply to A\ A m Key%
Paisley).

NEW 2 ft. CROSSOVER*-^Your crossover will not
fit the double -track because it is of the old design. A
new type of crossover has been produced for use in

conjunction with the new double-track, and this will,

of course, fit the parallel points,
In connection with the new
double-track, you will probably
be interested to hear that a
revised design of level crossing
is now on the. market The new
crossing fits the parallel points
and double- track perfectly- [Reply
to P* WUkimon

f
Darttnouth,

ft Plymouth).

PERMANENT MAGNET MOTORS.—We are ex-

perimenting with a locomotive fitted with a new
type of permanent magnet electric motor. If the

results prove successful, and It is decided to take

any further steps in the, matter, an announcement
will appear in these pages, {Reply to G. $, Jerrett

f

London)
m

DESTINATION BOARDS.—Destination boards and
name boards, such as those used on the actual " Royal
Scot " and 14 Flying Scotsman " expresses, would
certainly improve the appearance of a model
considerably. For this reason, we will hie your
idea for further consideration, (Reply to G. W*

N.W.3).

MAIL VAN.—We continue to receive suggestions
for the introduction of Mail Vans with the necessary
pick-up apparatus. As we have already stated, we
are experimenting with possible types Of apparatus,
and we shall make an announcement as soon as we
have reached a definite decision. This is not likely

to he in the near future, however, as we have so many
other railway schemes on hand. (Reply to G, E. /.
Hatfs

9
Brighton* and i\ A*. Patters*n

M
Warrington}.

OPEN BOGIE GOODS WACGN.—We agree with
you that a wagon of this kind would fill a deficiency
in the Hornby series. We are therefore filing your
idea with a view to giving it further consideration
at a later date, {Reply to S. Glass, Woodford Gnen,

ex).

^uiLiiiililllilliilliiiiiiixiiilLtllilillliliiciiii] [lEiiritllliaciiliitxillliliiiiiiriiii tnuaiifeiuiTrriiiiiiiiiirtiiiiittiiiiTCtiiiirriiiiriiiiiiiiiij riiinri tiiririiii imiirr milium

MODEL RAILWAY 'BUSES.—W<* hardlv think
that models of this kind would' tie suitable for intro-
duction into the Hornby Railway system, For-
tunately, up to the present, the Hornby Railway

Company has not been troubled
by road transport rivalry ! {Reply

.to J. Johnstone, Paisley),

&fkt Af.

SIX-WHEELED PASSENGER
VEHICLES.—Vehicles of this

type are quite out of date on
actual railways and for this

that it*reason we are sure
of them would not prove popular.
(Reply to G, W Aggteton, Coven-
try).

CORRIDOR COACHES.—The
introduction of a model of this

type of. coach will be one of the
first matters to receive our con-
sideration.

>

[Reply
Hastings)*

o D. A,
ffmps

.

ELECTRIC BELLS IN STA-
TIONS.—Your idea regarding a

el station fitted with an
electric belt that is rung auto-
matically by OQ*c4»ming trains
i s certain 1 y interesting . 1 1 $bou 1d
not be difficult for you to rig

up the necessary apparatus for
yourself, however. A station
specially fitted as you suggest
would cost a great deal to manu-
facture, (Reply to M. /. French,

SHEDS,—WeENGINE Straus.—we sug-
est that von obtain the larger
ype of shocl (price 17/6) for your

railway. This is larger than the

1 I/- model that you saw, and
it will accommodate any No, 2
or No, 3 locomotive comfortably.
(Reply to J. Young, L&ulun, NA).

NEW TURNTABLE.—A scale

model turntable such as you
describe would certainly be an
interesting addition* The trouble

is that it would be very awkward
to ftt such a turntable into the
average gauge temporary
layout on account of the deep
well that is required to accommo-
date the revolving platform.
{Reply to G. Dmnes, Lincoln).

CONTROL
INC—We do

j i

CROSS-
not think that

control level

Our illustration shows how H. Stable, of Birmingham, spent an in-

teresting afternoon last summer arranging a small model railway system
modelling of

and tunnels.

in

TWO-CURVE ThePOINTS.-
uction of two-curve points

is certainly of sufficient inUnst
to merit very careful consideration and
your suggestion for reference. Just
however, we are unable to deal with

et>lv io H, Pettifat
London, S.-B.8).

out of doors. Sand lends itself particularly

various railway features, such as embankments,
but it is necessary to take the greatest of care to avoid the

grit entering into the mechanisms of the locomotives or between
wheels and axles of the rolling stock. =

^¥iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiciiiitiiiiirttiiiiiiiiiitiiiitiiiiiitiiiJibiiiiitiiiii»iiiiiitiiiitiiiiiiiLiiiiiULiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]ji.ciii]|illil[KiiiiiiBiiiiiiiii]iiitiitiii]iL*i|]]i:iiiii«iiiiririiiiifiiiiT[l^
. . i .

your proposed
crossing would be by any means
as popular as you imagine, For
the moment, at any rate, we
cannot adopt th* idea. [Reply

to G. R, Webb, Bishop Stanford).

MODEL TARPAULINS.—You
will no doubt be interested

we are tiling

at present
s

this matter.

RECTANGULAR TAR WAGONS.

When

COVERED-IN STATION.—We are considering
the introduction of a covered -in through
similar to many in use on the actual railways,
interesting developments occur, an announcement
will be made in the "J'/.Af.*

1 {Reply to P. Williamson.
fjtngsigkt; Manchester}.

MOTOR CAR TRUCK,—As stated previously in

these pages, we propose to give the introduction of
this type of wagon careful consideration when we

the next additions to our rolling stock. We
agree with you that this kind of truck would be quite
popular. [Reply to /, Glennie

t
Dumfries).

OUTSIDE CYLINDERS FOR TANK ENGINES.
We fail to see that there would be any special ad-
vantage to be gained by altering our No* 2 Tank
locomotive as you suggest. On the other hand, it is

possible that whea we introduce a new design of
locomotive it will be fitted with cylinders placed
outside the frames. (Reply to J* B+ Egerton, Man*
Chester r and P. Smith, Llangollen, N.W.).

!he popularity
We will takeof this suggestion is increasing rapidly,

further steps in this direction as soon as possible*

[Reply to M. Prichard
9
Edinburgh).

OVAL-HEADED BUFFERS,—Most of the Hornby
locomotives are already fitted with oval-headed
buffers. While agreeing" with you that buffers of

this kind tend to prevent wagons interlocking with
the engine to a certain extent, we are of opinion
that little advantage would be (pfcined bv tmin
these buffers to all our rolling stock, In any case,

most coaches and wagons on the actual railways
have round-headed buffers fitted. [Reply to R, F*
Miiiktll, Crawley).

A TOOL TRUCK.—We cannot consider the intro-

duction of a tool truck to be used in conjunction with
our Breakdown Van and Crane at present* This
would not serve any definitely useful purpose on a
model railway, (Reply to G. fatten, Ctevedon).

m

to hear that we have introduced
model wagon tarpaulins

may be obtained lettered in

correct accordance
L.M.S., L.N.E., G.W. or SLR.

practice! price 6d. each. (Reply

to K. R* Swan
t
Amtree, Liver-

pool).

It would be awkward
model railway
\oi\u. inclined

RAILWAY UNDERBRIDGE,
to include an underbridge in most
layouts, as this would necessitate a
lead to the bridge and subsequent long decline from it.

Where boys are particularly keen on possessing a
bridge of this kind, however, some very excellent
models may be constructed from Meccano* [Reply
to S* Wilkinson^ Neweastle-on-Tyne),

for

"GARRATT" LOCOMOTIVES.—We thank you
your drawing illustrating a proposed type of

*" Gairratt
,f 0-4-0, 0-4-0 locomotive. We are afraid,

however, that in spite of your expectation, this kind of

locomotive would not triedt with a generally enthusiastic
reception, [Reply to D. Lauder, Kent),

<a a

No. 2 PULLMAN GUARD'S VAN.—Vou have
ably not noticed an announcement that has appeared
to the effect that a new Pullman Composite Coach is

now available. This new coach should satisfy your
requirements, (Reply to H k E m Dtistrr, Durban, S.A.).

. i

COLOURING OF I SIGNALS.—You w
doubtless be interested to hear that the new tvpe ot
* distant ' signal is finished with a fishtail white band
instead of a straight white band. As regards yellow
1

distant
p

.signals, as mentioned previously in

pages we do not propose to consider their introduction
until all the actual railways definitely decide upon
veilow as the standard colour for this type of signal
[Reply to H. Johnstone, Glasgow; J< Marsh, Blackpool;
and H. Bruce, Winchester).
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Results of
#

Meccano Contests
_

By Frank Hornby

1

i

uMay yi

II I.I

HI

Overseas Section

WITH the commencement of a*"New Year I always make a

year
&

practice of glancing back over the results of all the Model-
building Competitions that appeared during the precedin
On this occasion the inspection will certainly show that

the 1928 Contests have produced many truly remarkable models,
and the average standard of merit displayed by the competition
entries throughout the year is undoubtedly much higher than
ever before. I shall look forward to the closing of our big llOO

consists of Sprocket Wheels and Face Plates) uppermost. This
done, the miniature engine is hooked on to the clips at the lower
end of the arm, and the whole held in position by a catch formed

Contest, and also of the various other contests to be announced
in 1929, with keen interest, for I feel sure that if Meccano
boys keep on at their present rate of building, we shall be

from a Curved Strip and a Spring. When it is required to operate
the toy the catch is drawn down and the locomotive is pulled
round by the weighted portion into a position at the top of the
« t

chute ™ where the engine is released and travels down the first

incline, graduallv gathering momentum On
of this incline the locomotive takes a • •

inundated with wonderful new models and mechanisms.
J5 The Overseas entries in the " May " contest are described
below, and some very interesting mo

reaching the end
space " and lands

on the bottom chute, up which it

is taken by its own velocity. It

will be noticed that a 2k Angle

dels are to be found
amongst them. The names of the prize-winners are
follows

:

M

First Prize (cheque for £3-3s.) : R. E. Walker, Aimerley, Australia, Second
Prub (cheque for £2-2s.) : S. J, Bure, Heeiustede, Holland, Third
Prize (cheque for £1 Is,): F. B, Jacob, Bussuin, Holland.

Six Prizes, each consisting of Meccano products to the value of 10/6:
S. F, Desaip Navsari, India ; Clivr w. Monk, Rosevilie, N;S.W. f Australia ;

Douglas Angus, Napier, New Zealand
; R, Verkade, Utrecht, Holland

;

R. O. Jukes, Christchurch, New Zealand ; J, A. Bakker, Hilversum,
Holland.

Twelve Prizes
i
each consisting of Meccano products to the value of 4/6 :

L. Fisher, Johannesburg, S.Africa ; L, Grcisel, Lincoln,- Nebraska, U.S.A.,
\\\ Mullor, Bale, Switzerland; J. McMillan, Auckland, New Zealand;
F. I-L Ogier, Hurstville, N.S.W., Australia ; F. Buckley, Pretoria, S,

Africa ; Nelson Eustis, Alberton, Australia ; H. R. Harris, Fkksbur
(XF,S,, S, Africa; K. McDonald, An not to Bay, Jamaica; V. Carter,
Gisborne, New Zealand; S^P. Morelock, Westminster, Md., U.S.A.

;

E B Wood, Pretoria, S. Africa,

Specially Commended (Certificate of Merit and Standard Mechanisms
Manual): Ramon Collado, Barcelona, Spain; Henri Fonant, Bois
Colombes, Seine, France ; W.
D. H. Grahain. Ksk, Queensland,
Australia; c;. R, Cartledge, _
Durban, S, Africa ; K, Mm hlig,

Ann ^rbor, Michigan, U.S.A.

;

J. Denny, Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia; H. Fraser, Elwood,
Victoria, Australia ; Donald
Malcolm, Premier Mine, Trans-
vaal,S- Africa : Andrew Garriock,
Sydney, N.S.W., Australia.

Vi

Girder closes the top end of the
and the engine's

motion will consequently be arres-
ted

steps
this point. Gravity then
and forces the engine to

YA

travel back along the lower chute,
at the bottom of which it can be

have reached the end of
journey

feel sore model-builders will

welcome this effort as something
ordinary and I look

forwan I from readers
who have I milt similar models
successfully. It is well to re

thai are. hundreds

*

i

different ways in which the
constructor can employ a toy of
this description, and its con-

struction offers end less

possibilities for the ingenious
boy.
A clever representation

of an army tank will be
amongst the illus-

trations on the opposite

seen

l

The First •\y,v winner,
photograph

Glancing the

R. E. Walker, submitted! a

dragline. His model
is not simply a replica of

of this little

themodel and noticing
multitude of toothed wheels
included in it, one cannot

the standard

, as might
d rag-

be
supposed, but an excellent,
wel 1 -proportioned stru ctu r

e

that includes much of the

**•»

help thinking that although
the phrase M armed to the
teetli is more usuallv

oi
t

o

applied to pirates, brigands,
suchlike romantic

free-lance
-

.

builder's

designs. Boom, drag bucket,
luffing and hoisting mechan-
isms, and travelling base
have all been carefully and
accura

ligures of fiction, it would
qualify the model tank

The
novel constructional
remarkably w< !

constructed and
the complete model has that
effect of realism that can
only be attained by the
exercise of much patience
and study.
On first

wonder just

Two views of an ingenious semi-automatic toy constructed in Meccano by S. J, Bure.
engine races down the *' chutes " at a great speed

.dancing at the illustration on this page one might
what the photographs are intended to re-

present. Although the caption helps to clear matters up, a more
complete explanation will doubtless be appreciated ! The model
constitutes a most ingenious toy sem l- e,

the tiny locomotive, once started, performs some remarkable
antics before finally coming to rest 1

cycle of operations
drawn into a v
To start the * *

position

the pivoted arm is

the weighted end (the be

first

tit"

features of the tank cannot
be overlooked, and I con-
gratulate its builder, F. B.

Jacob, on his success.

The construction of aero-

plan es, seaplan es,

etc., is extremely popular
with Meccano boys, and

many hundreds of models of flying machines are received in each
aero-

The tiny

It will be understood, therefore, that any
plane submitted bv a competitor must include features of
outstanding
particularly

merit to enable him to carry off a prize Two
interesting examples of miniature aeronautical

engineering were submitted by competitors, one being a model
i 4 XT _ _ _ 1 J I

air liner constructed by C. \\

an ingenious representation, by D. Angus,
Monk,

• >

of a
and the other

flying bicycle,"
The most interesting feature of Monk's air liner is the fact that
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it can be called a working model." The inode.l does not of course
actually fly (the weight of the Meccano parts would never permit
this I) but when moved along a floor or table top the propeller

i, The method by which this motion has been achieved
is as follows. The " propeller shaft," carrying at one end a Bush
Wheel to which is attached a pair of Propeller Blades, extends
the complete length of the model and
extremity a %" Pinion that meshes with a

ca rries at its rearmost
Contrate Wheel

framework
to a 2* Rod. The latter is journalled vertically in the

of

and the " corridor connections " help to add realism to the finished

model, which is one of the finest received rec

Jukes has adopted the overhead \vire system of current col-

lection in this railway, and the small " pantograph
f
* for conducting

one pole of the main supply to the Motor may be seen fitted on

the roof of the motor coach. The other pole of the current is,

of course,

raiIs

to the other Motor terminal the

the bogie

it complicates matters
This method of wiring, although

, has much to commend it,

for
:

in add ition to

the machine and
carries on its

lower end a
Bevel, and this

is rotated by a

giving the complete

realistic appearance,

enses with the

similar wheel
that is fastened
to a Rod on
which is held a

and consequently
un electrified

Bush Wheel,
This Bush
Wheel rests on
the
forming

ground,
the

an electric locomotive
model is fitted

ingenious
mechanism
of a" trip

on
.. 4

tail skid," and
t h ecauses

ion of the
propeller.

The * 4

flvinff

bicycle
°

based upon

*

is

a
remarkable
machine devised
by a Viennese

ome

page
N o v e in he r , 19^8,
- <MM" Readers
who have this issue
available should com-
pare the illustration

in question with th<

Meccano model.

passenger coacn and

connected by a flexible

inventor
time ago. I ncidentally, an illustration

was mcorof the invention
" Our Busy Inventors " on

9( )9 of the

The invention 1
—

may add, has not up
to the present been
put to a practical test,

although a qu r

is stated
it-

size

to have
self remarkably well !

The actual machine
constitutes a bicycle
frame of rather heavy

Above: A fine model

of CAPTAIN CAMPBELL'S

world-famed racing car,

by R.Verkade.

sin^ lever

motor
of the Motor in the

Left: F.R.Jacob's

Army Tank,complete

with, "crawlers"

coach. When the tram

a certain specified point

track, an arm that is

normally held down by a spring

in the centre of

Below: The FLYINGi? BICYCLE,

a model of a remarkable

invention. Sent in by
Douglas Angus.

rails, is

released by a control wire operated

from the signal box (the box can

be seen in the illustration) and

engages with the trip lever on

the passenger car, so

the of the tram. .;

It would be difficult to name

construction and is

fitted with the usual pedals, cranks, and
chain drive. Auxiliary gearing enables
a *' pusher " propeller placed at the rear

of the bicycle to be rotated with
sitler.iLle velocity and this, it is

will cause the machine to rise in the air 1

Its ascent would of course be assisted by
adjustable planes that can be controlled
from the rider's seat. On attaining a
sufficient itude, the aviator lowers
the planes to a horizontal position and
glides along above the. clouds untroubled
policemen, motor cars, pedestrians the
other

1

1

bug rs
1 1

of the less adventurous
terrestial cyclist ! It is always refreshing to
receive models such as this, for they show
that the Meccano boy takes a lively and in-

telligent interest in the progress and invention
of the world of to-day.
A complete electric railway formed R. O. Jukes' entry and

the illustration on this page of a portion of the track will show
that the builder has completed the various portions of the layout
remarkably well. Of the two cars shown in the illustration,

the right-hand one contains a Meccano high voltage Motor, and
can therefore beiermed the motor car. The other car is designed

any recently-devised object

connected with engineering that

has aroused more enthusiasm

amongst model builders than

am Maico
1 #

I in Cam
racing

created
early last year

car
a wo

Bluebird," which
records

Although the

that was set up was
almost immediately
again, the car enjoys

universal popularity,

broken

many

principally for passenger conveyance, but a portion has been
divided off for luggage. The appearance of the cars is excellent,

fine reproductions of it have
n entered in the Meccano

Contests. I think readers will

agree, however, that for careful

and accurate constructional

work it would be difficult to

find a better model of the actual

car than that sent in by B.

Verkade, an illustration of which appears herewith. The con-

struction of a model of this type is no simple task, for innumerable

difficulties are met with when an attempt is made to build up

the peculiarly shaped body work from standard Meccano parts.

Great credit "is due therefore to Verkade.
• i

In these days of motor transport, accidents to large and heavy

vehicles are

gradually

occu r, the auto wn crane is

oming a common sight. A. Bakker's cleverly-

designed model represents a crane of this type
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No. 1 Leaflet. Price 3d.
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Our expert designers have produced for us 34 super models that reach the
highest pinnacle ever aria i ned in Meccano construction. Each model in this series is
a masterpiece and there is not a boy who will not be eager to build them all.

These models are so important that we have engaged expert engineers to
describe them and a special leaflet with beautiful half-tone illustrations has been
written for each of them. A selection of the leaflets is illustrated on this page.

A brief description of each model in the series is given below and the mi
price of the special Instruction Leaflet are indicated. Copies of the leaflets may be
obtained from any Meccano dealer or direct from us, post free, at the prices shown.

If II r and

MOTOR CHASSIS. This
rims perfectly under its own

power* It has Ackennann Steering,
Differential, Gear Boat and Clutch, etc.
Price of special instruction Leaflet M>

No. 2 SHIP COALER. All the
movements of a real ship-coaler are
reproduced in this
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 3d.

No. 3 MOTORCYCLE AND SIDE-
CAR, The sidecar is of stream*line

is and is mounted on springs.
The motorcycle is complete with
lamps, horn, exhaust pipes* etc.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 2d.
No. 4 GIANT BLOCK-SETTING

CRANE. This realistic model is fitted
with an accurate reproduction of
FidlerV bloeksetting gear.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet &d*

No, 5 TRAVELLING BUCKET
DREDGER. In this mode! trucks and
wagons can run underneath the chute
through which falls the material raised
by the dredger buckets.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 2d.

NO. 6 STIFF-LEG DERRICK- This
model has many interesting move-
ments, including hoisting, luffing and
swivelling, which are controlled by
suitable levers.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 2d.

No. 7 PLATFORM SCALES, This
model will weigh articles Up to 4J lbs.
with remarkable accuracy.n

ice of special Instruction Leaflet 2d.
No. 8 ROUNDABOUT. This model

is most attractive when in motion. As
the roundabout rotates the cars spin
round and the horses rise and fall!

Price of -special Instruction Leaflet 2d.
No. 9 BAGATELLE TABLE. This

is an iuti-Tcsiing model that will give
houTS of fun to the players.
Price vf special Instruction Leaflet 2d.

No. 10 LOG SAW. In this model
* saw is driven rapidly to and fro

while the work table travels beneath it.

Price of special Instruction Leaflet. 2d.
No. 11 SINGLE-CYLINDER HORI-

ZONTAL STEAM ENGINE. Fitted
with balanced crankshaft, crosshearL
and centrifugal governor.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 2d.

No. 12 STONE SAWING MACHINE.
The model is equipped with adjustable

table and overhead trolley with
self-sustaining chain hoist.

Price of special Instruction Leaflet 2d,
No. 13 MECCANOGRAPH. This

wonderful model will draw hundreds of
beautiful designs.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 3d.

No. 14 GRANDFATHER CLOCK.
A practical example of Meccano
odet-buiLdiug. The model

accurate time.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 3d.

it i

No. 15
MOTIVE,

BALTIC
The driving

operated by an Electric Motor

TANK LOCO-
wheels are

An
accurate reproduction of Walschaerts1

Valve Gear is fitted.

Price of special Instruction Leaflet 3d.

No. 16 LOOM. This is perhaps the
greatest Meccano success. The model
weaves beautiful
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 3d.

No. 17 PLANING MACHINE. Fit*
ted with quick-return motion.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 2d.

No, 18 REVOLVING CRANE. This
mode] is fitted with screw-operated
luffing gear.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 2d.

No. Id STEAM SHOVEL. This
model embodies travelling and rotat-
ing mechanisms and jib hoisting and
lowering gear.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 2d.
No. 21 TRANSPORTER BRIDGE.

The carriage automatically travels to
and fro for as long as the motor is
driven, pausing for a few seconds at
each end of its travel.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 2d.
No. 22 TRACTION ENGINE. A

remarkably realistic model that will
pull a boy of average weight. Fitted
with two speeds.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 2d.

No. 23 VERTICAL LOG SAW.
While the saws are in motion, the logs
are fed slowly to them.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 2d.
No. 24

CRANE.
TRAVELLING

The
GANTRY

movements of this
model comprise the traversing of the
entire gantry, hoisting and lowering,
and the traversing of the crane trolley.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 2d.

No. 25 HYDRAULIC CRANE. The
hydraulic ram is represented realistic-
ally by a powerful screw mechanism.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 2d.

No. 26 TWIN
MONOGRAPH.

ELLIPTIC HAR-
Sorae beautiful de-

signs may be produced with this model.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 2d,

No. 27 DRAGLINE. This Im-
posing model of a giant excavator is

ntted with travelling, luffing, slewing,
and dragging movements.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 3d.

No. 28 PONTOON CRANE. The
movements of this model include the
operation of the two hoisting blocks,
slewing of the entire crane, and luffing.

Price of special Instruction leaflet 2d.

No. 29 HAMMERHEAD CRANE,
This is a very realistic and powerful
model, comprising traversing, hoist-
ing and slewing motions.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 2d.

No. 30 BREAKDOWN CRANE.
This model is equipped with travelling,
slewing, luffing, and hoisting motions,
and also is fitted with laminated
springs, out-riggers, etc.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 3d.

No. 31
VATORS.

WAREHOUSE WITH ELE-
The two cages are driven

* work alternately,

Causing at top and bottom positions.
"rice of special Instruction Leaflet 3d.

No, 32 TWO-CYLINDER STEAM
ENGINE AND BOILER. This is a
realistic working model of a complete
steam plant, equipped with
gear, governor, balanced cranks, etc.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 3<£

No, 33 SINGLE AND DOUBLE
FLYBOATS. These two models repre*
seat popular pleasure-fair attractions.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 3d.

No. 34 THREE-ENGINE BIPLANE.
This is a realistic model of an

itA rgosy machine, and fitted
with ailerons, elevators and rudders.
Price of special Instruction Leaflet 3d.

MECCANO LIMITED
OLD SWAN, LIVERPOOL
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(145) Three-lever Interlocking Frame for Railway Signals
{By W. Pantin, Blackheath, S.E.2)

RAVELLING in the very early days of the railways must
have been an adventurous and thrilling affair, for no proper
signalling system was then in use to control the trains

which were thus entirely dependent on the skill of the pointsmen
and the men who attended to the working of the crude appliances

Such

t

that were the forerunners of the ern semaphore signal.

an unsatisfactory arrangement could not last, however, and in

Messrs. J. j\, J, J. F., and W. A. Stevens patented a locking

device the purpose of which was to prevent conflicting points and
signals being moved. So excellent was the principle underlying

the invention that it is used, practically unaltered, in nearly

every modern signalling installation, however complicated.

The Meccano model inter-

locking frame shown in Fig. 145
is based on the Stevens system
and it is very simple to construct.

It is shown complete with the
necessary levers, but it will

work equally well if connected
to a Hornby Control Lever
Frame. The addition of the

device to any model railway

The levers consist of 5|* Strips mounted on a Rod and retained
in position by Collars. The sides of the lever frame consist of
Sector Plates that are joined together at their top ends by two
5 1* Angle Girders, across which are bolted four 2£* Flat Girders.

Construction of the Locking Mechanism

Flangedwill be seen from the illustration the 5£*x2§
Plate containing the locking mechanism, is attached to the lower
edges of the Sector Plates together with a 5£* Flat Girder ; the
latter forms part of the bearings for the Rods 1, 2, 3. The Plate
may readily be detached from the rest of the model and used
as a separate unit in conjunction with a Hornby Control Lever

Frame. Each of the 3V Rods 1, 2, 3,

carries an End Bearing that is secured
end of the Rod,

Bracket forms

Collar

Layout will

the amount
enormously

interest to be
derived from manipulating the
railway.

•Couplings slide

The model demonstrates the

that is necessary for a
simple main and branch line

junction for a single track

Reduced to the simplest

arrangement, three levers are

viz., one (M H) for

working the main home signal

(the taller of the two signals of

a bracket signal) ; another (P)

and a third

branch home
for the s

(BH)
poi

for the
signal (the short bracket signal).

In the illustration the P lever

is set for the branch line. In
consequence of this the branch
home
and

should be
ii

off
it

main home signal at

"danger," thus indicating to

the approaching train that the
oints are set for the branch.
n order to fulfil the conditions

ol the interlocking system the
points must remain immovable so long as the branch home signal

i i f/ ij _^^i ^ l _j_v_ _-, ^_
*

i_ _ * _t j i i i i

and a Flat
a connection between

Bearing and the bottom end
r. The movements of the

Kuds are limited bv Collars secured on
their outer ends.

Each tappet (7, 8, 9, 10) consists of

two Washers mounted
Bolt that is inserted in the

set-screw hole of a Coupling, All four
on Central

5, but the Couplings carrying
the tappets 7 and 8 are secured rigidly to

the Rod 4, whilst the remain iner two are
secured to the Rod (>. This
arrangement ensures that the
respective groups of tappets

Careful

to

move as one.

should be
of the tappets

on their supporting Couplings.
Each pair of tappets has

a limited sideways movement
is controlled bv the

m

Collars on the Rods 1, 2, 3.

For example, in moving the
P lever to the position shown
in the illustration the tappet
8 has been moved to the left

(by riding up the Collars on
the Rod as the er

moves towards the front of
:ograph) and the
is forced into the

remains off, and also the main home signal must be locked
in the

,( on "
• Itosition « in other

&
d, when the points

are to be set for a main line train, they must first be placed in

the correct direction before the main home signal lever can be

formed
Thus the M H lever

the end
mes im-

Now the B H lever

pulled. As soon as this is done, both the points and branch
home signal are locked, until such time as the main home signal

danger.

"

With the model
is mi

is returned to
the conditions outlined above are fulfilled

possible to pull the levers other than in their correct order unless

the adjustment of the tappets is interfered with or great force

is used. (Tampering with the mechanism may be prevented
by securing a second 5A*x2^" Flanged Plate over the Plate that
contains the locking gear).

of a Collar and the Rod 1.

movable as soon as the P lever is moved.
may be pulled, thus forcing the tappets 9 and 10 to the left and
locking the P lever as shown. - v *- ^»^r?^ *

lever before the P lever, for the Collars on the Rod
It is impossible to shift the B H

2 normally
keep the tappets 9 and 10 forced to the right in the
the Rod 3.

if
step

»

j

on

With the P and B H levers in their normal positions the M H
lever may be pulled, as the tappet 8 is now free to slide into the
" upper step" on the Rod 2 locking the latter (and also the
lever) until the M H lever is placed in the normal or

,€ danger
position once more.
The lengths of Control Wire 1 1 are attached to f" Bolts inserted

P
i

»

m the set-screw holes of the End B arings on the Rods I. 2. 3
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Meccano Manuals Instructions

most remarkable ications of their

are packed with hundreds of

illustrations, reproduced from actual photo-

half-tone

leaflets are given on 64 of this magazine.

No. 00-3

graphs Meccano models,

should possess a copy of each of the

No. 4-7 Manuals, the first of which

contains instructions for building 447 models

with Outfits No. 00 to No. 3. The

directions for building

complicated

models that may be built

Manm
4-7 Manuals
separately

details of the complete range of special

addition to the 00-3 and 4-7 Manuals.

The prices of the full range of Meccano
Manuals of Instructions are given

MECCANO "STANDARD MECHANISMS MANUAL"
rs know,As most Meccano

Meccano movements, such as

Drive-changing

ar

eanngs
one mo

*»

are certain

, Clutches,

Brakes, Roller

ich may be applied to more than

to say, they are to a certain

To enable keen model-builders to

movements have been collected and si and
obtained in the form of a Manual entitled

Mechanisms.
a

This

forms a very
valuable assistance when

. -
i

nee is

.

such in-

models that no

boy should consider his

s in eir models, these standardised

complete without
be]ow.

equipment
e price is indicated

PRICES OF MECCANO MANUALS

No. Manual of Intructions

No. 00-3 ,.

United Overseas
N.Z. &S.A

Aus Canada

»>NTo, 4-7 „

tamlarrl M* chaiiisms Manual
Bound Manual of Instructions 7/6

eccano Book of New Models 6c 1.

6d,

2 -
2/-
1/6
9 6

9d,

6.1 1" cents.

2 3 50
2 /3 50'

1/6
11/

9d

35

m

if

..

$2.50
1 5 cents.

HOW TO OBTAIN THE MANUALS
The Manu may be from any dealer

IB <''

in the United Kingdom or direct from Meccano Ltd., Binns

, Old Swan, Liverpool. Boys living in Australia,

New Zealand, South Africa, or Canada may obtain the

Man uals from Meccano dealer, or from agents

whose names are given on page 96 of this issue.

.

LIMITED OLD SWAN LIVERPOOL
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In this page$
month by month, we reply to suggestions regarding improvements or tkLtitions to the Meccano system,

suggestions every week, and consequently we are able to publish only ideas that show particular interest or ingenuity.
We receive many hundreds of these

Suggestions submitted for considera-

tion in this section must be written on a separate sfteet of paper and the name and address of the sender must appear on each sheet used.

be addressed to
M Suggestions" Meccano Ltd., Binns Road

t
Old Swan, Liverpool.

Envelopes should

Suggested Meccano rovements
MINIATURE AMMETER.—Miniature electric

measuring instruments would doubtless give certain

Meccano models a most realistic touch. With the

aid of this instrument many interesting comparisons
be made between the load placed upon the

electric motor and the current consumed. We will

remind
can b<

might,
secure

( Reply

consider your suggestion further, and would
you that if this article is specially required it

obtained from an electrical dealer. You
however, experience difficulty in making -x

fastening for one of these meters in your model.
to L. Surridget

Wandsworth, London* S.HM7).
DOUBLE WIDTH RATCHET WHEEL*—We arc

afraid that the addition of a Double Width Ratchet
Wheel to the Meccano range would in no way eon-

stitute an improvement. We note that you intend
Ratchet so as toMausing two Pawls with the suggest

obtain greater strength, but we do not think

p
where the Ratchet mechanism has to be

strengthened, are ever met with in general model-
building- (Replv to R.MacC, Burton-on~ Trent).

A NEW ELECTRIC MOTOR.—The existing 4-volt

Electric Motor is manufactured as cheaply as possible,

without sacrificing any efficiency, and it would not
therefore be advisable

-

to attempt producing a cheap
electric motor as much of the good qualities of the

existing motor would necessarily be lost* {Reply to

U Holland, Rugby).
NEW HOOK.—We were particularly interested

in your suggestion that we should manufacture a hook
having its shank threaded so that standard nuts,

Threaded Bosses, etc., could be fastened to tt t There
appears to be distinct possibilities in your idea and
we are therefore making special note of it. (Reply to

A. E. F. Spence, Manchester).
IMPROVED DESIGNING TABLE.—Your sug-

gestion that the Designing Table (part No. 107) (which

is of course used in the Meccanograph) should be
. is nitlte interesting We do

would
manufactured circular,

not think, however, that many advantages
result from this alteration as it is found that the corners

of the existing table are most useful for placing drawing
pins when securing a sheet of paper to it. [Reply
to /L H\ Chapmant London^ S.£,5),
MODEL MUDGUARDS,—We find it totally im-

possible to consider the introduction of motor car

accessories such as mudguards, lamps, horns, etc.

Such articles can only be classified as ornaments to a
should bemodel, and where specially required it

possible for the constructor to improvise them himself

from tin plate, etc. [Reply to R, Sullivan, South
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia).

"MALTESE CROSS" MECHANISM.—Your pro-

posal that a
4i Maltese Cross " mechanism (sometimes

known as the M Geneva Stop M gear) should be intro-

Some of
standard

.* «i

duced to the Meccano system, is interesting,

our readers will know* that this gear is a
fitment in cinematograph machines, it being used to

create the intermittent motion of the film. The gear

operates as follows. In Fig; I, the pin I) secured to

an arm C which, in turn, is fastened to the
wheel A, is just entering one of the slots in the Maltese

Cross wheel B. As wheel A travels round in an anti-

clockwise direction, the pin D moves up the slot in

wheel B and consequently rotates the wheel EL In Fig.

2 the piu 1> has reached the bottom of one of the slots

in the Maltese Cross wheel, and the wheel has moved
through an angle of 45 degrees, Further rotation of

tin; wheel A will cause the pin D to eventually leave

the slot in wheel H after giving it a quarter turn*

Thus, while the bight wheel moves four times Wheel
B moves only
once* Although
this gear is

a most iu-

CTiiousone, we
o nut think

it is applicable
to the svsteiu,

_ w

but we will

keep your sug-
gestion before

us for further con*
sideratioru [Reply n
Fr

Oakes, Manchester).

GREY ENAMEL,—Tins of grey enamel, in addition

to the red and green, have already been Introduced
(see announcement in December l

\lf.Af.
,l

)» (Reply
to R. Cordon, West Bridgford),

iilllllllllllllll1]lllllll!lllllllll!ll!!l!11l)lllllllll

A Clever Model Warehouse

= Our photograph depicts an excellent model

| .Warehouse together with its clever young con-

E structor- The model was entered in a Model-

| building Contest some time ago, but unfortunately

5 the photograph was separated from the covering _
E letter and we are unable to state the builder's name. =
= We should he glad therefore If he will communicate =
= with us. =5
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COUPLING.—

A

Fig-1

AN INTERESTING
having a square slot in one end and a standard Meccano
hole in the other, would doubtless form a solution to

the problem of winding the Clockwork Motor in

awkward places. We are afraid, however, that the

introduction of this part is not a practical consideration,

as considerable difficulty would be experienced in

tightening up the set screw firmly in Hie round hole

portion of the Coupling in order to withstand the

tremendous torque that is set up when the Clockwork
Spring is contracted. [Reply to F. Lawton, Leyland,
Lanes.),
INSULATED PLATE.—We have noted your sug-

gestion that a number of the standard plates should
be duplicated in fibre or ebonite. This is an interesting

idea and we are giving it careful attention. These
plates would oi course he found ntost useful in the

Radio Receiving Set described in last month's issue,

[Reply to J . Ager, Isleworth).

RUBBER TUBING.—Rubber tubing for covering
the bare Copper Wire would certainly be useful in many
electrical models as the different leads could be efficient-
ly insulated from each other by means of the tubing.
We are keeping your idea before us and in the mean-
time we would suggest that you obtain a length of
4i
Sistoflex " tubing, as this will suit your purpose

admirably, and can be obtained from any electrical
store. (Reply to E. /. Myers, Pontiac, Illinois, U.S.

A

.).

DUST COVERS.—We have considered carefully
your suggestion that thin metal covers should be
supplied for completely enclosing the Electric Motors,
While we agree that most motors are completely
enclosed so as to protect the armatur* ami brushes
from dust, etc., we consider that the Meccano Electric
Motors are far too sturdily constructed to be affected
by these elements, and special covers are therefore
unnecessary. [Reply to E, A. Breftdon, Taunton),
IMPROVED CLOCKWORK MOTOR.—To manu-

facture the Clockwork Motor with two flanges in a
similar manner to the Electric Motor, would be an
excellent idea. We are keeping your suggestion in
mind and will comment upon it later. [Reply to M*
Driver, Thornton).

CATERPILLAR TRACK.—Your suggestion that
a number of small rectangular plates fitted alternately
with hooks and eyes, so that they might be hinged
together, for caterpillar track is a most interesting one*
You suggest that the centre of each plate should be
serrated so that the plates might be rotated by means
of Pinions, and we have no doubt that quite a positive
drive could be obtained by this means. Wc will
consider your idea carefully. (Reply to L* Hale, West
iSromwich).

IMPROVED LOADED HOOK—We were interest*
ed to hear that you consider an increase in the adapt-
ability of the Loaded Hook, part No. 57b, would be
made if the ring at present attached were fashioned in
the shape of a small hook. This would, of course,
allow the accessory to be moved rapidly from one cord
to another and would also enable it to be fastened to
the Sprocket Chain, Your idea is quite sound and
we will give it further attention. [Reply to S, K.
O'Hara, Dublin),
CONICAL DISC—Some time aeo in these columns

we asked readers to forward their suggestions as to
how a conical disc could be employed in the Meccano
system in addition to its use as a disc cover for the
Pulley Wheels in model motor cars. Numerous sug-
gestions have been received that conical discs could
be used most effectively, in conjunction with a Pulley
Wheel fitted with a rubber ring, as a cone clutch.
This is an interesting idea, but we would point out
that the conical disc, in order that it might be used

the Motor Chassis, would necessarily have to
be 3* in diameter, and this would mean that a cone
clutch incorporating it would be of rather clumsy
dimensions. (Reply to G. R. Webb, Bishop's Stortford ;

A. G. Egcrtonw Buckingham ; ando'
SEPARATE PARTS OF CLOCKWORK MOTOR,—

Although the separate components of the Clockwork
Motor are not listed in our catalogues, etc.,

can be obtained separately on application to our
Returns Department. (Reply to G. A m Walton, Tennka,
New Zealand}*
THAT ELUSIVE SCREWDRIVER !—We have

noted your idea that the Screwdrivers and Spanners
should be painted in bright colours so that they would

Thisbe seen easily amongst other Meccano parts.
alteration would doubtless go a long way to help
the absent-minded builder in constructing his models
but a simpler and more effective method of preventing
Ins tools from always being mislaid, is the following.
lie a length of cord to the Screwdriver or Spanner
and to the free end of the cord fasten a Hook (part No,
57), The Hook should then be slipped into a screw
eye on th«

work-table, or
may even be
attached to the
model under
construction. In

this way the im-
nt can
be lost.

to A. R
WimblcdtH.

London, S.H .).

never
(Reply
Brown

*

Fig: 2

#
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Why
Boys

Should Join the Meccano

aaDnDDnnnDDnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnanannnnnnDnnnnnnD
The really happy boys throughout the

world to-day are those who have a hobby
in which they take an enthusiastic andr—

lasting interest, and the happiest of all

are

of all hobbies
o boys, for their's is t lie greatest

a boy takes up a
hobby, whatever it may be, he feels a great
desire to meet other boys having interests
similar to his own, and to compare notes
and talk things over with them. This is

be filled up, signed and witnessed. This
rm is then sent to the Secretary with a re-

mittance to pay for a badge. The applicant
is then duly enrolled as a member of the
Guild and his badge and membership cer-
tificate are sent to him. The neat little

corners rep-gular badge—its

resenting the three objects of the Guild
and the certificate are

partial

ano
case with
content to

Meccano.
" ~ fav a

hand for long.

meet other Meccano
He very soon wants to

to see their
models and to show them his own, and to

received with enthusiasm. The price of the
Guild badge is 7d., or [/- if sent overseas.

The Correspondence Clun

Although the Guild was origin
benefit of Meccano Clubs it

discuss plans and
bigger models.

mes for other to-day a very large number of
1

It is more than 20 -years since Meccano
began to take its place as the greatest of
all hobbies, and even in those early days
Meccano boys were form-
ing themselves into

clubs and societies. Pre-
sently we at Meccano
Headquarters began to
receive letters asking us

inc hides
"lone"

In many cases these members
far away from a Meccano Club and

sometimes far away from any other
Meccano boy. It is a great joy to such

GUILD
A New Year!

ofOnce again I have the pi
wishing A Happy New Year to the members
of the Meccano Guild, and to
clubs in all parts of the wo Id ear
my good wishes will reach a larger number
of Meccano boys than ever, for during 1928
the G showed wonderf progress

e

to set up
central organisation

some form of

to

all the individual

clubs and societies might
look for

which would weld them
all into one body-
We realised that the de-

sire for a central organ isa-

and
it

was genuine
widespread and felt

our duty to do every-
thing we could to satisfy

the demand.

A Unique Brotherhood

So the Meccano Guild,

the most remarkable
brotherhood of boys in

the world, came into being

and Meccano clubs also were remarkably
The growing strength of the clubs

is in fact the most remark-
able feature of the past
year, and it is particularly
gratifying to note a great
increase in the number of
clubs that have been
established in schools.
Without

•9»

kind are strong
mbers and the em-

bers are full of enthusiasm.
Reports of past events
and programmes
futureo show

Leaders and nth
organised their clubs

firm basis.on a
In many places an Ex-
hibition or Concert by
the Meccano club is now
a recognised social event,
and the work of the

i fair share
of notice in the loc

inve

1919, with
Hornby, the Meccano clubs include in their programmes practically every hobby that appeals to

the above photograph of the orchestra of the Chalmer's Church (Alloa) MX. Thisano. as
The an-

of this is shown in
An instance

its President,
nouncement of its birth was received with
.the utmost enthusiasm throughout the
great army of Meccano boys of all nations,

and applications for membership began
to come in immediately in large numbers.
Since that time the membership of the

has grown enormously, and a
feature of its growth, has been its

mess.

Objects of the Guild

The three objects of the Guild, set

in the form of application for membership,
are as follows :

(i)

-

s life rhter

(2)

To make every
and happier.

To foster clean-mindedness, truthful*

ness, ambition and initiative in boys.
To encourage boys in the pursuit
of their studies and hobbies; and

development
of mechanical

orchestra has performed In pub He with great success

members to have someone to write to who is

really interested in the Meccano hobby, and
it was the realisation of this fact that led to
the inauguration of a GuildCorrespondence
Club. Through the medium of the Corres-
pondence Club bovs living in the remotest
parts of the world are placed in touch withiii » v.- • •. *• ......
other boys of their own age and of similar

Meccano Magazine ' is the officialThe 1

1

in theespec

of their
and engineering principles.

In order to join the Meccano Guild it is

for the form of application to

*

organ of the Guild , and each month two
or three pages are devoted to Guild matters,
including brief reports of club progress.

us, by its means each club is kept ac-

quainted with theprogressof all other clubs.
Every Meccano boy should be a member

of the Guild. As soon as he receives his

badge and certificate of membership he has
the right of entry into the innermost circles

of Meccanoland.' His pleasure in his hobby
is increased enormously and he has the
ceen satisfaction of knowing that, instead
of bein.e; an isolated unit, he belongs to a
great brotherhood of boys with members in

every country in the world.

Good Resolutions

Although progress in
1 &>8has been satisfactory,

I hope to see a record increase in numbers
and enthusiasm during 1929. This will

follow if every member resolves to add at
least one recruit to the growing army of
Meccano boys. great opportunity of
starting the good work presents itself at

a very largethis time of the year, w
number of bovs have received
Outfits or Hornby Train Sets as Christmas
presents, and have thus become eligible

for membership of the Guild.
As this is the season for good resolutions,
should like every club member also to

make one. This is to make his club
better known among his friends, and to
show Meccano boys who are not yet club
members how much they "are missing by
not enjoying their hobby in the company
of other enthusiasts.

The present time is also very suitable for

Oft* "11

recm

v

campaign. I have
mes for making

ad
wider circle of boys. These usually have

membership known to a

proved very sho.u Id
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be
cribed as

by what may be ties-

direct action " on the part of A fit 1 1 SI f*£H"1
the members. In one club this has taken
a very interesting and pleasant form.
A deputation headed by the Leader called
at the homes of a number of boys who
were likely to make good members. At
every house visited they were gree

, ««~ their explanation of the
aims of the club was received with great
interest. Without exception the

m
of the boys interviewed were very pleased
to rind that somebody was willing to take

and gave them
every encouragement to join. The results
of the campaign were very satisfactory.
Not only were new members added to the
club roll, but their parents and friends were
convinced that the club was worthy of

ir support.

an interest in their sons

An Annual ?

Some of my readers may remember that
a con-st few years ago I suggested

ference of Meccano clubs should be held,
but for certain reasons this proved im-
possible. During the past few months
I have been interested to receive
tions from several quarters for a similar

Many of the difficulties that
arose when I first proposed the scheme
have been removed in the meantime, but
I should like to have the opinion of Leaders
and secretaries before taking * " "

steps.

A conference would be useless if it were
. It has been

D

my definite.

area con
be to arrange or

expense of sendin_
delegates would be too heavy for many of
the smaller clubs, so that only the larger
and more prosperous clubs would benefit.
Because of this it seems to me that a
better plan might

ces. Representatives of the
clubs in a large city such as London, for
instance, could meet together in order to
discuss matters of particular interest to
themselves and to make arrangements for

meetings or Exhibitions. Alterna-
tively, Leaders and secretaries could form
themselves into a district council to make
plans for the general welfare of the clubs

represent. This has been done in an
informal manner in some instances and the
result in co-operation has im-
proved the standing of the clubs con-
cerned. I should like to emphasise the
fact that such area conferences are possible
also in overseas countries, even where
clubs are separated by larger distances.

I think the time has come when these
suggestions should be discussed Jt
and I hope the Leaders and secretaries will
give me the benefit of their thoughts on
them.

Proposed Clubs
Attempts are being made to form Meccano

Clubs in the owing and 'S

interested should communicate with the
-

promoters whose names and addresses

4, Bostock
are given below :

—

Abingdon—L. E.
Avenue, Abingdon, Berks,

Derby—R. Farrow, 50, Arthur Street.
Derby.

Dublin— Conran, 32, Thomas Street
Dublin.

Federated Malay States—Arthur Xunn,
2, Hope Bungalow, Main Road, Taiping,
Perak, Federated Malay States.

Glasgow—A. Clark, 3, Kelvinside Terrace.
N. Glasgow.

Town
CREDITON
CROMER
CROWLE

DON
DALMUIR
DARLINGTON
DERBY
DISS
DUBLrN

DUDLEY
EASTBOURNE
BAST/HAM
EDINBURGH

EXETER
M

«

•

FALMOUTH
ti

FOLKESTONE
FRIMLEY GREEN
GALASHIELS
GARSTANG
GLASGOW

• »

GRANTHAM
GRAVESEND

GREAT BADDOW
G R I MSB

Y

GUILDFORD
HADLEIGH
HALIFAX
HARROGATE
HARTLEPOOL
HARWICH
HERNE BAY
HESSLE
HIGH WYCOMBE
HOLBEACH
HOYLAKE
HUDDERSFIBLD
HULL

1 f

I LFO RD
ILFRACOMBE
IPSWICH
1ERSEY
KEIGHLEY
KIDDERMINSTER
KILCREGGAN
LARNE
LEEDS

LEICESTER

LETCHWORTH
L I CHF I E LD
LIVERPOOL

RIN
LONDON

WLS

• t

M
f i

*'

t

ifJ

i

i *

iv

it

t I

LOUTH
LUDLOW
LUTON

it

ft

ft

ft

tt

MELTON
MIDDLESBROl
NEWCASTLE
NORWICH
NORTHWOOD

NOTTINGHAM
»t

AY
GH

NUNEATON

OBAN
OUNDLE
PARKSTONE
PEEBLES

M.C.

Club
QUEEN ELIZABETHS SC. M.C.
CROMER M.C.
CROWLE M.C.
WHITGIFT MIDDLE SCHOC
MORISON MEMORIAL M.C
DARLINGTON M.C.
MUNICIPAL SEC. SCHOOL
DISS CHURCH M.C.
DUBLIN No. I M.C.
SOUTH DUBLIN M.C.
DUDLEY M.C.
-MEADS M.C.
EASTHAM M.C.
EDINBURGH M.C.
LOANHEAD M.C.
HEAVITREE M.C.
POLSLOE RANGERS M.C.
PRIORY ATHLETIC M.C.
ST. PETER'S & ST. PAUL'S
ST. THOMAS CHOIR M.C.
FALMOUTH WESLEY M.C.
SELWOOD HOUSE SCHOOL M.C.HARVEY STREET MISSION M.C.SOUTH FARNBO ROUGH M.C.
GALASHIELS M.C.
GARSTANG & DISTRICT M.C.
AUCHINAIRN M.C.
VICTORIA M.C.

EARLSFIELDS M.C.
CECIL ROAD M.C.

M.C

M.C

M.C

GREAT BADDOW M.C
GRIMSBY CENTRAL M.C.
GUILDFORD M.C.
MERELANDS M.C.
HALIFAX M.C.
HARROGATE AND DISTRICTW EST HARTLEP00L M .CHARWICH M.C.
H. B. MECCA
HESSLE M.C.
ROYAL GRAMMAR SCHOOL M.C.
HOLBEACH WESLEYAN M.C.THE LEAS M.C-
SKELMANTHORPE M.C.
HOLY TRINITY CENTRAL M.C.MEMORIAL M.C.
SOUTH PARK M.C.
ILFRACOMBE M.C.
HEMINGSTONE M.C.
ST. LAWRENCE M.C. «*LUND PARK M.C.

'""
WOLVERLEY SCHOOL M.C.
GREENOCK ACADEMY M.CLARNE M.C.
HAREHILLS M.C.

IJ
CT

T^
R^ C£HNtCIL SCHO0L M.C.

^T. JAMES M.C.
WESTCOTES M.C.
WINCHESTER AVENUE M <

.

WYGGESTON BOYS M.C.
WESTBURY M.C.
LICHFIELD M.C.
GARSTON M.C.
LIVERPOOL M.C.
ST. MARY'S M.C.
LLANYRE HALL M.C
BELGRAVIA M.C.
BRIXTON HILL M.C
CENTRAL HACKNEY M.C.
CHRIST CHURCH M.C.
COLLEGIATE SCHOOLS M.C
EDINBURGH CASTLE M.C.
HOLY TRINITY (BARNSBURY) M.
LINKS BOYS' M.C.
MALL SCHOOL M.C
MARSH STREET CONWAY M.C.
MEESON M.C.
ST. GEORGE'S M.C
ST. MARK'S M.C.
STATIONER'S SCHOOL M.C.
WIMBLEDON M.C
WOOLWICH & PLUMSTEAD M.C
LOUTH M.C
LUDLOW M.C
LI "TON M.C
BKNTCUFF M.C
HASLINGDEN M.C-
PENDLETON M.C
SALE MOOR MX.
SEDGLEY PARK M.C
WITHINGTON KIM M.C

C

UNITED SCHOOLS M.C
MIDDLESBROUGH M.C.
NEWCASTLE M.C
ST. PETER MANCROFT
NORTHWOOD M.C
RUISLIP COMMON M.C
NOTTINGHAM Y.M.C.A.
WEST VIEW M.C

M.C

NUNEATON GRAMMAR SC.
ATTLEBOROUG H B A PT1ST
OBAN M.C.
OUNDLE M.C
PARKSTONE M.C.-
PEEBLES M.C

Ma
M.C
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+ Second
Secretary

A. J. Sprague, Queen Elizabeth's School.
C. Carter, " Grcnadahr," Holt Road.
M. Boardman, North Street Stores.
F. T. Broekcs, 14, Addiscombe Court Road,
& G^ra

7
d
l
Yarrow

»
Montrose St., Clydebank

Mr. W..J. Lawson, 15, Peel Street.
W. P. Smith, 435, I'Uoxeter Road.
Mr. W. J. Hunt, 38, Mount Pleasant.
Mr. G, Seymour, 48, Ecclcs Street.
G. M. Fol.-y, 44, Eaton Square, Terr-uure.
Mr. A. Darby, 93, Oueen's Cross.
A. A. Moore, 7, Rod nil II Road.
P. Taylor, Bye- pass Road.
G. Wood, 6, Tavlor Gardens, Lcith.
B. Warnock, R.P. Manse, Loan head.
W. (.,, Wills, 3, Park Street, Heavitrce.
W. Bast in, 190, Pinhoe Road.
A. WUldcks.n, Brunswick Place. Paris Street
Mr, M. C Hodder, 60, Elmside.
!•-. Williams, 39, Okehampton Road.
Mr. J. H. Jordan, Langton Terrace.

w r *
t" «* Kueebone, Selwood House School,

Mr. R, Pope, Kosedene^CapeHe-Pera*',
£. P. Canham, 98, Peabodv Road.
O. Richmond, 58, St. John Street.
J .

T. Berry, Victoria Street,
J. Brown, The Grove. Old Auchmairn.
H. C I_ „ . . 4, Montgomerie Gardens,
Sroutoun,

H. Stevens, 2, The Grove, Earlsficfds.
G. N. Cottle, 53, Cecil Road.
E. Jones, 14, Granville Road.
Mr. J. Pitts, Hills Chantry.
L. Yarborough, 387, Cleetfcorpe Road.
J. E. C. Moorey, Mardyke, ShaHord R
E. Stroud, Lindsev Vicarage.
C Walton, 22, Milton Street.
Mr. C Crausaz, 30, Low ther Arcade.
Mr. J. Taylor, 71, Arncliffe Gardens.
A. E. Ward, Osborne House, Pepys Street.C W. *>••—'-» j *•«*-- •<•» * J

H< \

T
Russell, 4, Clifb ... Villas, South Road.

A.rilhngham, Red Lea, Marlborough A v.
I. W. Lans, 18, Dashwood Avenue.
W. Clarke, The Tenters,
J. A. Leathan, The Leas.
Mr. R. G. Field, Pilling House.

. Adams, 2, Mary's Terrace, Porter Street.
Jackson, 68, Wt stbourne Avenue.

D. Bradford, 26, Guildford Rd., Seven Kings.
R. Trawin, 33, Victoria Road.
Lewis Otford, Post Office, Hetuingstone.

. Langlois, ViUe-au-Vesl- t,St. Lawren
,J;

S. Holmes, 56, Manneville Road.
W. I\ G. Gadsby, Wolverley School.
R. Calder, 73, Brisbane Street.

CP-

H. Rutherford, Main Street.
K. Fourness, 1, Berkeley Street, Harehills,

K. Clayton, I he Cottage, Osmond thorpe.W Armstrong, 4, Gaunt BIdgs., Derby St.
S. Phtpps, 292, Narborough Road.
E. Ingles, 16, Lambert Road.
P. 11. Kendal, Wyggeston Grammar School.
E. Move, 24, Burnell Rise,
W. H. Johnson, 58, Beacon Street.
P- Hogg, ii. Moss Street, Garston.
(», Ibbotson, 30, Redvers Drive, OrrelJ Park.
F. Joyce, 47. Northdalc Road, Wavertree,
R. Cave^Brown-Cave, LIan\T:e Hall.
R. A, Woolidge, 29, Rosenthal Road, S.E.6.
J. Morton, 17, Ostade Road, S.W.2.
H. Michel, 49, Middleton Road, E.8.
R. H. Bentley, 81, Abbey La., Stratford, E, IS.
K. WaJden, Wlnchmore Hill Coll. Sch., N.21.
R. D. Surndgo, 39 r Hnddart Street, Bow, E.3.
Mr. S. H. Wilson, 29, Thornhill Road, N.l,
R. Donaldson, 38, Eastbourne Road, S.W. 17.
B S. Harvey, 14, Sandy Lane, Teddington.
W, n. Knight, 22, Howard Rd., Church Hill.
A, Baker, 4, Bristol Road, West Ham, E.I 5.C Jcrram, 63, Boundary Road, E.13.
G. C Green, 21. Haftou R.i., Catford, S.E.6.
G. H. Dunkling, Stationer's School, N.8.M-« ?arro11 -

" Dairm," Drax Av., S.W,20.
S. Wellcr, 22, Wood hurst Road, S.E.1S.
II Bell, 10, Dyas Terrace, Charles Street.
A. J. Chester, 8, Castle View,
L. Goldsmith, ©9, Tennyson Ron
E. Shorrock, 27,

d
-....-„ ,

Trafalgar Road, Pendleton.
Iv. (*, Tupling, 16. Alexandra Ter., Rossendaie.
E. Gibson, 20, Grosvenor Place. Salford.
F. Leigh, Myrtle Croft, Sale Road, North, nden.
W. 'Robinson, Queens Drive, Scdglcy Park.
C. Ball, 45, Davenport Avenue, Withington.
G. L. Wilson, 1 1. Cromwell Road, Burton Hill.
A Bradley, 95. Deepdale Av.. Marton Grov.-.
H. Levin. 6. Windsor Street, Bvker, Wallsend,
L. CJairs. Bonfire. Blofield. •

F. Brown, 27, Hallow. 11 Road.
L. Ive, Chestnut House, Ruislip Common.
Mr. E. A. Oldham, Y.M.C.A,

H. W. R. Cousens, 494, Mansfield Road.
Sherwood.

Mr. A. H, Pyne.
R. l)enny, 114, Queens Road.
I. Maclean, Hamilton Park Terrace.
E, L. Straw, Ewelme. South Road-

Ring Edward VI School.

E. Bath. 165. Ashlev Road.
G. Flint. \ M.CA. -'
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GUARANTEED FLYING MODELS

THE DEMON -

Patent Applied For,

/
'6

THE 7/6 and 10/6"TRACTOR"
MACHINES are fitted

with a combination
swivrl do ii bit* bearing
and shock-absorbing
chassis* This invention
gi\ & the propeller a

50% advantage over
other Tractor Models
regarding breakages.

THE "PUSHER"
TYPE MACHINES are
practically unbreakable
and can be flown into a
brick wall without

damage*

No.O f6

Prices: PUSHER TYPE
TRACTOR TYPE

/m to 14'6
/4'6 to 21 /

THE WARNEFORD MODEL AEROPLANE can
be obtained from any London Store, or Messrs.

HamIcy Bros, Ltd., or Branches, and from all the

Leading Stores throughout the world,

Sole Manufacturer

F. J. MEE, Greenwic Road, on, S.E. 1

TRADE ONLY.

BOOKS THAT EVERY READER a ft

By the of the Great Barrier Reef Efej ion, . 29

iiTHE SEA 17

Our Knowledge of Life in the Sea and How it is Gained

STORIES OF

ENGINEERING
By F. S. RUSSELL, D.S.C..B.A..&C. M. YONGE.D.Sc.Ph.D.
With 384 illustrations, 167 of which are in full colours. 12/6 net
If* * . . The charm about the book is that everything is authentic, the

feeding of marine animals, the pririfcijrfes of deep sea fishing* the formation
of coral masses, the sea bottom, etc., all are Vouched for, and the methods
shown bv those who have discovered them. This is a gift book which anyone
would appreciate/-—^Cutrmt Literature.

ADVENTURE
Railways—Ships—Canals

STORIES Oi

ENGINEERING
Is

ADVENTURE

EDWARD

OF THE Willi 5-

trations and various diagrams

Past and Present, Their Story and in the text. 7 6 net.

W. GORDON. Illustrated by \V, STOKOE 41

With over 500 illustrations in colour and black and white.

6 '- n

This volume is now recognised as the Standard Work on Flags. The
illustrations are correct in colour and detail and absolutely up-tonlate.

The latest additions (1928) are the new South African and Afghanistan Flags.

h- bov who is fortunate enough
to get hold of this hook will regard

himself as the favoured possessor

of a treasure which ho will only
relurtantlv yield even to an elder

brother, until he has read it through."

Xftthodist Liader.

#
EDWARD pESSY

J

1 BOOKS
A ue of Handbooks with. Numerous Illustrations and rams—20 Titles now ready

—

Qd. net each.

" The handbooks admirably fulfil their aim, which is to give a brief ue of the main principles and rules in each ease, with practieal advice on salient details."
• * V THE FIELD,

HOCKEY BOXING BADMINTON MOTOR CYCLING PARTY GAMES
JUJUTSU & JUDO RUGBY FOOTBALL STAMP COLLECTING BILLIARDS 8c

ROWING 8c SCULLING ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL
FULL LIST POST FREE ON

ICE 8c ROLLER SKATING

FREDERICK WARNE & CO. BEDFORD COURTt LONDON, W.C.2
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St Michael's (Teignmouth) RC—Homby Train
Nights are particularly enjoyed by members. Trains
are often run on a large track with the room in dark-
ness, thus reproducing night conditions, and signal-
men are kept busy. It is expected that ^very member
will join the Hornby Railway Company and a local

branch will be formed. Copies of the "M,M." and
other interesting literature are always available on
club nights. Secretary : Donald Harris, 4 t Wellington
Street, Teigninouth, Devon.

mouth MX*—The excellent programme being
foHowed includ c s Model-

Albion (Portsmouth) M.C—A large model is being
made of the^ heavy Kaclial Transporter described on

tot last September.pages 718, 719 of
The members were
which submitted

the 'W-Af.-"
divided into

ns for various paarts
each
of

of

machine. Contracts for the construction were then
awarded, and work commenced* Members arc greatly

interested in this original scheme, and work on the
Transporter will continue until it is satisfactorily

completed* Club roll : 9. Secretary : J* V, I*. Kemp,
Albion House, Mile End, Portsmouth*

*

building
One

and Debates,
was de-

The

evening
voted to the
of Motor Transport, il-

lustrated by models of
cars and lorries. In-

teresting Lantern Lec-
tures also have
given, one of the most
successful being on
* * Lmulon's Under-
ground Railway "

Mayor of Plymouth has
been asked to become
President of the club.

Club roll : 22. Secretary :

K, Wills, 8, Beechwood
Avenue, Mutley, Ply-
mouth*

United Schools (Mel-
ton Mowbray) MX,
Meetings have been
very successful and
members look forward

Club

J i nun is: ii it Liiiiiriiiiimiiimi minimi iiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiji iimiiiiijmiiiiiim

r

to

eagerness* A Concert
and Social is being ar-
ranged In order to raise

money for the Summer
Outing Fund
building is the chief
feature of the syllabus
and the Meccano Elec-

ing
taty
given
who

was

i

trie Motor owned by
the club is in great de-
mand. Club roll : 24.
Secretary** G. L. Wilson,
11, Cromwell Road,
Burton Hill. Melton
Mowbray.
The Leas (Hoylake)

MX.—A most interest-
lecture on V Mill*
Signalling

"

by Mr.
gave practical

ons of
methods of fixing tele-

phone and
wires, A film kindly
lent by Shell-Mex
Limited has been ex-
h i bited . The Leader

,

Mr. Bigiand, gave a
Lecture on the fl Two-stroke Motor Cytte Engine"
and showed the parts of an engine as' illustrations,

A novel Competition caused a great deal of fun.
Several advertisements were cut up, each into ten
pieces, and the fragments put into envelopes marked
with the name of the advertiser. Competitors were
required to fit them together again. A No. 3 Meccano
Outfit has been purchased for club use, and one of
the members has presented a Meccano Clockwork
Motor, Club roll : 46. Secretary : C. Olkrenshaw,
The Leas, Hoylake.
Elm Road (Beekenbam) M.C,—Is again making

way. Model building Nights are well
attended and the models constructed show great
originality. One evening was spent in
Model Ships, the problem set being how to design
ws suitable for large vessels* One member read

a most interesting paper on the " Surrey Iron Rail-
road." Hornby Train Nights are frequently held.

roll: 2L Secretary: C. W. Price, 52, Queen's
, ,^g?wr;pl,

f
,r,,wj Kent.

Diss Church M.C-—Fortnightly meetings are held
and every third meeting is cither a Meccano or Hornby
Train Night. An excellent Lantern Lecture on
44 London" was given by the President, Mr. W.
Golding. Model-building Competitions have
arranged, in addition to one for the best Hornby
Train Layout. The last meeting before Christmas
was a Story Evening, and concluded with a
amusing Mock Parliament, Club roll ; 32.
Mr. \\\ l; Hunt, 38, Mount Pleasant

Holy Trinity (Barnsbury) M.C—The Tenth Annual
Exhibition was a great success. Almost every member
exhibited an original model and entered for the
various competitions that were organised. Models

from Headquarters were also on view
t and

Lott
f
8 Bricks Ltd. very kindly lent a few model

houses for use in connection with the Electric Railway
Layout/ The Model- building and Handicrafts Com
petitions were judged by Mr. Percival Marshall,
Editor of the "Model Engineer" An interesting
feature was the number of visitors from other Meccano

clubs, five of these
being represented. Club
roll : 50. Secretary ;

Mr. F, \V. Johnson*
2^, Market Street,
Edgeware Road,
don, W.2.

Holbeach Wesleyan
MX,—Interest is very
keen and several new
members
enrolled. Model-build-
ing and Hornbv Train

H

Lon-

n

ly
s appear i requent-

on the syllabus,
and Story Evenings and
Lantern Lectures also
have been arranged,
A Lecture on " Famous
Bridges ** was
appreciated and
excellent models of the

es described have

-

=

Secretary

:

Stukeley
, Holbeach, Lines.

Galashiels MX.—The
remarkably varied sylla-
bus includes Games
Nights, Debates, Lan-
tern Lectures, Surprise
Night* and a Whist
Drive, in addition
Hornby
and

The Singapore MX. has the distinction of being the nearest Meccano club to the Equator, wnicn exp

the light clothing of the members, and also the palms waving over their heads. This interesting club continues

to make good progress under the enthusiastic Leadership of Mr, Choo Teck Hongt who is seen in the centre

of the group, and the standard of the models constructed is now very high*

rinmiiinimmn tin i r» E n ti r i m 4 n 1 1 1 u t n 1 1 1 m i: 1 1 r r i n n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n i ^ 1 1 mi h u i iui u I 1 1 1 m ir i n i u 1 1 iu 1 1 1 1 J i f in ii 1 1 e in in i hu ii 11 M iimh [ n 1
1 l m 1

1
i rm m m u t

m i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n i h thim i e III in ll li >t n-

Liverpool MX.—A dub room has now been secured
and the enthusiasm of the members runs high. An
excellent programme is being arranged, including
Model-building Contests for which good prizes will

be offered* New members are being enrolled at
each meeting, but further recruits will be welcomed,
Club roll: 17, Secretary : G. Ibbotson, 30, Redvers
Drive, Orrell Park,

Lichfield Central School MX.—In a "Historic
Patents Competition " members were required to
produce a model of a famous invention in its earliest

This proved vsry successful. Games Even-
ings are frequently held and a Table Tennis Tourna-
ment has been decided. Plans for Ihe second Annual

to
n Nights

Model -building
ions. The

possesses a No. 7
Meccano Outfit, and
the Eiffel Tower and

soutal Engine have
been constructed with
it. A Lantern also
has been purchased
and Lectures will now
be frequent. The dub
had a stall at a Market
Fair in aid of charity,
held in Galashiels
Town Hail, and collect-
ed £ 1 5s, Od. The dis-
play of models received
very favourable notice
in the local press.
roll: 24. Secretary
Street, Galashiels.

Club
: D,

Club
H. Lewis, 8, Mari-hutt Road,

form.

ibition
Secretary

:

Club roll 12.arc now
William Johnson,

I.i< htield, Staffs.

Halifax MX.—Members Lave
in Model-building, noteworthy models including a Safe
and several novel Cranes. On Reading Nights articles

from the *'JW*iW/' have aroused great interest. Club

S tree t
,

very industrious

roil 20 Leader: H. Kainsbottom, I55
3

Waxlev

very

Road, West Kiid, Halifax,
Bcntdiff (Pendleton) MX.— Is unfortunately with-

out a club room, and the secretary will be plcasec^to
bear from anyone wttb has a room available,
members are very enthusiastic and anxious to get to

work. Plans are being discussed by the committee
and meetings will be held regularly as soon as possible*

Club roil: 17. Secretary : E. K. Shorrack, 27,
Trafalgar Road. Pendleton, Manchester*

Richmond, 58, St, John
King Edward's High School (Birmingham) MX.

A Library has been formed and a large Model Railway
Track constructed, the parts required having been
contributed by members who possess Model Railways
of their own/ An interesting Paper on u

Irott amin has been read, and it is hoped to follow this
up by a visit to an iron works, A visit to the rubber
works of Dunlop Ltd* also is to be arranged,
roll : 8. Secretary t D
Bilston, Staffs,

Bridport Grammar School M.C.—A series of interest-
ing Lectures on." The Motor Car" has been given bv
the Leader. Lectures and Model-building Nights
alternate with each other. Models built during the
last session were judged shortly before Christmas by
the local Meccano dealer* who gave prizes for the
most original The prize-winning models and many
others were exhibited in. the dealer's window. Club
roll : 31. Secretary: E, Lawrence, 161, St. Andrew's
Road, Bridport, Dorset,

Braintree County High School MX*—Good progress
is reported and the members show great keenness in
all directions. Points are awarded for punctuality

recruiting, as well as for Model-building, Meetings
are held on Saturday mornings and are mostly de-
voted to Competitions! the Science Master of the school
acting as judge, The Leader, Mr. H. McLaren, gave
a splendid talk on " The Motor Car " Club roll : 16,
Secretary: E. P# R. Allen, St. Edmunds, Socking,
Braintree,
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HE new Eversharp Pencil
for boys is so strong and
beautifully made that you

can remove the lead-plunger,

remove the cap for the eraser,

open the lead magazine (which
contains a year's supply),
thousands of times without doing
the pencil any harm, and every
part is interchangeable!

Ev Pe only
cost
red or navy blue.

and come in bright
You be

proudproud of your Eversharp
to show your friends the way it

is m e.

opportunityWhat a
the new term offers to

an Eversharp present to your
favourite teacher or best school

chum. And there is a smaller
sized Eversharp, same model,
for sister, or your girl friend.

PENS AND PENCILS

r

_

The Wahl-Eversharp Co., Ltd,. 197 Gt. Portland Street. London, W, 1

Suggestions from

Daisy Repeater No. I 1

Here's a very sturdy, gun* I ike Rifle

with lever action and magazine to bold 350
shots. The single piece steel barrel is highly
finished nickel plate, with a stock of black walnut.

| %'lflf IHi •#* »• » **+ *#* • * lArV
i 9/6

EXPRESS STEAM LOCO AND TENDER (Mod. 234) 35/- Post Free.
Solid brass and steel through -

*I
The same siase and power as usual £6 models,

out. Drawn brass cylinders and brass pistons
jj

and driving wheels. For 2' Hails. Length 1'

largest * § O gauge on the market. Loco only 27/6,
1 4 miles on a filling* Bxtra strong rails for this loco 6/- per dozen.

*. turned steel bog it-*

Weight 5 lbs. The
Pulls six large coaches

ESCALADO
The most exciting Steeplechase game ever invented,

The Race Course comprises a stout cloth 4 J'

and 21* wide, provided with obstacles

or fences, and with Spring and clamp
ends adjustable for any
table* Horses are cut in

metal and variously
coloured.

in Three Qualities :

10/67/6
As above Better Quality

Size 72* X 18*

PATiiNL :

Pro v. 2723 L/2S.

Simplex Typewriters
Each Model writes in sigh I and each takes

any length paper, card or envelope.
Simplex Model E, 3fi characters.

Takes 5 inch width papur %

card or envelope. Simple and
practical for the beginner,
for school-work, for home or
business uses, at Idressing

envelopes, tags, etc. Price 5/~
Other Models F 10/-f G 15 S H 2

C 12/6.

Bowman Steain Engines
Specially made with]fdrilled bases for building into

Meccano models. The most powerful mgines in the

world at the price. Solid brass and steel throughout.

All these models are guaranteed to give satisfaction.

Send us vour orders at once.

ALL POST FREE

32/6
massive

powerful
model,

Weighs 7 lb

6/6 without

11/6
10/6

without

MECCANO
learnMeccano Doys

secrets of great engineer!

in the best of all w
they build with real

engineering parts
just as real en-

gineers build*

Prices of Meccano
from 3/6 to 380/-

Hornby Trains
Only when you've got

a real train like the
Hornby can you enjoy
the fun of running your
own raiiwav system.

Prices 7/6 to 110/-

H. HULL & SON
NORTH W ARCADE

MINGHAM
__
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. Myse i
Whom Be?

h

Every boy, no matter how contented he may be with

own lot at times in the ally

occupation of building " castles in the a

of the day when he may become a promi

nent figure in the business

1

1

He dreams

these men vou would prefer to if you were not

We look forward to the result with interest.

The rules of

of his and itably his mind

focusses itself upon some great man wh
ked his way t the

stand among his

With this idea in mind it occurred t

recently that it would be extreme!}

to now who are men

Aviation
Science
Motoring
Statesman
Raihva\
Roy
Literati

Cricket

Rugby
Navy
Armywhom the vast army of "MM

regard as heroes in their own particular
| Musician

sphere of activity

Sir Alan Cobham
Sir Oliver Lodge
Captain Campbell
Stanley Baldwin
Sir Felix Pole
Prince of Wales
H . G. Wells
A. P. F. Chapman
R, Cove-Smith
Earl Beatty
Lord AUenby
Sir Edward Elgar

are very simple. Each com-

petitor is required to set out on a post-

card each of two things :

—

Which of the men named he

would like to be.

Which he considers will be the

ar men in the12

order of their po
of £1/1/Cash prizes 10/6

and 5/- respectively, will be awarded to

the four competitors who give the most

accurate forecasts of the final order of

to

in

The only way of ascertaining this

de\

the

voting contest and for this purpose we gi

voting. In addition, there will be a

number of consolation prizes.

Entries should be addressed to "Vocation Vote,

in

famous men wh
centre of

bel>

list of

a

Th

ng

as outstanding

in their own walk of life.

petition is to decide which of

azme j
Old Swan >

Liverpool/
* and

reach this

overseas closing date,

not later than 31st January.
April

No reader may submit more than one entry.

Competition

From time to time we receive letters

us of some incident
i one

from readers telling

that has occurred in

of their pet animals. Many of these

stories are extremely interesting and we
should like to have more of them with a

view to publishing a selection of

f r the ben efit o f a 11 readei

eref
concerning pet

This month
prizes for the best

Th
ed to purely

trials such as cats and
i & but

To encourage
at this branch

to try their skill

photography we offer

or the best artificial
~i k

prizes

light photographs of (1) A Meccano Model
or Hornby "Railway Lavont, or {'!) An v

Subject. "The two groups will be treated

as separate competitions and it should be

made clear that any form of lighting is

eligible, whether it be gas, electricity,

flashpowder or magnesium ribbon. Readers
who have not previously tried their hands

light photography will find

the article on page 51 very helpful.
_ _ jb _ an ._ m. a A jb

November Painting Competition,—The subject of

the November Painting Competition, "Guy Fawkes
Night ," allowed plenty of scope for the use of vivid

colouring, and t he majority of the competitors made
full use of their liberty. Some wonderful effects were

produced with the dazzling contrast of lurid name,

deep blue starry sky, and flashes of yellow that repre-

sent exploding fireworks. The successful competitors

were :— First Prizes : Section A, H. Henshaw (Bolton);

Section B, R. K. Bot;stbed (Bowes Park, N.22).

Second Prizes : Section A, S. Howson (Workington)

;

Section B, J. E, Moncrieff (Perth). Consolation

Prizes : J, Rodriguez (Maida Vale, W.9) ; A.

Saunders (Walpolc, Halesworih) ; H. Towle (Long

Eaton) ; J. Smith (Kendal).

Initial Sentences,—Considerable difficulty was ex-

perienced in judging this competition, for so many
excellent sentences were submitted. Several were

Each
an v indoor
fairly be called a p

u oor.

any

it can
doubt

should arise it may* be added that this

includes birds and 'fishes. The range of

the contest therefore is very wide and we
hope to receive a big entry

e prizes will consist of

.by Trains

or

sen

will be divided into

= /

an otes in order of merit

1 o

1

i -

»

1 /6

nes

wild be ad
I 4 V

Closing

30th April

Magazine, Binns Road, L

31st January.

the usual two sections, A for those aged
16 and over, B for those under 16.

of photographic material, or
products if preferred, to be chosen by the

winners to the value of 10/6 and 5/-
respectivelv. will be awarded to

senders of the two best photographs in

i nter

tt >

erseas

Photographic Contest

each section. Goinpet ito is n

for either or both groups.

Entries should be addressed to

Photo Contest, Meccano Magazine, Binns

Road, Liverpool, and must be sent to

reach this office not later than 31st January.

Overseas closing date, 30th April.

f

light photography at home
most fasc •s branches of

fascinating hobby and this month, probabl

more th
opportunities for tt

party groups to be

ny other, affords

work. The
tken and M

nt
n re

(Devon port)

{Dunstable).

dels or Hornby Railway
-I

con
structed from Christmas gifts—to be
photographed Uncle or Aunt who
gave the outfit may see. how greatly

There indeed more than
gh to keep the amateur ph er

busv at season

.

HOME
My Favourite Bridge.—First Prizes : Section A, S. T,

Wills (Devonport) ; Section B, A. M. Johnston
Second Pri7.es : Section A, J. H.

Angel {North Finchley, N.12); Section B, A> Davis
(Gloucester^ Consolation Prizes: R. A. Beatty
(teddington, Middx.lt F. Bikfeck (Homsey Rise,

N.19); R. K. Boivtred (Bowes Park, N.22); E.

Jones (Bedford); H.AVeavkr (Sheffield).
' Sketchograms No. 2.—First Prizes: Section A,

P. Walboubn (Theydon Bois, Essex); Section B,

C. A. Moreton (Bnshey, Herts.).

Section A, G. E. Owes (Bristol) ; Section B, R.

Blackwell (Cambridge). Consolation Prizes:

Bowden (Richmond) ; H. M. Doyle (Liverpool)

;

1. Lee (Wigan) ; W. D. Marsh (Waterloo)
; J. W.

Pewcivall (Birmingham); W. Wake ford (Ash-

bourne) ; A. Wood (Cleethorpes),

esceedmglv ingenious.
It was, perhaps, inevitable that the letters NBV

at the end of the word " Hornby M should suggest

the words "Never Beaten Yet" and altogether just

over 100 entrants concluded their Hornby sentence

with those words. The awards were as follows:—
First Prizes : Section A, A. Petrik (Arbroath)

;

Section B. A. J. Tar per (Stroud Green, N.4). Second

ces: Section A, R. Tidcer (Plaistow, E.13);

Section B, A. R. Gill (Birmingham). Consolation

Prizes: J. Rodriguez (Maida Vale, W.9); G. Sproit

( Darfenhiun) ; H. V. Morgan (Bath); A. Bvfoed
(Hvde Park, W.2) ; G. W. Yousg (Elham).

Famous Trains Voting Contest.—As the Overseas

section of this contest is still open the result is with-

held. No boy succeeded in accurately forecasting

the final order of voting but the winner had a 90

per cent, correct entry, and was closely followed

bv the remainder of the prizewinners whose names
are as follows:—!. G. Hollwav (Rosyth), 2. A. G.

Williamson (Coatbridge), 3. R. W. Lotinga (Bir-

mingham., 4. J. E. MoncRIEff (Perth). Consolation

Prizes : A. Brown (Glasgow) ; O. P. Diknick (London,

S.W.7) ; A- McKerrell (Portobello, Midlothian)
;

E. Parker (Liverpool) ; L. White (Clapton, E.5).

OVERSEAS
.

Sketchograms No. X.— First Section A,

A

A.) ; Section B, J. J>:

Wilson (Johannesburg/ S.A.), Second Prizes: Sw-
tion A, S. F. Dbs-ai (Navsari, India); Section B, U
Brown (Taranaki, N.Z.) ; A. J. McPhbBson (Western

tralia) ; Wm. D. Nicoll (New Plymouth, N./,) ;

D. Shores (Winnipeg, Canada); D. A. Walker
(Teuiuka, N.#.). • .

34th Photographic Contest.—The PmewnmeM
were:_First Prizes: Section A, F. Van Bwlck
(Paris) : Section B, N. Eustts (Alberton, Sonth

Australia). Second Prizes: Section A. M. A. Frith

(Winnipeg, Canada) ; Section B, C A. Fisher (Winm
peg, Canada). Consolation Prize: Section A, F
WottTHiNOTON (S. Vancouver, B.C.).
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Fairycycles

obtainable from

Fairycycle
»

Association

Fairy cy el e
"

owners are eligible for
membership without fee.

Every " Fairycycle " has
a badge attached.
membership forms,
which are given with
every " Fairycycle/ 1

should be filled tip and
sent to Lines Bros. Ltd,

Dealers everywhere.

If you are interested

in model Motor Cars,

Cranes, etc, ask

free folder illustrated

colours.

It Has Dunlop Bctlloon res

SPECIFICATION
(No. 8 Model)

The illustration above is of the

OTHER
No. 1, with tangent spoke wheels,

tyres, stand and 39'6*

No. 8 model

Balloo

It has real Dunlop

pneumatic Tyres, with

2f buttressed treads, special

tubular forks, large domed mud-

guards, chain guard, stand and

carrier. Ball bearings through-

out, plated rims and rim brake.

Finished Black, Orange or Blue.

Price

No. 2, with stand and carrier, |*
ribbed tyres, rim brake, up-
turned handlebars, tangent
spoke wheels

No. 3, De Luxe Model, with ball
bearing wheels, 1' ribbed tyres, KQrf\
plated rims, etc.

JV °

No. 4, Super " Fairycycle " with
ball bearings throughout and
spring saddle, 1* cushion tyres

65/

16"
ball

No. 6, Senior Model with
wheels, 1* ribbed tyres,

bearings throughout

No. 7, as Model 6, but with 16* x

70f

75 /
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Fun on a

I

i

i

i

i

i
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CHAPTER FIVE

i

I

l

and ered around

One evening during the holidays, Johnny's big brother
Ralph (who is a Scout Master) and Johnny's Uncle Henry
(who was a major in the Indian Army) came into the
garden to Johnny and his friends and said :

' s Boys, would
you like to play in an interesting battle called the *' Relief
of Calcutta ?

"

All the boys shouted "Yes-yes/ 1

to hear Uncle Henry's plan.
fi Now boys/ 1

said Uncle Henry, 11
let's imagine St. Peter's

Square, which is a quarter-of-a mile away, as the Indian
City of Calcutta where hundreds of British soldiers and white
women and babies are besieged by native soldiery,

1 '

14 Six of you will be the Indian soldiers and the other
six British soldiers. 1 will be in charge of the natives
and Ralph will head the British*"
" Now the object is to relieve Calcutta. I shall hide my
native soldiers in streets between here and St. Peter's
Square. Ralph will send one of his army out every five

minutes. If anyone succeeds in reaching St Peter's
Square his side will have won the battle.

Then Uncle Henry took his six native soldiers and placed
them behind his friends garden gates and told each to
depend on his ears. "No one/ 1 he said, "can approach
you without noise, for the road and pathway are of gravel.
When steps are heard be ready to spring out"
Johnny was very proud. He remained in the garden
listening to brother Ralph's instructions : and he meant
to do his best to save the mothers and babies*

er Ralph sent off his first soldier by the shortest cut,
telling him to run as fast as he could*
But the soldier never came back.
So Ralph sent another telling him to creep along quietly
by the garden walls.
But the soldier never came back.
So Ralph disguised a soldier as a grocer's boy and told

him to go along whistling in the middle of the road.
Rut the soldier never returned.
And so It continued till Johnny was the only British
soldier left.

Johnny was all excitement. But his big brother Ralph
was in despair* Oh dear, Johnny/' said be, " I don't
think a British soldier can get to Calcutta after all. You
iee it requires absolute silence and rapid speed. Can
you suggest how we can combine them ? "

Then Johnny jumped up into the air.
11 Of course I " he said. " Those are the very things for
which my "Fairycycle" is noted. Please let me try

on that/'
set off. Silent and swift as a hare he moved

along under the tall red walls ; one street, two streets,

streets he crept quietly along until he was in sight
of the square ; when alas, a lady came out of a gate, and
called out ** Good evening, Johnny/ 1 and up jumped
Peter Perkins from behind Mr- Ferguson's gate and
dashed after Johnny. Oh 1 bow Johnny flew I (Did you
ever see a ** Fairycycle " at top speed?) Peter ran his

hardest but he was outdistanced, and Calcutta was saved.
"Well done Johnny, well done !" said Uncle Henry.
" You are the only one who has reached m*. My first

soldiers seem neither to have seen nor heard you. Have
a fairy godmother?" 1you

"Oh no," said Johnny, " but I have a
"Johnny, my boy/' said Uncle Henry. "

mandcr-in-chief in India, I'd equip the
with " Fairvevcles

"Fairycycle/,
if I was Com-
whole dashed

Trade Mark,

The Red Triangle Trade Mark on the
a
head

»* manes a genuine
If

t t

Fairy-
easily distinguishable.

tt
i

Fairycycles
it

are made

LINES BROS.
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Teacher : " Napoleon once said that
there was no such word as * can't/ n

Voice from the back of the class ; " Please, Miss
p

I wonder what he would have said if he had tried to

strike a match on a piece of soap !

"

A GARDENER'S TALE
Two amateur gardeners were coming to town one

morning.
ay, Bill," said one, " what's good to kill slugs ?

Ihev are eating up all my radishes.

"That's easy," said the other. " Get a couple of
bags of salt and sprinkle it in between the rows-"
The next morning the two met again.
44 How did the salt work ? " Bill asked.
14

It didn't,* 1 replied the other.
,. When I went out

to look at the garden this morning the slugs were
pulling up the radishes, dipping them in the salt,

and eating them,"
+ * * •

Vicar ;
H I was surprised to see

leave the church in the middle of my sermon on
Sunday morning, Mrs. Jones !

"

Mrs- Jones: " You must excuse him, sir, he often
-walks in his sleep,

11

* » *

Barber; "Will you have anything on your face

when I've finished ?
"

Victim : " 1 don't know, but I hope youf
lt at least

ftmy nose.

* *

Doitnr: "I've left vou some pills to take after

medals."

Patient :
™ I suppose you couldn't leave me the

meals to take before the pills, doctor ?
"

Coloured Soldier: " I'd lahk to have a new pair
<&• shoes, sur !

"

Sergeant ; "Are von sure your old shoes are worn
out ?

"

Coloured Soldier : " Worn cut ! Man, the bo t turns

of mah si iocs are bo thin Ah can step on a penny and
tell whether it's heads or tails I

"
•

PAYMENT IN ADVANCE
" What are you thrashing your little son for?"
" He will get his school report to-morrow, and I

must " — *- — -u * "go away to-night,"

> * • *

A man hurrying to his "ttice bumped into an
acquaintance of his who lived in another part of the

country- ** Hullo," he said, "what motive brought
you here ?

n

"A locomotive/' replied his friend*

* *

REAL LTON TAMING

A notorious boaster was silenced by a little man, who
said: "I'm afraid I haven't much to rulate, 1 once
had a nasty time in Africa, A lion sprang out at me
and I was unarmed*

11 What on earth did you do ? " asked his hearers,
" Oh, I just seized his upper jaw with my right hand

and his lower jaw with my left, and held his mouth
open till he starved."

Police Sergeant (to Loiterer) :
" We don't get

stripes for hanging about street corners, you know."
urchin : " No, if you did voifd look like a bloomin'

zebra by now*"
* *

THE MANAGER'S PRIVILEGE I
a >

^^ - aa i

The manager had reaspn to interview his office boy
for arriving late* The ofhre boy, as so frequently
happens, resented the reproof and forgot his position.

** What I'd like to know/ 1
said the youngster, '*is

whether I get here later than you.*
1

"That's nothing to do with the question/ 1
replied

the chief,
" Yes it has," muttered the boy.
The manager s ire was aroused.
4
* Look here, young man,

tins business ? he said.

i you the manager of

The boy felt his position was growing dangerous.
" No, sir."

"Then/' replied the chief, "why: on earth are you
talking like an idiot? "

* * «

A gang of navvies were at work on a deep trench
during road-mending b potations. There was a
Scotch forcmaiym the job, and he was far from popular
on account of his hustle and keenness.

"Jump oot of that trench, there!" he suddenly
ordered an Irish navvy, and the latter did so.

" Noo jump back again I

M said the foreman, and
back went the Irishman,

" Got-agaiu-qtitfek !
" exclaimed the foreman.

This out-anci-in performance went on for some
time until the irishman, exasperated, asked what it

was all about.
11 Well, if you want to know/* said the foreman,

" I'll tell ye. Yer bringing inair muck oot on yer
boots than veVe done wi r yer spade for the last

hour."

• * * •

The old traveller had returned to his native village,

and was gazing round with sad eyes when he saw
a small, rosy-cheeked lad coming towards him,

" he exclaimed.
. M

it's
"Ah, a new face, I see

!

•• No, it's not, sir,'* was the prompt
just been washed—that's all 1

*'

+ • ^ *

Policeman t
" Now, then, come oil What's your

name ?
*

Speed Fiend: "Demetrius Aloysius Fortescue."

Policeman : " None o f

that now, lt*s your name
i want, not the family motto/*

*

Tourist: "To what do you attribute your great
7 '*

Oldest Inhabitant :
" 1 don't know yet, there's

several o* thetn patent medicine companies bargaining
with me."

* * * *

Ad insurance official has just died, aged 82, leaving

a fortune of £150,000, due entirely to strict attention

to his duties, a never-failing desire to oblige his

i.-orporation's clients, his endless patience in tryinr

circumstances, his ever-readiness to work early and
late, and a bequest of £149,950 from an uncle in

Australia, {Licenses a?td Central Quarterly Review.)

L

For a full half-hour the after-dinner speaker had
been on his feet. There were signs that he was
becoming exhausted ; the patience of his listeners

was exhausted long ago.
ing is nothing to me/ 1 he boasted, and

hoping to raise a laugh he added, " Why, as a boy
I used to talk in my

'•And now," a drowsy voice at the far end of the

heard to exclaim, "you talk in ours/'room was
* *

i* OurElsie {after first day at new school)

:

teacher's not very clever,"
Mother: "What makes you think that?"
Elsie : " Well, I showed her my dictation, but she

couldn't read mv writing, although she tried ever

so n

* * • •

can vou give me
Smith: "Yes,

" Now John Smith,
a definition of mercury ?

"

sir. Mercury is a solid liquid !
i

!

* * +

" 1 know a man who looks so much like you that

one could scarcely tell you apart/
1

" You haven*t paid him that fiver I lent you three

nths ago, have you ?
"

net
i

•

Sloan: M Did you ever meet a fellow down there

with one leg named Sanders ?
"

Doan (pondering) : ' What was the name of the

other leg?"
* * * •

Beryl had pleaded for an ice-creatfL " No dear,

it's too cold for ice-cream now/ 1

said mother.
" Well," replied Beryl,

-i
1 can put my coat on*

mummie/'
* *: *

Visitor to lunatic asylum :

right ?'«

Inmate: "It can't be, or
* * *

i*
I say, is that clock

it wouldn't be here/ 1

BEAR THE SIGHT!

Two men were seated in a crowded tramcar. One
noticed that the other had. his

™
*' Say, Bill, ain't you well ? " he said.
" I'm all right,!* replied Bill, " but I do 'ate to see

ladies standi n' !

"

» * * •

11 What made the teacher so angry?" asked

Johnnie's father,
M Oh 1

lf
said Johnnie, w he was talking about trees,

and I asked turn if he had ever seen a pink palm. He
said

J No/ and I showed him my hand! M

t * m

Proud parent who served in the war: " What I ve

told vou my boy, is the story of the Great War."
Son :

" But, papa, what did they need the rest of

the army for?"
*

The Maid (at the telephone) : " Oh, mum, do

come home. I've mixed up the terminuses. The
wireless is all covered with frost, a

refrigerator is singing
§ Constantinople.

1

and the electric

• •

First Landlady : " 1 keep my lodgers longer than

you do*

,

Second Landlady »» No, you don't ; but they're

so thin they look longer/'
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SPECIAL
HOLIDAY OFFERS

iWondc _ r , —w»..«. miwmuuj-
three 5 pi. stamps and others scarce. 10/-.

u Charily Stamp " Packets, 25 diff. 2/-, 50
diff. 8/-t 100 diff. 32/6.

11 Commemorative Stamp '• Packets. Very
fine. 25 diff. 2/-, 50 diff. 4/-, 100 diff. 10/6.

i, Air
— - -
Stamp "

liff, 50/
Packets. 100 diff 15/

All Packets are

LISTS FREE. AP

4 I

Postage extra •*

REQUEST

STANLEY GIBBONS LTD.
DEPT. S15. 391 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.

THE
OF

«*WORLD" PARCELS
STAMPS

Marvellous
Every parcel is Guaranteed Unsorted and
Unpicked, and contain stamps from most parts

the World. Very
Stamps
okanee

Good
_

44 Find f f

sheer value these cannot be beaten.

made. For

** 5,000
1 lb. (about 2t500 stamps) 1/6 ;

post free 1/10
» ) 2/6; .

10,000 „ ) i*/6
! „

20,000 „ ) 8/6; „
Postage Abroad Extra.

1 lb.
{

21b. (

41b. ( n
5/3

PHILIP J. DYKE,
GLADSTONE ROAD, WIMBLEDON.

AIR STAMPS
Cash with ord«*r

Canada 5 c.

U.S.A. 5 c.

extra.
a.

*-•

-, - .» 10 c.

„ 10 c. Lindbergh
Set of 25 Vtaietles

1 r

*

I *

...

r

i i 4

H *

4d.

3d.

6d.

Flown Covers from 6d. each. Selections sent
on approval. Latest Price List of Packets,

Sets, Albums and Accessories Post Free.
THE MIDLAND STAMP CO. LTD.,

Warwickshire LEAMINGTON SPA England

4 * *

' *

* - •

I fr *

# »

SPLENDID BARGAINS
Colonial and Foreign. Some Mint.
Choose any 2/0 worth for

7/6 „ 2/6
20/- ,, 5/-

Particulars'bf Free Gifts sent with Approvals.

**

„
MISS M. SAUNDERS.

16, KENT ROAD, MOLESEY, SURREY.

i! win

BINDERS"MECCANO MAGAZINE"
There is no better way of keepu. 7v—

Magazines clean and tidy than by binding
them in one of the special binders we supply.

These binders have strong stiff backs,
covered with black imitation leather, tast
tooled, and are lettered in gold. The large
binder holds 12 Magazines—price 4/6 post free,
lhe small binder holds 6 Magazines—price 3/
I**t ;>"- M"-',i!»u Ltd.. Rinns ko«i, u;,|
Swan, Liverpool.

THE MAGAZINE

40 Diff. British Colonials.

1/ Unused British Colonial
Diff. Unused Foreign
Diff. Used Foreign

-m

A STARTLING OFFER

A guaranteed genuine 1/- unused British Colonial Stamp, obsolete for many
years. 40 British Colonial Stamps, every one different, including many scarce
and interesting stamps. Also 50 different unused and used foreign, which

include many rare overprinted stamps and post-war issues.

ALL FREE!!
This offer cannot possibly

a
be repeated. Owing to the exceptionally high cost

~d. for postage must be sent and request our world famous discount approvals.

BURN &TOWNSEND (Dept. M M) London Rd., Liver
special attention to clients abroad. Collections purcha;

FREE! DIFFERENT
This wonderful gift packet contains 2 Jamaica (pictorial), 5 Australia, 1 Malay (tiger), 10 Canada, 1 Cochin
(rajah), IDeccan 4 Ceylon, I Gold Coast, I Nigeria, I Travancore, 4 New Zealand, 1 Queer

* " " *

5 Union South Africa (including new issue), 9 Irish (set with high values). ABSOLUTELY FREE TO
ueensiand, 1 Straits,

QPPrtAT nprrBc G
Sv
NyiNl COLLECTORS REQUESTING APPROVALS.b^bCIAL OFFERS.—50 diff. French Colonials, 7d. ; 100 diff, 1/6; SO diff. Portuguese Colonials, 7d

J BURTON, 31, Onslow Road, Fairfield, LIVERPOOL

-»

i

Often
Is. 3d. post free.

(Abroad 3d. per
packet extra).

Never Equalled i

0. NERUSH
IMPORTER, DEPT, E.

STATIONERS SUPPLIED

MANY
RARE STAMPS

nave been found bv purchasers of the

DIAMOND PACKET
which is guaranteed to contain 1,000

UNSORTED STAMPS from
Convents

2 packets, 2s. 5d.

3 packets, 3s. 6d.

5 packets, 5s. 6d.

abroad.

1 :

68, TURNPIKE LANE,
HORNSEY, LONDON, N.8.

AT WHOLESALE PRICES

WHEN BUYING UNSORTED STAMPS. BUY "DIAMONDS tf

K

PICTORIAL PACKET FREE
This superb packet contains, among other attractive items. CHI NA , Cape of Good Hope, B RIT1SH GUIANA,
Ceylon, NEWFOUNDLAND, Indian Opts., STRAITS SETTLEMENTS, chiIi . MAM OPTS., PbUlipiiies,

CUBA, Greek Surcharges, ARGENTINE, and a host of other beautiful and rare stamps. GENUINE
BUYERS ONLY—others PLEASE do not apply. Abroad, I/- deposit. Stamps bought.—F. S. Coryn (The

Blue Label Approval Service), St. Vincent, Lr. Island Wall, Whitstable, Kent.

CANBERRA
i !

BORNEO and ZANZIBAR
1 seed FREE a good dean copy of Australian CANBERRA {view of the Federal Capital), BORNEO (view
of Jesstilun, showing Railway), and ZANZIBAR (Sultan) to any Elector at Home or Abjoad sending a
postcard for my fine 42-page Illustrated Price List [No, 7 J containing over 1,200 items: Stamps. Albums.
Sets, Packets, Accessories—in fact EVERYTHING FOR THE STAMP COLLKCTOR. Prices from id,

(over 200 sets at id, each) to 40/--. Send a postcard oiilv—no cash—and ask (or Ko, 105-

EDWARD SANDELL, 10-11, FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4

30 good class ZOOLOGICAL stamps only—giraffes, elephants, lions, tigers, birds, etc. BORNEO (rhinoceros),
(caribou), IRAQ (winged bull), Those first three stamps alone are usually sold at nearly twice the

price 1 am" asking for the packet. UKRAINE, GUATEMALA, POLAND, VOLTA (dromedary), SILESIA, MOZAMBIQUE,
..,.._ SUDAN (camel), WALLACE Is, (bird of paradise), NYASSA, TCHAD (leopard), and aianv other fine stamp,, Price 4+d.

in addition, an purchasers of the Packet asking for approval sheets and sending l$d, postage will be pre* n ted with two splendid sets—8 MALAY (tigers) tisuallvsoM at 10 I. and
1- HUNGARY (lurul- the mystic bird of the Magyars) catalogued 1 /-. Send addresses of stamp colleetinR friends and receive an extra *et free.

H. C. WATKINS «M ), GRANVILLE ROAD, BARN
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ENGINEERING STAMPS BRIDGES

N our last article we drew attention to the very strong engineering

interest that can be found in a stamp collection. The subject

was dealt with then in a general way but, as we suggested,

several of t he specialised sub-

jects offer interesting scope

for an article to themselves.

This month, therefore, we
propose to examine several

specimens of bridge
The earliest bridges con-

structed by our ancestors

would consist of the trunk

...

: country. This bridge is specially interesting as a prototype
of the great bridge that is being thrown across Sydney Harbour,
which will be the largest arch bridge in the world, with a tula I

span of 3,770 ft. Readers of the
itm* TL r l» _1 * J- illM.M." are already familiar

with the details of the Sydney
- »

Bridge.
Strangely enough, our next

illustration, the 20 para, value

of a tree or a slab of stone

thrown across a narrow

of the Turkish postal dues 1926
issue, depicting a girder railway
bridge crossing the Kizil-Irmak
in Asia
cellentlv

displays

avai

the choice of materia]
its easy
another

spans the

design <

Australian bridge which
esburv River in

primitive form of bridge that was employed in tropical countries

consisted of a kind of rope formed of strong creepers.

N ew South "\Vales

.

y.

As the
stamp shows, the bridge consists of simple trussed girders laid over

Such bridges, were, of course, only
narn *w and light traffic and

1 1 . .

for

ues

r bridges were evolved; the principle of which
might be described as huge stepping stones planted in

the river bed and surmounted by tree trunks or slabs

ston e

.

Bridges of this type gradually developed
into the girder bridge, while the primitive bridge of

creepers led to the evolution of suspension span?

The arch bridge is of great antiquity but the origin

of the arch itself is unknown. The Egyptians em*
ployed bridges of this type and the Romans were
quite successful in arch-building. The hist.orv of

bridge-building is, in fact, full of interest, and stamps
depicting bridges

etors. Fortunately, few of the specimens are expensive.
It is not possible to trace the actual development

of bridge building with the aid of stamps, because
the designs used are almost solelydrawn from modern
structures. An interesting illustration of primitive

e

seven
416 ft. in

In the Hawkesbury bridge ;e are

length. Th
piers, each approximately

e Australian bridge, like the
Kizil-Irmak bridge, is for railway work, and connects

the two railway systems of New South Wales,

The pontoon bridge illustrated on the 5 bani value

of the Roumania 1914 issue, commemorating the

re-acquisition of Silistria, is a ty example of a
military bridge. The design shows the Roumanian
army marching over the bridge in the course of their

' " * campaign. It will be seen that the bridge

has been formed by anchoring boats in midstream
and laving planking across from boat to boat. The

are therefore well, worth the attention of all

principle has been employed right through the ages,

and there are records of the passage of the army of Darius 1 fystapes,

600,000 strong, across the Bosphorus about 530 B.C. The pontoon
in length 1 An

suspension bridge
higher values of

building is found on
Cameroons

e

en eh
Colonial) issue. The structure consists of wooden logs

bound with ropes of veget fibres, probably
creepers or vines, to form the deck, with stronger

cables of similar material leading from the towers to

take the weight of the bridge. It is interesting to

compare this primitive bridge with the great modern
suspension bridge at Paucartambo, Peru, which is

bridge hi that instance was 3,000 ft

even earlier record is mentioned by Homer, who
tells of a pontoon bridge constructed in 800 B.C. by
Cyrus, of the In this instance

stuffed skins were used as floats !

Pontoon bridges are not necessarily temporary
affairs, neither are they designed for light

traffic. At several places in America railways cross

rivers bv means of such bridges, using big water-

tight tanks as floats. Nearer home, on the River
Mersey, pontoon bridges carry the cross river traffic

from the river banks to the landing

are themselves floa

stages, wlucfl
on

on Ic. denomination
Peru v iais Postal
commemorative issue.

Several of the bridge stamps
that have made their appearance
depict bridges that are not either
distinctive or famous, hut these
designs serve a useful purpose as
illustrations of types-. For example,
we have the arch bridge with a
central
the

Among the most interesting of our bridge stamps is the 5c. value

Of the U.S.A. 1901 issue in commemoration of the Pan-American
Exhibition at Buffalo, which was also illustrated List month. This
mp shows the Niagara

Steel centre arch bridge spanning the

river 1,000 ft. the N iagara

Fails.

span across
the principal

This bridge is the third to

occupy the same site, and was
opened in August, 1893. to replace

river in Salvador, shown on the
6c. value of the 1 924 issue from

a suspension bridge that had stood

for 40 years. The present bridge
crosses the gorge at a height of 190 ft.

above the water. The deel< or floor

Of the bridge (Continued on page 751)
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Postage
50590 all different ones

new rare specimens of Soviet Russia
9 beautiful nat ion
Stamps, 25 Classicals of Central

and South America, for four shillings

only. Large illustrated price list

entirely free.

BELA SEKULA
Genferhaus, Lucerne, Switzerland

THE

MYSTIC PACKET
1,000 gggSBS STAMPS 1/3

Have YOU Had Yours ?

A real M Mystery f
* Packet* Made from Un-

sorted* Unknown Stock containing Used and
;Umised, Colonials and Foreign, High Values,
Overprints, etc., on and off paper. Just as re-

reived from Bankers, Shippers, Agents abroad,
Foreign Missions, Convents, Competitions* etc.

No two packets alike, \Y ^uaramee that the

mixture is Unpicked and thete is always the
chance of a RAkK FIND for you. Send NOW
for one or more of these Exclusive Dig Value
Packets and have a real treasure- hunt of your

Price*—1 Packet. 1/3 ; 3, 3. 6 j 6 f 6/6,own,
Overseas ». Packet extra.

COLLECTORS
100 Different British Colonials

150 Different Foreign
Price l'-

F
R
E

AND
have You had 6 1905 Crete from us ?

If not ash to sec our Famous " Farthing
'*

Approvals ami enclose stamp for part

postage only then we will scud you the

above splendid set (cat 2/-) entirely

F
R
E
E

KRIIE Write NOW:

or I'lO the two
packets

Money returned in full if not satisfactory.
*.

Send for my Weekly List of Bargain Lots
and Really Interesting Approvals.

MAJOR Ir. STANTON
Woodway Lane, Teignmouth, Devon

ASTLEY &
106/8tb, LOW HILL, WOLVERHAMPTON

I I

If in nineteen -twenty-nine
YouM like to read something fine

Monthly—just drop a Hue
For that philatelic gold mine :

THE JUNIOR STAMP
MAGAZINE"

Send only 2/6 for 12 issues and 12 happy months.
2d. a copy from vour newsagent, or 2Jd. post

free from: J.S.M. Offices (Dept, 2), 112.

Strand, London, W.C2,

YOU WILL LIKE THIS!
To applicants for my famous Approvals, from
Jd. upwards, I ani giving 1 00 ditTeretit Stamps
free. These include many Colonials, Ivory
Coast

, Egypt, CHINA, Guadeloupe, Gaboon, etr.

Without approvals, Price 6d.

S. H. FLEMING, Christleton Road, CHESTER.

^

PACKET FREESARDINIA
A grand packet of 25 Different Stamps, containing
Sardinia, unused ; Andorra, the latest stamp-issuing
country ; Transvaal, 1896, Id., unused, a fine stamp ;

Morocco Agencies, K.G., unused; N. Borneo, pictorial ;

Guadeloupe. 1928, new issue; New Caledonia, 1928,

issue: Kouang-Tcheou, unused; Travancore,
unused ; Cape of Good Hope ; Martinique

St. Pierre and Miquelon ; New Zealand,
pictorial, etc.,French Morocco, pictorial

;

, _

etc., free to all asking to see tny famous approval sheets

and enclosing 2d. for postage and packing abroad 3d.).

S. HAMMOND, 2, CHESHAM FIELDS, BURY.
\ Alburns from 1/ upwards. Collections purchased*

i % 1-

00
Superior items such as Jamaica 2/-

Iti order to

this Fine Packet contains 500 Stamps including mativ unused- ___
Queen Victoria, Ceylon, Guatemala, Southern Rhodesia, Sevchdles t &c. f &c, t

are included,
circulate latest Bargain List, this packet is offered Free 16 all genuine applicants asking for approval

* and enclosi Lid* stamp towards cost of postage. (Abroad 7Ad.}. Mention 500 Pkt.

HORACE MILLER WHITSTABLE, KENT.
-_M

'

THE REATEST OF ALL
and ILLUSTRATED LIST OFTo those asking for our WORLD FAMOUS Approval Sheets

STAMP COLLECTORS' BARGAINS
WE will give FREE GENUINE C3L0NIAL
AND FOREIGN STAMPS. NO DUPLICATES.

Many Unused, Long and Short Sets. Catalogued over 25/-. WITHOUT APPROVALS, PRICE 2/-.

ALL
DIFFERENT

Send Ad for Packing and Postage (Overseas 6d,),

B. WILKINSON (Est. 1889) Provincial Buildings, COLWYN BAY, NORTH WALES.

A O LAN OUTFIT FR

R
ane Stamps FREE ! Also Engraved PERFORATION GAUGE, Pkt. of "AERO " HINGES,
of CRYSTAL POCHETTES, " AVIAR " DUPLICATE CASE. Fi.lt Set of " SWALLOW "

AIRSTAMPS. GIANT MAIL,VEROPLAN'E, and POSTHORN FLYING POST. Ask for Approvals
—a POSTCARD will do ! But 2d. secures "Flight** Magnifying Glass in Folding Case too!

VICTOR BANCROFT, MATLOCK, Eng.

FREE
To all applicants for Price List

A Stamp Catalogued at

SETS. 3 Czechoslovakia (1927), 2d. ; 10

Holland (Queen Wilhelmina), 3d.;

6 Greece (Pictorial), 4d.

PACKETS. 25 Sweden, Gd - J
20

Pictorials, 6d. ; 20 Portraits, 6cL

SINGLE STAMPS. Send for a selection

on approval.

THE STAMP SHOP
2, HILL STREET

i Richmond, Surrey

ETS.
20 Roumania

m .

25

35
40
45
50
55

70
20 French Col,

30
40
50
60

(POSTAGE
* -
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»

M
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¥ •*

tt i

T
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Pi

tf

ti

#3

.,fell

2d.

3di
4d.
5d.

7d.
8d.
lOd.

l/-
1/6
2/-
2d.
4d.
7d.

lOd,

1/2

II

If

25 C&echo
50
10 Jugo
15 „
25 Poland
30
40

la Danzig
25
25 Hungary
50

6 Latvia
12 »

»

»

4

*.* *

. ~

3d.

8d.

4ri.

a»L
4.1.

6u\
9d.
1/-
3d.

6d.
3d.

6d.
3d.

3d.

9d.

RUSSELL
Chetwynd, Shanklin Drive, Westcliff-on-Sea.

All Beautifully USED Specimens
Can you beat these prices ?

6 Kcnva & Uganda, 2fcd. ; 4 Trinidad & Tobago, K.

Geo' 2d ; 6 Newfoundland, Various. 2d ; 3 Sarawak,
'•
Rajah/* lid-; 5 Zanzibar.Sultan, djI.j. 6 Johor,

Sultan Ibrahim, 4d. ; 5 Kedal
odesia, King Geo., 24
sheets contain dozen 1

Ask to see some. Postage extfa

JO H. GAZE, DIDSBURY, MANCHESTER.

Mv album contains

size W —
SPECIAL OFFER IN LOOSE:

LEAP ALBUMS
Arrange vour stamps as you like

-.i. wiim them iQ best advahtagfei
. „ ,

50 leaves, high -class cream paper size ll
^;'f

:

Ruled faint quadrille lines, neat border. Spec al

patented devicS for holding kaves, which are readd>

removed or inserted. Strong maiulla bindinK. P«« *-

fails to please . FREE to each applicant ,
the

™w United States 5c Air Stamp mint (large

R. L. R. WH HUNSTANTON, NORFOLK,

Have you seen them ? Record approvals of Foreign &
Colonial Stamps. Huge discount of 8d. in I /-or for

all net purehases of 2/6 and upwards^ 9d
;

in 1/- dis.

These selections ate sent out in approval books and

contain superior stamps, far belter than the -rash

that is often sent out on approval sheets and onh 6d
" 7- discount allowed ,hic " whv No F«c Gi{This is why No Free' Gift

(often of" no value) is given, the full value is in the

pprovals.

Canning

m
Send Wo Money- inspect Before Buying

Free to applicants for my approvals a
Colonial (Cat. at 1/6)

brimful of UAKGAI1i.i ISAKGA INS. No Co I lector should pass

r by. King's Heads and beautiful pictorials,

non Europe. Gold Coast New Issue just out,

line used copiesonly. 1/- 2d., 2/- 7d., 2/6 8d., 5/- 1 /6

Also lower values of all Colonies and Countries priced

from Id. upwards.

his 61

\w
I

Hd

a if A WONDERFUL O O

ones
who

The " LOOM Packet H contains 500 excellently assort*

_ ed Stamps; a COMPLEl^E SHEET of 100 UN-
USED (verv useful for exchange purposes) ; a

>age booklet for holding duplicates; 25 British Colonials, usually

1. to Id. eacb/ineiuding new and obsolete issues ; 375 Magic ' Strip
"

iount stamps three times as quickly as the old-fashioned single

addition, free sets will be sent to those

my famous approvals.

H. C. WATKINS, aM
ray price list of stamp bargains,

send names of stamp-co liecling

.* GRANVILLE ROAD, BARNET

Postage
2i<L extra.

Abroad 6d. ex.



100 DIFFERENT STAMPS FREE. Send for $d.

approvals.—Cox, 135, Cambridge Road, Seven Kings.

FREE. 110 different Stamps to genuine approval
applicants.—Gosling, 163, Felixstowe Road, Ipswich,

^^m^m*mmm^mm^mmWBmm^mm^^^^mm^mi^mm^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m^Bmm^mm^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^—^—^—^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^mm^mm^mm^^^mmWmmWmm^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^•^^^^^^^^B

STAMPS SENT ON APPROVAL against reference.

Collections and Loose Lx>ts purchased. Good prices

given.—Barlow, 1, Hloonisbury Place, Brighton.

BRITISH COLONIALS. Ask to see my collection,

600 diilerent on approval, all same prire, Jrt. each
stamp.—Bickers, l.ordswood Avenue, Southampton.

CANADIAN. 15 different for 3d., to genuine appli-

cants for cheap approvals. Without approvals 5d,

—

Graham. 119, Ingham Street, Blackburn.

FREE OFFER BY STAMP COLLECTOR.
Useful obsolete lir. Col. Stamp and advice on up-
to-date inethod of buying the Stamps vou want
at Sale prices. Send postcard to LITTLE LOT, c/o
AUcrafls, 30 and 30a, Highgate Road, London, N.W.5.

rppu 120 Different Stamps. One Perforation
*?rvErO. Gauge, One Stamp Album
to hold 1,040 Stamps, size 7i*x5"\ Write to

Cox, 33, Albert Road, Hounslow, enclosing 3d. to cover
postage and packing (Abroad 6d.}.

Note Increase in number of Stamps Free.

FREE
SET OF NEW CALEDONIA STAMPS
to genuine applicants for Approvals.

D. M. LATIMER, HIGH ST., LANGHOLM.

Special New Year Gift offered to all customers for any
of tie fallowing bargains !

6 Roumania Charitv stamps 1916 (very scarce) 5b. to SL,

I/- set; 10 Fine Pictorial Nyassa, 2£ to 100 reis, 1/-

set; 11 Antioquia 1899 |c. to 2 pesos (rare), 1/7 set.

different Animal stamps, including Camels, Tigers,

unts, 6d. 1,000.
25

ill*etc., 1/- packet. Superior qualiiy

Al! above postage extra.

PHILATELIC WAREHOUSE (Dept. *'M.M.M )THE
111

66, WOODSTOCK ROAD, LONDON, W.4

RAROTONGA
(COOK ISLANDS GROUP)

A new set of Pictorial Stamps from this British

Possession- sent free of charge to bona-fide

applicants for solutions of duplicates on
approval. If 2d. is enclosed for postage a new set

of Uganda stamps also given Free.

HENRY TURNER,
ll0f

Barnelt Road, Preston, Brighton
l Sussex.

FREE Pi
of Grand Pictorial Issues, including

Mozambique, French Cols., Cuba, and many
other interesting varieties sent absolutely F

to all requesting approvals. Send P.C. to-day.

L. C. JONES, 61, West Street, Bourne, Lines.

1 ,1 1 1 Try the Cheapest and Best 1 ,1 1

1

Method of adding to your collection.

When you buy Packets you buy Duplicates.

1 will send you a book of 1,111 iiifferent stamp
from which you may select any 100 for 3/-.

BUY ONLY THOSE YOU REQUIRE.

1 it1 H.HARDY, - 111
I j 1 1 1 285, Archway Road, London, N.6. »

FINE PACKETS. All Different, Post Extra,
10 Barbados ... 5d. 15 Mauritius ... 8d.

10 Cyprus ... 6d. 10 Newfoundland 3d.

10 Gold Coast ... 6d, 25 Persia... ... 1/-
20 Jamaica ... 8d. 15 Siam «d.

10 „ Pictures 7d. 17 Straits ... 7d.
10 Kenya ... 6d. 10 Tanganyika „, 9d.

20 Malay ... 8d. 10 Trinidad ... 4d.
10 Malta ... Bd. 10 Zanzibar ... 8d.

Up-to-date Appro vats sent if desired.

J. R. MORRIS,
9, AUDLEY ROAD, FOLKESTONE, KENT.

4/-
appeared in

* * M.M

WORTH SUPERIOR STAMPS FREE
Have YOU responded to my offer which

* r for December ? If you
haven1

1 yet secured your specimen, better send
a P.C. to-day and make sure of receiving
A FINE CORONATION PERSIA—HIGH
VALUE—(Catalogued at 1/6)—FREE AND

POST FREE.
Ask for my Approvals. Enclose 2d. for postage
(Abroad 4d.) and in addition 1 will send a packet
of select BRITISH COLONIALS, worth 2/6,

L, STUART f I5 t The Crescent, Highbury, Bath,
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Collecting

—

{continued from pa%e 77)

is 47 ft. in width and carries two car tracks.

It has a total span of 1,240 ft.

The 1 franc denomination of the French
a

i
Somali Coast issue of 1915
typical trestle bridge bridges are

employed for short spans in well-wooded
mountainous areas where considerable

and heavy expense would be
encountered in transporting into

material for other types of bridges,

abundant supply of big timber—a natural
easily

the trestle

bridge-building
accessible, the

bei ng

bridge in Canada and the United States is

readily understood. The frequency with
which such bridges are encountered
makes them almost a national feature of

the two great North American c

Our remaining illustration shows the
10c. stamp of Panama's 1915 issue, on

J,

which is depicted the
that spans the famous Culebra Cut on the
Panama Canal.

in the space at our disposal
month it is impossible to illustrate

or describe in detail all the bridges thai
appear on stamps, there are several others
besides those we have illustrated that are
well worth inclusion in a

> -

collection. Probably the most interesting
of these %1 value of the j.i\. t

Exposition eommemora-
issue that made its appearance in
This stamp shows the St
across the Mississippi, and is the
value in the set.

St. Louis bridge is particularly
interesting because its construction marked
what might be termed the commencement
of the: era of the steel IOU

had been used in bridge-building
to 1867, the year in which the St,

Louis bridge was commenced, aing
extensive had been attempted. The total

span of this bridge is 1,700 ft., including
approaches, and it has three main arches
crossing the river, the centre one being
520 ft. in length and those on either side

502 ft. The bridge has two decks, the
lower carrying a double railway track
and the upper a roadway 54 ft. in width
for vehicular traffic and

TWe take this of making
acknowledgment to Stanley Gibbons Ltd.,

for their courtesy in the stamps from
which the illustrations used with this

have been prepared.

79

Japanese Commemorative

The recent enthronement of the new
Emperor of Japan has provided the occa-

sion for the issue of another of Japan's
commemorative sets. We are

indebted to Mr. K. Yoshida, of Tokyo,
for the speci-

men of the 1

J

sen value of

the new series

that we illu

trate
The
sists of four
values, 1J, 3,

6 and 10 sen.

r. Voshida
comments on
the recent re-

ports of the

There is noof the new Emperor thus :

crowning in our enthronement ceremonies.

not n1 suppose the Emperor
He just stands before what you call " u

_ m -M -mi *. m

and declares as

throned by his own right."
mr *mml*

it.

rns
"

en-

* * * *

Filiberto Commemoratives

In joint commemoration of the fourth

centenary of Emanuele Filiberto of Savoia
and of the tenth anniversary of the signing

Armistice in the great European
recently issued a new com-

memorative set as an addition to

Turin Exhibition set. The new
set has four values, 50c, 75c, 11.75c.

r <w *

and 10 lire.

Emanuele Filiberto of Savoia was
famous hero of the battle of St. Quentin,

in Flanders, where the French army was
defeated by the Spanish troops. The date
of the battle of St, Quentin was the
10th of August, 1557.

erto by
his military and
political

succeeded
restoring the for-

tunes of the
Savoia dynasty
after a period of^~ IT

about 30 years

of foreign domi-
nation. He sub-
sequently trans-

ferred the capi-

tal of his terri-

tory from Cham-
to Tu rin

adopted the
official tongue of his State He was a

very clever and wise prince and succeeded

in governing pacifically, though he is known
' '

" of modem military

popularlv called

alian language as the

was
the prince
Head " and

orTesta di Ferro
is considered as " the provi-

dential second founder of the Monarchy
of Savoia."

* * *
» i

*

The highest price ever paid by a phila-

telist for a single postage stamp is £7,000.

This huge sum was paid by an American
collector, Mr. Arthur Hind, who purchased

a copy of a British Guiana 1856 one cent,

black on jnagenta. There is one

copy of this stamp in existence and it was
n a famous collection was

recently put on auction in Paris.
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Make real scale models on proper engineering lines

!
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The lathe ma . You can muddle along without

one, but for real, engineer-made models, a lathe is essential.

Yctt can be proud of your Drummond—it's a tool you can enthuse about. It can be
your very valuable ant, too. There is no sense in spending all your time and
trouble pottering about without proper toots—get a good lathe to start with, and you
can use your
trickiest job.

Turning, boring,

milling, coil-winding, etc.

scope.

to best advantage. The Drum will see vou

SCrewcutting.
come

complete machine
Strong—accurate—adaptable.

.4

engines,

cran es,

petrol

locos

!

Steam
engines,

What a field you can cover

with a lathe*! But get a

good lathe. The Drum-
mond lathes have been

mechanics to do good work
twentv-four

imContinually
always the best obtai

Whv not get our
tcresting lists with full

formation ? Sent post free

\

T-

me
4-iru

and
booklet

vour

copy o f

11 Lathe Work," post
free.

dis*
The Drummond 3i-inch Treadle Lathe. Opposite, the Lathe

is shown a t work on a casting held between centres.

print
if without

{Please
tinctly.

letter, send unsealed,

for Id.
t :

k -

Am

-
i

-* '

* \ V:

'% r

-*

p*.

Post this Coupon

DRUMMOND Bros. Ltd., East Hill, Guildford

Name,

i



Scientific Apparatus in Meccano
(Continued from page 4 1)

is the framework holding the lamp bulb
;

as will be seen this consists of two square
end pieces composed of 3* Angle Girders
bolted together. The support for the
lamp holder may consist of either a piece
of stout cardboard on tin plate having a
hole cut in it sufficiently large to admit
the screwed portion of the holder. Wires
from the two poles of the holder are taken
to terminals bolted to, but insulated from
the frame.
The objective taken from the microscope

is held between two pieces of stout card-
board or sheet tin 8. se are secured by
2y Strips that are bolted to short Angle

which, in turn, are secured to two
5 1* Strips. These Strips are bolted at
one end to the framework holding the lamp
and at the other end to a 3" Angle Girder,
the ends of which are fastened by Angle

to further Strips that slide in
e Pieces bolted to the inner sides of the
Angle Girders.

The Rack Strip 5 is attached to one of
these Strips by means of a Double Bracket.
It is kept in mesh with the Worm 4 which is

carried on an 11 J* Rod, On turning the
1* Gear Wheel 3, the framework carrying
the objective holder 8 and the lamp frame
will move backward or forward while the
slide holder 6

carrying the condensing lens 7 is

mounted on Eye Pieces so that it mav be
pushed to and fro on the 5A* Strips that
are secured to the lamp framework, and the
light focussed "*

"

It now remains to construct the cover
that is fitted over the lamp and incorporates

second condensing lens 9. Heavy
cardboard should be used for the cover,
so that all light is excluded except that
issuing from the lens.

Operation of the instrument is ven '

simple. A screen should be arranged
in the room where the demonstration is to

place. It may consist of a whit e

or a portion of the wall if it is of a
plain white colour. The lamp having been
coupled to an accumulator or transformer,
etc., the slide' is placed in its holder 6
and the wheel 3 rotated backward or
forward until the specimen is seen to be
in focus on the screen. The condensing
lens 7 should then be adjusted.

How to Use Meccano Parts

^Continued from page 39)

Meccano. Curved lines are not often
required in mechanical engineering, but
since Meccano is equally at home in the
civil branch of the profession, arcs and
Ci rc are
to the system.

essential adjuncts

mechanical engineering the Curved
prove useful in the construction of

rotating mechanisms. Fig. 5 shows a useful
flywheel built up from four 24" small radius
Curved Strips, The diameter of the circle so
formed is not standard with the
and therefore, in order to form spokes for
such a wheel, it is necessary to connect 24*
Strips between the Curved Strips by means
of Flat Brackets, the slotted holes of which
ow the Strips to be secured centrally.

suitable for flywheels,
ketc. f may also be built up from eight 2.J!

large radius Curved Strips or from four 3*

Curved Strips.

Fig, 6 shows how the Circular Strip
may be used in a built-up roller bearing.
Flat Brackets, which are really two-hole

Strips, will be dealt with in Class C, as also
Single, Double, and Cranked Bent

Strips. Rack Strips are in Class O.
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Meccano Biplane

—

{continued from page 50)

It is attached to its respective fixed portion
by Hinges 49. The two units—consisting
of one fixed and moving plane—are s
apart by 2V Flat Girders 50 attached by
means of l" xV Angle Brackets to the
Flat 47. Bolted to the Flat
Girders 50 are Hinges to which the rudders
51 are attached. The rudders each consist
of a 2£* Triangular Plate, along the edges
of which two 2V Strips and a H* Strip
are bolted.

53 are to
the two outside %f Flat Girders 50. and
Collars 54 are secured on the ends of 1 V
Rods held in the bosses of the Double-arm

The rudder wires 55 are to be
t.iken round the shanks of Ordinary bolts

are inserted in the set-screw holes of
the Collars 54.

Two J" Bolts 56 are attached to

portion of each elevator at the
extreme trailing edge. The control wires
57 are secured to these bolts, and are led
through guides 58 consisting of Angle
Brackets bolted to the leading edges of
the Flat Girders 46.

The remainder of the instructions for com-
pleting this model will appear in next month's
* - M*M. lf

In that number we shall publish
illustrations of the wings, engines, landing
wheels and a splendid front view of the complete
model. Each part will be described in detail

and full instructions will be given for assembling
the various units*

M

Inventions

—

{continual from page 20)

The " Fire Suds " pump has two enti

separate gun
action

speed by an extension of the first motion
shaft through the change speed gearbox.

pump chambers, o
e, driven at engine

other from one
The suction

One pump chamber takes its supply from
of the alkaline solution tanks and

solution

to the

tanks are controlled by a group of gun-
metal valves with copper pipes arranged
conveniently for operation from the foot-

boards of "the engine.

The delivery from each jut nip chamber
is taken to a hydraulic hose reel having
two separate extensive lines of rubber
hose, jointed together at the extreme end
by a short length of rubber delivery hose
with branch-pipe and nozzle. The acid

and the alkaline solutions are pumped
thro l the separate and
mix at the base of the branch-pipe, thus
forming " Fire Suds."
AU the are kept charged ready

for immediate use on arrival at a fire.

With the engine running, either or both
the pumps are put into gear by a single

lever to the left of the driver, and the

clutch is then let in, bringing the pumps
into operation. By means of control

valves the outlets of one alkaline and of

one acid tank are opened and the solutions

are pumped through the hoses, the re-

sulting mixture being directed on to the tire.

len the first solution tanks are ex-

hausted, as indicated by a pressure gauge,
the outlets are closed and those of

second two tanks are opened bv the

manipulation of the control valves. Before
there is time for the latter to be exhausted,

the first tank can be recharged with

alkaline solution, and the process repeated

until all six acid tanks have been emptied,

by which time 1,800 gallons of "Fire Suds "

will have been produced.

Our Bread—{continued from page 23)

and causes the grain to lose its starch.

The risk of an outbreak of the disease is

at the end of a rainy growing
season, for the fungus flourishes in damp
weather. There have been no widespread
epidemics since 1816, however, when the
districts of Lorraine and Burgundy were
ravaged by the disease at the end of a

now that
is displacing rye, further outbreaks

particularly wet summer,
wh ei

* «*

on a large scale are very unlikely.

{continued from page 47

J

*

New Meccano Models

5 of No. 35 ; 36 of No. 37 ; 1 of No.
2ofNo. 48a; lofNo.52; 6 of No. 111c;
2 of No. 125 ; 2 of No. 126 ; 2 of Xo, 1

Stone Sawing Machine

No doubt many
watched stone

w
sawing

slowlv

ts have
machines

bu t su rely
through huge blocks of stone that some-
times weigh seve

the
The designer

shown in Fig. 7
has endeavoured to reproduce one of these
machines with the aid of a small Outfit,

and we think readers will agree that he has
succeeded remarkably well

The swinging saw consists of a 5^" Strip
-nutted to a 2V Strip at each end
these 2i* Strips are supported on

jL JL. mmm

Axle Rods journalled in the vertical
mem hers of the model . One of the
carries two 1* Pulleys that are clamped

against thei irm 1 v 2Y s s, two
further Pulleys are secured on the end of

Rod and clamped against another

2)f Strip, which is connected
to a Bush Wheel by means of a 5J* Strip.

Bush Wheel is secured to a
e journailed in two Flat Trunnions

bolted to the side frames the mo ( 1 el

Hence on rotation of the Handle the saw
swing* to and fro in a very realistic manner.
The Stone Sawing Machine comprises

the following parts: 4 of No. 1 ; 7 of No,
2; 1 of No. 3; 3 of No, 5 ; 2 of No. 16;
1 of No- 19s; 4 of No. 22 ; 1 of No. 24

;

6 of No, 35 ; 38 of No. 37 ; 4 of No. 37a;
1 of No. 48a; 2 of No. 126a.

Chocolates for

The I rouse of Cadbury have recently brought out
many new chocolates of 'quality, the new assortments
including Lady Betty, Bermuda, Riverside and ibe
new Prince of Wales chocolates in their richly coloured
box. We lake this. opportunity to remind pur readers
that Cadbury's cater for those who like hard centres
by an assortment of that name, and for those who
refer soft centres there arc such assortments as
smond and Countess Creoles. Most Mr* tano boys

have a little extra pocket money at this time of the
year and we have no doubt that after carefully balanc*
ing theattractions of new Meccano parts ami chocola us,
they will manage to arrange matters so as to allow

* a visit to the 'fucks****" .

t

A Pocket Surveying Instrument
An instrument that will b£ of interest to all boys

is the Pocket Surveyor designed bv Mr. G. C. Sjherrin.
and produced by George Philip ft'Son Ltd,, 32, Fleet
Street, London, EX.4. Although it is simply made
and costs only 2/6* it is very practical and may be
used for an astonishing variety of measurements.
With its aid the widths of rivers and the heights- of
hills and buildings are easily found, and even complete
surveys may be made with fair accuracy.
The Surveyor will be especially valuable to Meccano

boys who wish to reproduce a large engineering struc-
ture, such as a bridge, for they will be able to measure
its dimensions and plan an exact scale model, Other
interesting uses are suggested in the booklet that
accompanies the instrument. Among these mav be
mentioned the levelling and correct marking out of
football fields, tennis courts and camp sites.

The instrument is made of oxidised steel, and is
rustless and unbreakable. It is only five inches in
length, and when closed occupies little more space
than a pocket knife.
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All the , whose advertisement! appear on the following four pages cam' full stock* of Meccano Outfits, Accessory Outfits and Meccano parts,

Hornby Trains and Hornby Train Accessories all the year round. The names are arranged in alphabetical order of town*

E RILEY LTD.,

28. Blackburn Road
ACCRINGTON

HARRY BROWN,
1, Moss Lane i

ALTRINCHAM.

A. E. WILKINSON & SON,

Bank Street, ASHFORD, KENT.
MAIDSTONE.57, High

«—

BENNETT WATTS,
10, Silver Street,

TeL 229 AYLESBURY.

BUTTERFIELDS & MASSIES Ltd.

Street,

Tel. 141 BARNSLEY.

BELL,
10, Lower Garfield St.,

Royal Avenue, BELFAST.
-

SPORTS DEPOT
»

57, Street,

Tel. 4554 (Nr. Albert Memorial) BELFAST.

WOODHALL
1

256, Grange Road, i

B'bead 621 BIRKENHEAD

H. A. CLEWS & SON
»

404/5, Monument Road,

BIRMINGHAM.

A. STOCKWIN & CO.,

16, Worcester Street,

TeL t Mkl. 869 BIRMINGHAM.

GEO. W. TAYLOR
221,

»

Road
f

Aston, BIRMINGHAM.

MERCER'S DOLLS' HOSPITAL,
68, Darwen Street,

BLACKBURN.

BATESON'S SPORTS DEPOT,
Abingdon Street,

BLACKPOOL.

SELLEN'S BAZAAR,
54, Waterloo

f

BLACKPOOL

BURGESS* BAZAAR,
Opposite The Pier,

BOGNOR

J. MORRIS, F.C.O.
J

70,

TeL 1074 BOLTON.

KEIGHTLEY'S,
High Street

I

BOSTON

BROWN, MUFF & CO. LTD.,

BRADFORD

W. CARTER,
British Sports Depot, 15, Bridge Street,

Oppotlte Mechanic*" Imtirote BRADFORD

MAURICE COHEN & SON,

11, Darley Street
J

BRADFORD

RUSHWORTHS LIMITED,
Kirkgate,

BRADFORD
* .

JOHN TAYLOR,
28, Preston Street

»

TeL : Brighton 957 BRIGHTON.

S. H. ARTHUR,
15 & 16, Narrow Wine Street

i

.

TeL 511 BRISTOL

ECONOMIC LIMITED,
288, 290, 292, Lodge Causeway,

Fishponds, BRISTOL

TeL 2888

JOHN HALL (TOOLS) LTD.,

BRISTOL.
CARDIFF.

NEWPORT
SWANSEA

SALANSON LTD.
>

20, High Street, BRISTOL.
4, High Street, CARDIFF.

T. ARNOLD BENNETT,
2, Aberdeen Buildings

j

High Street, BROMLEY

SAM TAYLOR,
Silver Street,

TeL 320 BURY

HAROLD HUNT,
38, Spring Gardens,

TeL 202 BUXTON

BROS, LTD.,
24, Bridge Street, BRISTOL.

188, Whiteladies Road, Clifton, BRISTOL.
TeL 143

—

FRED SPALDING & SONS LTD.
t

TeL 25 CHELMSFORD.

PANTOYS LTD.
»

TeL 3561

The Promenade, CHELTENHAM SPA.

37, Westgate Street GLOUCESTER

EYRE & SONS LTD.,

Tel, 2181

Dept., Arcade,

CHESTERFIELD.

V

E. A. ANELAY,
Parkgate,

TeL 2925 DARLINGTON,

HENRY WHALLEY,
195, Duckworth Street,

DARWEN.

JAME

TeL: Dublin
1528

L. DIXON,
14, Suffolk Street,

(offGrafton St.) , DUBLIN

A. CURRIE,
Emporium, 92, High

DUMBARTON.

DIXON'S
41, High Street,

TeL 5810 DUNDEE.

MARTINS',
232, Hilltown,

DUNDEE.

PHINS LIMITED
»

45, Murraygate,
Tel. 3897 DUNDEE.

ALFRED GOODWIN,
140, Church Street

.

»

TeL 344 ECCLES.

ALDERTON'S,
Bank Parade,

Tel. 0303 EDGWARE

.

I
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BASSETT-LOWKE LTD.,

Frederick Street,
*

EDINBURGH.

HOWARDS
-

72/74, Chase Side, ENFIELD.
& 246, Lordship Lane, N.22.

Devon & Somerset Stores Ltd.,

Toy & Sports Dealers
»

Tel. 2638
Telegrams : Stores, Exeter EXETER.

•

ROBERT BALLANTINE,
103 J, St. Vincent Street,

GLASGOW

CLYDE MODEL DOCKYARD,
22-23, Argyll Arcade, GLASGOW.

Model Makeri to the Admiralty, the Railway
>. etc*

COPLAND & LYE LTD.,

Caledonian House,

Tel. 780 Douglas GLASGOW.

RUSHWORTHS LIMITED,

HUDDERSFIELD.

HAMMOND'S LTD.
J

•

I

HULL.

PRIESTLEY'S,
62, Prince's Avenue,

Tel. 6040 Cent

OLDE SHOPPE,
Chariot Street,

HULL

CRANBROOK SPORTS DEPOT,

Tel.

0S32

Outfitters,

91, Cranbrook Rd., ILFORD

WALKER'S EMPORIUM,
25-9, IngUs St., and 11-13, New Market,

INVERNESS.

i

'

Reliance Cycle & Motor Co.,

29/31, Manchester St., Liverpool.

Argyle & Conway Sts., Birkenhead.

ACACIA STORES,
168, 229 & 231, Upper Tooting Rd.,

Tel.: Streathani 2441

TheARUNDEL CYCLE & SPORTS
STORE, 52, Church Road,

Upper Norwood, LONDON, S.E.I 9.

DEMPSEY & CO.,

69, South Side, CLAPHAM
Tel.: Brixton 3022

f

LONDON, S.W.4.

R. BARNES,
88, Road,

Sydenham 2404 W. DULWICH, S.E.21.

BECK,
22, 24 & 26, Camden Passage,

Tel. : Qeikenwell 8403 LONDON, N.I.

LUMLEY'S
Lumley House, Sauchiehall Street,

GLASGOW.TeL: Douglas 2701

LYON LTD.,

389, Sauchiehall Street,

GLASGOW.

W. J. S. CARPENTER,
13 & 15, Queen Victoria Street,

LEEDS.

RONALD B. MOSES,
Newsagent, 254, Road,

WORTLEY, LEEDS.
|

F. C.

371, High Street, Lewisham,
Tel. : Lee Green 1342 LONDON, S.E.13.

W. F. CHAPMAN, Streatham 1736-07 59

225, High Road, Balham, S.W.17
1410, London Rd., Norbury, S.W.16

he MARVEL MART (Win, Ross & Co.)

110, West Nile Street,

GLASGOW.

Pettigrew & Stephens Ltd.

Sauchiehall Street,

I

POLLOCK & CO., 36, Bridge Street,

222, Argyle Street
(Under Railway ferine). GLASGOW.

ROWANS LIMITED,
m.

70, »

GLASGOW.

I

PEARSON & DENHAM (PHOTO)
LTD.

t
6 f

Bond Street,

LEEDS
*

THORNTON'S,
House, Briggate,

LEEDS.

A. WRIGHT, The Garage,

Tel. LEEDS

ROBOTHAM'S LIMITED
)

H Baby's

TeL 4809 Belvoir St., LEICESTER.
7

^—^™

THE CITY RUBBER& MOTORCo.
(next Liverpool SL

Station)

Tel. : Bfeh. 2284

141, Bishops

LONDON, E.C.2.

DAVIES & CO.,
r

*
Leytonstone Road,

Stratford, LONDON, E.

W. HUMPHRYS & SON,
& 275, Rye Lane,

Etta*. In 1840 PECKHAM, S.E.15.

JUCHAU,
32, East Road, City Road,

LONDON, N.l

R. WYLIE HILL & CO. LTD.
»

20, Buchanan St. & Argyll Arcade,

GLASGOW, C. 1.

T. WEIGHTMAN
»

198, Charnwood Street,

Tel. 58804 LEICESTER.

LAFFEATY
»

308, King's
*

TeL: Kensington 2705 LONDON, S.W.3.

FLETCHER'
Deardeng

Buildin

TOYLAND,
, HASLINGDEN
RAWTENSTALL

H. POULTON,
75 & 77, High Street,

HOUNSLOW, Middlesex.
|

GAMLEYS,
The Hove Hornby Train Store,

78, Church Road, HOVE

BOOTH & SON
13, Cross

»

Street

457 HUDDERSFIELD.

BYCROFTS EMPORIUM,
366, High Street,

T. ARMSTRONG & BRO. LTD.

33, Dale Street,

»

TeL; Central 3301 LIVERPOOL

BUNNEY'S LTD.,

I

Mostyn Street, LLANDUDNO.

LUCAS, Hobbies Depot,

Manchester Street,

LIVERPOOL,

WILLIAM W. LANK,
Near Boleyn, East Ham,

LONDON.

LEDWITH
42 & 44, Walworth

Nr. ELEPHANT
AND CASTLE

>

LONDON, S.E.17

H. V. PALIN,
120, Station Road,

TtL : Cbingford 104 CHINGFORD, E.4,

PIGGOTT BROS. LTD.,

Bishopsgate,

LONDON, E.C.2
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.

preceding two pages, and in the twenty-two announcement* on the opposite page, carry full stock*
Hornby Trains and Hornby Train Accessories all the year round. The names are arranged in

alphabetical order of town.

^

PERCIVAL & CO.,

Td.
140, High Street,

w.t"oi20 WALTHAMSTOW, E.17

F. WAIN & SON,

478, Kingsland

Tel. : Clissold 9269 LONDON, E.8

POTTER & SON,

43, Market Place,

LOUGHBOROUGH.

PARTRIDGE & CO.,

10, Street,

Tet. 234 LUTON.

The BERKSHIRE RUBBER
51, Queen Street,

MAIDENHEAD.

BARRS, Children's Paradise,

49, Deansgate,

Tel. 165 City MANCHESTER.

A. FRANKS LTD.,

95& 97, Deansgate, MANCHESTER
90, Bradshawgate, BOLTON.

HENRY'S Toy & Game Stores,

22, i

Tel. 3004 Central MANCHESTER.

A. INMAN, MANCHESTER.
105, Lapwing Lane, Didsbury. Tel. 1518.

179, Dickenson Rd.,Rushotme. Tel. 2241.

EDWARD LLOYD & SON
268, Upper Chorlton Road,

MANCHESTER, S.W

NESBITT LTD.,

9
Market Street »

City 2284 MANCHESTER,

ROFE,
93, Piccadilly,

Central 2945 MANCHESTER

»ALEC. WATSON LIMITED
39, Piccadilly & 35, Oxford Street,

MANCHESTER.

H. WILES LTD.,

124, Market Street,

MANCHESTER.

THE MANSFIELD & SUTTON
CO-OP. SOC, LTD., Stockwell Gate,

MANSFIELD.TeL 583

JACKSON *S CYCLE STORES,
158, Parliament Road,

MIDDLESBROUGH.
^-

R. SCUPHAM & SONS,

35, Linthorpe Road,

MIDDLESBROUGH.

WHEELE
Longbrid Road,

Tel. : Grantfewood 0857 NEW BARKING.
^H

tvENDRICK'S DOLLS' HOSPITAL
82, George Street,

NEWCASTLE-UNDER-LYME.

WILLIAM OLLIFF,
13, Grainger Street West

t

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE

W. MARK & CO. LTD.,

27, The Drapery,
Tel. 461 NORTHAMPTON

BEECROFT & SONS
f

16, Pelham Street,

NOTTINGHAM

R. NORRIS,
Photographic Dealer,

Pelham Street, NOTTINGHAM •

PEARSON & PEARSON,
12, Angel Row,

NOTTINGHAM

THE ATHLETIC STORES,
Town Hall,

Tel. 1236 OLDHAM.

BUTTERFIELD BROS.,
Meccano & Chemistry Outfits,

48, Yorkshire St., OLDHAM

STYLES,
Church Street,

Tel. 276 ORMSKIRK.

W. DE LA MARE,
, George Street,

Tet. 3456
• OXFORD

C. HORSBURGH
>

12, High Street
*

PAISLEY.

•

i

GWYN M. JONES,
The Rexall

PENYCRAIG, Glam

D . WARREN,
6, Hyde Park Place, Mutley,

Tel. 1482 PLYMOUTH.

JOHN TAYLOR, Chemist,

Ropergate,
Tel. 67 PONTEFRACT.

E. A. HODGES,
Stationer & Bookseller,

Evesham Street, REDDITCH.

REDRUTH DRAPERY STORES
LTD., West End,

Tel. 102 REDRUTH.

JAMES ORR,
120, Paisley Road,

RENFREW.

F, SHEPPARD,
58, Kew Road,

TeL 1970 RICHMOND, SURREY.

DEAN & HOLT
t

78, Yorkshire Street
»

ROCHDALE.

MORRIS,
26, High Street,

ROCHESTER

WM. COOPER,
Doncaster Gate,

Tel. 13 ROTHERHAM

Wm. Mcintosh (Rotherham) Ltd.,

Imperial High Street,

ROTHERHAM.

A. V. WORDEN,
<« Toyland," Park Road,

ST. ANNES ON SEA.

J. F. BARNES,
la & 3, Cross Street,

SALE.
t

HAIG,
Northenden Road

,

SALE, CHESHIRE

THE NOAH'S ARK '

15, The Broadway,

SHEERNESS.
I



Wm. Mcintosh (Sheffield) Ltd.,

Change Alley,

SHEFFIELD.

THE REDGATE CO,

(SHEFFIELD) LTD.,
TeL 22866 Moorhead, SHEFFIELD.

SHEFFIELD PHOTO CO. LTD
6. Norfolk Ro

TeL 23891

(Fargate)

,

SHEFFIELD

WILSON, GUMPERT& CO. LTD.,

57, Fargate
*

Tel, 20489 SHEFFIELD.

R. MANSELL
17,

Tel. 2403 SHREWSBURY

F. C. E. CLEAVER,
West End Garage,

West Street, SITTINGBOURNE

BIRMINGHAM & COVENTRY

Tel. 2663

CO., 149/151, Above Bar,

SOUTHAMPTON.
.

Osborn & Co. (Southampton) Ltd

9, High Street

Tel. 3587 SOUTHAMPTON

The results obtained from
very satis

your paper have been
L.C.J

.

?
S have a Diary yes

have a Diary

for every boy's need

The SCHOOLBOY'S
BOY SCOUT'S

The WIRELESS WORLD
The SPORTSMAN'S
ThcSchoolbDy*s Diary
contains tables for sports*
records, Prep., etc., and a
mass of useful in forination.
Price, with pencil. 1/6
Leather, with pockets, &/-

The Boy
Scout's Diary
The Official

Diary.
Picture
9d.

Price,

Cover,
Ditto, with

Pencil, 1/-.
Leather, 3/-.

The Wireless
Diary

C loth
Lea ther . ,

,

V-
2/6

The Sportsman's
Diary

Contains a mass
records of all sports.

Illustrated.

Leather & Pencil, 2/6

OF ALL STATIONERS

PUBLISHED BY

rf&£efte*©
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S. T. SIMPSON & SON,
589-595,

TeL 4998

Street,

SOUTHPORT

PERCY KILN LIMITED,
30, Elm Grove,

TeL 4793 SOUTHSEA.

H. W. GINN,
The London Motor, Cycle & Sports Co.

r

TeL
252 Staines 106, St., STAINES.

H. Binns Son & Co. Ltd.,

Sunderland, also at Darlington, Middles-

brough.West Hartlepool & South Shields.

I^M

DAVIES'S,
Leicester

WALSALL

L. MYERSCOUGH,
57, South Road,

Tel. j Water! •:i 523 WATERLOO.

H. N. WILLIAMS,
282, London Road,

WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA

P. CHAMBERLAIN,
57 & 59, Albert Road,

WIDNES.

DAN
<« The Meccano Centre,"

218, Oxford St., SWANSEA.

GOLDSMITH'S,
18, High Street,

Tel. 392 SWINDON

CHARLES EVANS LTD.,

32, Market
TeL 354

W. HARRIS BRADLEY,
53 & 54, Victoria St. & Skinner St.,

Tel. 501 WOLVERHAMPTON.

E. M. COLLINS,
12, Castle Street,

TRALEE.

A. E. DEEKER & SON,
161, High Road,

Tel.

Bkhst. 1836 WOODFORD GREEN.

"

ailwaysMake your
with Farms and Villages to scale
All sections complete with plots and figures, and

suitable fencing seals Carriage

No.L 5 6 each,—Stock Pens. Stables. !

Pen and Piggery. Barn, Drinking Trough. Cow
Shed, Chicken Run. Ploughed Field. Hay

iilh Shop/ the Hunt. Field
with Duck Sfend. High Road with Telephone
Kiosk.

No. 2. 10/6 each. Chicken House

Village Inn
Bridge and Lake* Farm House,

No. 3. 21/- each. Church,
Large Farm House.

HUMPHREYS
Meccano and Hornby Train Depotf

Next Grove Arcade,

WALLASEY VILLAGE, CHESHIRE

f

MAKE OR BUY A GRAMO-
PHONE 100% cheaper than
others. Mechanical Parts of
a I st-class RIFANCO-Phone :

Double Spring Motor, 12-in*

Turntable?; Swan or "S" Tone-
arm, Superior Sound Box,
I n tenia! Horn or Cast Throat,
Needle Cups as fitted by other
firms i u CI 0,(20 Gramophones.
All bar the £<f .4 Q -C

. NettCash *> -lO-O
This set supplied with polished
Oak or Mahogany 40 in, high
Cabinet as shown, or Jacobean
Pedestal, 4PA -1 fl -fl
Nctt Cash **§ . 1 U -U

Carriage paid In ILK*
Other sets from 18/-.Macliines
30 models, Sideboards, Pedes-
tals, Portables.etc, from 19/6*
Motors 9/-. New M2 1 6,64-page Catalogue of Accessories
with Instructions Haw to make Gramophones 3d.

ed 24 years.

Regent Fittings Co.,78D, 120, Old St., London, E.C.1

^H

The "SILKRITE 11 Registere
Over 5,QO0 Testimonials received 1

d SELF-FILLING FOUNTAIN PEN
GUARANTEED 5 YEARS' WEAR I

V O POWBLLHw/wrltet:— Delighted with 'SUkrUo^Pttn. ftequala any other make fHHta.'
I

E these novel
Tritk AtiPT '* ailkrite" Pen at !• Ml ea^h litid 3d, extra for portage of gift) we ^ive abaolutaly

S^^alSoPBli OJULSBBS oombining 6 useful Instrument* In ONE =-ToImoc»i^ Storeowpe.
Po™** tSSSyiSSSi GUm P.O. for la* 9iL OKI»T secures this amazing offer of Fan and

Olft ^IffkOW I ™f«% lW8"«r* Catalogue Riekljt Iliurtratet. full of Big Eargai^JiwcUery.

Su£* Gnol.P™ fV«* TflTtmDff BARGAIN Co, ( M >, 31, Kenclal Lane. LEEDS.
fc.f

"TOC-TOC"

COMPETITION

HOT AIR DRIVE from" Met*/ 1

Spirit, Candle
end, or even Night Light* No clockwork. No battery. No boil

Nothing to explode ! 9 ins.

Have yon vet inspected
the " Sure-Shot ? Springlcss

Gun 5/- t
and the

'* Abbey- Progressive
Chest Expanders from 3/3 ?

2 ins. Rudder
:

Continuous '* Toe * Toe**
lufitii /or great distance.

Write for name of nearest
agent, or 4/5 post free

(Overseas 5/-), from
ABBEY SPORTS CO. LTD.
(Dept M.CO. 125, Borough
High Street, London, S.E.I.

No Entrance Fee

!

All you have to do is to send

in any 12 names you think

most suitable for individual

Toe-Too Speedboats to

carry : for instance,

PIRATE. CHAMPION, etc*

The 20 boys who send in the

lists from which we
the most appropriate names
wilt be given the choice of

:

A TWO-STRAND CHEST.
EXPANDER, or A "SURE-
SHOT " SPRINCLESS GUN.

Seqd in your 12 names
to-day!
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HORNBY SERIES GAUGE
-

Hornby Rolling Stock includes almost every
e in use on the big railways, and a selection

•CATTLE TRUCK No, 2
Splendid model fitted with double doors.
Suitable for 2 ft. radius rails only. Price 5/9

of the splendid range available is illustrated on
this page. The various items are modelled on
realistic lines and are beautifully enamelled,

in the correct colours of the L.N.E.,
L.M.S., G.W. or Southern

you r

Hornby Rolling Stock.

to show you the full range of

•LUGGAGE VAN No. 2
Fitted with double doors. Suitable for 2 ft.

radius rails only.

WINE WAGON
An attractive III* del, artis-

tically enamelled in red and
black

.

Price 3/9

SECCOTINE VAN
Beautifully finished in

?,with opening doors.
Price 3/6

•TROLLEY WAGON
in brown and blue,

2 ft. radius rails only.
Suitable

Price
for

5 6

JNPOWDER VAN
Finished in red, with
open ing doors . Pr i ce 3 /

9

SNOW PLOUGH
With revolving plough

n from front axle.
Price 5/6

'LUMBER WAGON No, 1
Fitted with bolsters and
stanchions for log trans-
port. Price 2/-

, - -.

'TIMBER WAGON No, 1

•HORNBY WAGON
No, 0-1-2

As Supplied with Hornby
Goods Sets- Price 2/6

RIVIERA "BLUE" TRAIN COACH
(Dining or Sleeping)*

This is a beautiful model,
well finished. Suitable for 2 ft. radius rails only. green and red

12/6

7 built and

HORNBY No, 0-1
PASSENGER COACH

Realistic in design and
fitted each side with open-
ing doors. Price 2/6

•TIMBER WAGON No. 2
Beautifully enamelled in green and red. Suit-
able for ij ft. radius rails onlv. Price 3/6

•GUARD'S VAN
Realistic design, fitted each
side with opening doors*

Price 2/6

BRAKE VAN
Finished in grey, with open-
ing doors. Obtainable with
L.M.S. or G.W,or

Price 3/6
enng.

CEMENT WAGON
Finished in red.

Price 3/-

CRAWFORD'S BISCUIT
VAN

Finished in

opening doors. Price 3/6

•LUGGAGE VAN No. 1
With opening doors.

Price 3/6

HOPPER WAGON
Mechanically unloaded

Finished in green.
Price 4/-

SIDE TIPPING WAGON
Excellent design and finish

Price 2/6

•CATTLE TRUCK No. 1
Fitted with sliding door

Very realistic design.
Price 3/6

•LUMBER WAGON No. 2
Fitted with bolsters and stanchions for log
transport. Suitable for 2 ft. radius rails only.

Price 4/-

•REFRIGERATOR VAN
Beautifully enamelled. Fit ted
with sliding doors. Price 3/9

•MILK TRAFFIC VAN
Fitted with sliding door
complete with milk cans

Price 3/6

•CRANE TRUCK
Finished in brown and

BREAKDOWN VAN AND CRANE

blue- Price 3/6

utifully coloured in brown and blue, with
opening doors. Suitable for 2 ft. radius
rails only. Price 6/3

WAGON (French Type)
Lettered Nord. Highly

in colours.

Price 3/3

Price S/9

PETROL TANK WAGON
** REDLINE "

Finished in blue and red.

Price 2/6

BRAKE VAN (French Type)
Lettered Nord. Beautifully
finished in colours. Opening,
doors. Price 4/-

*GAS CYLINDER WAGON
Finished in red, let-

tered gold, Prict* 2 6

BRAKE VAN
Finished in brown, with
opening doors. Obtainable
in N.E. or S.R. lettering.

Price 3/6

ROTARY TIPPING WAGON
Finished in orange.

Price 3/-
4

f

" M ff PULLMAN COACH
Strong and well finished,

in colours. Price 1/-

HORNBY PULLMAN COACH No, 2-3
As supplied with Nos, 2 and 3 Train Sets. This
splendid coach is perfect in detail and finish. Suit-
able for 2 ft* radius rails only. Price 11/6

No. 1 PULLMAN COACH
Distinctive in design and
beautifully finished in

uis. Price 3/-

Ne* 1 PULLMAN COACH
COMPOSITE
type. One part

designed for passenger
accommodation and the

ofother for conveyance
luggage. Price 3/

HORNBY PULLMAN COACH COMPOSITE No, 2-3
As supplied with Nos„'2 and 3 Train Sets. One part
is designed for passenger accommodation and the
other for conveyance of luggage. Suitable for 2 ft.

radius rails onlv. Price 11/6
at i M

•Lettered L,M.S., N.E., G.W. or S.R.
m

MECCANO LIMITED, OLD LIVERPOOL

*
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SERIES HORNBY SERIES

* *

SIGNAL GANTRY
The signal arms are operated by
levers at the base of the stand-
ards* Attractively finished in
colours. Price 10/-

1 .. . .

There is a splendid range of Hornby Accessories in
the Hornby Series, all built in exact proportion and all

perfectly designed. With these realistic Accessories the
most elaborate railwav system may be constructed

in exactly the same manner as real
railway in actual practice.

A selection of Hornby Accessories is illustrated below
Your dealer will be pleased to show you the full range

,.

MANSELL WHEELS
These wheels are die

Price per pair 4d.

'-«

- 1

DOUBLE ARM
SIGNAL No. 1

Price 3/9
per pair

DOUBLE ARM
SIGNAL No* 2
(as illustrated)
Price 3/- each

i

*
i
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RAILWAY STATION No. 1 fas illustrated), A well-made
del, richly finished in bright colours. Dimensions

:

Length 16} in., width 6 in., height 6 in. Price 5/-
RAILWAY STATION No. 2.

designed and finished
breadth 6 in., height 7 in

2. Excellent mod
Dimensions : Leng

Price 10/

1 *

V

*

n

.• - - -.

,.

'-*

1 - \

.
- -,

, v .-
V

i

i

\

11

I

.-.-.

ENGINE SHED No. 1 (as illustrated)
This Shed will accommodate Loco-
motives and Tenders of the M Series,
No. and No. 1 types. Price 11/-

ENC1NE SHED No. 2
This Shed will accommodate two of any
type of Hornby Locomotive and Tender.

SIGNAL No. 1
Price 3/- per pair
One " Home " and
One " Distant."
SIGNAL No. 2

(as illustrated)

Price 2/6 each
" Home " or

11 Distant "

-r r

Price 17/6

'i

TUNNEL
Realistic and finished in

colours. Price 7/6

LOADING
GAUGE
Price 1/9

RAILWAY ACCESSORIES
No. 7

Watchman's Hut,
Shove] and Poker, Price 1/6

\

GOODS
6| in., height 6£ i

e platform ievolv<

yzr V*

\

* %>

The crane at the
Price 10 6

« F*£

i*>

JUNCTION SIGNAL
u Home' , or"Distant ,,

Signal arms operated
by levers at base.

Price 5/6

WATER TANK
Fitted with flex

-

tube and

Price 6/6

BUFFER STOPS No. 2
(HYDRAULIC)

Price 5/-

V
m

_

'^

*.* .3.

>

v
?

V :-.

E

rK K

,

SIGNAL CABIN No. 1
(as illustrated)

Finished in colours.
Price 2/9

SIGNAL CABIN No. 2
Roof and back open to
allow signal 1avers to be
fitted inside cabin

p
if

desired. Price 6/6

LEVEL CROSSING No. 1
(as illustrated)

This model is suitable for a single
track only and has gauge rails

in position. Price 3/6
LEVEL CROSSING No. 2

Measures Il|x71in. with two
tracks of gauge rails in position.

Price 5/-

•a

m 1

TURNTABLE No.
(as illustrated)

Price 4/-
TURNTABLE No,

Price 2/6

. t.

VIADUCT

TARPAULIN SHEETS
Strongly made. Lettered
L.M.S., Jg.E., G.VV. or S.R.
The above illustration shows
one of the Tarpaulin Sheets
fitted to a Hornby Wagon-

Price 6d.

L

GIRDER
Constrvictional type,
well proportioned.

BRIDGE
Strong and
Price 9/6

RAILWAY ACCESSORIES
No. ] Miniature

True k.
andLuggage

Price 1/
vo 2 MUk cans & Truck. Price 1/
No. 3 (as illustrated) Platform
Machines, etc. Price 1/6

No. 4 KOiJbpn"*""' v,.« i a o.i

Price
,' Ml

A'<!

zyu*-
c

Price 7/- Centre Section onlv, Price 4/6
ELECTRICAL VIADUCT, Price 8/-
Centre Section for Electrical Viaduct.

Price 5/-

BUFFER STOPS No. 1
^SPRING)
Price 1/-

" i

SHUNTERS POLE. Prke 4d.

L\

i

PLATFORM CRANE
The Crane revolves on its base
and is fitted with a crank and
ratchet mechanism for control-
ling the load. • Price 4/-

i 1**
B ¥

UPMijhtiLt

'
t-

<i ">*

P

RAILWAY ACCESSORIES No- 5
Gradient Posts and Mite Posts, Price 2/

TELEGRAPH
P LES

Price per pair

3/6

,£i>r

jOr
*Or

•_».*

x*«rt

*av

FOOTBRIDGE No. 1 (without Signals)
Price 3/6

FOOTBRIDGE No. 2-(asiIluBtratcd), com-
plete with detachable Situate. Price 6/-

Signals only, per pair 2/9

LAMP STANDARD
No. 2 (DOUBLE)

„ las illustrated)
Hour*volt bulbs may
be fitted into the
globes. Price 4/-
LAMP STANDARD
No. 1 (SINGLE)

A 4 -volt bulb mav
be fitted into the
globe. Prfcfe 3/-

CAUtlOH

irum ?

L»TtN f AC^JIIIt^

QC-fi :fi

(-L£S3£E=I.

U1J

rrcri^ipi

RAILWAY ACCESSORIES No. 6
Notice Boards, and Station Name Boards

Price 4/-

MECCANO LIMITED, OLD SWAN, LIVERPOOL
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MODEL
GENERATING PLANT

BASSETT
i

LONDON: 112, High Holborn, W.C.I

LTD
J
NORTHAMPTON

MANCHESTER : 28, Corporation Street EDINBURGH: 5, erick Street
-
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You must S.T. ENGIN
your
Models

*

t\

S.T. Engine Parts » ft 5/- Finished
Finished Plant on Base, as illustrated

Past Frte,

r t .

* ft 4 17/6
8/

It is utterly different from the ordinary Toy Shop model
engine, you have the pleasure of building it yourself.

We guarantee it will work when you have built it.

Like all Stuart models it is made on correct engineerim'
lines and therefore has Power. *

The Boiler is of Copper, brazed throughout and tested.

From a letter dated 10/A June, 1928.

I want a new lamp for the 5>7\ Plant I bought 3 years
a

It is still giving fine service, hauling heavy crane
Ok ^m Mi - MB _

, etc and looks as good as new *'

Send a stamp for list I2M which describes this and several other amplemodels
or better still a Postal Order for 6dL for our new 96 page

41 ENGINE CATALOGUE/'
fully illustrated and packed with interest from cover to cover*

Stuart Turner Ltd., Henley-on-Thames
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F COURSE every Meccano boy who can use his hands
knows all about Seccotine and what it can do but,

beginning with the children, it is interesting to learn

other people have in the great Adhesive,

Q ladies occupied a scat on a Cam-
bridge lawn, in sight of the great Chapel
of King's College. One told to the other
how she had taken a little boy into the
Chapel, and as she pointed out to him
the great height of the building—its walls
so old, sO high, and yet so strong,— the

fellow, impressed, said *' I wonder.

of Seccotine : « I am glad to say I find it

for many ordinary purposes
and for scientific models.

1
*

Yarrow & Co. Ltd., Scotstoun,
w, wrote : " We are pleased to say

that we have used

s I. , f

lining

Seccotine for

lockers with canva
.

the same
,

and its

ers, sitting on
about

the incident
home, and

This is not an invented story- A third

t, stranger to the oth v *„,

something
reported

It is an example of the
grip that Sec$0'tiiie has on the national
mind, that, when a child is shown some-
thing remarkable for firmness of jointing,
it associates Seccotine with the good work.

and|find it very satisfactory/
1

In yacht- building, also,

used successful!y

,

tnemher that.

hits

King's College Chapel, Cambridge, was— k„;i* mh seccotine, hut its proved

ago, in one of th#
earlier races for the America Cup. Shamrock
III had her spinnaker boom broken in ft

severe gale. Seccotine was used to raptfir

trie damage* We give here a copy of

letter sent us on the subject by Metfsfs*

Cosena & Co, Ltd., Weymouth; " Wfe
are in receipt of your letter of 22nd bit * *

,

reliability in a wonderful variety of uses
is sufficiently

What is he saving Tom?—I can't make it out/ 1

-T-I-N-E—S-T-I-C-K-S—E-V-E-R

*i

Gwen
Tom—" He says, 'S-E-C-C

X-H-I-K-C.' "

Gwen—"Oh, the silly !—sure everybody knows that.

Sold everywhere in pi

Sticks

Every-
thing

possible here to enumerate these uses,
mention can be made of only a few, widely

It is not factory/'

We used Seccotine in the repairs to Spin-

naker boom of Shamrock 111, the fesuks
being, as far as we can judge, quit* fatis-

Y-

Lord Kelvin, the great scientist, wrote

Here is the testimony of a w
firm of opticians in Bristol

:

Seccotine one of the most exc
hesives we have ever tried."

^fttiown

find

ad-

tubes at 4Jd. (vest pocket size) 6d. and 9d. per tube

Requires

no

heating]

In the Workshop—in the Laboratory—in the Home— Seccotine is

Regd. Trade Mark
AT HOME

'

It is fascinating to take photographs

in the home The process is

safe and simple with Johnson's Flash-

l containing two charges.Box.

and sold by all Dealers at

6d each

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

JOHNSON'S FLASHLIGHT
COMPETITIONS

14 Cash Prizes

FIRST CASH PRIZE

No Entrance Fee

CLOSING DATES
January 3 1st, 1929
April 15 th, 1929

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

i

I

I

I

JOHNSON!

LASH
Two Charges

Flash- 8 ox coriUj

hpgtr for flfJfTffi

ail sol oneucn "A 1

To readers of "The Meccano

Magazine " who send 6d, we will

1 Johnson's FJash-Box, also

of our Competitions,

SON & SONS
Manufacturing Chemists Ltd.,

HENDON, LONDON, N.W.4.

t
t
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Outside

3/6 (post

This book tells the story

of some of the most
famous expresses of
Great Britain, The
author, Mr. Cecil J.
AUcn, is one of the best-

mviti writers on rail-

and his

B.B,C.

The

way matters,
lectures and
talks are always popular,
and his present contri-

bution will be of great

interest to all railway
enthusiasts—voting and

old.

book is beautifully printed on art paper, cloth bound, and is fully illus-

trated throughout. Now Ready. Price 2/9 (post free) from:

—

VNO LTD. (Book Deptv), Old Swan, LIVERPOOL

Repeater
[FTY shots— all fired one at a

-

time without moving the rifle from
your shoulder ! You can do it with

this model DAISY
The most powerful model T>i , it is

finished in trim bine. Magazine holds 50
shots, and has a force feed, To fire, you
just pull back the slide until it

then push it forward. Send for

list of other models to-day 1

Actithis Pump
repeater No, 25 from your
dealer. It only costs

.

•

A R R
Wm. E. Peck &. Co* of London, Inc.

31, Bartholomew Close, London, E.C. 1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

WRITE
TO-DAY
FOR
FREE

ART LIST

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

Uiam

r

Riley*s are the larg-
est makers of Full
Size Billiard Tables
in

V-

es
designs and any kind
of repair work or ac-
cessones will be sent

ONE FOR
YOUR HOME AND

AN EASY WAY TO PAY

DOWN
you can have your own perfect billiard t

" Home " Table that will provide li

table
limitless

6 ft.

free. day

" COMBINE "

BILLIARD
DINING
A choice piece of

ft

AND
TABLE

Riley
enjoyment

throughout the winter nights. The 6 ft. is the popular size

and will rest on your dining table. But there are other sizes,

as shown below and any one will be sent ready for play for a
first payment. The balance is paid monthly whilst you play.

Mice

furniture tor any
home, Supplied in.

any shade of oak or
uy, Prices

given below are for
round leg design in
mahogany. See
price list for otiif-rs.

5'4*x2' 10* ... £22
6'4*x3'4* ... £26
7' 4**3' 10* ... £33
S'4*x4'4* ... £43

* 13 or

4' 4" x 2' 4*

5'4*x2' 10*

«'4*X3'4*
V 4*x3' 10*

8'4*X4'4*

* I * i m

* * r

m m m

m M I

£7
£9

...£U
£15
£21

* #

15

TkisisthfCahrioUP
design, 6ft. size, £M
10s. cash , or supplied
otktasypuym cni term s

pavments
of.

Riley's give 7 Days 1

Free Trial* Pay Carriage
and take all risk in

Transit.

or in iu

j. RIL
EAL WORKS. ACCRIN
and Dipt. V, 147. AUerstate Stmt. London, E.C.I

# r # %j *

i*

•

J

**

Trains

by
of

are stock

•i

fe A

Order by post if you cannot

call. We pay carriage and
guarantee satisfaction

•

DEANSGATE MANCHESTER
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MODEL ENGINES, ELECTRIC MOTORS

Piston Valve Engines,

i* bore, J
* stroke, 6/4 ea #

Double Acting

size), 7/6

er

Best value ever offered.

Solid cast frame, gun*

metal cylinders, etc.

Engines
|* bore, |* stroke

(as illustrated),

Larger3/- es

lie 4/6

R.l. Electric Motors, 4 or 6 volt. Beautifully
finished. Ideal for Boat Motors or Driving

7/6 each. Postage 6d. extra.

Accumulators
4 v. 4 amp. 4/6 each
4v. 6 n 6/6
4v. 10 rt 8/- „
Postage 6d. extra

»

ALL GOODS ADVERTISED GUARANTEED BRITISH
MADE AND BEST QUALITY,

Write for Catalogue, 2d. Motors, Dynamos, Steam Fittings, etc*

Agents for R- F. STEADMAN & CO. (late L.M.C.) and «* MARKLIN '

RAILWAY GOODS.

144j Street, W.8

DUMETOHM
A high resistance of special construc-
tion which has many uses and is

supplied in nine resistance values—
.25, ,5, I* 1,5, 2, 3, 4 and 5 megohms.
Other higher values specially to order.
Holders are supplied, either hori-
zontal or vertical.

If unobtainable from your dealer
write direct to us giving his
name and address.

Advt, of Duhilier Condemn Co. (1925) Ud. t Dttcon Works, Victoria
Road, 2V\ A-tton. W. \

to 181

The Best Qift! for every Boy

The Most Popular Flying Model
THE FAMOUS "SKISAIL"

Monoplane

British

Manufacture.

These models show perfect stability in flight, wiU rise from
the ground and fly from 150 to 450 yards according to size, in straight or
circular flight.

SPECIFICATION.—Silver Spruce Fuselage, Silk-covered Planes, Aluminium
Wheels, Polished Propeller. Nos. 0, 1, 2 and 3 fitted with our Famous
Patent Safety Chassis with Bamboo Runners.

Wing Span of 18/6 Model 33 in
- — _l_ - . _ _^K. L .

Length 31 in.
Fitted with Patent Safely Chassis with Landing Skids.
Wing span of our 4/6 model 21 in. Length 20 in.

The •' Skisaii Model de Luxe "

Wing Span 43 ins. Price 27/ 6 carr. paid

No. Price 18/6
•t 1 ii 14/6
n 2 .» 10/6

:: ! :: $
ti 5 » 4/6
Carr. paid U.#Ifa

The " Skisaii " Monoplanes are designed on correct aeronautical lines." con
structed with highest quality materials and the prices are ranged to suit

ail pockets.
No other ypc can compare for Design, Performance, or Price, and our Famous
Patent Chassis gives the' -

Skisaii
,f
a unique pre-eminence over any other make*

The "5K1SAIL" PATENT MODELS are itUl the best.
Purchase direct from the PIONEER INVENTORS.

PATENT MODEL MANUFACTURERS
159, Lymington Avenue.Wood Green, LONDON, N.22

D
n

nnnDnaanDnnannDnaDnnnnDnnnnnnnnnnnnnaaiau
a
a

c

HORNBY No, 1 TANK LOCO
Strong and durable loco capable of any amount of hard work ; richly
enamelled and highly finished : fitted with reversing gear, brake and

ernor,

tge 0, in colours to represent L.M.S., L.N.E. or G.W. Railway Com-
... #»* ... ... ' •*» •*• •• »•• JrTl'CC l«/u

Hornby No. 1 Tank Loco, fitted for Hornby Control ... „ 15/-

HORNBY No. 2 TANK LOCO
Powerful model embodying ali the splendid Hornby characteristics.

It is 10Y i& length and is fitted at both ends with a four-wheeled bogey.
Beautifully finished in colours to represent L.MS,, L.N.E, or G.W,
Railway Companies' Locos, and suitably lettered. Fitted with reversing
gear, brake and governor. Suitable for 2-ft. radius rails only. Price 22/6
Hornby No. 2 Tank Loco, fitted for Hornby Control *„ M 25/"-

>

• * •

MECCANO LTD., BINNS ROAD, LIVERPOOL
anannnnDnDr

•
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Binding the M.M >J

In response to many requests, we have
arranged for banding cases for back
numbers of the Magazine to be supplied

I. Bateman and Co., 23,

Liverpool, These cases
supplied in two sizes (1) for six copies,

price 3/6 and (2). for twelve copies, price 5/3
post free in each case. The binding cases
are supplied in what is known as " Quarter
Basil, full that is to say three-
quarters of the sides are dark crimson cloth

and the back and a quarter of the
are dark crimson leather as shown below.
The case is tastefully in

with the name " Meccano Magazine,"
on the back is the name and volume number

Binding Six or Twelve Copies
These binding cases are supplied so that

readers may have their azmes
bound locally, but where
firm men above will bind
Magazines at a charge of 6/6 for six issues
or 8/6 for twelve issues, including the
cost of the binding and also return carriage.

The covers of the Magazines may be
or omitted as but in

e absence of any instructions to the
contrary they will be included.

Whilst the binding of the twelve Maga-
zines is quite satisfactory, they form a
rather bulky volume and for that reason
arrangements have been made to bind
six months' Magazines where so desired,

as explained above. Back numbers for

any volume can be bound and the case will

be embossed with the volume number.
Readers

bound ne
to have their Magazines
make a strong parcel of

them, include a note of their name and
address together with the necessary
tance, and send the parcel direct to Messrs.
O. H. Bateman and Co., 23, Hanover
Street, Liverpool, carriage paid.

Back Numbers of

azine ff

All " Meccano Magazines ft
prior to Decern I mt, 1923,

are out of print. Each of the 1924 issues, with the
exception of January, February and September, are
n stock. Only the May, June, July, October and

ilabNovember
t X925

p
issues are availahl e. All the 1926,

1927 and 1928 issues are in stock, with the wcepti.m
of January, February and September, 1926, and
January and March, 1927.

Copies of back issues will be sent, post free
p
price

3d. for issues prior to 1925, 4d> for the issues of 1925
and 1926, with the exception of the December numbers*
The December issues, 1925 and 1926, and all the
issues of 1927 and 1928, 8d;
We can supply a limited number of bound volumes

of the UM\M* at the following prices (carriage paid).

January-December 1924, in one volume, 10/-, July-
December 1926, price 8/3* Januan June 1927, 9/6.
July-December 1927, 9/6.

MECCANO
CRYSTAL SET No

The Meccano Crystal Set No. 1 is a highly-
efficient and splendidly finished instrument.
The detector is enclosed in a glass chamber,
which effectively protects it from dust and
moisture. Two sliders axe provided, one on
each side of the inductance, giving great selec-

tivity and clearness of reception.
The usual range of a crystal receiver for

telephony is about 20 miles, but the Meccano
Receiver, with a good aerial, should be effective
up to 30 miles, according to local conditions,
on which the range at over 15 miles largely
depends, Reduced price 10/6, post free.

Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Old Swan, Liverpool

i

MECCANO
DOUBLE HEADPHONES

Double Head-
phones are British made
and are of the highest
quality procurable. They
give loud, clear and undis-
torted reception and will

add greatly to the efficiency

of any wireless

rtable to wear and
easily adjusted, 4,000 ohms
resistance.

Reduced price S/-* Pos* free

Meccano Ltd.. Binns Road. Old Swan, Liverpool

DICK'S VISIT TO

We are pleased to announce that the popular

booklet "Dick's Visit to Meccanoland

"

been reprinted and is available for

haw not already had the pleasure of reading

this interesting story of a Meccano boy*s visit

to the Meccano factory.

The price of the booklet s 2d, post free.

All applications should be accompanied by
stamps for this amount, and addressed to

Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Old Swan, Liverpool

MECCANO
SHAFTING

Stand*
These

Shafting
anls are designed on the
Meccano system, with equidistant

holes. Our illustration shows how strong
and serviceable shafting may be constructed
from Meccano parts with the aid of the Large
Standard,

Price 1/-
8d.

Standard only, Large i # #

n ##

Meccano Ltd., Binns Road* Old Swan, Liverpool

HOW TO GET MORE FUN
OUT OF HORNBY TRAINS

Every owner of a
Hornby Train

7few *' g*t

a copy
of this splendid new
book entitled?

-
""

to get more fun out
of Hornby Trains/ 1

for it contains much
useful information
concerning minia-
ture railways.
The price of the

booklet is 3d, and if

you cannot obtain it

at your dealers it

will be sent post free

on receipt of 3d, in
stamps. All applications should be addressed

to Meccano Ltd., Old Swan, Liverpool.

MECCANO CARTONS
We arc frequently asked to quote prices of

empty Meccano Cartons by boys who have
damaged their own, or who, having purchased

an Accessory Outfit, require a single carton or
Wood Cabinet to hold all their parte.

therefore give below a full list of both Cartons

and Cabinets with prices.

Price

No. 00

"

»

1

2

5
6
00a
0a
U
2a
3a
4a
5a

**«
* i •

**•

• # •

...

* * *

ft ••

ft ft ft

...

* • *

* **

ft

* « *

m **

* m m

ft m 9

« . .

• * #

« » »

.

* • v

• •

ft -

-ft ft

* * ft

ft*

_

« * » mm.

¥
-

*

r . «

4d.

4d.

6d.
6d.
9d.

1/3
3d.
3d.
4d.
6d.
6d.
6d.
9d.
5d,Special Inventors

WOOD CABINETS (with lock & key)
Price Postage
35/

»

No. 5
5a
6
6a
7

ft ft ft

... . . . *• t

* 35/
42/
60/

., .125/

1/-
1/-
1/3

ft « ft

• Carriage Forward,

Old style cartons that were used for Outfits

issued prior to 1st October, 1928, may still be

obtained ifrequired. The prices areas follows

:

Carton
No. 00 .**

* *

« . **

II i •* ••*

It
2 **.

n 3 ft * >
n 4 * ##

n 5 ft w ft- • * +

n 6 ... wtwm

it 00a * ft ft •ft

ii
Oa •*

it
lA ft - ft ** *

ii
2a # #•* •> i.

n 3a ..* » « ft

ft 4a * . * *"*

VI 5a *• i 4. 1

* * ft

fcft ft

ft ft

ft ft * ..ft

ft ft ft

ft ft *

"ft

• #*

# *

ft

ft ft ft

..ft

**V

Price
4d.
4d.

lid.
lid.

1/9
2/6
4/3
9/3
3d.
7d.
8d.
9d.
9d.

2/

Postage
4d.
4d.

6d.
6d.
6d.
9d.

9d,

v-
3d.
3d,

4d.

44d.
4id.
6d.

9d.

Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Old Swan, LI

MECCANO BENCHES

This model Saw Bench is suitable for us£

with an Electric or Clockwork Motor, By means
of the equidistant holes in the base it may be

built into a Meccano Model Workshop. Beauti-
black enamel and nickel.fully finished m

Price 4/

eccano Ltd., Binns Road, Old Swan, Liverpool
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So 1 vn your
NewYear Present
difficulty by giv-
ing a Pair of
Roller Skates.

Thev are suitable for both boys and girls—are— certain to fit—and—THEY WILL BE
APPRECIATED.

No. 3 with Threaded Clamps and
Case-hardened Steel Wheels ,„ 5/-

No. 5 with Best Bail-Bearing Wheels 10/-
No. 6 with Bost Bail-Bearing Wheels
and Block Heels, as illustrated

»?

«•» n/ • »

and Packing 1/-, Colonies and Abroad 5/-

Bateson's Sports Depot, Blackpool

TH PROVED BEST
MODEL AEROPLANE

BAftTQ D - A - PAVELY, The Designer ofrMUI °' D.A.P. Products, has gained
more awards in Model Flying Competitions than
any other person, amateur or
Caps, medals, certificates and unsolicited
testimonials can be seen at our address. We
guarantee our models to fly the distance stated.
We make no exaggerated claims ; what we claim
we cao substantiate. There are, have been,

will be, many toy aeroplanes on
the market ; we cannot too strongly emphasise
that JD*A.P. machines are not just toys, they
are scientifically designed, and have over SH)

years' experience behind them- Latest award,
Carnage Challenge Cup, 1928, open to all, for

longest time in the air.

No, 6 TRACTOR MONOPLANE, as shown,
span 22 ins., flies 150 yards, length 24 ins.,

from the ground, fitted with Hand-Carved pro-
peller. Price 10/6

Carriage and packing U«K, 9d, extra.

SIMILAR MACHINES.
No. 4B.
22 ins.

an 21 ins.. yards, us.-,

] >ri< :e 7/9

Carriage and packing U.K. 9d

No. 4. Span 16 ius., flies 100 yds., ]<

Price 4/6 '

Carriage and packing U.K. 6d.

.

IS ins.

:

We supply everything for the Construction of
Model Aeroplanes. Illustrated Catalogue 4d.

post free.

The D.A.P. Model Aeroplane & Engineering

(Dcpt M), 187, Replingham Road,

Southfielrfs, LONDON, S.W.18.

h

The results from
been better than
Paper.

one insertion in the ".Vf.il/." have
from six insertions in a Philatelic

H.S.J.

Cyclometers
Cycling
without

VEEDERwithout a
Watch. You
the other intelligently.

is like living
cannot one

A VEEDER tells you :

How far you have been *

Distance from one another.
i ,

Service your tyres give you.

Number of miles to destination.

Total season's

INSIST UPON
(See the name thereon).

_j etc*

GENUINE VEEDER

Obtainable from all important Cycle Dealers.
Made in two Models : Regular 6/6f Trip 15/-

Send for Illustrated Booklet to:

—

E. DICKINSON,
Andrew's House, Ho]born Circus,

London, EX.1.

HOME CINEMATOGRAPHS
Latest Popular Models from 7/-. Good optical

effects, films included.
Sample 100 feet Films 1/3.

WONDERFUL CHEMISTRY CABINETS

»_

. 50 to 200 experiments.
Illustrated List Free.

THE MECHANICAL SUPPLY CO.,

11, CHURCHFIELD AVENUE, LONDON, N.12.

FREE TO Price List

of Novelties, Jokes, Scien-

tific Articles,

Pistols,
Pistols and Rifles, Shoot-

ing etc.. etc.

Write for it tcday,
Norwoods, 3, Finsbury Sq.f London, E.G.

2

NO MORE CREASED TIES ! !

r( STRETCHA " Tic Press pulls

out the creases Jl
in a jiffy*"

While sleep your
crumpled ties made
smart and fresh. Simple
and effective device.
Spring steel, neat

» handle*

_

COLOUR PLATES JOF
LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES

Printed in eleven colours. Si7,e 20* x 12*.
L.M. & S.R. " Roval Scot," L. & N.E.R.
"Harvester," G.W.R. "King George V,"
Southern "Lord Nelson." Price 1/- each,
1/2 by post in tube. The set of four, post free,

Railway Magazine, 33, Tothill St., London, S.W.I.

NATURE STUDY
Obtain your supplies of Books, Collecting

Apparatus and Specimens from

WATKINS &:DONCASTER, Dcpt. M./J

36, Strand, London, W.C.2. (P.O. Box 126].

Phone : Gerrard 945 1. Full Catalogue Post Free.

GET THIS NEW FUN PISTOL!

" SPITFIRE "

shoots peas, pellets and arrows. A flash
with every shot I Most realistic ! Ab-
solutely safe. With pellets, arrow and

target, 1/6 (post 3<L).

Illustrated Price List Free.

NORWOODS, 3, Finsbury Square, London, E.C.2.
-

SAFETY PISTOLS
REVOLVERS

mf*

• 4 * * 4 V • * « « 4

Can be bought, sold and carried without
permit of any kind.

PISTOLS.
No. 54* Small Nickel Pistol with extractor
and cartridge cover, solid barrel and top vent
holes

No. 85. Medium size, heavier model.
nickel as above .»

No, 21, Long barrel, 8* over all, nickel
finish, etc. •*« .,. .*. wm

REVOLVERS,
No. 286. 6 Chamber, Blue or Nickel

solid barrel, top vent holes* perfectly
sound and fool proof „*

No. 055, 8 Chamber Blue or
heavier pattern, solid frame ...

No. 685- New Model with safety catch,

. .

«

* »* 6/11

9/11

heavy constabulary pattern with trigger
guard, JO chamber, nickel or blue ...

No, 287, Safety Automatic Pistol, 6 shot
magazine, blue finish, latest model ...

No. 123. Doha Air Pistol as illustrated

17/6

BLANK CARTRIDGES. 9d. ;

lit!
-

Postage on Each 6d. extra.

!ges, Carriage 9d. per 100 miles

H. H. Parson (Pistol Dept,), 55, Northcote Rd., S.W.11

amount of

amusement
and practice in observation

is provided by the new

Designed by G. C. Sherrin

Handy and help-

ful in

tions

door sports and
games, in

connection with
Scoutcraft, as

as u sefu 1

in school work.
Levels

ted" and
heights, widths
and areas cal-

culated with a
ree of

made:

Neat-
simply
alt-

metal, rustless

ami unbreak-
e.

Price

larger than a
pocket -

when closed

Supplied in cardboard box, with ilhis

trated booklet giving full instructions
for use, together with examples of

working.

Obtainable through your Meccano dealer, or

direct from

:

GEORGE PHILIP &_ SON LTD.
32, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 4

I have had excellent results from my adverts., getting

replies and orders from practically all over the world.
A.R.
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PLASTICI
can be when Making Models

As a s V for

Meccano Structures, as ballast

<s,

l»

"

HAD
I

MOTORS
DYNAMOS

SHOCKING COILS
TELEPHONE S

BELLS
SWITCHES

OUR

I

'

nobanks or paths—it

equal. There are 10 colours
and the material is ever

and can. be used over
over again.

You can get it in 1 lb. cartons
or lkd. Sticks. In fancy boxes

ACCUMULATORS
BATTERIES
BATTERY CHEMICALS

BOARDS
TOOLS
MATERIALS

No.

containing tools,

"CORONA"
has a full pound in the

CYCLE
LIGHTING
OUTFITS

10 colours

1'6
t or /

+

Mav <we send you a Free
m or

AND
DYNAMO
TYPES

CATALOGUE?
Wireless Apparatus All the
latest ideas and components. The
most complete list available of

:

RADIO and ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS *>

-

Our meters are the best obtain-
able

Sample -Post Free

we
.«

range
•e the largest

It is FREE to " Meccano

*

f
readers, contains

136 pages all of which are profusely illustrated

and prices are such that they defy competition.

Plasticine

BATH
99, BATHAMPTON

ELECTRIC COMPANY

54, GRAFTON ST., TOTTENHAM COURT RD.,

Museum 0241. LONDON, W.l.
,

f * WORKING YOUR HOME CINEMA/' Valuable
information. Also bargain lists, films, and film
library, Postage 2d.—Wayland, 109, KenJor, Tooting,
London.

—

CIGARETTE CARDS. Complete Sets 25 from 3d.
:,

50 from 4 Jd. set. Collections in complete sets only,

600 4/6, 1,125 8/6, 1,650 14/-, 4,000 50/-, Post Free
over 5/ Old Collections Purchased.— L 5, Dunsany
Road, London, W.14. ___

STORAGE
PARTS

ry Meccano boy
butparts from time to time

there is. sometimes difficulty in finding suitable
accommodation for them. We are now pleased
to announce that we can supply strongly made
boxes that have been specia 11 " -*-^-«- J *— -*»•-

purpose. IJttere are
which is described below.

*

. . .Plain Blocks
Brass Screw Eyes, all sizes

- * +

.

from each lid.
per doz.

Anchors
r

...

Bollards, solid brass ,,.

Bowsies

. .

p«

t WW

Mariners
1 Compass

h . 1

* fc §

each 3d, & 6d.

per doz. 6d.
9d.p » m

No. 1 STORAGE BOX. Stained and va
rich oak effect, and fitted with partitions as

I shown in the illustration. The lid is hinged
and is secured bv means of lock and key.

154 ins. Width 8fius.
Depth 21 ins. Price JO/6.

No. 2 STORAGE BOX. Finished as No. 1 Box
and provided with lock and kev. The tray with

it is fitted enables a much larger quantity
of parts to be accommodated. Dimensions

:

Length 14£ins. Width 11 ins. Depth 3f ins.

Price 21/-,
No. 3 STORAGE BOX. A perfect receptacle

for Meccano parts. Finished similarly to the
No, 1 and No. 2 boxes and provided with lock

two partitioned trays.

Dimensions: Length 20 ins. Width 14 ins.

Depth 5 J ins. Price 30/-.

.

PULL PRICE LIST POST FREE.
MOTOR LAUNCH & SAILING YACHTS

i .

Sailing Yachts
Steam Boats .

Electric Boats
Hot Air Boats

a a

»
*

# **

2/6 to £3/10/
10/6 to

... 21/- to £3/10/
3/11 to 15/

PRICE LIST FREE

35, MANCHESTER STREET, LIVERPOOL,

95

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

AGENTS
"-

-

for and
-

A complete stock of all Hornby
Train Accessories and Meccano Parts

i

t

i

i

i

L

JENNERS PAY CARRIAG

i

~

Patents for Inventions, Trade Marks i Advice Hand-
books & Cons, free.—B. T. King, Regd. Patent Agent,

H6a, On. Victoria St., London., E.C.4. 40 years' refs.

CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS, Machines, a

series at bargain prices. Illustrated lists post free.-

Filmeries, 57, Lancaster Rd«, Ley tonstone tLondon t EA\
*•

KENSINGTON
MODEL

,

DOCKYARD
- <

-

Sailing & Fittings
HORNBY TRAINS

MECCANO OUTFITS AND PARTS
BOWMAN & WORMAR ENGINES

AIR GUNS, FOOTBALL,
INGERSOLLWATCHES& CLOCKS

INDOOR GAMES
ELECTRIC LAMPS & TORCHES
MOTORS & ACCUMULATORS
HOBBIES STEAM LAUNCHES

-

MOTOR BOATS
LIST »M" TWOPENCE

• H.
185, Kensington High St., London, W.8

J r-
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READERS >

Clockwork Table Railway, 5/—. New,
-Waddell, 20, Clark Street, Airdrie, Lanarkshire,

uWireless Spares for Sale. Cheap but .,

for List, 1 id,—Hay, Foresters Terrace, Alton, Hants.
*'* Magnets.^ .What .offers ?—

Holt, 4, Lower Cambridge Street, Loughborough.
23

1 lection, 1,000 different Foreign Stamps in
Album, £2. Projector Outfit, 12 films, 15/-. Full-
size Magic Lantern in case with 4 dozen slides, 30/-.
Set Boy's Boxing Gloves, 5/-. 450 Cigarette Cards
[tf sets) m Albums, 3, -. Good Box Conjui'ing Tricks,
5/^. • 1

9

J
' Meccano Magazines, " various dates between

April 1925 and August 1928. Offers.—Greaves,
ville, Gordon Road, 0amberley,

Album containing over 1,000 Stamps,
«--* £5 or nearest—Tempest, Koaenc

Wingate, Go- Durham.

Always wanting Clean Cigarette Pictures,
send Lists,—jeffery, Gunlborpe, Peterborough

" Keecb " Banjolele and Case.
3/10/-, accept £2.—Tallis, Llwyn Celyn. Caerkon,
For Sale.

.B.S.A.
J a _ J

+

l

^^ m

General Radio 3*valve set

*

i 45/
with speaker and valves, 90/- ; Brown's Crystovox,
4V/-; Watchmaker's Lathe with Compound Slide-rest,
etc., 90/-; 5x4 Folding Cameo Camera, slides and
leather case, 15/- : Heavv Hot-air Engine. 25/
.410 Folding Shotgun, 40/-; 4-volt Motor, 5/6

;

Electric Pocket Lamp and Magic Lantern co
5/~; New Webley Airgun,—22, *—

—

u ~

Stockton Heath, Warrington.

Sale. 650
about n.

.

G. Swann, 23, Selboume

1 cite Photos., all different. Whai
J. Herbert^ Camp Cottage, Bishopton

Scotland. * " '

'

Sale. Chemistry Cabinet, Nothing used. Cost
12/6. Offers^A. Beaton, 135, Melbourne Street,
Dennistoun, Glasgow.

Sale* Chemical Apparatus, Stamps, Dvnamo, etc.
Stamp for list— Rutter, 21, WartonTetiraee, lleaton,
Newcastle,

For Sale,
Perfect Condi lion.

Electric Table Railway,
Scrinjgeour, Cultcr, Aber^

For Sale. Lincoln Stamp Album containing 1.500
Foreign and Colonial Stamps. Catalogued £7. What
offers. Also 17 1/3 Broadcast Records for sale, the

-. All issued since julv 1928. Unscratched.—
BJfl/ZLFW, London, W.C.I.

... ens, $/- per 1,000 ft. Stamp Collection
'/-. Wireless Sots. Books, Annuals, etc., etc.

Stamp for
1

Ust.^NikoIa, 87a, The Drive, Wembley.
For Sale. Locos, Rolling Stock, etc. Also Hon-

zontal &tea-m Jsneiae; practir-—
'
— — - — t— v.v i-j—« m «.* *-^ J t u-, . - i -

f f**- Ul\r ill U. X +. T I ilj i™ *•

Walton, 105a, Hi*h Street, Tubs tall, Staffs.

new. Apply

Sale
^

Quantity Gauge 1 Tin plat© Track and
Accessories. Particulars—.Erro 11

f 3 f Milnthorpe Road,
hastoourne.,

Vertical Slide-Valve Steam Engine, Vaporising
t Lamp, Water Gauge, Drain Cock, etc. Little

used. Cost 39/6.—K. Sherriff, 2, Kin near Road,
Edinburgh.

Cricket Bat, 25/-, was £4. Tennis Racquet,
12/-, Rolling Stock, Tank Engine, Rails. Send for
list.—T. Campbell, 7, Dinicombe Street, Glasgow West.

For Sale, Stationary Steam Engine, Twin Cylinder
Injector, Gas- heat < d, Steam Gauge, j Horse Power.
Excellent condition. Nearly new. Bargain £6/10/-.

—

D. C. German, 5, Darwin Avenue, Buxton.

iature Railway, Railway Literature,
Wifeless Parts. Cheap. Particulars- -Russell, m
Con iston Road, Croydon.

. Horizontal Steam Engine with Governor.
Cost 32/6. What offers,—Cowdrv, " Downside,"
Moberly Road, Salisbury, Wilts.

Cigarette Cards.
Thornton, 159, Grosvenor Road, Wavertree. Liverpool.

Sale. Complete set of Irai us {Gauge 0), Clockwork
and Steam. Many accessories. Perfect condition.
Newell, m Dormurs," Shalford Road, Guildford.

FOR SALE
I

We have a few wooden outfit boxes, similar lo:

those in which our 1927 Nos, 5 and 7 Outfits were
packed- These boxes, which are slighilv shop
soiled but otherwise in excellent condition, will
be found very useful for storing the parts equiva-
lent to 1927 Nob. 5 and 7 Outfits respectively,
or for storing Meccano Parts generally*
The prices, which Include carriage, are as

follows :

—

Wooden Box for 1927 [No.£ Outfit Parts 25/-
Wooden Box for 1927 No* 7 Outfit Parts 85/-

Meccano Ltd., Old Swan, Liverpool.

MAGAZINE
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This Month's
i

I

1

Aeroplane Landing Grounds in this Atlantic
Air TMews ...

A Wild Night Ride«—'- to Read

*#» m 4 i

fc - +

* •

* l *

+ *

" l * * * 4 *

» M
f 1 *

m *

Competition P
ering News ,..

Famous Aero Engines—*' Bristol " Jupiter
Famous Trains—The ** International

Limited >f

Page

ii

16
73
24
35

I

I

I

I

I

t t -m --, »+.» » »

*

ire Floats and Chemical Engines
Fireside Fun
From our
Guild

> •

*

* # » *

m I # t i *

t Railway Company Pages
How to use Meccano Parts
In Reply: Hornby Section
In Reply i Meccano Section
Matthew Murray, Pioneer Engineer
Meccano Three-Engine Bi pla rie

Model- building Contt st

* f 9

A km.

**#

• •

Modi'l-buildiiLt! Contest Results ._
Rcw Diesel Railway Engine
New Mcrcano Models

"" General Interest
« »#

m f m

* .

8
18
75
30

68,69,71
52-59

38
61
67
26
48
45
62
32
46

* * *

.1 * »

..

***

I

I

I

I

I

!

I

I

* p *

m |

* # f.»

Photography by Artificial Light ...

Producing the MiM\M,
Railway News

m k

». *-#

- I

* - P

Scientific Apparatus in Meccano , Tr

Stamp Coflectmf ,..

Story of our Daily Bread ...

Suggestions Section

*.-

#*4

to Lhe Home of
* *

>*

14

51

12
40

. . . 77, 79
21
65
42

i

I

!

I

.*. P

* # P

»
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RAILWAY PHOTOGRAPHS
We list the finest photographs ever produced

at 3d, each, or 2/6 per dos. Send 4d, for sped*
men card and our new booklet, "Collecting
Railway Photographs, M which includes our latest

list of over 100 titles.

Railway Photographs, 23, Hanover St.
f Liverpool

HOME CINEMATOGRAPHS
FILMS AND ACCESSORIES. Pro-
lectors at all prices from 5/- to £90.
Film Spools, Reminders, Lighting
Sets, Screens, Sprockets, etc. Films
all lengths and subjects. Sample

Write

m g -» L
—

lUustmUd Price UstsFree,
FORD'S (Dcpt. M),

13, Red Lion Sq., L
W.Clp (Entrance Da

BOYS MAKE YOUR OWN
LEAD SOLDIERS

Cowboys, Indians, Anirnais, Zulus,
Model Farmyard Sets, Rodeo

f
etc*

Casting Moulds make
tnousands from any scrap lead
Without Previoos Experiekgbs.
Send stanii t^-dav frsr Illustrated

Catalogue* Coa^i'leUi mould readv
for work 2/6.—"TOYMOULDS/ 1

67, Stafford Street, Birmingham,
"Mention Meccano.* f

IS
aiia is set to J inch s.c. and costs 8/-a lr C per month. The sum is the 50th

of £20, the pries of a whole page advertisement. Over
62,000 copies of the November issue were sold in various
parte of the world. Your advertisement therefore reaches
this exclusive public: for approximately I AcL per 1UO0.

so popular with Boys, are unique
a useful service* Evervhu.lv can type with a Simplex.

than writing and far nac^e interesting. Just
as fascinating for grown-ups as for boys.

SPECIAL £ g/ F 1Q/ Q 1g/ & H 20/.

Standard characters, rubber type, visible typing, any
to last' years.] of paper, guaran

GREAT TYPEWRITING COMPETITION.
£50 in Prizes,

Separate Prizes for Boys 6, 9, 12 and 15 years o

age.

Type a simple letter on
your Simplex—that's

all. Entry forms sup-
plied with each Simplex
typewriter by any food

, la ease of
difficuUv write •-

K,~,

Simplex Typewriter, 1 f Newman St., Oxford St., W.1

Registered at G,P,Q., London, for transmission by
Cmadian Magazine PosL

EDITORIAL ADVERTISING OFFICES :

Binns Road, Liverpool,
'

Telegrams ; *• Mfeccano, Liverpool*"

PubUcaHon Date, M.e "JW.Af." is published on
the 1st of each mouth and may be ordered from any
Meccano dealer, or from any bookstall or newsagent,
price 6d. per copy* It will be mailed direct from
t his office, 4/- for six issues and 8/- for twelve issues.

To Contributors* The Editor will consider articles
and photographs of general interest and. payment will
be made for those published. Whilst every care will
be taki-n of articles, etc., submitted, the Editor cannot
accept responsibility for any loss or damage. A
stamped addressed envelope of the requisite size should
be sent where the contribution is to be returned if

unacceptable.

^
Readers' Sales and Wants* Private advertisements

(Le^not trade) are charged Id, per word
t winimmp i/-.

Cash, with order. Editorial and Advertising matters
should not be dealt with on the same sheet of paper.

Advertisers arc* asked to note that private advertise-
ments of goods manufactured by Meccano Limited
cannot be accepted.

Small Advertisements* 1/6 per line (average seven
words to the line), or 16/- per inch (average 12 lines
to the inch). Cash with order,

i

, and
*-

Display. Quotations for space
latest net sale figures* will be sent on request.

Press Day, etc. Copy should b£ sent as early in

the month as possible for insertion in following issu*\

We usually close for press on or before 6th of each
month for following issue. Half -lone blocks up to
100 screen.

of advertisements will be sent when possible
for space bookings of not less than h»lf-aa-inch.

Voucher copies. Sent free to advertisers booking
one inch or over. Other advertisers desiring vouchers
should add fid. to their remittance and should order
voucher copy at same time.

* Orders and Cheques should be
made pavable to Meccano Ltd.

erin M-M.
Readers Overseas and in ftwaign countries may

order the Ji Meccano Magazine" from regular Meccano
dealers, or direct irom this office. The price and
subscription rates are as above; except in the case of

Australia, where the price is 1/- per copy f postage
extra), and the subscription rates 7/- for six m L -

and 14/- for 12 months (post free;}.

Overseas readers are reminded that the
shown throughout the llAf,M»" are those relating to

the home market. Current Overseas Price Lists of

Meccano Products will be mailed free on request to
any of the undermentioned agencies. Prices of oth<>r

goods advertised mav be obtained direct from the

CANADA tMec^ano Ltd., 45, Colborae'Stnttt, Toronto.

AUSTRALIA:
"

s, E. G. Pape & Co.,
52, Clarence Street, Sydney, K.S.W.

tWEW ZEALAND: Models Ltd.,
Kingston & federal Streets, Auckland.

SOUTHIAFRK A : Mr. A. E. Harris (P.O. Box 1199),
142, Market Street, Johannesburg.

1 KDIA : Karachi : Bombay Sports Depot, Elphinstone
Street.

'
i

*

Bombay Sports Depot, Dbobi
Talao*

Calcutta ; Bombay Sports Depot, 13/C» Old
"

' et*'

Cases have been reported recently, in which readers
in various parts of the world have been charged -mo-r-

than the published price for their copy" of the rnaga-^ - ' - ^ '- - - A in Australia,t is more
and more than 6d. in other parts of the world
The Editor wishes to make known the fact

it is not necessary for any reader to pay more than
the correct figure. Anyone who is being overcharged
should lodge a complaint with the Meccano agen^t

in his country or write direct to the Editor, the
name of the nearest Meccano dealer who is willm:

to supply- at the correct figure will then be given*
.

,

ffl MECCANO MAGAZINE' 1 BINDERS I
xmes may be

= by enclosing them in one of the special bind
we supply* Two sizes, price 3/- abd 4/6 post |

•

free, from Meccano Ltd,, Old Swan, Liverpool,
. I - i m _ • .___« • I m a

Affeiiioiiniii iiiiJiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiiiitii»Miiiti«iiimtiin in iiiiiiriimnMimriimif*
1 ' • r p
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fi-n rounds M with the gloves rv^rv day will

kfvp von (it and strong* The**- Boxing iitov<
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AMATEUR
jnlh fun lor the Lojig KViutcK Mights,
dull days* I he fellow that conjures ba

wttertverlu £mi — Uiit only by Using Gsirnages
rpp.ij -« 1 1 1

--. Supplied in the t'lrllowinp pri<rs
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mica Cabinets
A fine I lobby fur the* Winter evenings and
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mi using, (ftWesting, and very
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COMBINED ELECTRIC

MAGIC
AND HAND LAMP

Complete with batter) aud -in lis (Si

Kxtrn Uitu-rv, (Id.

I vim <^\i\>-<.. J/- il<w„ J'"st free
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HANDY MORSE
PRACTICE

(as illustration)*

ilii-
j retire set i- fitted with reliable

Uu/f7CT and *v< u made mwiB kev.

I:,tthrv ran In fitted i»1 the bs»sc of
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MODEL B

MODIL A

H.;ir

MICROSCOPES
'Mi -t I* I A, I .i

•

'|u«rvil Or^SS uttli adjusiable spring side

suit&ble for cxaut I nation of pond life, ehtese
in it* ->, etc. Ma^nilHs ^0 diameters. Com*
rleii in b « with instru= Lkjos and 2 prepared
micro obj t? t 2 pt.iiu gla^s slides, 2 gtatifr

sjiitte w i til cavily

,

1
Jos t «>d

.

J *r ice

Mi*Tosiopc, saim: as above, but with 3 only gJ^SS ptatt-

i j i box, Tost 6d.
Model B # As illustrated, solid brass body of superior luasli.

nest lenses; Height when closed fi inches, eouipletr in

polished wooden box. I u visible objective -ism- powers
30. 60, VOX Po>l 6d, Wee 18 G

Superior Hicr<*> op. , 29 6, 37/6 umi 63 -

Mounted Slidi-s, 4 6 doft, l'ost 4d. Rain slides 6(f* »-w

Hollow slides 1 6 .fez. Post fid.

»

An IJeai I Game for Boys
and cciMtio Part> iuuI

-end i!u-ni Carriage P;ua

Tii iin-y Station U-K-

|%yed an a B--ard with 72 pieces, represetitliig

lirorriit members ol the Smut ninve*
merit, mcliifiinjt Camps* Man Traps

i screen tohidt ihi arrrtni'lnus v i t J

I"
J \- - Post

.yj

-T jVS

>

I

F 7"

,

Model No.

Esi

y
--.

^^T-y

,-..

Model No.

TIIC WARNEFORD
MODEL AEROPLANE

hit '

c»«) to lly- no -"iMpli Ltcd adfu^t
its. "I he Ktcvaiuf fir Conlr<»ll«i

he lirtit down tinvardf. the rnaiii

oiili r to ntak^ the nt.t \w\\

lliitltuiid out fin

inei

ran

lone distance tlvinsi — and can be
l>fiiit tn i hi 1 light or left in onlej to

obtain a circular flight in either
"lirertion, The length ui flight ctei-.^nd*

on MCfntlier roiiditiniK, nod uoiler -mi
abte < MMdUiojis, it is quite powflih to

u-i l -i flight of 300 to SOd vanh,

Modi I
m puRtier ryp«

• n

5/6
7/6

r*
N«i H M

.GAMAGE LTD
RN

LONDON, E.G.
Cliv Rranchi ID7, Ohnpside, l\,\ ,2



V./

is that which you experience when you set in motion your Crane
Ship Coaler. Motor Car, Windmill, or any other model you havi
b jilt, by means of a motor. Could anything be more exciting?
You push over the control lever of the piotor and immediately
the model commences to work in exact lv the same manner as

U$ "big brother^ in real life.

The fullest possible enjoyment from the Meccano hobby
can only be obtained by operating your models with a Meccano Motor, All Meccano Motors
are strongly made, and the utmost care is taken in their manufacture to ensure that they give
every satisfaction to their owners.

Particulars and prices of the Motors and Accessories are given below.

MECCANO CLOCKWORK MOTOR
This fs a splendid pi> i< e of mechanism, simple,
powerful,reliable and free from all danger*
is fitted wfth Starting, stepping ami rewrsin
levers, and all its movements are fully ex-
plained in the ins trur firms that accompany
it. Price 7 6

MECCANO ELECTRIC MOTOR No. 1

(4-vo!t)
The 4-Volt Motor Especially d^i^nc-d to huild
into Meccano models. It may be run by a
4**volt accumulator or p by employing the
Transformer described be! iw, from the main,
Kitted with reversing motion, provided wth
stopping and starting controls, and the gear-
ing is iJit^rcharmeabh\ Price* 15 6

NOTE. The Electric Motor No 1 will
not run ialisfKindly from dry fltlls,

MECCANO RESISTANCE CONTROLLER
By eniploying this variable resistance the
*peed of the Meccano Electric Motor No. 1

(4-volt) may be regulated as desired. The
out roller is connected in series with the
motor and aoonmulator, or with the motor
iiid transformer if a trausforniaf is used as
tlie sourer of powr. It will not regulate
the speed of a high-voltage motor connected
to the main. Pri« 3 6

TRANSFORMER
By means of this trctatfbjri&cir the Meccano
Electric Motor Ntf, 1 (4-voitJ may be driv. n
from the house supply falternating cuttrnt
only). It is available for all standard smppta
voltages, from KM to 250 inclusive, at all
standard &B.C|ti6ade& The -supply voltagi
.md frequency must be specified win n
ordering, price 3D

This Mcccan
with P

Mr, ano Reversing 4-volt EUctnc
Motor antl actually pulls a feay

wishing I Hi lbs. along the
ground mritJi ease.

The reus&n is thai Mecca*
Parts art strong enough /

carry the ighi and the \t&c&
\lutor

% the mod /* erfut to\

motor in Ike tnrid, is strong
enough h> f*u!I fftf load.

MECCANO ELECTRIC MOTUK No. 2
(100*250 volt A.C. or ]>.i\)

This Electric Motor inay Unemployed for any
purpose for which a small motor stiitELbte,

spr k
i ially adapted for driving

M*« atto tanac1]*, ittta which it may h<: bpflt.
It is designed for crmm lion with the
el trie light nram KMi- 120-volt s or 2t n *-25< »-

vnltttj alternating or direct. A H ft, length of
il> v. fitted with a plug for connection with
the motor terminals and an adapter for
connection with an ordinary lamp socket, i

included, A suitable resistance is required
when the motor is run with a !2nn~ 250-volt
i urriiiL, and this is supplied by ftaani - ting
a 60 watt temp in series with the motor. A
board, on which sure mounted a suitable
lamp holder Haurp not ineliided) and a
switch, is provided separately, rac 32 6

board (with lamp holder and switch)
Price 4 6

MECCANO ACCUMULATORS
These new and excellent types of accumu-
lators havp b*ep adapted to drive the
Meccano Elretrfc Motor No, 1 (4-volt), They
have remarkable recuperative powers, and
will continue to supply current when
nominally exhausted.
4*volt H amps ... *.. Price 17 6
4 -volt 20 amps. ... > mm ... ... Price 25 -

MECCANO RHEOSTAT
(1 * High voltage motors)

This Rheostat is fr*r rontr* llirig the spe«I of
the Meccano Klectric Motor No, 2 or the
H.V. Hornbv
l»e foim« i

«: tt d
Metropolitan Train* It may
to the house lighting system
by means of an adapter and
may be um d with either

alt* rnaiiiiK or direct currents
ranging from 100 to 25<>

volts. A 6iMvait lamp fitot

supplied) is required lot' 'use

With the KhenSUit.
Prke 18/6
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